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AUTHOR'S INTRODUCTION

A HISTORY OF FOREST POLICY

AND ADMINISTRATION IN BRITISH COLUKBIA

I arrived in Canada in 1951 and worked for fifteen years as Woodland~

Manager of S.M. Simpson Limited, K 1e owna, British Columbia, also servin£ during

~ that period in a number of forestry associations and their committee~ and, in

1956, appearing as a witness, representing the Interior Lumber ManUfacturers'

Association, before the Sloan Royal Commission.

These experiences developed in me a kee'n . t t· l fln eres ln Lw orest po 1 i cJ
and mana[,emE:nt 1rlraetl'ces of Countr'l·er.-,. Th t·

~ - - e oppor unl ty to 1'0110;, this intere:::t,

virtually on a full time basic came in 1966, vrhen I was enrolled Cif: a Ph.I. ~tudent

in the Department of Porr-stry and Natural Resource~, University cl' ::::di~burChI unc.er

the Programme of Spfccial Study and Research of tha t uni ver~,i t.y.

As a part of the study, I was to make a comparison beh:ecn the forest

pal ici es and management practices applicable in British Columbia and Scotland.

The first year was spent in British Columbia, studying the polic,Y and management

of that province. It very quickly became evident that this was a major task, since

the information needed l~ in a large number of reports, documents, and papers

rather than in consolidated form. However, as a result of this work, I was urbed

by a number of colleagues to publish a histor.y of forest policy and administration

ln British Columbia, on the basis that such a publication Has needed for educational

mld other purposes.

The objective of the history is to trace for the reader an outline of

the development of forest policy and some aspects of administration in the province

with comments on the motivation for some of the development. The original notes

for the history occupied more than 2,500 foolscap, double-spaced typewritten notes

and it will be appreciated that, in order to arrive at a reasonable length of pub

lication much potential content had to be dropped and much detail eliminated. The

work is not intended to be a comprehensive history of all aspects of British Columbia

forestry but to deal with British Columbia Government policy and administration, its

aims and results. It does not mention many of the individuals who have made signi

ficant contributions, nor does it deal with the internal administrative organisation

of organisations such as the British Columbia Forest Service.

In recent times, forest policy has undergone very rapid development indeed

and, whilst some of the recent developments are described, some of them are treatec

in quite a general w~ since, in a historical sense, their influence and outcome

cannot be fully appreciated at the present time.

Whilst it has been suggested that I should include a chapter dealing with

possible future policy developments and whilst the main directions of policy develop

ment appear to be stable at the present time, I have not done so. Policy is highly

dependent upon political, social and economic change and should the present relative

stability be disrupted, a variety of results could ensue which could not reasonably

be predicted at the present time.
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I would particularly like to thank Doctor C.J. ~~lor of the Department

of Forestry and Natural Resources, University of Edinburgh, who urged me to write

this history. Also, special thanks are extended to Lorne F. Swannell, R.P.F.,

Chief Forester of British Columbia and Doctor J.V. Thirgood of the Faculty of

Forestry, University of British Columbia, who read the first typescript and sug

gested a variety of corrections and amendments, most of which are included in the

final work. A considerable number of others assisted in the provision of litera

ture and advice, without which the result would be the poorer.

Last, and foremost, I have to express my gratitude to foetor C.l.

Orchard, former Deputy Minister and Chief Forester of British Columbia, who ap

proached me one d~ in 1966 in the Hotel Vancouver and suggested that I hrite this

history, at the same time offering his own notes to serve as a basis for it.

Alan moss, C.D., Ph.D., R.P.F.

Kelowna

British Columbia

July, 1971
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MINISTERS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA IN CHARGE OF FORESTS

Years of Appointment Name

1912 - 16 H.R. Ross

1916 - 28 T.D. PatulIo

1929 F.P. Burden

1930 - 32 N.S. Lougheed

1933 - 44 A. Wells Gray

1944 - 52 E.T. Kenney

1952 - 56 R.E. Sommers

Title

Minister of Lands

Minister of Land:c

fI':inister of Lan.cs

Minister of L.::mo C'

f':inister of L:..Jlcls

1944 - 45 fhnister 0: Lanr:.s
1945 52 Minister of Lands ,.In.r~ J11o:re f' t ['

Minister of Lands and Forestf'

1956 - R.G.- Hilliston 1956 - 62
1962 -

Minister of Lands and Fore~ts
MinistEr of Lands, Forests

and ~ater Resources

DEPUTY MINISTERS OF FORESTS OF BRITISH COL~;BIA

1945 - 58 C.D. Orchard (Also Chief Forester)

1958 - 65 n.G. McKee

1965 - 69 F.S. McKinnon

1969 - J.S. Stokes

CHIEF FORESTERS OF BRITISH COLill1BIA

1912 - 16

1916 - 20

1920 - 35

1936 - 41

1941 - 58

1959 - 65

1965 -

H.R. McMillan

M.A. Grainger

P.Z. Caverhill

E.C. ManninG

C.D. Orchard

F.3. McKinnon

L.F. Swannell

(Also Deputy Kinister 1945 - 58)
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THE FOUNDING OF THE ASSOCIATION

OF BRITISH COLUMBIA PROFESSIONAL FORESTERS

(by F. Malcolm Knapp, R.P.F.)

The late Fred D. Mulholland initiated the action which led to the

establishment of the Association of British Columbia Foresters by an Act of the

Le~islature passed on April 3, 1947. On Februar,y 15th, 1945 a craft of the

proposed "B.C. Foresters' Act" prepared by Mulholland accompanied a letter in

which he stated "it seems to be certain that followin~ the report of the Royal

Commission, circumstances will require a much greater number of qualified for

ssters in this Province, both in Government service and private employment, ar.d

it is not too early to take steps to see that we are properl.}' orCCilliL'cd and take

our place on a level with the other professions."

Copies of this, letter and the draft were sent to:

L.R. Andrews, E.C. Lumber Manufacturers

R.M. Ero.m, President, C.S.F.E.

H.H. Baxter, 1944 Chairman, Vancouver Section C.S.F.E.

J.D. Gilmour, H.R. MacMillan Export.

M.W. Gormely, Chairman, Vancouver Committee, Royal Commission brief.

E.E. Gregg, 1944 Chairman, Victoria Section C.S.F.E.

H.J. Hodgins, Pacific Mills Ltd.

F.M. Knapp, Professor of Forestry, U.E.C.

C.D. Orchard, Chief Forester B.C.

M.L. Prebble, 1945 Chairman, Victoria Section C.S.F.E.

J.E. Liersch, Aero Timber Products.

Following this, a number of letters, phone calls and meetings of indi

viduals or small groups took place but no meeting of a majority of the croup

names was ever held.

This was follo1t:ed by a printed "Circular to the Forestry Profession in

British Columbia" which included the draft of the Act under dateline ~:arch 20th,

1945, and signed F.L. :Mulholland, 514 Government Street, Victoria, B.C., as fo11oh'(:

"Attached hereto is a draft of a proposed "B.C. Foresterf:" Act" for

your attention and comment.

"Discussions have proceeded spasmodically for more than h:enty years

between members of the Canadian Society of Forest Engineers and the Professional

Engineers of B.C. with regard to registration of foresters by the latter under

the B.C. 'r,ncineerin[ Profession Act.'

"These discussions have not resulted in the amendment of the 'Encineerinc

Profession Act' necessary to include the activities of foresterc. After 80 10r.L

a period it must be assumed that such amendment is not probable nor desirable.

"viith the increased importance expected to accrue to the forestry pro

fession as Cl. result of the Sloan Royal Commission and public recocni t ion of the:

ur~ent n0ed for better forest practices, the time is ripe for ctatutory recoo:i

t ion of the proression of forestry in its own right.

"This draft act has met with the General approval of the follo1t!il~C con:

mittee, and it is being distributed to members of the Canadian Society of Fored
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EnGineers, and other interested parties, for study and comment:

L.R. Andrews, Forester, B.C. Lumber Manufacturers Association

R.r::. Brown, Dominion Forest· Service Presiden"t C '" F To', , _,,-1. _L.
J.D. Gilmour, Forester, H.R.MacMillan Export Co.

M.P. Gormely, B.C. Forest Service, Vancouver.

E.E. Gregg, B.C. Forest Service, Victoria.

H.J. Hodgins, Forester, Pacific Mills Ltd.

J.E. Liersch, Production Manager, Aero Timber Products.

F.D. Mulholland, Director, Land Utilization furvey.

C.D. Orchard, Chief Forester, B.C. Government.

r\~ .L. Prebble, Forest Entomologist, Dominion Science Servi c;fO.

"If and as approved or amended by ceneral consensus of the fore~.tr.y

profession, it is proposed to make arranGements for it to be introduced in

the B.C. Legislature.

"It is hoped that all foresters in the Province will associate th<.:r.,selv>,s

wi th the above in order to eXPEldite the necessary act ion.

"Kindly send such comments as you care to make to the undersiL~ed at

your early convenience."

The Bill in essentially its original form was presented to the 1946-47
Legislature and Has sponsored by the Hon. H.J. v,Telch, and passed its third readinc

at about 3:00 A.M., April 3, 1947, after an all-night sitting of the Lecislature.

The first Council of the Association of B.C. Foresters "ms named in t.he

Act as follo1;,rs:

"The following persons, namely, Frederick L. Nulholland, Victoria;

Chauncey Bonald Orchard, Victoria; John E. Liersch, Vancouver; Roscoe ~. Bro~n,

Vancouver; Leonard R. Andrews, Vancouver; John D. Gilmour, Vancouver; Hueh John

Hodgins, Vancouver; Elwyn Emmerson Gregg, Vancouver; Marcus W. Gormely, Nelson;

and Hector A. Richmond, Victoria, all of whom have been engaged in the practice

of forestry in Canada for fifteen years or longer, are constituted a body corporate

wi th perpetual succession and a corporate seal under the name of the "Association

of British Columbia Foresters."

This Council met for the first time at 2 :45 p,m. on ~~onda;y, April l·tth,

1947 in the offices of L.R. Andrews, 817 Metropolitan Building, Vancouver, at

"hich time F.D. Mulholland was elected President, C.]. Orchard, Vice President,

and F.M. Knapp, V.B.C., was appointed to the position of Registrar and Secretary

Treasurer. A Committee of L.R. Andrews, Chairman, J.D. Gilmour and F.~. Knapp

was appointed to draft the By-laws. The first Board of Examiners was composed

of J.E. Liersch, Chairman; H.J. Hodgins and R.M. Brown. The Reeistration fee waG

set at $10.00 and the annual fee $15.00 and examination fee $25.00.
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A HI~TORY OF FOREST POLICY

AND ADMINISTRATION IN BRITISH COLm~BIA

CHAPTER ONE

Early Forest History Prior to 1871

The first recorded glimpse by a white man of the territory that ~as to

become British Columbia was of the Queen Charlotte Islands, si&hted through lower

ing' cloud from the Spanish vessel "Santiago .,,1 The North American Pacifi c r:eaboard

had been under European occupation for many years but for more than ,3CO ;year:c fror.:

the beginning of that occupation, the seaboard's largest islarid (Vancouver Isl~nd)

remained practically untouched. 2 Only a few casual visitors haQ sailed to and

visited the coast of the future British Columbia.

In 1778, Captain Cooke visited Nootka and his mention of barterinc for

sea otter furs in his journal of 1784 stimulated the organisation of British

joint stock companies to finance trading in the furs in the lucrative Chinese
1market. Russian and American traders were also involved in this fur trade, a

trade which ended in the virtual extinction of the sea otter from the malpractices

of the American traders. The first recorded trade in forest products W:1S by

Captain ~:;eares3 who built a ship in Nootka Sound and, alont.:; with a carbo of furf',

took ships' spars to China in 1778.

It is interesting that Archibald Menzies, a surgeon of the Royal l:avy,

accor:1panied the famous Captain Vancouver on his voyage of 1792 with the rurp('l~ L:

of collecting botanical specimens for King George Ill's "very valuable ('c:llcctim:

of exotics at Ke.l" (Kew Gardens, London, England) .1Menzies took specimens of

rouglas fir [Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb) (Franco)] back to Britain in 179~, where

it was described and illustrated in "A description of the genus Pinus" by La1nbert

in 1803.4 But it was David Douglas, a Scottish naturalist, who first collected

cone specimens and seed from which the tree was first actually grown in Brit2in,

in 1826 - 1827. One of these trees and some second generation trees are to be

found at the present d~ in the Pinetum at Scone Palace, Perthshire, ScotlW1G,

the ancient seat of Scottish kings. David Douglas, as a youth, was employed as a

gardener at the Palace before taking botanical training with the famous Doctor

Hooker. The trees at Scone Palace are of value to British forestry by providinc

information to geneticists concerned with the growing of Douglas Fir in Britain.

The untouched Coastal forests of British Columbia in these early days

impressed the traveller with their very large area and with the size of trees

which they contained. In 1808, Simon Fraser and his party, in their gruelling

attempt to reach the Pacific Coast from the vicinity of Prince George arrived at

Yale and marvelled at the size of "Cedars five fathoms in circumference and prop

ortionate height."l

Amabilis fir [Abies amabilis (Dougl.) Forbes] was discovered by David

Douglas in 1825 and later reported by John Jeffrey, a collector for the

Scottish Oregon Society,from the Fraser River region in 1851, In spite
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of this, botanists doubted its existence for a long time, since those who

visited northwest America failed to see it. Although the species was cata

logued for several years by authors who relied on the reports of Douglas and

Jeffrey they cameat length to doubt. In 1819, the well-known Doctor Engelmann,

who was elaborating on the Abietineae (the Fir Tribe), boldly declared that there

must have been some mixing of the specimens collected by Douglas and Jeffrey

and the "lovely fir" was therefore a mYth. However, in the following year

(1880), Engelmann found the tree.4 During this early period of British Columbia's

history, many tree species were translocated and introduced into Britain as

exotics. Eventually, the success of these species under British conditions led

to a revolution in British forestry.

Spain had long claimed territorial rights to the northwest Pacific

Coast, based on Pope Alexander VI's Bull "Inter Caetera" of 1493, which divided

the known world between the two great Catholic powers, Spain and Portugal. The

British, Americans and Russians disregarded this arrangement and persisted in

their trading activities. Th~ Spaniards,working northward from Panama, then

built and maintained a fortification at Nootka and violently opposed the British

and American traders. However, the Nootka Convention of 1190 and a meeting of

Cuadera and Captain Vancouver in 1192 started a process of conciliation leading

to the restoration of the area to the British in 1195, when the Spaniards left

the area. Up to this time, none of the mariners, traders, ~iplomats or troops
1had remained as permanent settlers.

Meantime, the North West CompaQY,based in Montreal, was becoming in

terested in extending its fur trading network (mainly in beaver pelts) to the

west of the Rocky Mountains onto the Pacific Slope. The North West Company was

an interloper into the Hudson's B~ Company's trading preserves but its explorers

(the "Nor'Westers") were to pioneer routes of trade and travel through the

Interior Region of the Province-to-be •
. , 7

In(~'Alexander MacKenzie explored into British Columbia and the

Northwest Territories, reaching the Arctic Ocean via the MacKenzie River. His

greater adventure, the overland voyage to the Pacific Ocean, started in 1793

and his party reached Bentinck Arm via the Bella Coola River. David Thompson

and James Finley carried out more exploration for the CompaQY, after which Simon

Fraser was chosen to open the new western area for trade. Fraser later estab

lished Fort Saint James, Fort Fraser and Fort George, all of which, later,

became settlements. l Eventually, the Hudson's B~ Company and the North West

Company amalgamated.

In 1849, following the settlement of the "Oregon Territory Question"

*with the Americans , Vancouver Island was declared to be a Crown Colony and
2

was leased to the Hudson's B~ Company. By the terms of the instrument the

Company was made "Lordes and Proprietors of the Land forever", subject to the

domination of the British Crown and to a rent of seven shillings per year.

Lands for a naval establishment and certain other Government purposes were

reserved and, if, after ten years, in 1859,the British Government so desired,

*under which the International Boundary was fixed at the 49th parallel, with
the exception that all of Vancouver Island remained in British possession.
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it might repossess the lands. In fact, it did and "forever" lasted only until

1859.

During the early period of British Columbia's history, little of

significance to the future Province's forest policy and forest management

occurred. The fur trade was the only commercial activity of importance and

the exploitation of the vast and seemingly limitless forests had scarcely begun.

The land and forest l~ quiet, used only by the low population of native Indians

whose demands were not great. The millions of trees grew and, if they did not

fall victim to the uncontrolled devastation of forest fires lived through their

life span, to succumb eventually to the power of the wind or to the ravages of

insects or disease.

CHAPTER TWO

General Forest HistobY. 1849 to 1912

Prior to the discover,y of gold in the 1850's, the white population

of what is now British Columbia consisted of a few traders and packers--a few

hundred at the most.5 During 1857 and 1858 there was an influx of from thirty

to forty thousand people. It has been said that three thousand would-be miners
2arrived in Victoria in the course of one d~ although few actually settled there.

Some individuals embarked upon projects to endeavour to support this population

and supply food to it. Some grew farm crops and others imported cattle from

the United States and so startea:thebeef cattle and grazing industries. Al

though many of the new arrivals were quickly disillusioned and left the countr,y,

many remained. It was this sudden:.surge of P9Pulation which led to the end of

the Hudson's B~ Company's fur monopoly and to the repossession of the Colony

by the Crown. The fur trading economy quickly gave w~ to the new gold boom

economy which, in its turn, failed. It was only then that the population turned

to the vast timber resource as a means of livelihood and the great volumes of

timber available to the small population led, almost inevitably, to excessive

and careless waster

Since the time of this early gold rush influx of people, a steady

growth of population has occurred, as is reflected by the following statistics:-*

Year PopUlation-
1871 36,247
1881 49,459
1891 98,173
1901 178,657
1911 392,480
1921 524,582
1931 694,000
1941 818,000
1951 1,155,000
1961 1,629,000
1970 2,190,000 ( estimated)

In the early d~s, of course, there was no forest industry to speak

of in British Columbia and the history of its growth, difficulties, endeavours

and accomplishments are an integral part of the Province's forest histor,y.

*These figures are quoted by Orchard.5

from the Canada Year Book, 1921; From
are taken from "British Columbia Facts

Up to and inclUding 1921, they are taken
1931 to 1962, both years inclusive, they
and Statistics 1962", page 6.
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Without its industry, the Province could not have thrived as it has, nor is
it possible that modern Gov t 1 1"ernmen a po ~c~es and the science and art of forest
management could have reached their present state of development.

After Vancouver Island became a colony in 1849 with Blanshard as the

first Governor, the Island was leased to the, HUdson's Ba;y Company. James

Douglas was appointed in 1851 to serve in the dual capacity of Governor and

Chief Factor for the Company. ' He believed that the Company held a genuine

interest in promoting colonisation but it must have become increasingly clear

to him that the Company intended the new Colony to serve only as a protective

buJ..wark. for the fur preserve on the Mainland. l Even before he was aware of

this intention, however, he concentrated most of his attention on expanding

trade, particularly lumber exports. It has been said that the first sawmill

in British Columbia was ,bUilt in 1846 or 1847 by the Hudson's Ba;y Cbmpany on

Esquimalt Harbour and the Company bUilt a second at Millstream, near the present

Parson's Bridge, about six miles from Victoria, in 1848.6 Shipments to the San

F.rancisco market started fro~ these mills in 1849 and little of the output was

retained for domestic consumption.
l

The early files of the "Colonist" news

paper, published in Victoria, contains many reports of sailing ship movements

in the export trade to many parts of the world, including California and the

East Coast of America.5 A movement of private capital into a number of enter

prises on Vancouver Island took place, with most of it proQably being directed

into the lumber business. James Douglas himself, with other Company employees,

made plans to launch a private sawmilling venture, an attempt which has been

described as "a most signal failure.,,7

Captain Grant built a sawmill at

thrived and grew with the passage of time.

Blinkhorn selected land at Metchosin, about

shipped piles, spars and squared timber to San Francisco. Their success attracted

the attention of others and at least one San Francisco trading house placed an

agent on Vancouver Island to purchase supplies of lumber. The settlers in the

Colony generally took advantage of a ready market for logs, poles, roofing

shingles and shakes.

These were the early beginnings of what was to become the major in

dustry of the Province. Throughout Canada as a whole the timber trade developed

at a late stage in Canadian economic history. The impetus was initially pro

vided by substantial preferences afforded to Canada, as a vital support to the

naval strength of Great Britain.8 Supported b,ythese British preferences the

Eastern Canadian lumber trade "gained momentum and its strength was evident in

the struggle of this trade against the abolition of preferences. After their

disappearance, the trade gave a warm welcome to the United States - Canada

Reciprocity Treaty of 1854. This Treaty, together with the shift from wind,

wood and water transportation to steam and iron, hastened the expansion of the

lumber trade to the United States. Thus, lumber shifted from being an export

to the existing metropolitan areas of Great Britain to being an export to the

less mature and rapidly expanding metropolitan areas of the United States. An

economy which had been built up to meet the economic demands of Great Britain

now supported the expansion of the United States.
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The trade with the United States exposed the Canadian economy to the

effects of" the market fluctuations v;hich were incidental to the cyclical ciis

turbances of American business but on the other hand it was released from the

depend.ence on long-term credit arrangements involved. in the traae .~ith Great

Britain. The colonists of Canada shared in the general expansion of world trade

which occurred in the 1850's,9 and the new and growing wood industry of British

Columbia was subject to these influences. In addition, much of the early e.:rov.1;h .~

of the lumber industry in British Columbia has been attributed to demands arisinb

from the Gold Rush in the late 1850's. Ships bringing in supplies and population

during the Gold Rush found lumber to be a profitable return, or "back-haul"

product.

by Confederation with the Dominion of Canaaa. At

In August of 1858,

Columbia and, in 1866, t~e two

were to be followed, in 1871,

the Mainland was created the Colony of British
,

Colonies were united into one. These actions

This track opened the way

on the Canadian Prairies and

Confederation, it was decided to make natural resources the cornerstone of

Provincial finance. Self-government and with it certain rights of assets in

clUding the public lands had been conceded to each of the provinces by the

Imperial Government.

Ormsbyl has given a lucid description of what the British Columbia

lumber industr,y was like at this period when she writes of the industr,y at

Burrard Inlet in 1869:

"••• on both shores, ox teams were engaged in drawing logs down
skid ro ads to the wat erfront, Moody's new sawmill was run by
steam, and at Hastings and Moo~ille barques were loading heavy
cargoes of spars and sawn timber ·for markets in Australia, San
Francisco and South America and lighter ones for l\Iexico, China,
England and the Havlaiian Islands."

In 1886, the first passenger train from Montreal arrived at Port

Moody over the new Canadian Pacific RailTrlay track.
l

for British Columbia to develop an extensive market

hastened the construction of sawmills both in the Interior of British Columbia

and in the Coastal Region. The arrival of rail transportation also had other

effects. Large numbers of Chinese labourers who had been employed on railw~

construction work in the Province drifted into sav~ill and logging work, where

they were welcomed by the employers because of the low wages at which they were

willing to work. Howc;;ver,. t,hey were', resented by white employees. The

Government of British Columbia endeavoured to solve the problem in the Timber

Act of 1886, by forbidding the employment of Chinese and Japanese persons on

timber licences. The histor,y of this dismal episode will be related in a later

chapter.

Orchard has written of the United states at this period
" ••• the wholesale theft of publicly owned timber, (the ravages of)
fire and the general wholesale abuse of the land and timber resourcei:
••• assisted by inadequate law, personal greed and public apathy
and popular Government, subject to pressure, looking alw~s to the
popular course with a view to the next election--led eventually to
some effective control measures."

These measureB, taken in the United States, influenced sentiment and

outlook in Canada. Sir John A. MacDonald, Prime Minister of Canada had, in 1871,
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written to the Premier of Ontario expressing his concern:

"He are recklessly destroying the timber of Canada cmd theI'e is
scarcely the possibility of replacing it."

The British Columbia Legislature, about 1896 , "las not so alarmed at

this possibility as it was desirous of achieving the rapid economic development

of the Province.
l

The Legislature was composed largely of merchants, lawyers,

industrialists and landed proprietors who had prospered during the era of rail

way construction. All of the major political fibures had an assured social

position but they lacked the vitality of men of an earlier generation, clingin&

tenaciously to the system of personal alignments ,vhich formed. the basis of the

Province's non-party tradition. The wealth of the governing groups, derived

chiefly from investment in land, transportation systems, mines, lumberinb' salmon

canneries and flour mills had accumulated quite sUddenly because the ra.ihvay

and the steam boat had provided access to aQditional markets. Ample evidence

that transportation would continue to hold the vital role in the economic dev

elopment of the Province was to be seen in the incidence of the new prosperity.

viith the building of the new railway, new towns had sprung into existence-

Golden, and Farwell (now Revelstoke) were now engaging by steamboat in the

trade of the Kootenay; Ashcroft had succeeded Yale as the depot for the Caribou;

Kamloops had been transformed into the commercial hub of the Thompson River

Valley; and, on the 10w'er mainland, Haney viaS 'competing uith New I'Jestminster

for the trade of the western Fraser River Valley_ Impressed by these changes,

and particularly, by the sudden emergence of Vancouver (located at the railway

terminus and a seaport) as a commercial centre, the legislators were prepared

to accord favour and protection to those companies and individuals who would

risk capital in building new railways and steamship lines.

The result of this mode of thinking left much to be desired. 5 As a part

of the terms of Confederation, the Province ceded, to the Dominion, Railway Grant

Lands to border the route of the trans-Continental Railway. One of the impoJ:t

ant, if not dominating, conditions of Union with Canada in 1871 Was that the

Lominion Government should build a railway connecting the seaboard. of British

Columbia with the railway system of Canada. When the terms of Union v-iere under

review, the people of Vancouver Island thought that the term "the seaboard of

British Columbia" meant that the western terminus of the proposed railway lJould

be in Victoria. The railway was visualised as coming through an appropriate

pass in the Coast Range--Knight, Loughborough, Bute or Toba, bridtin6 the vari

ous channels between the complex of islands there and then runnint southwar~s

on Vancouver Island to the capital of Victoria. This vision, of course, cid not

materialise and, in order to 8atisfy Vancouver Islano's claims, the Le£;islature

proviCi.ed for a compensating raihiqy--the "EsCj,'Uimalt and lTanaimo Raih,-cjr"--ctrHi

incorporated it into the Island. Eailway, Graving Dock and. Ibil:r.~,y Land.s Act

of 1884. The raihiay "las to be constructec. by the IJominion but the ,jork has

actually conducted. by a private company Idth the aid of a caE:h subsidy from the

1ominion Govcnunent. As its contribution to aid the construction of this rail

"'c.;;' the Province conveyed to the Dominion the well-known ilL. ana. N. Land Grant".

'],'h8 Lorninion administereo. the Grant, containing some of the finest tililberlands
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in British Columbia, for three years, holding the land in trust. They were then

conveyed to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under date of 21st April, 1887,

upon completion of the railway. The E and N Block is clearly delineateQ on

modern Provincial maps and more will be written of it in a later chapter.

From 1884 to about 1912, the Province freely granted lands in aid of

railways. The Province contained two hundred and thirty-four million acres,

only a few people*, an alarming public debt and, entering into the twentieth

centur.Y.an annual budgetary deficit.5 The process of obtaining a £Tant is of

interest. Almost anyone of standing in the community could obtain a railway

charter and the valuable rights that accompanied it. In a small community like

that of British Columbia, where businessmen and property holders sat in the

House and where every prominent businessman was known to the legislators, it

was difficult for a Premi~r, who himself had extensive investments, to refuse

requests made by his friends and political associates. The Smithe Government

had established a precedent in using public lands, a seemingly inexhaustible

asset, tQ bonus the construction of wagon roads and railways and to pay the

costs or reclamation schemes. The succeeding administrations dispensed sub

sidies of land, mineral and timber rights with bold and munificent gestures.
l

In order to obtain a railway charter and the accompanying rights, the

applicant was required to insert on a printed form the names of the Directors

of his company, the locations of the termini and the registered office; obtain

the sponsorship of a private member of the Legislature for a railway bill and

of a Cabinet Minister for a SUbsiqy Act. The system led to the most extra

ordinar,y and deplorable situations. Onnsbyl has quoted the case of two Victoria

merchants, acting in conjunction with two members of Parliament and a Senator,

who secured, in 1889, the grant of fourteen million acres to build a railway

from the Yellovlhead Pass to Nanaimo and who proposed to bridge the channels of

the island complex between the Mainland and Vancouver Island. The project did

not materialise, any more than did most of the two hundred and ten schemes which

won legislative approval before 1913. Possibly, the ultimate folly was one des

cribed by Orchard5 in which a grant of seventy-eight thousand acres was made to

aid the building of a useless canal linking the Kootenay and Columbia Rivers

at Canal Flats. The canal was built between 1883 and 1888 and, proving to be

impractical, it was closed by filling it in, with the local Government paying

the contractors ~2,500.00 for the purpose.

Some of the Railway Grants which were made have been listed by

Orchard, 5 as follo,m:
smm BRITISH COLUMBIA RAIUJAY GRAl\TS

J:\;ame of RailwajY

Esquimalt aXlCi. ~.Janaimo

lJelson ana. Fort Shepherd
B.C. Southern
Columbia and ~·jestern

Kaslo ana. Slocan
Colwnbia and Kootenay
Canadian Pacific HaihJ<.V'· - Dominion Raillvay Belt
Peace River Block
Croll's Eest Pass

*Tile j)ol'ulation vIas 178,657 in 1)01 and 392,480 in 1;)11.

ThousanCi.G of iicres

2,110
500

3, 7~)5

1,34 G
250
1138

IG,nG
.3,5CC

se
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° ' 1 hrmcoy as recorded that the Government of John RODson, facec;. ~,itll

ill1 outcry from the merchants of Nelson over the granting to the Canadian Pacific

RaihlaY of valuable silver properties in the "Slocan Heserve" and, faced by the
fact that the Canac.ian Pac;f';c R"';l . d t........ ;,....... "Jay acqu~re seven lundred and fifty thousanc.

acres .ulich his Government had. granted in aid of three railw~ schemes in the

Kooten~, became more cautious. By 1892, the Government had removed practically

all of the major weaknesses in the Land and Wiineral Acts; coal and .vater resources

had been vested in the Crovm; minerals were exempted from railw:;y charters; Cl

limit of six hundred and forty acres "\Vas placed on each private purchase of

Cro~'ll lan~; and timber lands had been described in a legal fashion, with a limit

being placed on their sale. In 1912, the Province repossessed by purchase four

million acres of the Raihlay Grants and in 1930, another fourteen million four

hundred and seventy-six tp.ousand acres in the Raihvay Belt and the Peace River

Block, at the time of the return to the Province of the Dominion Lands. The

histor,y of the Railway Grants and their repercussions is not yet over and more

~ill be written of them in a later chapter.

In terms of the overall Canadian timber trade, it has been mentioned

that there was a shift of Canadian exports of lumber to the United States,

started by the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854. The slight difference in bulk be

tween sa"ffi lumber and unprocessed, round logs when transported resulted in the

imposition, by the United States, of tariffs which favoured the export of logs

rather than lumber. The effect of these tariffs, of course, .;as to encourace

the movement of logs from Canada to assist the United States sawmills which would

saw them, rather than importing lumber sawn by a Canadian industry. These tar

iffs were countered by the Canadian authorities, with export taxes and embargoes

on the export of Canadian logs, in order to compel United States mills to migrate

into the Dominion. The arrangements made at Confederation for the control of

resources by the Provinces, as strengthened by Privy Council decisions, limited

the value and effect of export taxes levied under Federal direction and the

result was that, in 1898, following the Ding~yTariff, the Province of Ontario

imposed embargoes on the export of sawlogs cut on Crown lands within the Province.

This experiment ",as adopted by other Provinces and British Columbia restricted

export of logs in 1906, from which time continuous export control has been exer

cised.

Whilst these various policy and administrative factors were operating,

the growth of trade and industry continued. It has been remarked that the perioci.

from 1895 to 1920 were 25 years of expansion such as had not been achieved be

fore by the Canadian economy.9 British Columbia was well to the fore in this

expansion. The Canadian value of exports of wood and paper products was multi

plied by nine and external trade per capita by four. At the beginning of this

period, British Columbia's products were virtually all lumber, with no pulp or

paper products. The enlargement of the United States market and the removal of

the United States duty on newsprint in 1911, added to other favourable circum

stances, resulted in a rapid expansion of the pulp and paper production in the

province, from almost no production of these items prior to 1911.

During the earlier part of the period from 1884 to 1912, the forest
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policy of the Province amounted to nothing more than an effort to control

cutting and to collect some forest revenue from industr,y. There was still a

ver,y large excess of overmature and mature timber in relation to the size of

*the industry and stumpage values were too low to permit of much thought of

conservative forestr,y practices.

Motive power in the woods was provided by slow-moving oxen. Only the

best quality logs in commercially desirable species such as Douglas fir and

western white pine (Pinus monticola, Dougl.) were taken out of the woods for

utilisation and butt logs frequently had to be left at the stump because the

oxen could not move them to the skid road or because the sawmills did not have

saws big enough to cut them. In many cases, the sawmills were driven by water

power. Normally,none of the tree was cut for logs above the level of the first

limbs. Markets were almost all export markets of a selective kind and the

lumber was shipped on slow-moving sailing ships.

Eventually, oxen were replaced in the woods by faster horses and in

the Coastal Region at least, af~er about 1890~horses gave wqy to steam. The

oxen and horses did have the merit that they did not cause excessive damage to

those'trees which the logger did not cut but left standing-they were not strong

enough-but with the advent of steam power, all young, immature stands and any

trees of less than about twenty inches diameter at breast height were liable to

be pulled down to add to the accumulation of debris on the ground. The amount

of slash or debris left on the ground after steam-power logging was incredible

and it generally contained more sound wood than had been removed as logs.

It was in the United States that experiments had been conducted in

the use of various pieces of power machiner,y for logging, inclUding rebuilt and

adapted farm steam tractors. The first practical machine was the "Dolbeer"

donkey, custom built in the first instance for Dolbeer and Carson, redwood

loggers of Eureka, California. This machine came to British Columbia in the

early 1890's.

Just after 1900, Ormsby has recorded that the westward sweep of American

lumbermen across the pine forests of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota reached

Oregon and Puget Sound and then extended northwards to the British Columbia

Coastal and East Kooten~ forests. From these two areas of the Province timber

cruisers brought back enthusiastic reports. The Fernie district of the East

KootenC3\Y, close to the lucrative and expanding market on the Canadian Prairies,

felt the American investment first. Near Coal Creek, the Canadian Pacific

Railwqy had been cutting timber since 1894 to supply its needs for the building

of new branch lines and the repairing of old lines. But it was American inter

ests from St. Paul, Minneapolis who really exploited the area's timber resources

by building large mills (for their dqy), capable of cutting 75,000 to 150,000

board feet of lumber per dC3\Y. Labour costs were reduced, as described pre

Viously, by the introduction of steam locomotives, donkey engines and other

*The stumpage value, or purchase price of the standing tree, was fixed at
fifteen cents per tree, with the exception of western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla
(Rafnl. Sarg.) for which there was no charge.
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power machiner.r. Only the highest grades of logs were used. Some of the lumber

men obtained Timber Licences from the Government but did not log them very much,

preferring to hold. them for speculative purposes, in anticipation of' a rise in

stumpage values. These lumbermen also entered into mutual, price-fixing agree

ments and, by 1905, most of them owned their own lumber yards in Canadian Prairie
towns.

In 1903, there was an acc~leration. of the period of gro~~h and. pros

perit~ which had started in the Province in 1895. By 1908, following the suc

cessful introduction of fruit trees into the Okanagan Valley by Lord Aberdeen,

about a million fruit trees had been planted and land that had been selling, ten

years before,for one dollar per acre was selling, planted to fruit, at the un

precedented price of one thousand dollars per acre. The mood of the population

was buoyant and optimist~c. These and other favourable portents attracteQ still

more American capital and American settlers. l It has been stated that, from

1907 to 1910, American interests increased their investments so rapidly that the

total American investment in British Columbia timberland and mills reached the

figure of five million dollars. A few examples of American and Canadian invest

ment in British Columbia during this period have been mentioned by Ormsby.l

After acquiring five million board feet (B.C. Log Scale) of pine timber in the

neighbourhood of Harrison Lake and further holdings at Jordan River, Quatsino

Sound and Powell Lake, M.H. Scanlon of Minneapolis founded the large8t pulp &nd

paper company in the West at Powell River. The Rockefeller interests took up

timber vUthin the E & N Raih18iY Belt. Prominent Eastern Canadian lumbermen

including the II1cLarens from the Ottavla Valley, George McCormick of Orillia and

John Hanbury of Grandon, also made large investments. Colonel A.D. McRae of

Winnipeg, in conjunction with Senator Peter Jansen of Nebraska purchased an

important sawmill at New Westminster. In association with the Swift brothers

(the Chicago meat packers), vJilliam MacKenzie, Donald Mann and L.B. Hanna, an

American industrial:i:st, McRae organised a company with a capitalization of

twenty million dollars, purchased seventy-five thousand acres of standing timber

between Comox and Campbell River, transferred the assets of his first company

to the Canadian Western Lumber Company and soon expanded that company's timber

holdings until they became the largest, for a single company, in the world.

European capital also entered the Province. As an example, Baron Alvo von

Alvenslehen, acting for German investors, acquired six large logging camps, a

number of booms of logs and a large acreage of high quality timberland. ~ihilst

this influx of capital was a primary factor in the development of industry, it

must not be thought that development. was entirely dependent on imported capital.

Particularly. in the Interior, a number of lumbermen were establishing small

usually portable, mills and some of these men achieved. financial success at a

later time. An example of a man who started without capital, built a substantial

lumber and plywood company and subsequently became a benefactor to his community

was the Ontario-born S.M. Simpson, who established in Kelowna.

This chapter has been devoted to describing the background and some

of the more important events in the forest history of British Columbia during

the period from 1849 to 1910. Fundamentally, the extensive forests of the
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Province were undergoing increasing utilization by a growing industry. The

process was dectructive to the forest but since the extent of utilization, in

terms of acreage and volume Has not great in comparison with the large forest

resource, the Government illId the public Here slow to react to the inherent danger

of the process. To the contrary, extensive grants of timbered land were made,

frequently with largesse, to subsidize railw~s and attract industry. With in

creasing sett lement, the destruct ion caused by forest fires increa~ed and many

burned unchecked, particularly in inaccessible areas. The large qucntities of

logging slash added to the hazard of fire. The 10s888 from forest fireS during

the period under discussion are unrecorded but Orchard 5 has asserted that fires,

on a disastrous scale, continued in the forests of the Province to a peak of

destruction about 1908, after which the situation was progressively improved.
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CHAPrER THREE

Forest Legislation in British Columbia. 1849 1910

The legislation governing the forests of British Columbia, as enacted

by the successive Legislatures has had a profound effect upon forestry. The

Province is the major owner of forest land (96$), private forests forming a very

small percentage of the total, to an extent that has no equal in the western
world.

The first legislation in British Columbia, based on its present

boundaries, was a Proclamation (No. 241) of the Colony of British Columbia and

dated 11th April 1865, which permitted the Governor to grant any size of lease

of unoccupied .land to an authorised party who was engaged in cut t ine; spars,

timber or lumber. The rent, terms and provisions of these leases were those,
considered to be expedient to the Governor.

On the first of June, 1870, this first legislation and all existing

land laws were consolidated into "An ordinance to a.mflnd and consolidate the

lalvs affecting Crown lands in" British Columbia. 1t Apart from the granting of

leases, as permitted under Proclamation No. 241, there were a series of pro

visions, in the Ordinance, which dealt with pre-empt ions but there was no men

tion of the timber which stood on pre-empted lands. This left the wqy open,

in effect, for settlers to pre-em~ timber land, thereby gaining ownership of

both the land and the timber. . H' 0 w·e' v e':r ,there Has another provision

(No. 47) in the Ordinance which said that unless it was announced otherwise,

a conveyance of land viould include all the trees on it and all mines and min

erals under it. The exceptions were ~~ld and silver mines and any gravel,

rock etc., that might be needed by the Crown for public works.

rt is a remarkable fact that at this time (1871) and in the early

legislation of the Province relating to timber, the law did make provision to

lease and not to sell timber. In spite of this, timber lands Here sold or were

given awqy as subsidies, such as grants-in-aid of railwqys. Orchard5 thought

it doubtful that the leeislators of 1870 had any clear-cut ideas of forest

management or any part icular convictions about it. It seems likely, thoueh,

that they vlould not tolerate timber theft or trespass, of which numerous bad

examples had occurred in Eastern Canada and the Eastern United States and were

currently occurring in the Western United States. There was a strone feeling

that the timber industry must be encouraged. However, since it ,ms accepted

that the industry must not use timber as it saw fit, some means must be pro

vided so that it could aCQuire timber easily--hence the provision for leases.

As a secondary issue, the leases might prove to be a source of much-needed

revenue and. arrangements were made for taking possible rental revenue and for

appl;ring special terms and conchtions to a lease. It v,as only at a latL:r r,tc1.LG

that the catastrophic Q3Tnac;e caused by forest fires ,,,ould. change the thinking

of Government and public alike and become a major factor in the introduction

of forest manacement into the Province. At the time (1870 71) both let-~'islator3

and the public held lingerin£: hopes for the success of the [Solei economy anei the

illusion, in common 'IUth most North American thou6'ht, that the forests ,:ere an

inexhaustible resource.
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The "Land Act" of 1874 authorized the sale by the Province, of un

appropriated land for one dollar per acre. In the same year the Legislature

approved "An Act to prevent the careless use of fire in woods and forests," the

short title of which was the "Bush Fire Act, 1874~1! This was the first British

Columbian forest fire law. Under this law, if a person had started a fire on

another person's land and left before it was thoroughly extinguished, he was,

, liable to a maximum penalty of one hundred dollars. In a

somewhat similar vein, if a person lit a fire or allowed it to be lit on his

own land and the fire escaped onto someone else's land where it caused damage,

a similar penalty applied. However, the Act also specified:

IlThis Act shall not be enforced in any District unless a petition be
presented to the Lieutenant Governor in Council, signed by at least
two-thirds of the settlers ·of such District."

In effect, this provision made the Act useless and there is no record

that it was ever invoked by the required two-thirds majority. Perhaps the Act's

real significance lqy in its demonstration of an aWakening forest consciousness

on the part of the people and ~he legislators.

In 1875, as an administrative measure, all of the previous land

enactments were repealed and then incorporated into a new consolidated "Land

Act. 1t The purpose of this action was to clarify and simplify the laws of the

Province. Thus, during a year of consolidation, all laws as revised by any

amendments a.re published as the ItRevised Statutes lt which then are the current

legal authority. There were "Land Act Amendment Acts lt in 1879 and 1882 but no

significant changes occurred in the sections concerning forests.

As has been mentioned in a previous chapter, an important or dominat

ing condition of the Union of British Columbia with Canada was the construction

of a railwqy connecting the seaboard of British Columbia with the railwqy system

of Canada. When the people of Vancouver Island discovered that Ilseaboard" did

not mean the capital city of Victoria t'hey were compensated by the passage of

"An Act relating to the island railw8iY, graVing dock, and railw8iY lands of the

Province" in 1884. This Act incorporated the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railwqy and

granted two million, one hundred and ten thousand acres of high quality timber

land in aid of the construction and operation of the Railw8iY.

Also in 1884, there was approved ItAn Act relating to the cutting of

timber upon Provincial lands and for the purpose of deriving a revenue there

from," also known as the "Timber Act, 1884." This Act was of 32 sections,

covering a multitude of provisions, among which there was authority to grant

cutting licences or leases which could not exceed 1,000 acres each in extent.

Also they could not be granted for a longer period than four years at an annual

fee of ten dollars. In effect this authority simply continued that which was

specified in Proclamation No. 241 tiL:l8B5 .l1u.t ',it ,..a'pecified ~th~ mcuim'QJlJ size of

lease which could be granted, the duration of the tenn of lease and the annual

charge, all of Which, previously, had been discretionar,y. Before and after

1884 the Colony and the Province oontinued to issue Timber Leases, although,

after 1884, they were few in number. All of the Timber Licences which were

issued were based on the authority contained in the "Timber Act, 1884" and thus,
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obviously, were issued after that date. As will be described later, Timber

Licences have been and are an important form of tenure in British Columbia's

forest history. They were issued in large and, as it proved, excessive numbers.

Without wishing to become too legalistic, it is important to under

stand the significance of the change from Leases to Licences. Orchard5 men-..tioned the comments of the legal counsel for the Forest Service in an address

to the Forest Club at the University of British Columbia in 1954. Cooper ex

pressed the opinion that a lease is a form of tenure of freehold, governed by

complicated rules of law, which in substance is a lease of the soil, carrying

with it exclusive and quiet possession. This, in Cooper's opinion, exceeded

what was needed in making sales of timber. In his view, a licence was adequate

to provide the buyer of timber with the right to enter on the lands and to cut

and remove timber without interruption. He defined a licence as Ita f'orm of

grant of rights and privileges made by one person to another to tB.ke, use and

enjoy the property of the party granting, on the terms stipulated in the grant.

Where valuable consideration is involved, it becomes a type of contractual right,

what is known as a specialty contract, and is an ideal and proper form of con

tract for the sale of timber." To the laJTman, this statement might be para

phrased in general terms to mean that a lease involved a holding of land and

timber, whereas the licence involved only the timber.

Under Section 9 of the ItTimber Act, 1884," the timber licencee was

required to keep

"an account in writing of the number of trees felled,"

and, at the expiration of every six months, to furnish a sworn statement

"and shall then forthwith PB3 ••• in respect of each tree felled the
sum of fifteen cents. 1t

Wood was very cheap indeed, especially when one considers that Section 31 of the

Act added:

"This Act shall not apply to the cutting of trees known as hemlock."

To digress for a moment, it was only in the year 1914 that western hemlock began

to appear as a revenue producing species. A sale of 6 million board feet,

British Columbia Log Scale, was reported in the Forest Branch Annual Report of

that year, at an average price of 52 cents per thousand board feet. The Forest

Service Annual Report of 1962 reported that somewhat more than one hundred and..
twenty million cubic feet by log scale were sold at $2.51 per cunit, approxi-

mately equivalent to seven hundred and twenty million board feet at $4.18 per

thousand board feet.

The "Timber Act, 1884" also provided for the free use of timber by

persons such as travellers and miners and in domestic uses, schools and steamers.

There was a penalty for "trespass" (unauthorized cutting of timber on lands owned

by the Province or by another party) of one dollar per tree, although materials

used for making up log rafts--"rafting stuff"-was exempted from this penalty •

..
Clarence Cooper, a lawyer and forester... -
a cunit is one hundred cub~t feet.
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To enforce these and other prov~s~ons, timber inspectors could be appointed and

the first of these appointments was made in 1888, when appropriations were made

for

"forestry inspector $1,500.00 and one inspector at $125.00 per month. 1t

For the first time in British Columbia's forest history, the scaling

or measuring of logs was required. . The Act specified that logs must be scaled

before they were sawn. British Columbia's first official scale rule was des

cribed as follows:

"The rule laid down and prescribed Scribner's lumber and log book as
copyrighted in 1882 by George W. Fisher of Rochester, New York."

Actually, this was the Doyle Rule, as it was later described in Section 21 of

the Land Act Amendment Act of 1888. It is no longer in use in British Columbia.,
In addition to the stumpage charge of 15 cents per tree (excluding

t1 7
hemlock), the 1884 Act provided for additional dues of 20 cents per board feet.

..... ;... .../,,,
In effect, this was the first timber royalty to be levied in British Columbia,

even though the term "royalty"'did not appear in the Statutes until the "Land

Act Amendment Act" of 1892. It is extraordinary, in view of these facts that

at the present d~ a Royalty impost on timber in British Columbia is deemed

by the Government to date from the "Act to amend the Land Act, 1884" which

became law on 7th April, 1884. In simple terms, the distinction between roy

alty and stumpage is that the rate of royalty is a fixed charge set by the

Legislature, which mB¥ only be changed by the Legislature. At the present d~

stumpage is a variable charge which is calculated by Forest Service appraisals

of the value of a particular area of timber. Stumpage mB¥ be increased by

bidding above the level set by the Forest Service appraisal. There are regula

tions which complicate this simple distinction and there is one school of

thought that regards royalty as !.a.lf}1istoric legal anachronism, and the two
.'

charges are commonly lumped as "stumpage and royalty." However, because of

the legal background of some of the ear1~ forms of tenure granted by the

Provincial Government, it is necessary-to retain the distinction. At the

present d~, three applications of royalty are recognised, and these are:

1. On lands granted before 7th April 1887--no royalty.

2. On timber from lands granted on and after 7th April 1887 but

before 1st March 1914--a royalty of 50 cents per thousand board

feet, as imposed by the ltLand Act Amendment Act" of 1888.

3. On timber taken from lands granted on and after 1st March 1914

current rates as set out in the "Forest Act" which m~ be changed

from time to time by the Legislature.

It mB¥ be concluded from these remarks that the "Timber Act, 1884"

was notable for establishing the first specific stumpage charge and detailing

how it should be paid; for recognizing, for the first time, the principle that

logs should be scaled before sawing; for imposing the first royalty; and for

establishing the first official log scale.

The "Timber Act, 1886" made a few insignificant amendments to the 1884

Act and was repealed in 1888. However, it did forbid the employment of people
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of Chinese and Japanese races on Timber Licences. The basic reasons for the

introduction of this prohibition have been described in Chapter Two but more

detail of this social problem can usefully by given at this point. A condition

is written into all timber licences issued subsequent to the "Timber Act, 1886"
that

"No person of the Chinese race who is not a British subject and no
person of the Japanese race shall be employed in or upon the cutting
or removal of any timber of this licence subject, however, to the rights
of any such person under any treaty haVing the force of law in Canada."

Under the "Land Act Amendment Act" of 1901, difficulties which had arisen

because of the specific naming of races were dealt withby amending the offend

ing section to specify that no person was to be employed in or on a Licence of

the Crown who could not read "in a language of Europe this section." However,

in spite of this devious approach the Legislature again minced no words by

adopting a resolution in 1902 to the effect

"that in all contracts, leases and concessions of whatsoever kind
entered into, issued, or made by the Government, or on behalf of the
Government, provision be'made that no Chinese or Japanese shall be
employed in connection therewith."

The resolution was acted upon by the passing of two Orders-in-Council which

implemented its intent. In the "Labour Regulation Act, 1905" the "No Oriental"

labour policy was extended to cover a wide variety of employment dependent upon

the Government, with effect from 1st August, 1900.

In the light of the present-d~ emphasis upon non-discriminator,y labour

practices, the Canadian Bill of Rights and public sentiment generally, the

Government policy described is remarkable. The expropriation of property and

imprisonment of Japanese aliens during the Second World War is, nowad~s crit

icized as having been unduly harsh. Even so, the latter actions took place

during a crisis of war, whereas the actions of 1888 to 1905 took place in

peacetime and, apparently, were supported by a considerable segment of popular

opinion within the Province. However, in 1920, Brooks, Bidlake and Whittall

Ltd. refused to accept the existing legislation and persisted in their employ

ment of Oriental labour. As a result, the Provincial Government referred the

"Oriental Clause" to the British Columbia Appeal Court in a case commonly known

as the "Brooks-Bidlake" case. The Appeal Court decided, in favour of the com

pany, that the clause was invalid because it conflicted with the British North

America Act and the Japanese-Canadian Treaty of 1913.

The Government did not give up. In 1921, it attempted to validate

the Orders-in-Council by an Act of the Legislature-the IIOriental Orders in

Council Validation Act." Brooks-Bidlake also persisted by applying to the

Supreme Court of British Columbia, from which Court it obtained an injunction

against the Province based on the earlier 1920 decision of the British Columbia

Appeal Court. The Province then appealed the decision to the Supreme Court of

Canada. In 1923 the Supreme Court decided that the BritiSh Columbia Act was

invalid but upheld the Province's ca.se against Brooks-Bid1ake. The latter then

appealed to the PrivY Council in Britain which decided that the Province's

"Oriental Act" was invalid. From 1923 to 1947 the Province continued to use

the Oriental clause without the sanction of law. Orchard5 has remarked:
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"vfuilst this problem is not connected with forest policy , it caused much
difficulty for forest administration in :Sritish Columbia."

It is perhaps difficult to visualise, in the year 1970, the persistence

of the Province in regulating the "right t() work" on a racial basis, when recent

events and opinion, particularly in the United States, tend to the antithesis.

Ormsby has indicated that labour strongly supported the ban on Oriental labour.

She has explained how, in British Columbia, the concentration of capital in a

few hands, the sharper definition of class lines and the indifference of the

Legislature to social reform accelerated labour organization. In 1886, the

Working Man's Protective Association (founded in Victoria in 1879) presented

candidates in Victoria and Nanaimo in the Provincial Election. Labour was not

well organised but succeeded in making Chinese exclusion and. "landlordism" the

two chief issues in the campaign. Later, the Nanaimo miners organi'Sed the

"lhners I and Mine Labourers' Protective Association" to fight for an eight hour

working d~, Union rec06~ition, the arbitration of industrial disputes, the

limit ation of Chinese immigration and other benefits." It is clear that, in.
the Oriental labour episode, the Government received the strong support of the

white workers of the Province and that all classes of society were generally

. in support.

The Oriental episode was concluded in 1947, following the internment

and dispossession of property v/hich Japanese underwent during the Second torld

War. At the present d~ the antipathy, in terms of public attitude, has disap

peared and does not influence forest legislation or policy.

The year 1887 saw the passage of an Act to amend the "Bush Fire Act,

1872" but it contained nothing of current importance or interest. Another act

of the same year amended the "Land Act" of 1884 and embodied the important

provision that lands chiefly valuable for the growing of timber should not be

sold. This amending act, however, was not ver,y effective in its results. Its

importance lies in being the first legislation to implement a policy to reserve

forest lands in public ovmership, a policy which has remained in effect up to

the present d~. The Act provided that:

"Notwithstand.ing anything in the "Land Act,1884" contained, none of
such of the public lands of the Province as are chiefly valuable for
timber shall be disposed of by public or private sale. lI

It was also specified that:

"Before any Crown Grant under the "Land Act, 1884" is [;iven to any
person, he shall subscribe and make a solemn declaration before Eome
Justice of the Peace that the land. in question is not chiefly valuable
for its timber. lI

To anyone vIho has a sound knowledge of the intricacies of lffil~ and. forest valu-

u.tion, this latter provision will be most extraordinary and it Has unrealistic

to impose it upon the farmer or average settler in a ne~ly developinG cOillltry,

VIhere land and timber values \~ere liable to fluctuate rapidly anc. unprec.ictc:.bl,Y.

It also had the administrative "weakness that it is not reasonably proof C3{,uinst

malpractice. In practice, it was ineffective.

J)urinc' 1888, a "Land Act J'illlendment Act" repealed the "Timber ii.ct,

1884", the "Timber Act, 1886 11 and the "Land Act Amendment .b.ct, 1887" but re-enactE-d

the repealed provisions ,vith some elaboration. It continued thE: authority for
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the Government to issue leases and licences and imposed a rental of 10 cents

per acre upon them. The royalty of 20 cents per thousand board feet of the

Act of 1884 was replaced by one of 50 cents.

A new feature of policy was intrOduced, designed to induce the manu

facture or conversion of timber within the Province, rather than encourage log

exports. It was also designed to prevent or discourage the accumulation by one,

or a few persons or companies, of excessively large timber holdings. The feature

was to be introduced into all leases, to the effect that all timber leaseholders

must build "somewhere in the Province" a mill capable of cutting not less than

one thousand board feet of lumber per twelve hour dCli)', for every 400 acres of

land within the leases." Whilst this provision was not too onerous in practice

it was, nevertheless, not very effective. Under present conditions of integrated

industry, the utilization of smaller and smaller trees (known as "close utiliza

tion"), specific economic sizes of manufacturing units and increasing sophistica

tion of the conversion processes, a provision of this kind is quite impractical

and is poor policy, since it i~ both economically unsound and is out of step

with social demands on the forest industry. The provision is still contained in

the leases but, at the present time, it is disregarded by both industry and

Government as being unrealistic and impractical.

Under the Timber Act, 1888" the authority to issue timber licences

continued, the size of each licence being limited to a maximum of one thousand

acres. No more than one licence could be issued to anyone person and, a highly

significant provision as will be seen later, they could not be transferred from

one person to another.

Hand Loggers' Licences, which could be obtained at a fee of ten dol-

,lars per annum were introduced for the first time. A hand logger's licence

was a personal licence catering to the very small logger and has since been

abolished. It was restricted to a described area and the use of power tools

of any description, with the sole exception of a "jack" was prohibited. No

stumpage, ground rent or forest protection dues were paid. The licences were

usually selected to lie on ground sloping steeply down into sea water so that

a log would slide down easily and float by itself. Although they were common

at the beginning of the twentieth century their numbers dwindled as suitable

vacant Crown land carrying good quality timber became more difficult to find.

The licences were quite popular since when working on a "good chance," the hand

logger could earn several times the amount of the dCli)' wages paid in the logging

camps. Whilst the provisions which have been mentioned governed the licences

throughout most of the time that they were issued, originally, in 1888, the

hand logger was permitted to log anywhere on unoccupied Crown land and he was

unrestricted in the use of his equipment. In addition, the rights conferred by

a licence were personal and could not be transferred. It was in 1906 that an

amendment of the "Land Act tl forbade the/use of steam and in 1908 when another
!

amendment confined the licencee to specified areas. The latter restriction was

removed in 1909 but, thereafter, the area of operation was described in the

licence document itself, a more flexible procedure. The Roy~l Commission of
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1909 - 10, which will be described later, strongly recommended the discontinu

ation of this type of licence but no action was taken on this recommendation

until 1966. At the time of their abolition, the hand loggers' licence cost

$25.00 per annum.

The following two tables show the increase and decline of the licences:

RATE OF ISSUE OF HAND LOGGERS' LICENCES IN SELECTED YEARS
FROM 1900 to 1962

~ Number of Licences Issued

1900 158
1901 513
1909 65
1953 4
1962 2

THE DECLINE IN THE NUMBER OF HAND LOGGERS' LICENCES AND
VOLUME OF TIMBER SCALED FROM THEM, 1915 TO'1956

Year Number of Licences Volume scaled f'.b.m.

1915 222 Not reported
1920 261 Not reported
1925 111 10,542,541
1930 63 5,413,150
1935 43 5,324,156
1940 15 1,520,297
1945 6 401,085
1950 4 352,623
1955 1 139,133
1956 1

Thus, hand loggers' licences, in spite of the Royal Commission's

recommendation, were not abolished by legislative action. Rather, they disap

peared under the pressures of changing technology, economics and society and are

an excellent example of the effects of these forces of change upon the practice

of forestry in British Columbia. In the "Land Act Amendment Act, 1888," the

Doyle Rule was continued as the official log scale of British Columbia, in

much the same terms as were employed in the Act of 1884.

In 1890, a new "Bush Fire Act" was introduced into legislation but it

did not result in much progress being made. The new Act fixed a closed season,

although it was not described in these words, from 1st M~ to 30th September,

during which time anyone starting a fire for cooking or for comfort was required

to select a suitably safe spot, free from debris. If such a fire during the

closed season did any damage "by reason of gross carelessness or negligence,"

the culprit was liable to a fine of between $50.00 and $150.00 or to imprison

ment for three months. In 1889, an amendment to the "Bush Fire Act" had intro

duced the questionable provision that, when a miscreant was reported for starting

a forest fire

"one moiety'of the penalty be paid to the informer."

The "Bush Fire Act, 1890" continued this practice of paying one-half of the

fine to the informer.
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In another sector, fire prevention measures were strengthened in 1890

when a flBri tish Columbia Railway Act" required railways to provide spark arres

ters on their engines and to provide other protective measures. However, this

Act could only apply to railWC\}'" operations which were conducted under Provincial

Charter, such as logging railways, and not to those which were under Dominion

Charter. Also, the "Timber Mark Act, 1890" was passed w:hich required that of

ficial 'marks should be stamped into logs floated in waters of the coast as a

means of identifying them. However, the law did not extend, at this time, to

the Interior Region or to "dry land" logging.

Up to this time, no attempt had been made to classify Crown lands

according to their value but the "Land Act Amendment Act" of 1891 made a class

ification for the first time in the Province's history. "First class" lands were
described as lands

"which contained timber suitable for li.unbering purposes (ie. lands which
contain milling timber to the average extent of 5,000 (board) feet per
acre to each 160 acres)."

"Second class" lands were thos€ that carried less than this amount of timber.

In 1894 the "Official Scalers' Act" became law. Official scalers were appointed

into Government employ and industr,y paid the Government Official Scaling Fund

for their services. The Province was divided into six scaling districts for

this purpose. The Act was rudimentar,y and ineffective at first but later it

was applied successfully to the Coastal Region where it is still in effect.

Although there are some official scalers in the Interior at the present day,

most of the scaling there is done by licensed scalers. These are men employed

by the companies and who are licensed by the Government. The licensed scaler

is regarded in some quarters rea curious concept. The scaler's work requires

him to establish the volume of wood which the Crown is selling to a buyer and

yet the scaler is paid as an employee of the buyer. There have been individual

instances of corruption of licensed scalers and it is perhaps remarkable that

corruption is not more widespread.

Up until 1894, the Doyle Rule had been the official scale of British

Columbia, as has oeen mentioned previously. However, a Commission was appointed

to evolve a British Columbia Log Rule, with R.H. Alexander, A. Haslim and M.

King as its members. The Commission reported to the Chief Commissioner of

Lands and Works on 28th September 1894 and its recommendations were adopted by

Order-in-Council No. 104 of 9th September 1895. The Official British Columbia

Log Scale has been in use since that date, at first only on the Coast but, later,

in the Interior. The British Columbia Cubic Foot Scale was later introduced but

not to the exclusion of the Board Foot Scale. However, in the autu:mn of 1910,

the Minister of Lands, Forests and Water Resources announced that, from 1st

June, 1912, all scaling which involved the Government would be in firmwood cubic

scale only. The announcement came as a result of recommendations of a committee

composed of L.F. Swannell, Chairman (and Chief Forester of British Columbia),

G.A. Dunbar and J.D. Sexton made during 1910.
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In 1896, another Fire Act became law and the "Bush Fire Act, 1890"

was repealed. The new Act provided for the formation of fire districts by

Order-in-Council and laid down safety rules for the various kinds of fires,

including land-clearing fires. As before, half of any fines were still to be

paid to the "prosecutor" and the burden of proof was upon the defendant. It is

a good indication of the great concern of the Province to effect the control of

forest fires and reduce losses that the latter requirement~ apparently contrary

to the principles of British justice, should have become law.

A "Land Act Amendment Act tl of 1896 declared that, if any payment of

royalty became overdue, a Crown lien could be placed on the mill and timber.

This same Act defined IITimber Land" as any land carrying an average of eight

thousand board feet of timber per acre west of the Cascade Mountains Cie. the

Coastal Region) and five thousand board feet of timber per acre east 'Of the

Cascade Mountains (ie. th~ Interior Region) for each one hundred and sixty

acres an4 it forbade the sale of any such timberlands. This particular defin

ition with the reservation from sale is one of the important landmarks in the

forest history of British Columbia and in the development of the Province's
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forest policy. It resulted in the Province retaining the highest percentage

of forest land under State ownership in the western world. In North America,

the more recently the settlement of an area occurred, the greater is the per

centage of State ownership of forest land. In 1957, in the United States (in

cluo.ing Alaska), State (public) ownership accounted for twenty-seven percent of

the forest land ownership. In the more recently settled Hest Section of the

United States (encompassing eleven States and part of another) sixty-six per

cent of the land was in public ownership. In British Columbia, 94.4~ was
0. b th P . 10 , . .owne y e rov~nce ana a small addit~onal amount (0.8%) was under fominion

of Canada control.

In 1897, an ambitious "Lumber Inspection Act" ,-las enacted and proposec

to create a Lumber Inspection Board, appoint Surveyors of Lumber and craw up

lumber gTading rules. This particular act was to have come into force on a

date set by proclamation of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council but there is no

record that it was ever implemented.

During the year 1899,. a "Land Act Amendment Act" stated that timber

leases (containing the clause mentioned previously, that a mill with a capacity

of one thousand board feet for each four hundred acres of lease must be bUilt)

would p~ a rental of fifteen cents per acre and a royalty of fifty cents per

thousand board feet, all of which must equal not less than fifty cents per d~

throughout the year. The leases were to be granted only after public competi

tion, to the party tendering the "highest cash bonus."

The "bonus" bid provision is of considerable interest. A bonus system

for the sale of timber was in wide use in Eastern Canada at the time and ,vas also

used by the Dominion Government in its sale of timber berths. An interested

party would offer a cash bonus in excess of the statutory dues, such as rental

and timber stumpage price. In the case of a large cash bonus, the purchaser

was permitted to pay bY,in?talments. However, the bonus system was repudiated

in the "Forest Act" of 1912 and was never actually used in British Columbia.

The "Land Act Amendment Act" of 1901 authorised the issue of twenty

one year renewable pulp leases and permitted proposed lease areas to be re~erved

for two years pending the celection, by the applicant mill, of the pulp lease

areas. The conditions which governed a pulp lease, where it was of the long

( tvlenty-one year) term were comparatively lenient and favourable to industI"J.

The rental was set at two cents per acre and the pulpwood sold for twenty-five

cents per cord. The lessee had either to have or to build a mill of a daily cap

acity which was not less than one ton of pulp or half a ton of paper for each

square mile of the lease.

permitted Special Timber Licences, not larger

in one rectangular block (80 x 80 or 40 x 160

The same Amendment Act
-~-- .. _- 7

than six hundred and~.ifty)acres
-. ---,'-

Gunther chains), to be issued. They could only be issued for one year and were

not transferable. However, they could be reserved at the discretion of the

Chief Commissioner of Lands (the Minister) for a fee of one hundred dollars per

year. These tenures ware the forerunners of the Special Timber Licences that

still exist and are of special interest in view of later developments. The

"Land Act Amenament Act" was repealed and re-enacted in an wnended form in 1903 - 04.
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The "Bush Fire Act Amendment Act" 'of 1902 edablisheci Cl. legal forest

fire 8ea::oon from 1st Ivlay to 1st October annually, makinG it unlm':ful to stC1rt

fires during this season in any fire district unles::; the person v,ho lit it, or

his :::;ervant~

"constantly v,atched over and cared for such fire a.nd ob~erveQ eV8r'J
reasonable care and precaution to, prevent such fire from spreaci.inG."

In the enactment, the term "culpable or intentional nel:;ligonce" "as removeci. from

the law, since it was very difficult to prC?ve in most caseG tJhen someone ,-m::::

accuseci of starting a forest fire and wa&. replaced by a lack of "re<:l.sonable C<:l.re

<me:.. precaution. If At this time the Government still employed no forestry fiela

starf and the "Bush Fire" laws only ,applied in proclaimed fire ci.istrict::::, of

v:hich none are knovm to have existed. The theoretically admirable fire lat:s ,:ere

somewhat futile in practice.

Also, in 1902, the "Official Scalers' Act, 1897" Vlas repealed and. the

"Timber Keasurement Act It, of much the same import, was enacted. '[neer the nUl

act, the use of the British Co~umbia Log Scale was obligatory for all timber on

v;hich royalty v,as due but the Act only applied to the region vied of the Cascac'e

Range (the Coastal Region).

The "Land Act Amendment Act" of 1903 instituted a timber tax Hhich goacied

the Provincial wooa industry to take the Provincial Government to court. In an

attempt to stimulate timber conversion or manufacture Vlithin the Province or per

haps to raise larger amounts of revenue, the Amendment Act loviea. a stiff ta:: on

all timber on Vlhich royalty was not PC3iYable. The tax could be a c high as -,i5 ·50~,

per thousand board feet on long, graded logs. If, however, the timber on v,hich

the tax had been paid was manufactured within the Province and therefore not

exported as logs, then the payee was entitled to a refund of all except one cent

per thousand board feet. The tax was levied and paid for 26 years, until 1929,

when the MacDonald-Murphy Company Limited refused both to report, or to pay tax

on, a sale of logs for delivery in the neighbouring state of '\/ashington, U.S.A.

The amount of tax involved was {~2,025.24. The Province stopped the shipment ana.

the company took the case to the Supreme Court of British Columbia Hhich decided

that the long-stand.ing tax was an indirect tax and, therefore, that it t",as

ultra vires of the Provincial Legislature under the terms of the British North

America Act. Thus, the appeal was' sustained and'the Provincial Tax was juciged

to be illegal. The Province appealed the case to the Privy Council in London

where the British Columbia Supreme Court decision was upheld. As a consequence,

the Province repealed the offending law in the "Forest Act Amend.ment Act, 1930".

The "Land Act Amendment Act, 1905" stated that Special Timber Licence

boundaries should be not less than forty chains in length, in straight lines

and in cardinal directions, presumably to ease boundary d.emarcation and ma~ping.
renewal

The annual/fees l-,ere increased to $140.00 per year for each 640 acres "est of

the Cascades and to $115.00 per year for a similar area east of the Ca~cade~.

11
These rental rates were increased, in 1965, to fifty cents per acre. In

another important change, these six hundred and forty acre Special Timber Licences

were made renewable and transferable. Originally, the licences had been issued

for twenty-one year periods but they eventually developed into one year, renew

able tenure licences. There was a reportS that the Premier, the Rt. Hon. Sir
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Richard Bc::aride, \-laS attempting to obtain revenues to cover Government expen

diture8 of one and a half million dollars per annum and was advised that the

deBired results could be obtained by making timber licences transferable and

renewable. The 1905 Amendment Act tried out the idea, with startling results.

An immediate rush to acquire licences ensued, in the belief that values

would increase rapidly, after which easy capital gain could be made under the

transferable clause, by selling the licence to another party. Syndicates ~ere

formed in Eastern Canada and British Columbia and took up m~ licences in the

Coastal Region and a few extensive blocks of licences in the Interior. H.R.

McKillan and AiI'd Flavelle first visited the Province together as 11 surveyors"

in 1907, for the express purpose of locating timber areas for such a :::yn<iicate.

Both subsequently became influential businessmen in the Province's wood ind.us-
,

tr,y and. H.R. KcMillan s~rved, for a period, as Chief Forester of the Province.

Examples of the licences \-,hich were taken up in the Interior are the Cargill

blocks on the Willow River and on the MacGregor River. In the course of three

years, fifteen thousand licences were taken up, encompassing a volume of timber

which could not be cut by the industry of the time within a reasonable period

of years. In consequence, the Government withdrew any more grants of renewals of

Special Timber Licences under Order-in-Council number 901 of 231'0. TIecember 1907,

\vhich read

IIThat from and hereafter, the date hereof all lands in the Province or
British Columbia not lawful~ held by pre-emption, purchase, lease or
Crown Grant (that is to sa¥, all vacant Crown Lands) be reserved from
alienation under the Land Act bywa¥ of timber licences."

The anticipated rapid increase in the values of Special Timber Licence:::

did not occur and the holders of the Licences, required to pa¥ rentals of :;;'140.00

or $115.00 per year, were quick~ in financial difficulties. Relief measures

followed almost annually, the first being in Chapter Thirty of the Provincial

Statutes of 1908, allowing renewal without p~ent. In all, there were 28 years

of this kind of relief up to 1938. Prior to 1938, Section 42 of the "Forest

Act" (later Section 44 and repealed with effect from 1st April 1938 by Chapter

One of 1937) had. provided that, in the event of any hardship being imposed by

the cancellation of timber licences, the Lieutenant-Governor could renIDv the

licence, notwithstanding any law to the contrary. However, if the licence

ground had been used for other purposes during the period of lapse of the licence,

then the licenceehad no recourse and no renewal action could be taken. In prac

tice, the latter situation did not arise because political policy forbade the

use of a lapsed licence for any other purpose, in case the former licencee should,

one d~, want to renew it,pleading hardship. It was considered, by the Govern

ment, that there was hardship to the licencee in losing a licence on which he

had. paid dues. ~e result of this policy was 1I0nce a licence, ah-[~s a licence"

arH.l a situation in which thousands of square miles of the bed timber land

in the Province, mainly in the Coastal Reg-ion, ),[ere lying idle, not prolucill[,'

c:ny revenue ami removed from the possibility of rational administri..l.tion! IIo\';

ever, it is probably also truu that the8e licencc8 Lave to the developinG CO<..:.~,;tL;l

industry a distinct finuncial advantU{:;8 over the Interior inQustr:i anC. reLulteu

. , .4-1 i'· d t tl Coast At tIle t;nlC~ 01' tll."~' repeal oi'in tho rup~Q. grovl v 1 0 ~n us ry on le. .L '" "'_
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Section 44 in 1908, licencees tIere given a "period of grace" of hio years after

a failure to p~ the annual dues, during which time the licence Nould be renewed

by payment of the delinquent dues, plus certain penalties, without recourse to

the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. Thereafter, the only w~ to reinstate a

Licence which had lapsed was by a special act of the Legislature and only a few

of these were passed.

The importance of Timber Licences in Government forest policy is

evident from a speech made by the Hon. W.R. ROBS, the then Minister of Lan<is
12

in the Legislature on 23rd Januar.y 1912. He said, in part:

"In 1905, the administration realised that the leasing system was an
extremely bad one, the timber being sold for twenty-one years ahead
at the low prevailing rates. It was obvious that public timber was
being sold at a sacrifice price. It was decided to substitute a con
structive forest policy which would revolutionize conditions in the
Province. This marked the beginning of the modern forest policy.

"For years, the Province had been in a bad w~. The public revenue
was insufficient. Development was starved for want of money. The
credit of the Province was low and immigration had been reduced to a
trickle. These conditions could not do more than retard the progress
of the lumbering industry, but the cut was small. So also was the
forest revenue, which was only $455,000.00 in 1904. There existed then
the extraordinary situation that in a country of magnificent forest
resources, the revenue derived from them was only about one-seventh
of the scant Provincial revenue of $3,000,000.00."

ROBS described the growing pressure from investors outside the Province to ac

quire timber which would affect the dwindling reserves in other parts of North

America and continued:

"It was a moment of danger for the Province. Modern history is full
of sad examples of young countries determined to get capital at any
price, at any ruinous sacrifice of their future.

"The administration of 1905 nailed its colours to the mast; its
motto was 'public ownership of forests.' But it was essential to
encourage one of the mainst~s of the Province, the lumbering
industry; also, it was essential to give a supply of timber for
the future operations of existing mills; to encourage by the
same means the building of new mills."

He went on to describe the introduction of licences, involving only timber

cutting rights. The fifteen thousand square miles that were quickly taken up

yielded no less than thirteen million dollars to the treasury in seven years.

"By the end of 1907 an annual revenue of two and a half million
dollars had been secured (from the forest). This being sufficient
for the opening for settlement of central British Columbia and other
new regions, the Government ceased to issue timber licences and

p laced the remaining' timber lands under reserve until further sales
should become necessary."

This speech clearly sets out two fundamental features of British Columbia's

forest policy which have been consistently pursued by the successive Governments

from the earliest d~s up to the present time. Firstly, the existinG, virgin

forests have been used to stimulate industrial expansion with an increasing

emphasis upon raising Government revenues. Secondly, these revenues have largely

been used .forma ny facete of provincial deve'lopment and operation, other

than forestry. The policy has resulted in forest liquidation, albeit on a de

creasing scale, because of the inadequate return of funds to forestry.
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The relatively fe~ licences which remain in good standing at the

present day were mostly bought from the original registrant former ormer or
I:: '

succession of o\"Jllers at bargain prices.] The f~es l.iere, and art.'; , generally too

heavy to permit the licencee to hold a licence f'.L'or 'th t 'Imany year~' v.l .ou Utl isint-.
the timber. Th~ owners were frequently inclined, therefore, to sell for the

best price they could cet wld Dustain their resulting losses.

From the timo of the Order-in-Council of 23rd DeCE.:rnU8r l)q until U.e

pa8Ging' of the IlPorest Lct ll in 1912, the authority to issue timb€r It:i.i~'e<. con

t inu8u but only one of them ,vas issu8d durinc that time.

,The 1art'e-sco.h; issue of Special Timber Licences had a peculiar ~;iQe-

0ffect, resultin(,; in tJhat ha:;; to be kno,m aB the "hand LOtS'f,ers' ';:ar."

is 01' importc:nce as the first example to come to the public notiCE:; of divided
,

Viblpoints and internal d.isacreement between sections of the fore~t industry.

li'rom about 1905 onwards, the best logging chances here b<:line:.:; taken up in fpecial

Timber Licences anu, in the Coastal Region, the licence holders took stron~

exception to the policy of Cillewing hand-loggers to cut the most easily log[bc'

timber on the waterfront. Special Timber Licence holders took action against

six hand-loggers and had them arrested for trespass. The trial took place in

Vancouver. The policy position was soon accepted 'by those involved in the

dispute but, for a time, feelings ran high and there was much talk of "monopol,Y" ,

the end of the "small man" and charges made that the Government >-:as favourin£,

the "moneyed 1'e\"J".

The quest ion 0 f the export of logs from British Co lurnbb. has been

mentioned previously. In 1906, the "'llimber Manufacturing Act" stated:

"All timber cut on ungranted lands, or on lands ••• Hhich shall
hereaft er be €,Tant ed • • • shall be • • • manufactured in thi s Province."

This ban on log exports only applied to the Coastal Region and it was amended

in 1909.

The passage by the Legislature of another "Timber Measurement Act"

in 1906 authorised the appointment of a Supervisor of Scalers and as many offi

cial scalers as were needed and it stated:

"It shall be a term of every sale or other dealing with timber or
sawlogs that have not been scaled that the sale shall be basea
upon the scale by an Official Scaler."

This Act also applied to the Coastal Region until such time as it might be

proclaimed for application to the rest of the Province, which it has not been.

A "Bush Fire Act Amendment Act" (Chapter Twenty) of 1907 spread the

responsibility for enforcing the fire laws widely amongst officiaijof the Provincial

Civil Service when it stated:

"It shall be the special duty of every Government Agent, Gold
Commissioner, Timber Inspector, Forest Ranger, Mining Recorder mld
Provincial Police Officer or Constable, or any other officer appointed
under the provision of this Act, to enforce the provisions."

A "Land Act Amendment Act" (Chapter Twenty-Five) of 1907 made sure

that a right-of-w~ could be obtained over public or private property to reach

timber and to haul out logs or forest products. Lands under the jurisdiction of

the Dominion Government, such as Indian Reserves or National Parks, of course,

Vlere unaffected by the arrangement.
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An arnenc.ment to the "Timber Measurement Act, 1906 11 haB also made

in 1907 and made provision that, in the event of the act beinc appliec. to the

Interior of the Province, it miCht be specified that the Doyle Rule ~houlQ oe

used rather them the British Columbia Log Rule. The significancl: of this aJilencl

ment is unknoim but, as has been stated, the act "fas not u.ppliell, to the Interior

and the Doyle Rule ,vas not reinstated.

In 19C9, there hal:: another amendment to the lfl:3ush :-<'ire Act", rcc;uir

in£, that o.nyon8 startinG a fire for land-clearing ..,ould ncco c. 1'8rn,i t iSf'u8l:

by tl"e Province. The dll1(;wiment ';,j'as another attempt to [:a.in control of forcct

:'ire occurrence anC. it l.Wc the l'irst fire pernJit leL,iBlatj,on in bri tish COlW;lLiiL.

Also, in 19C;J, a Hoyal Commission of Inquiry on '}'irdLer L;.l1~ 11'0 re st r.;·

1,o.c ~ppointeQ. In 1911, the Chief Commissioner of 18Jlus, cm al)pointment ,-.'hicll

included responsi ti1ity ~'or forestry, became the r"inister of L<1.1:1(1 S ~1G. in 1)12,

the firL t "j?O:t'E.st .Act If "Jas pacsed by the Legislature.

It hill be useful, at this point, to sllnlmarice the forest policy

ahc. the let'islation v,hich has .been described, for the period from lc4~ to l)lC.

The policy (and such manag~ment as there Nas) stressed the social unu economic

need to develop oommunications and inclustry. To this end, the forests "ere

allocated as a form of subsidy and encouragement to potential investors ~G

n:anufacturers. Large areas ,\lere solo.. or given away notably in the raihidJ

land grants but, at the k>ame time, a general policy of public owner:.:;hip ,jas

E:stablished, partly becausB the railway land grants did not achieve their full

purpose. As a result of the public ownership policy, the emphasis, in pro

viding encouragement to the industry, was changed from the leasing of forest

land and timber to the licencing of the cutting rights alone.

The financial difficulties of the younc Province led to another

policy development, that is, the issue of timber cutting ri€hts not only to

encourage the growth of industrial capacity but also, to obtain direct revenue

to be used for general Governmental purposea other than forestry. To phrase

this in another way, the capital obtained from the liquidation of forests was

increased and diverted to purposes other than forestr,y. A major method which

,,,as employed to rescue the Province from financial difficulty vJas the iSSUE: of

licences which could be renewed and transferred but the Province made the

carrying fees so high that, when an anticipated increase in the capital value

of the licences did not occur, the system was withdrawn alto€ether within three

years of its introduction. An entirely new system of timber disposal ,Ias adopted

in 1912 which, still in force at tht tJresent day, retained all unalienated for

est lands under Crown (public) ownership.

Another principle of policy which evolved during the period was

that all timber from Crovill lands must be mB11ufaotured within the Province al

though later, under the "Porest Act" of 1912, a method VIas made available for

the distress export of logs, if approved by an Order-in-Council. Throughout the

period ,,,hich is being considered, the administration of the forests ,vas a

function of the Department of Lands and all of the timber disposal legislation

was embodied in the "Land Act". Erogressive changes and developments occurred

under the Land Acts .01' 1874, 1875 and 1884 and the amendments that were made
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to them almost every year. The "Land Act ll progressed through sales of land,

at various prices from one dollar per acre d t 1an up, 0 eases, licences and
pUlp licences; the charging of royalty, the introduction of a lien for unpaid

royalty and the one cent tax; prOV1S10n to secure rights-of-w~ to gain access

to timber; the classification of timber land as first and second class accord

ing to the timber volume on it; the introduction of ground rent for land and

stumpage for timber and the provision of Hand Loggers' Licences for s~all

operators were all established.

Apart from the timber and land disposal prOV1S10ns of the "Land

Act," other forestry matters were made the subject of specific legislation.

Among the more important were

The Railw~ Belt Act (Chapter 14) of 1884
The Timber Acts of 1884 and 1886
The Act of 1886
The Timber Manufacture Act of 1906 and three amending

acts in 1909, 1910 and 1911
The Oriental Labour Act
The Labour Regulations Act of 1898
The Labour Regulations Act of 1905
The Lumber Inspection Act of 1897
The Official Scalers' Act of/1894
The Order-in-Council of 189~, adopting the Official

British Columbia Log Scale
The Lumber Measurement Act of 1902
The Lumber Measurement Act of i906 and amendments of

1907 and 1908
The Timber Mark Act of 1890 and amendments of 1910

In addition, various IlMining Acts ll and amendments had a forestry

significance. The "free miner" of British Columbia was initially given the

rights to the timber on his mineral claim and, until ~95B~ a Crown Grant of

the mining claim surface carried with it the ownership of the timber. This

principle was misused to gain title to timber lands. The "Mining Act Amendment

Act ll of 1895 sets out the rights of a miner to timber during the period of

development of his claim. He was then entitled to all of the surface rights,

inclUding the use of all the timber standing on the surface for mining and

building purposes intended to develop the mineral for mining.

At the end of the period of years being considered, in 1911, legisla

tion affecting forestry was contained in some ten acts of direct application,

two or three Orders-in-Council and some allied or related acts, such as the

IlMining Act."

The other important facet of policy, impelled by social and economic

demand, was the effort to reduce the destruction caused by forest fires. In

all, a total of eleven "Bush Fire Acts" and amendments were passed. From the

rudimentary and ineffective act of 1874, there followed three new acts and

seven amendments. Two devices were employed--the p~ent of half the fine to

the informer and placing the burden of proof of innocence on the accused-

which were contrary to the principles of British law. However, it is a

common principle of British Forest Law. The various acts introduced a fire

season, laid down detailed preventive measures for controlling campfires,

eliminated the requirement to prove "gross carelessness and negligence"

in favour of proving a lack of Ilreasonable care and attention," imposed fire

protective measures on Provincial railw~s and steam power equipment in

,.?
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the woods and required fire permits to be obtained for lighting some kinas of

fires during the fire season. By 1911, British Columbia had a reasonably comp

rehensive act, embodying all of the foregoing features.

In spite of these various developments, the forest policy of the

Province, viewed from the present d~, can only be described as rudimentary.

Policy vias a subject of the exigencies of the moment, a series of reactions to

changing social and economic pressures and it lacked long-term coherence. Use

ful ideas and legislation did emerge but it gradually became clear that a better

coordinated policy was needed. As a result, the Royal Commission of 1909 - 10

was appointed.

From 1894 to 1910, forestr.y staff was almost insignificant. In 1888,

the appropriation of only $3,000 paid for the entire staff of two timber inspec

tors. By 1910, the starf appropriation had risen to ~~6l,793 for a' staff of

twelve. Also, in 1910, there were expenditures on scaling of w-+7,500, t,'iO

launches cost ~8,000, the Royal Commission cost ~12,500 and the Canadian

Forestr.y Association received a grant of $200.

Some specific appropriations were also made for fire protection and

fire fighting but not before 1905, as follows:

FIRE PROTECTION (INCLUDING FIRE FIGHTING) APPROPRIATIONS
SUPPLEKENTARY APPROPRIATIONS) IN BRITISH COLilliIBIA. 1905

Year Appropriations ($)

1905 1,500
1906 6,200
1907 27,500
1908 15,000
1909 42,500
1910 97,208

*compiled from figures given by Orchard. 5
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CHAPTER ]'OUR

THE ROYAL COlillHISSION OF INQUIRY ON TIMBER AND FORESTRY. 1909 1910.
Luring his speech in the Legislature on 23r<i January 1912, the r.linister

of Lan<is, the Honourable vI.R. ROBS stated, in part:

liThe issuance of cuttinc rights over 9,500,000 acres (in the form of
timber licences), placed the Government in a position of ver:! heavy
responsibility, both as trustee of the people's timber lands and in
respect of its duty of fostering the lumber industry anu reco£nioin[,

the just rights of licencees. In consequence, in 1909, it appointed
a Royal Commission of investigation (Hon. F.J. Fulton, K.C., Chairman).
The Commission collectea an immense mass of evidence, visitinb every
~mportant centre of the Provinc~•. After a most painstak±~b inquiry
for a year and. a half, the Comnuss~on reported in 1912".

There was another reason for the appointment of the Commission. Luring

the first decade of the twentieth century, settlers in British Columbia starte<i

many fires in their land-clearing efforts. The gra~iers believed that fires,

lit in the spring, improved the ranges and they carried out grasB-burnin~ at

that time. Electrical storms, particularly in the southern districts of the

Province were (and alw~s have been) a prolific source of forest fires. The year

1904 was the commencement of a series of particularly severe series of fire seasons

which culminated in the destruction of the town of Fernie by a forest fire, in

1908. The people of the Province demanded action and the appropriations for

fire protection, noted in the previous chapter, showed a rapid increase in expen

diture between 1905 and 1908. Concern about forest fires was a main reason for
I

the appointment of the Royal Commission.)

H.R. MacMillan,13 who was at one time Chief Forester of British Columbia,

sai<i in 1944 that the original appointment as Secretary to the Commission went to

one Charles Gibbons, who had a strong predilection for the flowing cup and, because

of this, was not available to the Commission when it first met. MacMillan has

indicateo that the Commission had come. into being due to the efforts of }t'.J.

Fulton, Chief Commissioner of Lands and, in private life, a lawyer from Kamloops.

A second Commissioner, A.C. Flummerfelt, was reported to be a good politician but

a poor speaker and had retained one M.A. Grainger to write his speeches. In the

absence of Gibbons, Flummerfelt urged the induction of Grainger as Secretary

pro tem and the change was made. It was Grainger who wrote the final Commission
- 14
Report and he contributed to the ideas expressed therein. MacMillan wrote in

January, 1952:

"There probably would have been no Forest Act in 1911 (author's note-
actually 1912), if it had not been for the flaming zeal of Grainger.
Any Forest Act prepared without Grainger's zeal would have been like
any other le6islation~-an ineffective dead letter.

"Grainger vlOrked d~ and night for over two or three years preparing
the report of the Royal Commission, putting ideas and words into the
mouths of the Commissioners, persuading the Government to employ
Overton Price to bring the best American thought and experience,
searching all relevant legislation and administrative policies of
the d~, from which he drafted the Forest Act with Overton Price's
help.

"It "las an extraordinary coincidence that he found in the Minister of
Forests (author's note--actually Minister of Lands) of that period,
Hon. 'H .R.Ross, an unique ally ''1ho had been born and raised in the
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Northland, who v:as full of ideals for the country, and vJho;:;e
imagination was stirred and supported by Grainger.

"Grainger wrote Ross' speeches and pushed Ross much further than the
latt("r realised. It was Grainger's strene,'"th of character that £,ot
the 'Forest Act' passed. The Government eave wide powers to tech
nical administrative staff ahead of any other part of Canada. By
the passage of the Forest Act, and the appointment of the technical
staff, the administration of the forests was taken out of the hands
of the local politicians, before they knew it. Hhen these gentlemen
woke up, there was nothing they could do about it.

"By standing up against the politicians in East and Hest Kootenay
and in the Fraser Valley and Coastwise District, the Minister sacri
ficeq his orm potential support and came in collision with the "hard
boiled" politicians of the Government. He could not have done this
if it had not been for Grainger.

"If the Ninister had not stood up so strongly for the }'orest Act, and
the Chief Forester durinc the years 1912 to 14 (author's note--~the

Chief Forester 1912 .- 14 was the "riter, H.R. MacI\1illan) , the Forest
Servi ce would never have taken root."

This illuminating comment by a knowledgeable contemporary i11ustrat~s,

in several ways, the process of evolution of forest policy in British Columbia.

Grainger was actually a trained mathematician from Cambridce University but became

an outstanding forester. He had injured his feet whilst packing in the Northwest

Territories and was noted for wearing moccasins on all occasions.

The Royal Commission of Inq:uiry on Timber and Forestry 1909 - 10 was

appointed on the 9th day of July 1909, under the authority of Chapter 99 of the

Revised Statutes of British Columbia, 1897. The Chairman, Fred J. Fulton has

been mentioned and in addition to his other duties he was, at the time of his

appointment, Acting Attorney-General of the Province. The Commissioners were

A.S. Goodere and A.D. Flummerfelt and the Commission Report was submitted to

the Hon. T.W. Paterson, Lieutenant-Governor. The Commissioners corresponded to

make themselvE:s familiar with the forest policy and practice of the older Provinces

of Canada and of the States of the Union. Sittings were held at various lumber

inb centrec throuchout the Province. Also, the Commissioners attended the

National Congress on Conservation of Natural Resources in Seattle and met

Gifford Pinchot, Chief Forester of the United States, to di2Cuss forect matters

with him. Later, they consulted with Dominion Government officials at Ottawa

and then submitted an Interim Report. More interviews were then hele \-;i th I~r.

Fernow and Aubrey White, Leputy Minister of Lands, Forests and ~ines for Ontario.

Finally, the Chairman again interviewed Pinchot and officials of the United States

Forest Service at Hashington, D.C.

The Commission noted that the first crude attempt to obtain statistics

on the subject of forest resources dated, on the American continent, no further

back than the United States census of 1870. In the United States the uneasy

f8eling that timber was not so abundant as supposed had led to the formation of

forestr,y associations and, in turn, to commissions of inquiry, whose reports

prompted the establishment of State Boards of Forestry. It was as a result of

these developments, the Commission considered, that the Federal Government of

the United States was led to reserve one hundred and sixty-eight million acres

of national forest and to create a vigorous forest service. In BritiSh Columbia,

the Commission reported

"conjecture has not yet become tinged with the same hues of certainty."
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It was plain that the Province did not possess the f ak'means 0 m ~ng a sound
estimate of its resources. Fo th fr years, e orests of Canada had been supposed
to cover Eight hundred. million ac th h thres, even oug e London Daily Mail of 6th
June, 1910, had quoted

"1,6'17 mill;on acre F" th all
~ ... - more an other timber countries combineci."

Dr. }i'ernow had put the "truly merchantable area" at three huncired million u.cres.

The Commission gave other examples of estimates of the forest resource but con
tinued:

"It is evident, however, that the lack of reliable statistics has a
serious bearing on forestry problems. Inflated estimates of'the
present supply of timber cause people to be careless of the waste
of it; ,distorted theori~s of annual destruction, by fire and by
lumber~ng, enable alarm~sts to harm the common-sense campaign for
conservation by their exaggerations; uncertainty is created. in bus
iness ~onditions; ~d, in general, from every point of vie\<! , the
task of the governments that are labOuring to construct sound for
est policies is mad.e e:x.'"tremely difficult."

Insofar as private ownership was concerned, the Commission found that

there were some eight hundred'and seventy thousand acres in private hands and

an additional three hundred. and seventY'-five thousand- acres in the possession

of the Esquimalt and NanainJO RailwCljY Company. The Canadian Pacific Raih:&y

Company controlled a very large area, the acreage 01' ~,hich the Comn;ission ~J2,S

unable to ascertain.

~/hen dealing ,,,ith land. under Crown ownership, it \1a3 founa that, after

the aband.onment of freehold Crovm Grants of timber and the ad-option of a leasinb

system to encourage the saMnill, pulp and tanning industries, there ,ler8 one

million, five thousand six hundred and seventy-six acres held under various

leases at rentals which varied from t.ro cents to twenty-five cents per acre.

Besides this leu.sehold. system, designed. to encourage the inllustry at "chea1' ratGs,r J

there ,,,ere the Hand LOGger8' Licences.

Accorc.inL to the Commissior.,
15 the position of lancic ill the oHnership

of the Crovm hue. been affected by' a":r-evolutionud:::ich took place in 1)05, 'IJhen

there ".az an d-Lita.tion wnonLst Special Timber Licencoes for renc,i""l of their

licencbs. It had. become clear to the Government, by tlJ.at time, that the l'uture

of the industry umuld. be dictated by market requirements and. by busine:::::::: la\;:.::.

Thus, the provision of cheap stumpage prices (in the form of lea-cos) as a bonu::::

to the industry haC. ceased. to be necessary. Moreover, the leasint system had

come to be recognised as wasteful. The choicest patches of timber could be

selected., by the lessee, to make up a l~ase composed of several areas \;Jith thE.

intervening, lower quality mature areas and Ulllllerchantable, immature areas beinL

left in the hands of the Cro.-m. In the case of granting- leases to persons ,;ho

Here not inciustrial operators, at high rentals, it had been realised that it

Has a poor Ha:! to draw immediate profit from the "immense idle area. of CrO\jll

forests."

The Con~ission Report continued:

"The legisla.tive problem was solved. in a most inb'enious manner by
the abolition not only of the leasing method but, also J of the non
transferable licences and by the adoption of an entirely ne1l. principle
in forest policyo That principle was the reservation of a sharE: in
the increment of value of standing timber as it should accrue. It is
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true that other Provinces in Canada had attempted something of the
kind by leaving uncertain the amount of royalty that the;y should
levy in future years upon the timber sold by them under their auction
licence systems. But tardy recovery of some of the public's share
in the risen value of the licenced timber bears no comparison, as a
policy, with the effective and subtle control that British Columbian
Government retained in 1905 over future alienations of Cro~~ timber.
This power was secured by the issue of transferable licences, options
to cut during a tVlenty-one year period on specified square miles of
forest, and the essence of the idea lqy in the fact that it was left
entirely to the Covernment to fix, from year to year, what annual
pajyTIlents should be made for the renevJal of these options."

These transferable licences, as has been noteo. previously, were brGllted

in laree number. The Commission continued:

"Though the effect on the public revenue was most gratifyin€; (the
revenue from licences in the calendar year 1904 was:,179 ,814 and
in 1907, ~1,339,35l) the insatiable nature of the continental o.emand
for stmcding timber aroused a certain uneasiness and the Government,
at the end of 1907, decided to impose a reserve upon all remaining
Crovm timber."

The Commission estimated that nine million acres of lorest land were

held under timber licences.

The twenty miles of railw~ land which the Province had ceded to the

Dominion Government, under the terms of Union, on either side of the roadbed

of the Cariadian Pacific Railv;qy, was roughly estimated to cover about eleven

million acres. The extent of timberland within this territory VIas unknO'.-m in

1910, although the Commission was able to report that one million two huno.re<i

and eighty thousand acres of it were under timber licence or permit, as at

March, 1910. In addition, the Commission was quite unable to GUage .uth cer

tainty, from witnesses or available maps, what areas remained in the Provincial

Crovm reserve. Consequently, they adopted the "more or less popular belief"

that one-quarter of the timber under Provincial control-(almost three million

seven hundred and fifty thousand acre's) had not been alienated, commenting at

the same time that it was "a pure conjecture. 1f

The Commission made it abundantly clear that the estimates of the

volume of merchantable, standing timber in British Columbia were based larGely

on guess'VIOrk. Nevertheless, they did make an estimate, as follov;s:
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r:lERCIlAlJTA13LE ST.Al\TJJING TIMBER IN BRITISH COLUNBIA. 19(}9

Tenure

Vancouver Island CrOi-ill Grant Timber
Kainland Crot~ Grant Timber
E. & :K. BAIUJAY cor.1PANY
C.F.R.
Timber Leaseholds
Special Timber Licences
Kill Timber on Pulp etc., Leaseholds

TOTAL

Reserved timber land (conjectured to
be one-quarter of the total forest
area) under Frovincial jurisdic
tion, roughly

TOTAL

ACreage

318,000
552,000
375,000

619,000
9,000,000

387,000

11,251,000

3,750,000

14,001,000

Averag-e St and
Per Acre f.b.m.

35,000
10,000
14,300

-- UNPUBLISHED
20,000
12,000
12,000

with a stand of

Total Stand
Volume f. b.m.

11,130,OOC,CCC
5,5 20,000,0(,;0
5,380,000,000

12,380,000,000
108,000,000,000

4,640,000,000

147,050,000,000

, 45,000,000,000

192,050,000,000

In addition, there was supposed to be a merchantable stand of timber

of between forty and fifty bil,lion f. b.m. under the control of the Dominion

Government in the Railv,,:~y Belt, nearly one-half of which appeared to have been

alienated.

These estimates were based upon the standards of utilisation practised

by the industry of the day. With a touch of sarcasm, the Commission commented

that

"restrictions placed upon the present liberty to destroy and waste
mqy increase this amount (the total volmne of 240 billion f.b.m.)
appreciably. It

In its deliberations, the Commission reviewed the depletion of the

forest areas of North America and found that British Columbia contained probably

half of the merchant able timber of Canada. It also faced a rising market for

its products, since exhaustion of the local supply within the United States would

cause the tariff barriers imposed by that country against British Columbia mC:lllU

factured wood products to disappear. The bulk of the standing timber in British

Columbia which would supply the anticipated future dem@1ds were mostly lli1Qer the

control of the Dominion and Provincial Governments, the average £rowth rate 01

trE~es on the Pacific Coast Has tt-lice that of the avera[;e for the Uniteci Stci.tes

and "provincial policy has made the Government the sleeping partner in forest

e::~ploitation--u sharer in thE:: profits of the lumbering inu.ustry."

tlTt-JO things are therefore plain; one, that the value of Ltanciinc-:::
timber in British Columbia is destined to rise to hei£hts thd LenE::l'c:.l
opinion 1.wulcl consider incredible todCliY; the other, that unl..er care
ful management heavy taxation need never fall upon the popul:;,.tion 01'

the Province.

liThe prorits from a permanent Cr01"ill timber busines<: Ghoulc~ make
British Colwnbia that phenomenon of statecraft ana. cood fortune
--a country of semi-ind.ependent means."

After this prec.iction of halcyon 'days to come, the Commission turnea.

its attention to the more prosaic but essential task of 8tu~rinc reserves QDQ

expenditurOL. ]"101'<; d.etailed financial statistics are Given in the I~,nne~:urc;::'

to this history. HOviever, the following table, althouch it contains some

uPl)ro:~imi.1tions l'osultine from the accountin~,; system, has been d.u:l:li:blcl:. frOltl
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data contained in the Royal Commission report.

RELATIONSHIP OF FOREST REVENUE TO TOTAL PROVINCIAL REVENUE AND
RELATIONSHIP OF FOREST EXPENDITURES TO FOREST REVENUE FOR BRITISH

COLUMBIA DURING THE FISCAL YEARS 1900 - 01 TO 1909 - 10

Total Percentage Forest
Provincial Forest Revenue of Total Forest

Fiscal Year Revenue $ Revenue $ Provincial Revenue Expenditure $

.)0 - 01 1,605,920 115,594 7.2 not given
, 901 - 02 1,807,925 161,071 8.0 not given
)02 - 03 2,044,630 298,217 14.6 not given

1903 - 04 2,638,260 405,748 15.4 not given
1904 - 05 2,920,461 486,516 16.7 not given
1905 - 06 3,044,442 643,827 21.1 not given
1906 - 07 4,444,593 1,305,329 29·4 34,572
1907 - 08 5,979,054 2,424,668 40.6 49,748
1908 - 09

(9 mos.) 4,664,500 1,920,349 41.2 58,787
1909 - 10 8,000,000 2,448,150 30.6 91,072

(approx. )

Percentage Foresi
Expenditure of
Forest Revenue

2.6
2.1

Notes: 1. The figures for 1908 - 09 are for nine months. In previous years
the fiscal year had ended on 30th June but, in 1908 - 09, it was
adjusted to end in March.

2. The figures quoted in the previous chapter are for Forest Protection
appropriations, whereas the forest expenditures given above are
actual expenditures, accounting for an apparent discrepancy.

The rapid rise in the contribution of forest revenues to the total Provincial

revenue is notable as are the extremely low expenditures on the forests. A con

sistent feature of British Columbia's forest policy has been the diversion of

large amounts of capital raised by exploitation of the forest to other purposes

such as schools, road construction and other needs of a developing countr,y. The

process has involved the loss of a considerable acreage of productive forest which,

after logging, was replaced by hardwood scrub of no value. There was no reforesta

tion programme of any significance. In other cases, stands of timber were degraded

by the removal of the best trees, leaVing the ground occupied by the inferior ones.

The problems created have not, as yet, been solved.

Quite apart from the guesswork involved in estimating the volume of

merchantable timber in British .Columbia, the Commission had difficulty in estab

lishing the amounts of lumber and logs which were being cut. Little was known,

officially, of the extent of the logging operations being conducted in the Province,

although the records of Official Scaling in the Coastal Region showed that in

1907 a volume of 407,065,223 f.b.m. was scaled, in 1908 the figure was 397,312,425

f.b.m., and in 1909, 481,260,174 f.b.m. In the opinion of the Chief Timber

Inspector, the total cut of the Province, including the Dominion Railwqy Belt,

was probably about double these figures in each year. The uncertainty extended

into the export of logs, for which no reliable figures were available prior to

1910, when 60,261,395 f.b.m. were exported in the first eight months. In

September of 1910, a total of thirty-six logging camps were logging for export.
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~ost British Columbia Governments have demonstrated a concern to acllieve

j 'mmediate
maximum revenues from the forest , although the desire has ahia;ys been con-

strained by the uish to encourage the establishment of nev, ind.ustrial capacity.

The Royal Cownission of 1909 - 10 founc.' that the assessed values of, and ta.-x:a-

tion on the 029,900 acres of Crown Granted Timber Lands, in 1909, v,ere:

Average valuation
AverCi[8 t CD:at ion
Total assessed value
Tot al t axat ion

S 6.41 per acre
.13 per acre approximately

5,317,335.00
106,346.00

The Corrmission had previously commented in its Report

"Under the YlGl.' Lssessment Act that came into force in 1906 separation
,.;as made, for the first time, betHeen 'Hild' and 'timber lan<.ls I.

The rate of ta..;.;.ation UlJon the former vias raisea. to 4'~ on vc:lue' the
.f I 7

rate on the latter \:as reduced to c/s • • • Upon the muinlanc. thaI'€:
are holdill['s that cover mountain tops ana.. bu.rren areas, the vc:lbl<...tion
of '.;hich :UGr acre mq U0 but a fev, cents. It apyec:.rs that there is cl

tenc:.ency iWionE: ovmer:~ to pclY 2/~ insteae.. of 4j~ by si[nilyinL:' SUcI. f'!'oP
erty 1':iti1 tl.8 title of timber lanQ. ~:rence, from the point 01' vice; 01'

~ore;:::t Lt,_ti[;tics ClllCl. finallce the aver3f;e vc,luc;,tions in 80i,;8 ('istrict:;
arE:: me anine.;·lesG • [,10r80ve;[', the averag'e valuation for the PrOVi?lcc: is
maLLe too 10\.• "

So as to arrive at a more satisfactory basis 1'01' asse:;".cr,'ent of value

and thus, to oute:.in a proper tax return to the Government, the Commission reCOlf

menu.ee.. that a complete survey of the timber standinG on Cr-o'.m Crantec:.. timb8r l;.:...nCL

sl.ould be mad.e by the Government; that in future the (proposed.) Dcpc.:-rtmt.:nt 0:
T'orests should coop8rate l-iitll the assessors; and that an am.uul return shoulu

be made of the valuation of all of these timber lands.

Next, the Commission considered the position of Timber Leaees mld

recoruecl the e::istence of the follo1tJing areas;

Leaseholds 1tJith a right of perpetual renewal
Leaseholds without a right 0f perpetual renev,al

Total area under timber lease

Leaseholds held with an obligation to operate
;:;m·:mills

LeaseholQs held without an obligation to
operat e sa'-JTnills
Total area under timber lease

386,4~8 acres
2'2 r67 acres..J '<' _
619,025 acres

14(, nG acres
G19,025 acres

As u.escribecl previously, before the introduction of the system of

licencinf tirr;ber in 1888, timber could only be obtained, legally, by a Cro,'iU

Grant or Lease. The CroviU Grant method Has abolished in 1896 and leasinb con

tinued until 1905 when the relevant provision of the Land Act Has repealed.

Timber leaseholds thus included land the leases of which were cranted prior to

1905. In 1901, hOHever, the Legislature had granted to all current leaseholders

the right of lease renewal in successive periods of tHenty-one years and the

majority had taken advantage of the privilege. The Commission pointed out that

Off It The Act ot' 1901 hadthe ~~estion of renewal of leases Has causing d~icu y.

specified that at the expiry of the original period of any renel-Iable lease, the

timber Hould. continue to be held b;y the lessee

"subject to such terms, conditions, royalties and ground rents as wa;y
be in force by Statute"

at the time of expiry. But no provision for these items had. been in force by
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Statute since 1905. In consequence, leases covering 56,450 acres Kere awaiting

the imposition of fresh rental, royalty and conditions,and the telm of years of

others Here about to expire. It was clear that Statutes Here needed and the

Commissioners set out tHO principles ~~hich they considered should apply:

lie 1) There must be recognition of the fact that timber taken from
leaseholds will come into competition ~rith timber cut from
licenced lands. ThereforEl.at no time should there be placed
upon lessees any burden or impost greater than that born by
licensees.

11(2) As far as the rights possesseci by lessees under their contracts
with the Government permit, equality must be established between
the tv;o classes of stumpage holder."

In conformity 1tlith these principles, the Commission recommendec., firstly, that

the annual p~ents of rentals and royalties by leaseholders mid licencees should,
be equalised. Secondly, timber leases should be made subject to all the rei::ula-

tions in force from time to time dealing with logging methods, the disposal of

logging debris, protection from fire and other forestry matters. Thirdly, since

three-fifths of the lessees had a right of renewal in twenty-one year periods and

since the privilege of indefinite renewal had also been given to the holciers of

special timber licences at the last Session of the Legislature, it was recoIT~enccd

that the remaining lessees should be given the same right under the Lame conc.itions

as the other lessees.

Because British Columbia retained such a high percentage of land in

Crown ovmership and because the Forest Service has never, in its history, possessed

the number of prof'essionals or the overall staff strength to mana€;e the forests on

its own, there has been a constant pre-occupation in the Province Hith cievising

forms of tenure which would permit forest utilisation by the industry, ensure a

fair rate of return to the Government, avoid obvious abuse of the forest and in

volve a minimum of Government supervision. The transition from Cro"n Grants to

leases anci to licences has continued since through a spectrum of tenures as each

achieved. popularity in its turn and then fell from favour. As Hill oe seen a:.::·

this history pr00resses, euccecGive Governments have not oxcel18u <1t G.E;visinc

tenures, althout.,'h !aany have been devised, and within relatively ::::hort :perious of

jrears efforts haVE: been made to undo vlhat \'.'as done before.

The }loyal Commission, after dealing Hith Crovill Grants <:t,ne. 'l'iri~ber Le<;,E c:..c"

turneci its ~ttention to Timber Licences. It notec that 15,160 licences ha~ 188n

iscueci c.U'ld that, leLally, each should have been 640 acres in extent. L01.. ever,

by 18th AULust 1910, ],466 licences had been surveyed. anc. it had. bGen found the:.t

their averag'e area was only )93 acres or about 7.3 percent les~ thw~ the leGal

&rea. From these fic,'Ures, the Corrunission concluded that thure \-;(;re probably

about nine million acre", ·.!ithin the total number of licences l!hich hac:. been iSGuec.

The histo~J of the licence system up to 1910 has been recounted. In the earlier

part of 1905, there were probably less than 1,100 licences in existence and the

Commission figurer:: for 1909 illustrate in a convincing- manner their rapid in

crctlSE: after the Act of 1905 made them transferable. The grovlth of population

in the '..Jest and the consequent increase in the lumber trade Here reaconE~ 1·,hicD.

dici not fully account for the rush for timber licences. The real re&80n l~' in
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the recognition by far-sighted lumbermen of the limited extent of North American

merchantable forest and the near-exhaustion of supply in some Regions. The

value of stumpage (the value of standing timber) was rising quickly in nearly

ever,y part of the North American Continent. The staking of transferable licences

in British Columbia thus ceased to be a mere matter of local expediency. It

aroused avid interest outside the Province and rapidly assumed the proportions

of a boom. Within less than three years there were fifteen thousand licences

in existence, covering the great majority of the Province's forest land which

was, at that time, accessible for logging.

In 1907, when all of the Crown land which had not already been alien

ated was reserved, the ultimate effects of the great financial depression of

America were felt in British Columbia and the lumber industr,y suffered from the

inertness of its markets. Nevertheless, standing timber still seemetl to be a

desirable acquisition and, within three years, no less than twelve thousand

transfers of timber licences occurred. However, the terms of the licences at

that time gave holders the cu~ting rights for twenty-one years at most, a res

triction which decreased the merchantable value of the licences. The Operators"

Associations had estimated that there were no less than one hundred and forty

billion board feet of timber (an exaggerated figure) on the seventeen thousand,

seven hundred licences then supposed to exist and they placed the annual indus

trial output of the Province at less than one billion feet. Even allOWing for

a reasonable increase in cut,it was evident to the Commission that the marketing

of such an immense body of timber could not be attempted, profitably, within the

twenty-one year tenure of the special licences. The licence holders agitated

over this point and the Commission made an interim recommendation which was

later confirmed in the final Report, as follows:

It. • • that the extension of the tenure of the special licences is
desirable and will tend to the Conservation of the Crown forests
and, under proper safeguards, would not work to the disadvantage
of the Province.

"that the licence rentals, fees and royalty should not be fixed for
any period beyond one calendar year at any time; that the present
right of the Government to regulate and adjust rentals, fees, royalties
and other charges on timber property shall in no w~ be restricted or
limited; and that all conditions appurtaining to the control of timber
lands by the Province of British Columbia shall remain forever dis
tinctly subject to such enactment of the Legislature or Order-in
Council as circumstances, at any time, m~ demand."

The latter principle, expressed cogently by the Commission, has been a guideline

of Government policy since. The principle is simpler than its application. In

point of fact, experience has indicated that the Courts of Law will not alw~s

permit Government to change its contractual obligations in a retroactive manner

even though the wording of a contract m~ indicate that the Government can do

so in a unilateral w~.

In 1901, as noted previously, the Provincial Government decided to

encourage the establishment of pulp and paper industries in British Columbia by

granting leases of land carrying timber suitable for pulp (smaller in diameter

than that suitable for lumber) upon ver,y liberal terms. The Chief Commissioner

of Lands was authorised to make agreements with companies incorporated for the
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purpose of manufacturing pulp and paper. Under each of these agreements, dis

tricts of the Province could be reserved from pre-emption by settlers or others,

sale or any other form of disposal for a period of two ye~s, in order to enable

the company concerned to select and survey, in each reserved area, the lands

suitable for its purpose. Leases were then granted for a period of not more

than twenty-onE; years. The annual rental was tvlO cents per acre and a royalty
/

I of not more than tvJenty-fiVE; cent s per cord was payable on all of the pulp ;\ood

which was cut. The company was required to agree to erect, equip and maintain,

uithin the Province, a mill l'Jith a daily output capacity of not le82 than one

ton of pulp or half a ton of paper for each equare mile of the lease.

A number of companies Here formed at once to take advant8{,'e of the

provisions of the Act. By the end of 1902, several agreements had been made and

"large districts" of the Province had been placed under temporary rese'rve. In

1903, the Government, appreciatinc that existing companies had contracted to

produce more than eighty thousand tons of pulp per year, called a halt, repealed

the legislation of two years before (Statutes 1903, Chapter 30, Section 2) and

brought the granting of Pulp Licences to an end. Four of the companies whicll

obtained agreements located their acreage and, from 1903 to 1907, leases of many

scattered areas covering 354,339 acres or 554 square miJeE; were issued to them.

All of the companies failed to comply with the literal requirements

and conditions of the leases and made repeated requests for extensions of the

time period within which they were required to fulfil their contracts. The

requests were invariably granted, the Government being loathe to discourag~ the

establishment of a new industry. B,y 1910, at the time of the Royal Commission,

all of the leases remained in existence but only one pulp mill had been built.

In addition to this problem, each of the companies desired to conduct a lumber

and sav~illing business, either as an adjunct to the obligatory pulp business or
prospectuses

as one of the main objects of the enterprise. The c?mpany! laid great

stress on lumber being the more profitable business. These printed statements,

the obvious expectations of the companies, the statements of witnessec before

the Commission and letters to the Government indicated to the Commission that the

pulp leases contained a high propoxtion of merchant able saw timber, in certain

cases possibly as high as eighty-five percent. Also, embarrassingly enough,

the Act of 1901 (Statute 1901, Chapter 30, Section 6, amending Section 41'of the

"Land Act ll
) had contained the proviso:

" ••• all timber cut on Cro1~ timber limits (ie. within a timber licBnce)
under such lease and not used for the manufacture of wood pulp or paper
will be subject to the proVision of the Land Act governing timber licences
or leases in respect to royalties and returns."

Interpreting this proviso, the companies claimed the riisiJ.t to cut anc_ manufacture

savJffiill timber from their pulp licences. The Government had, to some extent,

reCOGnisee. this implied rib'ht. A letter to one pulp licence holller in F'ebruury,

1903 from the Chief Commissioner of Lands had said, in part,

"l was careful to inform you that by acquiring special timber licenGeE.
your company would get the right to log which is not conveyeQ, or
atternpteu to be oonve;yed, by pulp lease."

I.Ioreover, in acld.ition to all this, some of the later leaE·es ','/hich l'lere iSGueo.

contained the provision that:
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"The lessee shall not be entitled to cut, carry aw<.J(f or use, for any
other purpose than for the manufacture of pulp, any of the timber on
the lease unless a special licence has first been taken out in that
behalf, paying therefor the fees provided from time to time oy the
Land Act."

The Royal Commission embarked upon a detailed discussion of the relative

views of Government and the cl~;nls of the pulp I b t . , 1
~ essees u, ev~aent y, they had

little choice to make in the face of the evidence. Almost unwittingly, the

Government, in endeavouring to encourage the pulp w1d paper industry had actu

ally encouraged increased lumber production with only very limited progress in

pulp and paper. The Commission recommended that all of the pulp lessees should

be requirE;d to apply for a licence to cut sawmill timber ~.[ithin six months of the

passage of legislation that would empower the Government to issue these licences.

If they did not apply during this period, all their rights to cut s~vm~ll timber

v;oulci be forfeited. The particular form of licence could only be issued to holder::

of pulp leases and the licence would be cancelled if the pulp lease to which it

applied were terminated or cancelled.

There were in existence, at the time, hemlock or tanbark leases and

the Commission proposed that the holders of these should also take out licences

to cut sa\vmill timber from the leaseholds, on the same basis as pulp leases. In

addition, it was recommended that the removal of any immature timber from either

pulp or hemlock leases should not be allowed.

Hith reference to all of the alienated lands, the Commission wrote:

"More or less authoratative statements were submitted to the Commission
to the effect that a very high percentage of alienated timber lands were
held by non-operators (persons not engaged in forestr,y or the forest
industr,y). Should such a circumstance, or should any combine among
operators, lead to monopoly conditions in the Province, and should
financial control possessed by the Governnlent over licenc~ rental and
royalty fail in any vldY to subdue commercial symptoms of this charac
ter, it might therefore, in that future time, be found expedient to

throw areas of reserve timber into the market. A great increase of
lumbering operations in the Province followed by a need for increased
supplies of standing timber might justify the disposal of other area£
• • • Valid reasons might thus come into existence, from time to time,
for the alienat ion oC t imbel' st anding in the present Reserve."

In this event, the Commission recommended that Government forest offi

cers should explore each berth which should then have its boundaries fixed by

an actual survey. The timber should be cruised and an "upset" or minimum stum

page price fixed for it, following which the licence to cut timber on the berth

would be the subject of public auction, the bids being the amount per thousand

board feet that applicant s wuuld pa;y in addition to the royalty, as anci 11hen the

timber was cut. A cash deposit of at least ten percent of the total bonus bid

should be paid at once by the purchaser, as a guarantee that operations would be

conducted in accordance with the regulations. The annual renewal of such a licence

should be subject to the same rental per acre, conditions anci penalties as those

imposed upon special Timber Licences. Also, all of the proposed sales should in

clude a condition that the timber should be removed within five years. These

recommendations led to the use of "timber sale licences" which have developed as

a form of tenure up to the present da;y.

Referring to Hand Loggers" Licences,it was appreciated. by the Commission
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that the licences hau. given Cl means of livelihood to man.'! men 'I,;ho other,.;ise

,·:ould. have fo1ll1.cJ.. it difficult to obtcrin employment. But the (then) existinc

con(ii tions of the lumberinG industry made it evident that the licences could be

abolished as a form of tenure Hithout serious inconvenience to the small nwnber

of men v,ho then pOSSCLSeu. them. Therefore, the Commission considered it to be

advisable to abolish the licences. However, should the Government u.eem aboli

tion to be ine:;~pedient, then the operators of the licences should be placed

under strict Government supervision and every effort made to compel them to

dispose of lOGGing- debris properly and to enforce the logging reGulations. In

the event, the Government diCi. not consider abolition expeciient ana it Ha:: not

until 1966, as d.6scribed previously, that hand loggers' licences here abolisheci

as a forrn of tenure.
,

The Commission also recommended ree,ulations for the cuttinc of stanc.inc

timber. 1'Jhen lODging, all living trees containing merchant able timber, viith a

d.iarneter of not less than fourteen inches at breast height (four anc one-half

feet above the ground) should be·cut. The top of each tree should be cut off at

a point where the di~neter was ten inches or, preferably, less and the remainder

of the tree utilized, with log lengths being varied so as to make this possible.

The stump of each tree felled should be of a height that resulted in the least

possible waste allQ to ensure that the desired results were achieved, a standard.

stump height should be established for each district of the Province. An::! cieaCi.

trees Vlhich were sound enough to yield any grade of merchantable timber or ciim

ension timber should be cut. The Commission preferred the use of a saw, rather

than an axe, in cut dOlNn a tree, presumably because less Tr,aste vIaS involved.

Finally, all live trees containing merchantable timber; all merchantable timber

left uncut; all merchantable timber cut and n'ot removed from the land; together

with timber wasted in tops, stumps, trees which lodged acainst others when felled

and partially sound logs should be scaled and paid for by the 10bber at the roy

alty price, per thousand board feet, in force at t1).e time!

These recommendations and penalty provisions continue to form the basis

of lOGging regulations up to the present day, although the;}' have been consiCi.erabl;:r

E::zp<mcled and c.iver:o.ified in the interim period. Their objective Has to ensure

that the ::::t2.nciards of utili:6ation in the forest Here improved, G....'1. aim v;hich thu

Frovincial Government still pursues. The Qisad.vantat'8 of l'ixecl ro[,ul:...tiollS of

this kinG. 1 CV· in their lack of accommodation to the silvicultural rec;uirdilent~ o.e
particular sta.nQG of timber. They l,'Jere most suited. to clearfellir..L;o Cver the

years more flexibility has been achieved but not to the e~dcnt, c~~(;elJt

in a fe,; caGec, that permits the use of sophisticated Bilvicultural s,yctcrns, par

ti(;ul;~.rl;:I celection syctems e:.iruinC at obtaining nature:.l reGeneration. A (,To,ir;.,:...

al·;<.:.reness of th<:; neel:. for Greater application of silviculture in a mort: fle~·:i1h;

U,(( in ~ritish ColUl:lbia's fortosts mew VIell lea.d, eventually, to c. lec·:c, (l.o,JI.C1tic

i:pplication of cuttinc anCi otl-ler regulations.

The r:oyO-l Cornmiscion tr'Q.ceu. the C<:;veloprnent of pu1Jlic GonGciousnef L.

to·,iurCi the evil 01' i'orE::st i'irc.:;s Cl.l1U praiseQ the Government .cor m;.J~ini.. ILolley

appropriu.tions OVGr the previous four yed:I'~ to combat fir\) , incluuini.:. a cUbC.tUl

tial incroase in the.: ill)proprLJ,tion for l:JIO. TIH:H:;e eff'ortc shoulG contiuu\.;
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since fJthe most thoroue;h-going methods are demanded. If An i tern of concern v:as

the condition of forest areas after logging. The amount of debris left on the

LTOunU after a machine-loGGing operation was almost increuible anu caused un

necessary risk to Crown stanclini.:.; timber. It would leaci., almost int:vitabl:,: to

the <ie:::truction of young trees standinL, on the areas. The CorJJf.lission prok!02ed

that perfOnf;, req.!Onsible for 10i::.G'inL,' operations should C.ii::poSt; of the tOl)::"; of

tY'eec, tY'ancLu:.., c.nd other ciebri::; in 0. \'CJ\Y' vvhich v:ould. provc:nt, i:.l,;.; ~'u.r .if, l)OL~ il.Jlt.-,

the d.e:'.ncer of fire. 'l'he disposal "ould need to be to the ~:atisl·2.ctionof tLl'.,

C1r'0;:osed) 1e'pc::..rtment or' ll'oreslt'8 officers. Ah:o, there \':a8 no re2.;";U1, . !(, lUi:.L,i~1L

operu.tion;,.; conducted. on er'Olill Gr2;nt c.:n6. railv,ay propert./ sl"oulLi. not be ::...u1j,,,ct 1..0

the-; ::..wne re.:"uirerr;ents, since there could be no uncontrolla11e riL,'~lt i;'llter",nt in

the private O;iYH.:r<.;llip of tirllber lantls, to conduot 10GLint:.' to tht... con.rllon jeojJ2.rc;;.'

of the surY'ounC.inG Cro1..n i'or6Lts.

One of thE: problelJJs faced by the Provincidl Government of the c.d,,;' ,';"cS

the c.:.ifficulty in obtaininL wen to fight forest :fires. In mWJ.;Y CiJLes:, men 1'8

fUSE::<i the bork except at exorbitant rates of paJ!. To correct this situation, t118

Eoyal Commission recommenc.eo. that Government foreE>t officers LllO 1,,'ere pE:.rmanent

employeez shoulo. be g-iven powers to compel men to assist in i'ibht in[ fire:::, I,Len

necessary. Refusal to ooey should result in Cl penalty being imposed on the in

divid.ual concerned. The rate of vJages paid should be the current rate 1'01' labour

in the district concerned. These recommendations were cenerally aQOpted and for

est officeY's and fire war<lens have compulsory powers to compel men to fieht fire,

certain ag-e Groups, professions and occupations being exempted. Refusal to obE::y

is a matter for the Courts viith penalties for those found guilty. '1'he l'I;,lCOrrmlen

Qation Dovernint,' the rate of ;.Jages has been qualified or interpreted.. The 'Haf,es

paid are cloSE::ly related, at the present daJ!, to the legal minimum v'a.£e required

to be paid. in the Province by Statute, than to the current wages for forest

workers. One of the reasons for this is the possibility of arson. Durinc the

years of economic depression in the 1930's, fires were lit deliberately so that

unemployed persons could earn wages in fi5hting them. In a sense, therefore,

the payment of the "current" wage rate can, under certain circumstances, proviue

an incentive to the potential arsonist. It is probable that this, as ~ell as

reasons of economy influenced Government, to keep fire-fi5hting Ha{,,;eS at a 101:Ier

level than Labour Union rates. Another reason lies in the concept that forest

fire-fighting is a public duty for those able to undertake it.

In addition to employing compulsory powers, the Commission recommendedo

that the general protection of Eritish Columbia forests from fire should be a

Government undertaking, entrusted to a permanent forest organisation. To imple

ment this recommendation, the Province should be divided into Forest Districts,

each with a Superintendent controlling a bo~ of permanent forest rangers. The

rangers ."ould act as foremen in charge of patrolling fire vrardens for the o.anE:;:er

ous months of the year. These basic recommendations were adopted with some quali

fications and the Forest Districts and local Ranger Districts within them still

form the basic structure for most of the functions of the present-da,y F'orest Service.

Although the Government would undertake the general protection of the

forestscgainst fire, it was apparent that under the conditions of the various
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forms of tenure which had evolved and which have been described, that the tenure

holders and the Government shared as partners, to some extent, the profits of

forest exploitation. The Commission concluded that the cost of protecting for

ests from fire Ehould be shared as well. The recommendation read:

"He recommend that, in addition to local expenditure each district should
be charged witll its due proportion of office and departmental expense
connected with this (fire protection) work; and the total cost thus
ascertained should be divided between the interests concerned in the
following manner: During the next few years, and in particular until the
survey of licenced timber lands has been completed, the Government should
pqy half the total cost in each district and the holders of timber lands,
each assessed in proportion to his acreage, should contribute the other
half. But as soon as the extent of the unalienated timber lands in any
district has been ascertained to the satisfaction of the (proposed)
Department of Forests, the Government should bear the full expense of
protecting this portion of the Reserve; such amount being taken to be
the same fraction of the total district average of timber land.' The
remaining expense should be shared equally, between GQvernment and
timber holders, as in the previous case. lI

This recommendation established the principle of cost-sharing, although the de

tails of implementation have been different. Basically, at the present dqy, the

Government imposes a forest protection tax, based on acrea£'e or the volume of

log production, on tenure holders and the Government matches the tax revenue.

In years of severe forest fire occurrence, however, the Government frequently

makes substantial, additional contributions to meet the additional costs. In

addition, the private forest industry makes a substantial contribution through

its o~n fire-fighting organisations and resources. The development of these

arrangements is mentioned later in this history.

The considerable 4umber of fires caused by railwqy operations attracted

the attention of the Royal Commissioners, who doubted that the Provincial

Government had the power to enforce regulations upon any railwqy company under

Dominion of Canada jurisdiction. They urged, however, that regulations shoulo.

be made, covering such points as the patrolling of railwqy track after the pas

sing of eaph train; the inclusion in the regulations of the provisions of the

Railw~ Act which dealt with clearance of rights-of-wqy for railw~ construction;

the substitution of other railw~ fuels by oil, where practicable, in timbered

areas during the summer; the use and freqUent renewal of spark arresters and

the inspection of locomotives by fire wardens. The aid of the Dominion Railw~

Commission should be obtained where the Provincial Government did not have power

to act. In point of fact~ the Railwqy Commission had alre~ promised the Royal
cooperat~CJn

Commission officialsAin all matters dealing with the prevention and control of

fires. As a final point, in connection with the threat of forest fires, the

need to educate public opinion in British Columbia to the need for better pro

tection of the forests was .stressed.

The need to survey timber to establish its area and location has been

mentioned previously. When the privilege of annual renewal of licences over a

long period of years 11l'as granted by the Legislature, the Amendment to the Land

Act, made in 1905, imposed the specific condition that no holder of a transferable

licence

"shall be allowed to cut or carry aw~ any timber from such timber
limit until the said licencee has,at his own expense, had the
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land surveyed by a duly qualified Provincial Land Surveyor."
(Sub-section 5 of Section 57)

This condition had not met with much compliance and, by August 18th, 1910, less

than ten percent of the number of special licences in existence haa been surveyed.

The Royal Commission recommended that the Chief Commissioner of Lands should

direct all of the licencees to start surveys of their timber licences at once,

the completion date to be no later than December 31st, 1915. The Commission also

stressed the need for more adequate information from licence holders about the

quantity of logs which they were cutting and their destination, the exact ~ites

of all the logging operations and other points pertinent to the forest industries.

The preoccupation of the Royal Commission with the control of loggin£

operations, the threat of forest fires and general administration is evident.

S ilvicultural matters were hardly considered. They did, however,' reach the

broad conclusion, albeit a very inadequate one, that, :if hio conditions Her<=;

observed, natural reforestation would take place in British Columbia. Firstly,

the young grow~h and old must b: protected from fire and, secondly, a firm con

trol must be exercised over the methods of renewal of the existing crop.

"In short, effective re-afforestation depends largely upon effective
discouragement of vJaste. 1t

No specific recommendations were made, hOvJever, other than that pro

tection against fire and reduction of logging waste must be pressed and that the

proposed Department of Porests should undertake the task of determining' \--That

coulCi. be done by reGulation to prevent inferior species from replacing more valu

able species. In retrospect , it is remarkable how the emphases of the Royal

Commission of 1910 have perdsted to the present day. The lack of real consic.

eration of the biological and silvicultural requirements of the forest is one

facet which Cal. still be detected and has led to Vlhat has been described as the

"clear-cut, burn ,ami plant synd.rome."

In the foregoing description of the Royal Commis~ion's work, their

proposal to form a Department of Forests under a Chief Commissioner of Lands

and Forests has been mentioned. This body would need finance~. In the Commis

sion's viev!, income from royalty on timber differed essentially frotTi any othc.;r

form of revenue in the Province and. should be regarded af.; CaI)ital rather thQIl

currEmt revenue.

" ••• the amount so received, large as it mo;y appear, SllOUlc. be (l:i:

penclecl by the Government for the protection, conservCLtion and restor
ation of our timber resources. \Jitll our present kno'\'lec_Le n-'lo~"r(~inf'

re-c.i'forGl:..tation, to treat these receipts as other th2"n capitcl ~.ouJcL

'DU utterly unsound in principle and might procluce clis~8trous re;.ults
in tiw ultimatE: impairment of thE: public estate."

',.lLilst the Commission hwl e;.::presseci a qualifiecl Ol)inion U.CLt ndurc.:.l re;'orc:ct""tioiL

viould occur in the Province, an opinion supported by mu.ny "jitnesc8L hho appe2.rel:.

before thE:m, they diCi not consider it to be an establishel:. fact and. felt that

uncertainty would not be removed until thorough investigation by the Forest Servic~.

By w~ of a conclusion, the Commission recommendeu the creation of cl

sinking fund, consisting of the royalties received in each yoar, to fin~lce the

operation of the proposed Porest Service. If, hOhever, thE: royalt;y incre,-~sec~

from "existinc land.s", only a percentag'e of the increase ~';ould be }Jlaceci in the



fund, a8 folloi-:L:

If J1LUal royalty increased. over the
e:dstinc level of Z;:264,544

If wmual royalty exceeded. ~:;'500,000

Ir cmnual royalty 8xceeded ;,c7S0,000

• e _ •• *

40;:~ of such increac,e
~500,COO plus 2~. of
the baLlllc8

nSO, COC plus lCi~ 01'

the balance

.---(
In the event, a Forest Branch was formed, as deucrib8d. later but the

proposal for a sinking fund Has not accepted by the Government.

The roofing shing'le industry of British Columbia reli8cl very lareely

on the export of 8hingles ·to the United States. The United. State8 Governrr:cnt

hac:.. increu£cd. thE:: Quty on imported shin€;les follm~inL representations llUQ80Y

the lumberm8n of the State of l:iashington ~'ihich were endorsed by variouS i'orE.;Ltw

associations and. prominent members of the United States Forest Service. It was,
hE:ld by those concerned that the increased levy on forei[;'TI shin£les ,·:ould recluce

their import and improve utilisation of tree tops, high stumps and 10lJ trade

logs in the United States. The Royal Commission felt that this vim-, had. proved

to be substantially correct and recommended

"that the Government of British Columbia should. take such steps as
may be v:ithin its power to secure similar legislation."

It is not clear what the Commission intended by this recommendation,

whether it wanted to reduce waste in British Columbia or to take reciprocal

action against the United States tariff increase. The latter would hardly be

effective since the Province vlaS exporting far more shingles than ~lere imported

and could, also, easily supply its domestic market. On the other hand, if the

recommendation was to reduce waste it was remarkably vague. It seems probable

that the Commission was asking for reciprocal legislation for the imposition of

d.uty on United States products but felt the need to state the point in an equivo

cal way, so as not to invite an added retaliation from the United States. ThE:

United States Pacific Northwest lumbermen have sporadically continued their

efforts to reduce the flow of competitive British Columbia forest products into

the United States markets up to the present d~.

The Commission endorsed the general principle of a ban on the export

of logs. Hm-;ever, witnesses had urged :that the export of seconci and third. class

cedar logs should be allowed mid the Commission did feel that the general principle

should be investigated with a view to avoiding hardship on the potential exporter.

The Royal Commission of Inquiry on Timber and Porestry of 1909 - 10 rep

resented the first real attempt to arrive at a coordinated policy and. administra

tive procedures for the forests cl' British Columbia. It led to the enactment. by

the Legislature, of the Forest Act of 1912.
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CHAPTER li'IVE

The Forest Act of 1912

The },iorest Act of 1912 ,vas the first Aot in the Provinoe to oontain tIll:

l<::;gi::.latiol1 LoverninL tIle forests. It inoorporated the lecis1ation v.hich hac

e::iutecl pruviou~l.y CUlQ many of th0 tWt::nt;r-one definitt.: reeomn.enGations khicll L<.i.U

been mac'e by thlo; Hoyal Commission of 1909 - 10. :Jome rucoJlllllenc:<:<,tions, hOhevsr,

~ere not inclutic~.

TIlE:: Commission had recoffJliJend.ed, in effect, that the rat8;c; of lcll(

rental ami tinilJcr royalty E.houlC: not be fixed for more than onG yeur 2.Lec;.C:. (;ne

of the major complaints of industry for many years }~ad been tov.c.:,r'C thE:.: uncertaint,/
c-

i..t.S to lihat Covernment levies >.ould apply to timber tenures in the future • ..-' Tllt

inoustrywanteQ to have the amount of the levies knovJll for ::::Ol,~e Ycar'~ in eR VG.nee

&..ne'. usually I'ICUlteci. them fixed at rate;;; lower than those in ezistl:nce. TIle £~O.Jral,
Commission had disae;reeo with this iclea but, in the Royalty act of 1914, tlw

Government attempted to prescribe rates of royalty 1'01' all time to eOfde Dj' e;,:tau

lishing schedules of royalty on a sliQing soale whioh optrateCl in fiv"'-J-ear :t)eriol.<.~.

The Act Oalil6 into force in Jarnlary l;HS anci royalties here inOrE.i1U;;L 6.t th", ",)~piry

of th6 first five-year period. in accordance vJi tll the schedule of the Lot. At tIrE;;

next revision, due on 1st January, 1925, the sohedule prOVE-Cl to be umwrkable and

the Act was repealed. as of 31st December, 1924.

The Commission had reoommended the formation of i1 Department of Forests

but the Act of 1912 oreated a li'orest Branch withinihe Department of Lano.s. In

1945, the Department of Lands was changed into the Department of Land::: and l"orest s.

In the same year the appointment of a Deputy Minister of Forests was authorised

so that the equivalent of a Governmental Department was oreated. At the same

time the Forest Branch became known as the Forest Servioe.

As has been mentioned previously, the recommendation to abolish Hand

Loggers' Licences was not inclUded in the Act of 1912. The reoommendation that

a li'ore5t Sinking li'und should be set up and that royalty revenues should be regarded

as capital and not as current income was not included in the li'orest Act of 1912

and it has never been recognised as a guiding principle by the Provinoial Government.

The full title of the "li'orest Act" 1912 ",as "An Act Respecting }'orests

and Crovm Timber Lands and the Conservation and Preservation of Standing Timber

ano. the Regulation of Commeroe in Timber and Products of the Forest"-Chapter 17

of the Statutes of 1912.

The aot was o.ivided into fourteen parts, as follows:

Part

1
11

III
IV

V
Vl

Vll
VUl

lA:
X

Xl
Xll

KIll
XIV

Subjeot

Organisation of a li'orest Branch in the Department of Lands
Trespass
Tenures, and sale of Cro\'ffi Timber
Timber Leases
Timber Lioenoes
Rights of Hay
Royalties, Taxes and Charges
Scaling
Timber Marking
Manufaoture within the Provinoe
li'ire Prevention and Fire Fighting
Rules and Regulations
Penalties
Repeal of previously existing legislation relating to the forests, oontained
in the Land Act and various other Acts, dealing with suoh aotivities as
Proteotion, Manufacture within the Province, Soaling and Log Marking.
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From 1912, l'llhE:n the first "Forest Act" was passed, for some fifty

years (until the passage by the Legislature of Chapter 33 of 1963-the "Private

Roads Act") all·of the FOrest LavI of the Province was contained in the "Forest

Act", as amended from time to time. There was other legislation of importance

to the forests such as the "Nining Act" but the inclusion of all forest layJ in
"one act was of great significance to both industry and Government administration.~

Part 111 of the Act of 1912 contained a new principle for British

Columbia in that provision was made for the sale of Crown timber ~where, in

any quantity and for any period of time by competitive sealed tender. Public

auotion for the selling of timber was not approved until 1912 (Chapter 25) and

it is intereding that the latter method found little favour with Forest Service

or industry until about 1940, after which public auction gained favour and sealed

tenders were almost discarded. By 1964, the sealed tender was coming hack into

favour under the influence of a Government policy which gave the industr,y which

WaB already established in the areas of the newly formed Public Working Circles

and Sustained Yield Units certain bidding privileges.

Part III also embodied the first. legislation in British Columbia for

forming Forest Reserves and it said, in part:

"12(1). The Minister shall cause an examination of Crown lands to
be made by the Department for the purpose of delimitating
areas of such land as it is desirable to reserve for the per
petual growing of timber, and as a result of such examination
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council mqy, by proclamation, con
stitute ~ such area a permanent forest reserve; and upon
such proclamation all land included within the boundaries of
~ such area shall be withdrawn from sale, settlement and
occupancy under the provision of the Land Act • "

This recommendation of the Commission, incorporated as it was into the
r

Act, could have been the foundation of sustained yield management of the forests.~

By the time sustained yield forestr,y became a practical possibility, however,

(about 1945) the reserves were not used for this purpose and the Government took

a different approach, considered to be more suitable to the economy of the dqy,

when introducing sustained yield forestr,y. Nevertheless, the legislation was

used and a number of reserves were established, serving a number of useful pur-

poses.

An important provision of Part YI of the Act dealt elaborately with

rights-of-wqy and it provided, in part;

"32. For the carriage and transport of timber and products of the
forest, ~ land mqy be taken and used for a right-of-wqy for,
or by, or on behalf of any person desiring to transport any
timber or product of the forest, without the consent of the

owner of such land • • • "

Rights-of-wqy had actually been assured to the timber owner in earlier legislation

but Part VI of the new Act elaborated on the procedures. The provisions of the

present "Forest Act" are essentially the same as those written into the Act of

1912.

In Part YI!! of the Act, dealing with the scaling of timber, provision

,las made for "licenced scalers" to be employed throue:;hout the Province. These

were and are scalers licenced by the Government and employed and paid by the for

est industry. In addition, there was to be a staff of Government...,employed
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"Official Scalers" in the Region west of the Cascade r.:ountain Range. The

scaling provisions of the modern Act are essentially the same as those of the

Act of 191 2, although the techniques of determining log volume have under~;-one
change, as will be described later.

Part y of the ne1tJ Act dealt with forest fire prevention and it re

tained and elaborated. upon the existing requirements for a fire season and. for

fire permits. It also irnpo!'1ed regulatJ."ons upon "1 d P- raJ. wqys un er rovincial con-

trol and established a Forest Protection Fund. The latter was maue independent

of the other finances of the Province. Contrary to all the recognised principles

of public accounting it was a continuing fund made up of and replenished annually~

by a tax on all timber holuers and a contribution from the Government. The tax

level was established at one cent per acre and the Goverrunent contributed an

equal sum. Later, in 19~1, the equal Government contribution was abolished in

favour of a stipulated sum voted by the Legislature each year. The :b'orest

Protection Fund was finally abolished in 1955 (Section 11 of Chapter 27--1945)

and other sources of income we,re provided, as related later. Another provision

of Part XI of the Act was that firefighting duty was made com"pulsory, with a

few exceptions made for essential occupations, for all men between the ages of

eighteen and sixty years.

There was one important provision of the "Forest Act" of 1912 "ltihich did

not car~ forward to the present dqy. The Act created a Provincial Forest Board

to consist of the Chief Forester (ex-officio) and not more than five foresters,

or officials, of the Department. The Board possessed wide powers. It could

compel the attendance of witnesses and require that they produce documents and

accounts in relation to forestry matters. It had all the powers of "any judge

of the Supreme Court (of British Columbia)". It could recommend and make for

est orders. It gradually fell into dis~se and there was no provision for the

Board in the Consolidated Statutes of 1924.

In retrospect, the Act of 1912 was the foundation of modern forest

policy and, to a considerable extent, of forest management in the Province. It

\vas the culmination of a period of searching for solutions to a chronic public

financial situation in which the vast, largely unknovm, forest was used, often

in a questionable manner, to find answers to pressing social and economic prob

lems. The Act expounded the policies of public ovmership of lands, encouragement

for the development of industry and the forest resource and a distant prospect of

sustained yield management with immediate provisions for fire protection. In

modern terms, it Has a minimal forest policy but it reflected a great deal of

common sense Hhcn vie"ltJed against tb,e enormity of the problems of n1aIlCi(:;ing the
the

forests properly and the smallness of/human resource to deal with these problems.

Profress from tll\..; provisions of the Act of 1912 to,Ja,rd more sophisticated anu

effect ive policie::; and management was slow, since the achievement in practice of

the aims which thE; Act set out I"las also slow and could harc.1y be otherlvise. It

is only in relatively recent years that progress in achievinf, the obj8cti ves of

the 1912 policy hc;.s enabled policy cievelopments to be wade that are effective in

practice, at lUast to a reasonable degree.
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CHAPmR SIX

TIle PerioQ Prom 1913 to 194;
Development of the Forest Industry and its r:arketc,

The first Chief Porester of British Columbia, froll! 1:;,'12 to 191';, >2::-

L:. :~. :'lc;,d:illan, Nho later became a prominent and succt::f.;f.ful fore::;t industrL:.li~;t0

lIe \la::; ahJ<:t;YfJ consistent in his vie." that a largo forest industry r.lUst be createC.

In 1912, for e~-::arnple, he pointec.:.. out that British Columbia containeC:l at leu,2t

lC{J million acre::: of forebt land with a total stand of commercial timber of' not

leLS than 300,000 million boarcl feet in volume. At the then annual ru.te ol'

cuttint', about 1,2:30 million boarcl feet per year, \ci thout mu,kint:, i:ll'l.Y dlo,.anc",

for the annual croi~-th rate of the forest , it \'Joule. have taken tl"8 lW;iber inL:.u::;

tr;y of British Columbia neurly 2S0 years to use the mature timber then Gtc:.ndinf:.o

Cons el,uent ly , he urt;ed. tIle, forest policy oi' the Province ::.houlu. be not only to

protect the foreLts from fire but, also, to provid.e for their adequate use by

- l' 1 l' "t 16Qeve oplnc a arce umoer lnaus rye

Ro~ever, as ~acKillun.pointedout, although good 10gCint practices

iJoulci produce a large amount of low-grade material from both the Coast and Int8rior

forests, in addition to the high-grade material which was alreaciy being logge~ ,

this material could not, at that time, be profitably solei, vii th the result that

lot-i-grade lumber vIas burned in the mill burner or used for fuel. Also lov;-grao.e

trees and logs were left in the forest.

Amongst a number of possible end-productf:: foreseen by r:~<:l.cMillan were

Kraft pulp and paper, to be made from edgings, trimmings and other l.:aste of

Douglas fir, material which could be secured cheaply and in abundance at such

points as Vancouver or Hew He15tminster. Forest Branch studies ",ere starte(.. in

1912 to determine the practibility of making wood alcohol, turpentine and resin

from the £a;vJmill waste of Douglas fir and ponderosa pine (there was, at the time,

a small plant in Vancouver pro.ducing turpentine, tar oil and pitch). r';:acT.':illan

f'oresall that the pulp industry would eventually promote "cleaner" 10t;ging ano.

closer utilisation of timber. He believed that British Columbia possessed Cl.

number of advantaces over Eastern Canada in relation to the e8tablisrilllent of a

permanent pulp industry. At the time of these observations, in 1912, there were

five pulp mills in the Province with a combined daily capacity of about 300 tons

but only two of them were oper<:l.ting with a steady level of production. Another

potentio.l product mentioned by MacMillan wa~ ~,,rood block paving 1,oihich would have

to be properly treated with preservative and properly laid.

A major obstacle to the marketing of British Columbia lumber at this

period. was the prejudice held against it in both Eastern Canada ;llJd foreiGn mar

kets, a prejudice which stemmed from a lack of knowledge of its qualities.

NacMillan recommended that the Government should publish stress tables and other

leading characteristics of British Columbia woods, as well as opening a small,

permanent exhibit of interior ,-mod finishes at a centre of trade, such as Toronto.

Finally, he stated that minor products such as hemlock bark (rich in

tannins) and Cascara bark (the bark of Cascara sagrada, a species of buckthorn

growing in the Coastal Region and of laxative properties) might be developed.

In the following year, MacMillan17 pointed out that the seag~inc export
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trade in lumbE::I' ",2.~, still in its infancy and. that the availc:ble market .i.'0Y'

3ritish Colwubia timber was practically confined. to the l'rC1irie Provinces. In

spite 01" tb.is, the lwnbering- industr;y was the "commercial backbone" of the Frovince:-

=Io~'Jever, 'lumbermen h-o';' enl"rp,-"'d tIle 01;11 p - t' . t . b
=u ........ '" ... rOCtUC lon capacl le:::, 'eyonc. the current

fLClrket <iern;:mus and the caVlmills and shingle mill;.:, which exceec.E:c: i!C>~ in number,

V.ere in a. Eto.te of chaotic overproduction. Hm.;ever, the :L'orthcominL openinG' of

'];Le.. Panama Canal \Jas expecteci to broaden overseas market s (it C:ici) and morE:: fav

ourable raih:a;y freight rates to :Castl::rn Canada liere expected. It ".as also ho~)e(~

that [hips travelint to BritisL Columbia Kould have an increasec. neeci for out ..:c.rc.:

C2;,r6'08::.: unc, that this factor v/ould encourC1£'e the export of lWlJosr to .il.ustralia,

00uth lar:erica, ;;';outh Africa, the Orient anu Atlantic ports. ~." le,'::,; prono~YJ.Cf~C:

reli0f of thE; ezistinc cont'estion of cut ...;ould re:.::ult frofll tb:; r8lfloval of tc.;,riff

restr·ictiom: on British Col.wnbia lumber entering the UniteG. ;:;tatt:~:. '11L<:O::t; 1'\;;.:

trictions \,ere actua.lly removbd in 1913.

by the ,'/80.1' 1913, thu local population of the F'rovince '.<oiL usin~:: leu:

thun one-fifth 01· the Provincia.l. annual production of timoer, tIle otht:;r four

fiftilS bein~ e~<.ported. TvlO broaci ciivisions ·vV'E:re recognisee. in tILe export tri.108,

one consistinG of round logs, piles, poles, mining props, cedar POstD 2.nG pulp-
division

v-ooQ. and the other, more important.j consisting 01' all manufactured it(;ms,

lumber, savffi dimension timber, hevffi and Sa\'ffi raih;ay ties, shingles arId lath.

The legislation forbade the export of unmanufactured logs from, any lands held

under lease, licence or timber 8ale or from lands which had been Cro"m-cra.ntec.

after 12th March, 1906. Round logs could be exported from lands l-lhich here

Crovm-granted bet~·,een 28th April, 1887, and 12th March, 1906, for a paymeni/oI

fifty cents royalty per thousand board feet. Logs could also be exported from

lancis which had been CroKn-£Tanted prior to 28th April, 1887, upon pqyment of

an export tax, specified in the Il:b'orest Act", \-;hich varied accordinG to the

E,'rade and size of the log. Virtually all of the logs which lfJere exported moved

from Vancouver, Victoria or coastal points to the north to PUbet Sound in the

United States by water, none leaving the Province by rail. In 1913, the main

log export species was western red 'cedar and included in the trade were 2,562,942

lineal feet of cedar telephone poles. About two million lineal feet of cedar

poles went to the central United States by rail from the Nelson Forest Listrict

and Cranbrook and another 500,000 lineal feet went from tidewater logging camps,

by boat, to California. The total value of cedar pole shipments was 179,406

dollars and mine props at 36,000 dollars. The total value of the logs, poles,

piles, posts, ties and props exported from British Columbia in 1913 was 1,321,641

dollars.

The most important item in British Columbia's trade at this time was,

of course, the export of manufactured lumber. The trade had grown without

Covernment or public assistance or encouragement in the Canadian Frairies, the

United states, Eastern Canada and areas served by the sea-borne cargo trade.

*The total forest revenue to the Provincial Government in 1912 was slightly less
than 3 million dollars an~ in a period of financial stringway, it was highly
important to the Government. Half of the industrial capital invested in the
Province was in lumbering and woodworking, half of the payroll of the Province
was derived from the forests and thirty-seven percent of the annual production
of wealth in British Columbia came from the forests.
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The Canadian Prairies had been the chief of these markets, taking three-fifths

of the British Columbia production. But, during 1913, stiff competition from

western Ontario, northern Canadian spruce manufacturers (favoured by freight

rates) and the 'l'Jestern United States producers (whenever their home market con

ditions were poor), coupled with a reduction of buying on the Prairies, had had.

a serious effect in British Columbia. Prices had dropped to an unprofitable

level and many mills and logging camps were temporarily closed. From this,

NacMillan concluded that all possible trade outlets should be opened in other

areas to give greater stability to the lumber business and, consequently, to

Provincial prosperity. Eastern Canadian and United States markets in the heavy

consumption areas arOUI1Q the Great Lakes and along the Atlantic Coast needed

further development. The process would be assisted by the recent removal of all

United States tariffs on lumber and by gaining favourable rates for t'ransit

through the Panama Canal.

The ocean export trade had shown no signs of e;rowi;h in the years

recently preceding 1913 and it .conetitrted, on the average, less than five per

cent of the trade of the Province. It was also less than ten percent of western

*United States ocean exports.

The total value of pulp and paper exported from British Columbia in

1913 was about three million dollars. Two mills were operating on a full-time

basis, the largest, at Powell River, producing 225 tons of newsprint per d~.

~ore than 75% of this mill's production was marketed in the north-hestern United

States where it was admitted free of duty under a clause in the United States

Customs Regulations ",hich admitted, duty free, paper valued at less than 2:
cents per pound. A small portion of this pulp prociuction served to meet the

local demand, including that of Calgar,y and Edmonton in Alberta, but shipments

were not made to points east of Alberta because of the level of railw~ freight

rates.

The other operating pulp mill, that of the British Columbia Sulphite

Fibre Company, produced 40 tons of high-quality fibre per d~, selling 75~ of

it to Japan and the balance to paper mills in the northwestern United States.

As with lumber, MacMillan thought it to be essential to expand the export mar

kets of the pulp industry, particularly in Asia, Australia, South Africa and

the Atlantic seaboard of the United States. These were areas in which ticiewater

pulp mills held a distinct, competitive advantage.

The first hints of an outbreak of war, heard in 1914, temporarily

paralysed building operations in the markets supplied from the Pacific Coast.

The lumber industr,y was already in a weak condition following the inflationary

period of 1913 and it stopped its operations completely. In this climate, the

Chief :F'orester continued to urgoe that a market extension programme should be

conducted by the }1'orest Branch and he finally made his point. 18 In 1915, the

prograwne was ctarted.19 An investigation into the reasons for the lack of

*In 1913, the v,estern United States ocean exports here 537,074,775 board feet,
whereas those of British Columbia were 51,512,056 board feet. Approximately
26 million board feet of the latter was exported to Australia and 12 million
board feet went to the United Kingdom and hurope.
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procreLS in Lritidl Columui'-1'[; lumber export tracle, for th~ fifteen ;>rCLl.rE. pre

cedinc 191::;, hd 1een fl1i;H::.t:. t.urinc 1914. The neet to uxt(jnd this inve:..ti: i;ltion
'-'

to overLea::. filu,rkot8 v:ac b:r-ouL:ht to the iJ.ttention of the Dominion l'ep'-1rtment of

Tr<.id.e una COl:lffierCe, Hitll the result that lI.E. !I\ad;illan has appointee to visit

these market:o: G.i.:O: a Special 'rrade CommisGioner. hi.A. Graincer \'!dS then a:i.)pointeci

Chief :B'orester of British Colwllbia to replace him.

The: results of r.iad~illan's visits to various e::port marketc are of

interest.19 In the United Kingdom, he found that lack of shippinc d.UE; to the

l,ar had seriously re::::tricted the lumber trade betHeen the Pacific COaEt and

~urope by the cne. of 1915. Moreover, s"l,lch privatE; uusiness as l.Ja.s ::.:till beinc

transacted ~a; almost entirely controlled by American acents and. private buyers

,,:ho ,'Iere not actequately a"mrt;;; of the lumbering industry in British Columbia. ~lle

Imperial Government, as a matter of course, WaS purchasing Pacific Coast lwnbcr

through agents of brokers in San Francisco, Portland rold Seattle. The arrante

ment Has an unfavourable one from the British Columbia viewpoint. The Ir.lperial

authorities ..;er8 approached by 'sir Richard :McBride, who l.va.s in London at the time,

and H.R. MacMillan and at once stopped Br{tish purchases of Pacific Coast lumber

from all sources except British Columbian mills, the orders being placed through

the Provincial Government. All told, in 1915, $206,000 worth of products, mostly

ammunition boxes were shipped to Britain before a landslide in the Panama Canal

virtually stopped the business.

I\~adi!illan also visitee. Holland, France, South Afr'ica and India durint:;'

1915. In the ~i;lrrte year, the Department of Trade and Commerce cooperated in

British Columbia wood product trade eJctension. A lumber commissioner ~as located

in the new British Columbia. House at Regent Street, London. Permanent lumber ex

hibits were sent to Britain, France, China, Japan, New Zealand, Australia, South

Africa and the Argentine and ~ere set up at Ottawa, Winnipeg and Toronto. Another

lumber commissioner was placed at Regina, Saskatchewan.

In spite of the export trade, the main markets for British Columbian

forest products was the North American Continent, with the prairie market con

suming at least 60% of the total production. At this period, the production ~as

the largest of any province of Canada.

LUMBER PRODUCTION BY MAJOR FOREST PROVINCES IN CMIADA - 1915.
(Thousands of Board Feet - Lumber Tally)

Province

British Co~umbia

Quebec
Ontario
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia

Thousands of Board Feet
Lumber Tally

1,151,903
1,118,298
1,044,131

414,808
279,044

Although its product ion was the hig'hest , it is worth not ing that Briiish

Columbia, unlike Ontario, and as a result of its geogTaphic position relative to

markets, had no large wood-working industry. Of the timber sawn in 1914, only

about 20 million board feet was used as a raw material for articles of further
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manufacture. Of this, 18 million board feet was made into boxeE, 1 million

board feet into sash, d.oor:.:: and interior fixtures, 200,000 board. feet into

cooperage and the balance was used in a number of smaller uses such as caskets,

cars, boats, etc.

The trade extension activities of the Forest Branch were continued.

during 1916, although the shipping shortage created by the d.emancis of "I'Jar dill

restricted exports. British VJar Office business "lvas almost entirely in boxe:::

(875,000 ciuring 1916) and the overall volume of wood products shipped to Britain

anci Europe "I,as only one-half of that shipped in 1915. Und.er an Imperial Prefer

ence System, British Columbia supplied South Africa with 88% of her imports from

the north Pacific, with the United States supplying the remainder. HovJever, in

the case of Australia, British Columbia supplied only 2~ and. the United states

98%, of North American s4ipments. The Chief Forester, Grainger, re~orted:

"British Columbia has a large and important market in Can<:da but [.he
cannot allo,"! the lumber trade of the Pacific to remain a monopoly of
the Pacific States."

Vhilst these efforts to expand trade ",ere being made, a number of

significant changes were occurring within the Provincial forest inciustry. The

early methods of logging by oxen and, later, by horses had, by 1916 given w~

to the almost exclusive use of donkey engines, operated by steam. 20 In the

Interior, horses were still in general use but logging machinery was being intro

duced. The adaptation of the steam engine to logging was claimed to have oriti

nated in British Columbia about 1875, when two old traction engines brought from

Britain for freighting on the Cariboo Road were found. to be unsuitable for the

purpose. They were purchased and used by the Hastings Mill Company to llaul logs

to the water at English B~, now in Vancouver. However, as noted previously, it

has also been claimed that the first. practical machine for moving 10[8 "I.as the
t::

":Dolbeer' donkey. J The successful use of steam power led to the QENelopment of

the fixed donkey engine which hauled logs in by means of a cable. The first of

these, a home-made affair, using a boiler from. an old steamship, was used at

English BC3Jf. By 1916, two types of engine were in use in the orc..inary logging

camps. Light engines or "yarders" were employed to haul logs from IrJhere the,Y

were cut to the main skid road and. they were usually restricted. to ~l operating

radius of not greater than one-quarter mile. The heavier eng"ines or'Roaders"

hauled several logs which had been collected by yarders and fastened end to end

by "dog"s", to the water or the railwa;y· over "skid roads" made of lo&s. The earlier

method. of yarding, evidently a survival of the oxen "bull-team" system was to build

the road. of roundwood cross-skids, placed from six to eight feet apart and firmlJ

braced, ~ith a groove cut out on their upper sides for the log to ride in. This

type of road, in 1916, had been largely replaced by the "fore and after" type,

consisting of a trough made of logs laid end to end. J1 "road.er", und.er ord.inary

conditions, could. haul logs for a little more than a mile.

In the Coastal Region, the dragging of very large Iouclas fir, westsrn

red cedar and spruce logs through the woods caused considerable da.maEe to the

YOune gro,~h, with trees of up to two or three feet in diameter sometimes beinG

pulled over. Ground obstacles such as rocks and stumps caused del~ and placed
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a heavy strain on equipment. These diff,iculties led to the development of "hit:;h

lead" and "overhead" cable systems of extraction, systems ,\..hich lift the lotS off

the t;round. ~;ith the hiCh lead system of that da;j (1916), a pulley orf~lock",

through which the main cable ran, was attached to a spar tree, near to the ene;'ine I

at a convenient height, usually 75 to 100 feet above the ground. The block at

the outer end of the line was fastened to a tree or stump near to the ground.

v,hen a log l-j3,S hauled in, the front end, to which a "choker" v.;as attacheci, l-.a£'

lifted off the t,-round and the obstruction was largely avoided. Hov.rever, the

system did not eliminate heavy damage to young gr01vth in which the coupes are

termed "settincs" • Initially used for clear-cuttinc; very larGe areas in what can

only be described as forest destruction, the high-lead system later became synony

mous Hith "patch-logg'ing", an operation l-lhich is usually follo\Jed by artificial

reforestation (tree plan~ing). The overhead cable system differed s'ince the lo[s

were carried by means of a carriag'e traveling on a taut cable, both ends being

tlevat8d. In 1916, four Coastal and two Interior operators ."ere using overhead

cable systems. The system later fell largely out of use as the high lead system

Has improved.

Log chutes were being used to a considerable extent vnlere the slopes

were sufficiently steep to permit the logs to run freely.20 They were consiciered.

to be a cheap method of extraction where sufficiently large volumes of timber

existed to justify the initial expenditure but they were eventually abandoned as

a means of eJ...-traction.

The development of mechanical logging methods did, of course, become a

vital factor in the economic development of the British Columbia forest industry.

In the Coastal Region in particular but, also, in parts of the Interior it is

difficult to visualise, in view of log sizes and the nature of the terrain, the

successful application of hand methods of logging on anything resembling an ade-

qlate scale of operation to utilise the sustained yield capacity of the Provincial

forests. The effects of the continuous mechanical logging developments have

Greatly influenced forest policy and management practices. Another important

factor, still of primary concern, has been the question of forest acce5S. The

opening of large tracts of forest has,of course, been greatly expedited by the

use of mechanical -methods.

Up to about 1906, logging in the Coastal Region had been confined to

timber close to the shores of the sea or large lakes. The donkey engines could

extract logs, successfully and economically, up to a total distance of about

three miles. Since about 1906, logging railw~s had been built to penetrate fur

ther inshore and twenty-one were in use by 1916. However, their use has since

been abandoned in favour of truck-hauling roads. River driving of logs was em

ployed in parts of the Interior but the Coastal rivers are usually togsvlift emd

choked at their outlets with tideland flats and islands to encourage river-driving.

Almost all of the Coastal logs, after deliver,y to sea water, were towed to mills,

by independent towing ~mpanies, in booms. The cheapness and flexibility of sea

transport for logs, as well as for forest products generally, was a major factor

in the rapid development of the Coastal industry, as compared to that of the

Interiore
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The greater part of the Coastal logging, in the 1916 period, was car

ried out by independent loggers who sold their output to the mills, either dir

ectly or through brokers. The trading by brokers formed the Vancouver log mar

ket, the price levels of which still influence the standing timber stumpage

values of the Coastal Region. In the Interior, a log market did not form, each

mill drawing its log supply from its own area of economic log extraction. It

was the cheapness and flexibility of sea transportation which permitted a con

siderable concentration of industry at a distance from the log supply source

and made the formation of the Vancouver log market a practical possibility.

The independent logger usually had limited financial resources and

had to sell his logs quickly. The millmen were not markedly reluctant to take

advantage of this opportunity to depress prices. On the other hand, since mills

did not usually carry large stocks of logs, a diminution in the log supply would. -
cause a sharp rise in price. In 1916, logging was gradually being taken over by

larger operators, resulting in a more even logflow to the market and more stable

prices. However, b.Y 1918 there .were 1,429 logging operations being conducted in

the Province, 446 more than in 1911 and 585 more than in 1916, an increase which

was attributable to the issuance of Hand Loggers' Licences.

Whilst British Columbia's lumber trade with Eastern Canada increased

towards the end of the First World War, with a record 150 million board feet of

lumber and lath being shipped in 1918, the overseas shipments, including those

to Pacific markets, were severely restricted by the wartime shortage of shipping.

At this time, the Lumber Commissioner of the Provincial Department of Lands was

making representations to the British Timber Controller to secure a full share

of the lumber supply needed for post-war reconstruction. The British market

was particularly attractive since it was the only overseas countr,y with shipping

available. 21 In Vancouver, the Imperial Munitions Board had established a Branch

of Aeronautical Supplies, charged with procuring an adequate supply of aeroplane

lumber. Sitka spruce was the species most favoured for this use.

In 1919, Great Britain ordered, 10 million board feet of lumber from

the Province and exporting mills, to deal with this business, formed a new com

pany called "Associated Timber Exporters of British Columbia Limited." Sir

James Bell, British Timber Controller and Montagu L. Meyer, British Government

Timber Buyer studied logging and ltimbermanufacturing methods in the Coastal

Region. 22 The latter man was later to become the head of a major wood product

importing company in Britain, a company having close associations witc MacMillan

Bloedel Company Limited, of which H.R. MacMillan was the head. H.R. MacMillan

Export Company had been formed on his return from the tour as Export Commissioner.

In spite of the large order from Britain, the occurrence of labour troubles in

Canada, along with Prairie crop shortages, severely reduced the consumption of

the Canadian market, as well as retarding British Columbian levels of production.

However, the demands of the United States became very high and the production

then increased and was readily absorbed by this market.

After the War, all commodities experienced a price boom. Lumber was

virtually the last item to increase in price and the first to revert to normal 23
,

but, in 1921, a period of re-adjustment and deflation started. The prices of

lumber products dropped from 40 to 50 percent of those which had prevailed in
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1920, the demand ctrenbthened and foreign trade increased. In aad.ition, labour

accepted reduced Hages and the costs of equipment and provisions ,~ere declining-.

Several export companies had now been formed to conduct direct negotiations with

forei6TI buyerc, in addition to the one formed in 1919. The total volume of bus

iness conducteo in 1921 wa2 greater than in any previous year except 1920 whilst

the total export volume of 1888 million board feet was a record for the Frovince.2~

The export business, in 1921, exceeded ten percent of the total scaled volume of

all of the Provincial forest products and twenty percent of the volume of logs

scaled to the west of the Cascade Mountains, after deducting the volume of those

log::, going to pulp mills, shingle mills and to export as logs. In relation to

the total exports from tlie Louglas fir region of Canada and the Dni tea. States,

British Columbia exported 9.6~); of the total, as against 3.l1~ in 1916 and 8.6S/~

in 1920. Because of the lower market prices, hOl-,ever, the total valu~ of forest

production fell off to about 65 million dollars, a:.:: compared to about 93 million

dollars in 1920.

From 1920 onwards until 1924, the Provincial production of wood pro

ducts, favoured by good demand and prices in both home and foreign markets, in

creased steadily. The pulp and paper industry, as well as the lumber industry,

had shown a remarkable recovery from post-war conditions by 192225 , especially

in the production of newsprint which increased by 14,500 tons or 13?~ over the

1921 level. Sulphite pulp production wa$ 18,000 tons, or an increase of 2~~

over the previous year. The Forest Branch continued to engage in trade promo-

tion in eastern Canada, the Prairie and overseas markets. But, in 1925, the

increasing production which had again exceeded all previous records, was marred

by falling prices.
26

The Chief Forester of the Province, P.Z. Caverhill, stated

that this condition was at~ributed to the anxiety of operators to book business

to keep their plant running to capacity even at prices lower than the cost of

production. 26 The industry will do the same thing at the present d~, up to the

point at which the cost of plant closure is less than the loss of money from the

sale of products at a price below the cost of production. Caverhill aQded, however:

IIHad some [;eneral curtailment been possible during the early spring.
(of 1925) there is no question that the price would have ~trengthenea.

and conditions improved. It cannot be too strongly emphasised that
10,.. prices are condu Give to waste of low-grade material and tenc::. to
retard. the introa.uction of forestry practice. If we are to Crou tim
ber the crop must, in some measure'-, return the outloy ane. this Cal/bo
done only by utili>::inG a larger part of the wood proa.uct."

All of the next forty-five years .vere to see continuous efforts to achieVe

closer utilii:.ation of the forest and of the log. The reduction of l-iaste has 1J",en

a consistant policy objective of a succession of Governmenti:'. In tcr..eral, ur; to

1938, the volurJles of production were progressively increuEea. or muintainec but

the price~ received for products, with the possible exce~tion of lllil~~r pric~s

in 192[)27 continued to be unsatisfactory. By 1928, the pulp and paper inu.ustry

,Jas consid(;red to bE; overdeveloped and ,'1nl:: undergoinG' a ,l.Jrice c.eclinE:.

In 192), in spitE; of a general slump in economic i.1Ctivities C::urins tL8

1<.._,- t 8L~ month;; of trl.G yem', the total value of forest l-·rOGUctf: ~U1C_ the; i.ndustri,-,-l
- . - 20 F 1 - tposition of the ·,moc.-using inuustr,Y ,vere nlalntcnnec.. U p am P:'-_.PCl' )ro(.uc L,

::.:hingle::: anc. boxe:..: lIere auversely u.ffected by concitions (tile. lecline( 14~~ in vc.:.lut::.
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But lumber, minor products and the woodworking industries had increased the

value of production, offsetting the decline. Water-borne trade had reached a

record level of 8,800 million board feet. During this year, all of the ground

wood and 50,000 tons of the sulphite pulp made in the Province went into the

manufacture of newsprint within the Province. The decision of leading importers

in the United Kingdom to purchase the entire export timber supply of the Soviet

Union had Virtually closed this market to British Columbia. l

The economic struggles of the Province became more severe. B,y 1931,

it had become clear that the forest industries were in a state of depression

which was worldwide. The volume of logs which was cut declined from 2,664 mil

lion board feet in 1930 to 1,948 million board feet. The prices offered for

sawmill products were the lowest since 1915 and the total value of the industrial

production was less than half of that accrued in 1929, being only $44,447,000.

The-revenue accruing to the Forest Branch dropped from $3,436,071 in 1929, to

$2,576,343 but the trend of falling revenues accelerated in 1932 as timber

licence holders in increasing ~umbers did not pqy their renewal fees. 29 As

mentioned previously,relief legislation had been passed in 1931 which permitted

the licence holders to postpone pqyment of their annual renewal fees up to 31st

March, 1934. Pqyment was thus postponed rather than forfeited although it was

intended that, if the accumulated backlog of fees were not paid by the expiry

date, the timber licences should lapse and revert to the Crown.

The limber trade extension work in eastern Canada was discontinued in

1932 for economic reasons. 29 It was ironic that poor markets and reduced returns

led the Province to a point where it could no longer afford this activity. How

ever, the Forest Branch did cooperate with the British Columbia Lumber and 'Shingle

Manufacturers Limited in trade extension in the United Kingdom market. At this.

crucial period in industrial development. exports to the United Kingdom were

actually increasing. In 1930, British Columbia sent 96 million board feet of

lumber to the United Kingdom, accounting for 32 percent of Britain's lumber im

ports from the North Pacific. In 1931, the figures were 91 million board feet

(45 percent) and in 1932, 108 million board feet (72 percent).

The case for increasing the lumber trade had been presented to the

British Empire Economic Conference·at Ottawa and a technical officer had visited

China. In point of fact, the export lumber trade had been maintained remarkably

well, except for trade with the United States which had imposed a tariff, prac

tically closing the market to British Columbia lumber. In 1932, only ~600 timber

licences were renewed out of the 13,684 which had been in good standing in 1914.

In the early history of the lumber trade in Canada, the export trade

had swung increasingly awqy from the United Kingdom market and toward the United

States market, as has been described.
8

By 1913. the United States had removed

all tariffs on Canadian lumber. With the beginning of the depression, however,

a duty of $1.00 per thousand board feet was imposed in 1930 and it was quadruped

in.the period from 1932 to 1935. The imposition of these tariffs on lumber had

tended to accentuate the importance of. paper exports to the United States. ex

ports which had been admitted duty free since the Reciprocity Treaty of 1911.

As a result of the new lumber tariffs, Canada was compelled to find an export

market for lumber in countries other than the United States. At the Ottawa
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Conference of 1932, Canad.iWl. lumber 'lia$ given an advantae;e of 10;',: on the o.el

ivered price, a revision of Imperial Preference that wa5 made at the instance

of Canad.a rather than Great Britain. The embargoe f:' and export taxes, imposed

by the Provinces, had been effective against United States import Quties in com

pelling the mig-ration of industry to Canada. Thus lumber was manufacture<i and

exported by Canada, instead of carrying out the export of 10gE for manufactur8

in the United states. In a somewhat comparable wa;y, the Imperial Preferences

secured by Canada were effective against the new United States import cuties, by

securinb a preferred competitive position for Canada in important Enlpire markets

such as Australia and 6reat Britain. Al::;o, the bulky, cheap char&cter of the

commodity increased the effectiveness of Government policy by tiltint:.; the prefer

ence of the importer of lumber toward British Columbia and C;.v:a;y from the adjacent
,

States of "l'lashin[;ton and. Oregon. The monetary policy of Great Britain to'lards

the end of the 1930 depression furthered a boom in housing and a marked expmlsion

of the demand for lumber, as well as contributing to the prosperity of Australia.

Recovery measures in the United. States, on the other hand, were responsible for

an increase in the United States' domestic demand for building materials but an

advance in prices occurred, either as a result of lack of adequate administrative

control or of monetary policy. The price increase further weakened the positioL

of American lumber in the export markets in competition with British Columbia.

Thus, th~ lumber industry in British Columbia gained from the disparity between

British and United States' policies.

The overall results of these influences had been a drop in the scaled

volume from a peak of 3,300 million board feet in 1929, with a total value of

products of 93 million dollars to a low in 1932 of 1,600 million board feet , with

products valued at 35 million dollars. In 1934, the scaled volume .,as 2,215
million board feet and products were valued at 45,461,000 dollars. 30

,Caverhill pointed out, in 1924:30

liThe fore::t industries are the largest employers of labour in the Province
and, over the years, have far exceeded other natural resources in value
of production and revenues to the government. They should continue to
be a main pillar in the financial structure of the Province. 11

At this time, the forest products industry was largely centralised on

the Lower Coast and. Vancouver Island, a Region from which 80fa of the annual cut

of ,logs vias being secured. The excellent quality and size of the Douglaf: fir of

this Region had given to the Province its existing position in the markets of the

world. The standing volume of the species had been estimated at 40,000 million

board feet, half of'which was considered to be inaccessible to economic logging.

The annual cut was just over 1,000 million board feet. Apparently, therefore,

the Douglas fir vias being seriously overcut, at a rate which could not be sus

tained by its grovrth capability and it was hoped that other species would even

tually replace it in large quantities for many purposes. By 1934, British Columbia

was supplying 92% of north Pacific exports to Australia (as against 16% in 1929);

83% of the Region's exports to the United Kingdom (2~; in 1929); 24; to China

(11)':, in 1929) and in all overseas markets it was supplying 54j~ of north Pacific

markets (20/0 in 1929). British Columbia was now the leai.illf.:; North Pacific lumber

exporter.
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It was not until 1938 that normal business conditions were felt to

have returned to the Province31 but the year was still unsettled with its

recurrent threats of impending disaster and their failure to materialize. The

d~s prior to the Munich Pact gave some indication of what might be expected to

happen in the event of actual war. For a short period, a requirement that

Canadian lumber entering the United States be marked to show its grade was intro

duced. It threatened the trade with the United States and demonstrated the

lengths to which tlnuisance" restrictions could be extended. At the same time,

trade treaty negotiations were being conducted between Britain, the United States

and Canada, causing disquiet over possible losses of markets.

For the few years preceding 1938, a growing public interest in the

export of unmanufactured logs had been in evidence. 31 The Government did not

consider it advisable to restrict log exports from Crown Grants made before

March 12th, 1906, even though the major portion of the log exports were being

made from them, since a modification of the terms of these Grants would involve

land and stumpage values and, .thus, would constitute a major issue of public

policy. The Legislature did enact, however, that:

ttall timber cut on Crown Land, or on lands granted after the 12th d~

of March, 1906 ('Forest Act' - Section 90) shall be manufactured within
the Province, except that the Lieutenant-Governor in Council m~ permit
export upon such terms and conditions as he sees fit."

This legislation effectively restricted the export of logs from the classes of

land concerned but, at the same time, it could permit export where logs were cut

for a local market which, by unforeseen circumstance, could not utilise them.

Applications for export from the Vancouver Forest District were first reviewed

by an Export Advisor,y Committee, on whose advice the Government acted. The

Committee was composed of loggers and millmen, familiar with industr,y and market

conditions.

The import quotas imposed by the United States continued to have a

crippling effect on the British Columbia roof-shingle industr,y. Under the British,

American and Canadian Trade Agreement of 1938, the duty free quota of shingles

would be changed to equal 30% of the average annual United States consumption for

the preceding three years and shipments beyond this quota were liable to a duty

of twenty-five cents per square. In 1939, activity increased and 3,400,000 squares

were produced in the Province, as'against an average of 2,385,000 squares per an

num for the preceding ten years. More than 80% of these went to the United States.32

The pulp and paper industry was in a condition of distress in 1938 with

all of the mills operating part-time or not at all. The poor situation continued

until the outbreak of war in Europe in September, 1939, when mills recommenced

full-time operation.

The United Kingdom, in 1939, continued to be British Columbia's best

lumber customer and most of the factors affecting the year's export business of

the Province occurred there. 32 Amongst the influences which tended to improve

business for British Columbia were an early failure of other sources of supply;

the policy of the British Government to compensate owners for losses caused by

air raids in case of war Ca policy which strongly encouraged building); the large

Government housing schemes in Britain; the building of defence works, involVing
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the use of large quantities of lumber in hutmerits and evacuation camps and,

finally, emergency war bus~ness. Anyone of these factors, in other years, would

have been counted of major importance. In housing, for example, England and

Wales had about eight million houses at the end of the Creat War of 1914 _ 18.

The four-millionth new house since that time was completed in 1939 and a fair

start made towards the five-ml·lll·onth. Bul"ld" th· 1lng on lS sca e was a major busi-
ness influence in itself. The outbreak of war in September, 1939, put an end to

competitive trade with Britain but the British Government confirmed existing

orders and placed additional ones for more than 190 million board feet during

the last three months of the year. As happened in the Great War of 1914 _ 18,

however, shipping fell into short supply and the quan,tities ordered were not

moved, with the result that British Columbia's storage facilities were filled and

mills were threatened with closure until their products could be shipped. In all,

water-borne shipments reached a record 1,409,052,000 board feet with the United

Kingdom taking about 956 million board feet or more than 68% of the total.

Minor products such as poles, hewn railw~ ties and posts were only in

moderate demand in 1939. The contract price for cutting poles was only thirty

five cents each, at which price only the most expert "tie-hack" could net tlmini

mum wages." Christmas trees were an exception and they began to develop into an

important seasonal business. The Province shipped 1,763,000 trees, worth more

than 140,000 doliars to the United States in 1939. It was a wr,y comment on

the affairs of man that the Province should be engaged in the supply of war

material and of Christmas decorations to celebrate peace and goodwill among

men, at the same time. The Chief Forester, E.C. Manning, expressed some doubts

about the cutting of Christmas trees and these doubts remain in forestr,y circles

to the present d~:

"Young stands of natural reproduction ordinarily are too thick and require
thinning. This is the argument commonly used to justify the trade. But
thinning is a nice surgical operation on the forest requiring the judge
ment of experienced men. It seeks to remove the poorest and preserve
the best to grow-int-o- a more-va-l-uabre-crop;--th-e--Christmas- tree cutter
is not experienced in thinning and the (Christmas tree) trade demands
the best (trees) rather than the poorest. The business to date has
meant the destruction of fine stands of young growth from which the
best (trees) has been culled arid from which thrifty twenty and thirty
foot trees have been felled to secure a five foot tree from the top."

Up to and inclUding 1939, Christmas tree cutting had been permitted on

Crown lands in cert~in dr,y forest areas in the Interior, considered to be incap

able of producing "valuable" sawtimber and on two small experimental areas.

Otherwise, Christmas tree cutting permits had been refused and virtually all

cutting, therefore, had occurred on private lands. Manning considered it to be

unlikely that British Columbia could, for an unspecified future period, provide

the detailed supervision for safe cutting on Crown land and did not consider that

the indiscriminate, destructive cutting which had been practiced was in the pub

lic interest, thereb,y inferring that Christmas tree cutting on Crown lands would

continue to be severely restricted. In 1942, however, an innovation was intro

duced whereby Christmas tree cutting permits for cutting on suitable areas of

Crown land were issued to local residents. The areas were capable of giving a

perpetual yield of the trees, under proper treatment, and their individual allo

cation was
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an incentive to farmers to secure an income during the off-season in agriculture. 33

Durine the war years, the wood products industr'J of British Columbia

c;revl to an unprecedented. si%e. Britain, with all European supplies cut off, irr.

ported the majority of its requirements from British Columbia, and much of the

lumber was transported by rail, across Canada, to the Atlantic ports, during perio~s

of shipping shortage. By 1941, there were marked increases in United State~ con

sumption which added to the unprecedented demand. Prices had become most attr~c

tive. 34 Canada, had, in 1941, appointed a Timber Controller and a Timber Controller's

Assist ant (Pacific Coast). H.R. MacMillan filled the former post Wld E.C. r,:anning',

Chief F'orester of British Columbia, the latter. Shortly after appointment, h0 1/IevE;r,

Lanning was killed in an air crash whilst returning from Otta1-,a in 1941 ana. his

narlle is commemoratea. at N;anning- Park on the IIope-Princeton Highviay.
,

One of the timber control measures that v,;as takenHi.1S the bannint of the
y

export of any Dour'lac fir savIlog·s • .J Another was the imposition of market Jri-

orities, 1-Thereby 40}~ of i3ritish Columbia output vIas allocated to domestic trade,

a like amount to Great Britain-and the remaining 20;~ to the Uniteo. States.33 Sou:e

revision of this arrangement vias made later in the ",,'ar but control remained.

1942, the demand for lumber was so breat that the industry was officially declared

"essential", price ceilings were established for the boomine; iwerican market and

the British Timber Controller made the specifications of products for export to

Britain more liberal so as to ease production problems.

Logging had kept pace 'Ivith this great increase in product ion Hithout CJ.!l;)

particular restrictions on volwne, species or the area cut. A General concern to

introduce a createI' clegree of order into the utilisation of the forest lee to

the appointment of the Honourable Justice Gordon HcGregor Sloan, Fuisne

Justice of the Court of' Appeal of British Columbia, a~ a sole Royul Commissioner

to inquire into all matter::: gener.ally relating to or connectec. "Ji th the :i.'orest

resources of British Columbia. The appointment was mad8 under Section 3 of the

lIPublic Enquiries Act", being Chapter 131 of the "Revised StatutE:E; of British

Columbia, 194311
• The findings of the Royal Commission are d.iscussed. in a later

chapter, Cl.fter considerinG forestry development durin£, the perio<.i. from lS·13 to

1945.
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CHAPTER S:S'VEl-T

The Period Prom 1913 to 1945
Forestry Developments

The Royal Commission of 1912 had experienced much difficulty in arriv

inC at even a general comprehension of the forest and_forest land resources in

British Columbia.
15

A considerable effort was to be mad.e tOi'lara. gaining a better

knowledge of these resources, as ,viII be describeci. iater. One aspect of the prob

lem lay in the determination of I,hat land, currently bearint;- stand.s of timber,

vias suitable for a[;riculture J particularly since i'arming: alld g'razing~ land v/as in

great ~emand by lrould-bc settlers. As might be expected, conjecture played a

part in the estimation of the extent and value of the forest and ag-ricultural

land. resources.

In 1912, for eXCl!uple, the Forest Branch
16

had claimeo. that the agri

cultural possibilitibb 01- .tiritish Colum.bia v,ere generally under-estimatt:ld and.

that, when all of the tillable lands were under cultivation and all of the g-razinc

land.s i',ere in use for stock-rai<3ing, the ag-ricultural ind.ustry -"'Jould easily rc:.cn.k

with the lwnber ind.ustry in importance. Whether or not the agricultural possib

ilities were under-estimated, the agricultural industry has not equalled. the

forest industry in economic importance up to the present day.

The governing policy of the British Columbia Legislature was to with

hold the sale of timbered agricultural land until the timber crop was removed.

In this ""ay they received stwllpage and royalty before the land sale. Prior sale

could have meant the holding of the timbered land for speculative purpoces by

the purchaser, withholding stumpage and royalty payments to the Government and.

the availability of the land for agricult~ral use for an indeterminate period.

The prompt removal of the timber crop from agricultural lands i'Jithin timber leases

and licences could, however, be enforced by the Forest Branch so as to release

those lano.s for settlement. There were considerable amounts of the lands held

in leases and licences in 1912.
16

Larger areas of land, suitable for agriculture,

were helo. by the Crown in the more inaccessible regions of the Frovince but these

Here reserved from pre-emption or sale if the timber on them e~:ceeci8C~ 3, c.'OO board

feet per acre 1:,ebt of the Cascade Nountains or 5,000 board i"eet p",r Cl-cre east of

the Cascade It"ountains. lilany alJplications to pre-empt or purchase L;nci l!ere beinG

h81d in abeyance in 1912 because timber in excess of these amouutL La::.: pl'c::..em:

on the land.

The Gov6rnment policy at this time may be sUlllmariseci ;."s:
17,18

(1)

( 2)

To prevent the ulienation of Crolm land chiefly valuable tor timber.

To makE:: ctvailublE:: :l.'or settlement all timbered. areas Luitaoll::: for
a~Ticulture but only after removal of the timber.

To prevent the acquisition of timber throur,h the pre-urrr[ltion or pur-
Ch"":":0 of land, ostensibly for af:riculturul PUl'l'()Uf', or, conversely,
to (;nsure that no bodies oi'merchantable timbe;r' coulcl UI,; uc(~uirE;C.

e::cE:::;:t 0~' l:UIJlic ::,11e ut an upset price i.:,uartiinc the Imblic int(;rL",t.

1].'0 prc;vcnt thE: uninformecl., bona-fi6.e FettleI' l"rom loeatint.- in so[;;e
timoE.;reC: 1 llOll-::",ricultural tract I-,here he coulu 110t be 'l..<.CCt;r:::::.":'ul.

The follm·Jin::.; tublE.; Live::; examples of llroLrest in l;;Jld e_':".trnination 0.:/

thE; l"oreLt Brcmch. It so've::; to shoi'! the trend. of tIw lance e~\_a1l1illi.ltion I-'ro-

b'rWfJLle vlhich haC. b8come rlluch rec.ucec.. in scale by 1940.
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.A.cm:l~C;~2 :":;L..~.'~IL::':;l; }l"OR LAl-:I CLi~SI:B'ICATIOn BY TIB DR!'.;:' <: '

COLlj'I,::SI1~ PCl'.I:;ST 3RAIJCH IHSiUi~PLE YLAK 1:)13 - 1Si~ j

(-

YoaT'

1913
1916
1922
1926
1934

Toh..l j...crGE
::::;~,:wJlineu

156,1116
301,429
129,481 (2)
90 ,000
9,875

Recommendeti for
Fl/)rest He8erve

Not given
180,773
14,848(2)
45,000
Hot given

C1<:,,[.;s i fi (;lJ
for ..:l.fTiculture

l\ot t!;iven
.34,708
41 ,066(2)
45, C'CO

1,485

I:otes: (1) Bate derived from British Columbia li'orcst Service Annual Reports
(2) Approximate figures.

'fIle procramme hac never been discontinued entirely since ap~)liciJ.tions

for IJrc-emption and purc1wze of land are numerous at the present d.o;y, particularlJ

in Lorthern and Central Interior of British Columbia. Hm·.ever, much li;ore sophis

ticated techni«ues are beinc introtiuced, particularly the Canadian ALricultural

Recl8Ination and nevelopment Act (A.R.D.A.) Land ClasEification Pro,s1'amrno, ueEcribeci

later in this history.

Another important function oftlle Forest Branch was reconnaissance of

the forest. Prior to the formation of the Branch in 1912, the exploration of the

forests had been mostly conciucted by private individuals. 17 One of the first

duties of the Eranch was to improve the vague knowledge of the resource by orcan

iseo. reconnaissance. A rapid start was made, 5,616,000 acres being reconnoitered

in 191216 and. 12,308,000 acres in 1913. 17 These acreages Here in adC-ition to

areas mapped by District Foresters and Forest Rangers or cruised by parties under

the Land Classification Proeramme, previously mentioned. Brief reconnaissw1ce

reports were published in the Forest Branch Annual Reports. The 1913 Report, for

example, contained descriptions of forests at Omineca; the Bulkley Valley, the

Columbia Valleyj East Kootenayj the Salmon River (Vancouver Island)j the Nass

River, CassiaI'; Bella Coolaj the North Thompson River; the Canoe River; Lillooet

and Similkameen. Following a hiatus during the 1914 - 18 Far, reconnaissance

v:ork resumed. During 1928, for example, extensive reconnaissances 'Here made of

a portion of the Herrick River watershed with a vievl to completing information

on the whole drainage basin of the NcGregor River. 27 The Upper Nechako River

and the Kingcome River watersheds also received attention in the S~le year. The

forest reconnaissance process was assisted by a Forest InvestiGation (Research)

Programme vlhich included the development of volume and yield tables. As an exarnple,

yield tables in board feet for three site classes and a volume table in cubic feet
"'I:

and board feet for Western yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa) were published in 1~22.~J

In 1923, the second British Empire Forestry Conference had been held in

Canada and, amongst its resolutions, the Conference stressed the importance of a

definite forest policy for each Government of the Empire, the policy to be acimin

istered by a properly constituted and adequate forest service. The resolution

continued:

lISurvey of Resources--The foundation of a stable forest policy for the
Empire and for its component parts must be the collection, coordination
and dissemination of facts as to the existing 36ate of the forests arlQ
the current and prospective demands on them."

The reconnaissances in British Columbia were mostl;y concerned ,vi tll the

forests' potential for utilisation. An account of the Cottonwood River area, near
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Qu~snel in the Caribou Region, where work was carried out by one party of men,

in 1924, illustrated the emphasis. 37

IICottomJOod River area--The Cottom'1ood is a tributary entering the
Fraser from the east about 12 miles above Quesnel. The drainat'e
area is approximately 635 square miles and contains some areas of
good timber. The party cruised 32,000 acres bearine- commercial
stands in the main valley situatE.ld along the Caribou-Barkerville
Roau <.mu just south of CottomlOod Post Office. The area is edi
mated.. to contain a stand.. of 414,000,000 boaro. feet, an avcra{,'e of
13 MBIvI (13,000 board.. feet) per acre, 67 ;£ of "\-ihich is spl'uce,22;;
10Q.gepole pine, fJj~ (Douglas) fir and.. 3~1, balsam (alpine fir). Owing
to the small size of the trees the timber is more suitable for the
manUl'acture of pulp and raih,rcw ties than for logs for savvmillint,'
purpose:..:.* This tract of timber should make an easy 10Gf,inC 8hm~.

The Cottomiood River is considered driveable for over a month each
year and the timber m~ be taken down it to the Fraser River.

"On the SViift, a triputary of the Cottonwood, the area of merch~t

able timber cruised comprises nearly 10,000 acres. This tract lies
on the headwaters of the Swift River and has a stand estimated at
110,000,000 (board feet) or 11 r.IBril (11,000 board feet) per acre,
68% of which is spruce, 25% lodgepole pine and 7~ balsam. There is
at present an infestation of spruce budwo1'lll and. tip-moth in this
area, but the damage done to date is not serious. OViing to the
scattered nature of the timber and its distance from sui table trans
portation facilities the area cannot be considered a satisfacto~

logging chance at present. li

Prior to 1927, the Province had begun to establish Forest Reserves of

Provincicl Forests, described later. The data obtainea from the Forest Recon

naissance prot:,'ramme was now directed toward the first coordinated attcmrts at

forest man~'ement in distinct forest units although adequate rctulation of

cutting, for example, would not become a reality for at least another three

decades. In 1927, for example, the survey of the Babine }t'orest l'laS: completec

ana the productive capacity of the forest was ascertained so that the preliminary

plan8 of manag'ement could be drawn up.38 In 1928, reports were published on the

Yahk }i'orest and the Shus\'iap Forest. 27 The latter gave thE:: acreacE::s of each 20

Ybar age-class (age class - area distribution) and the accessible :::a"Jlo~ tirTlbe:r

volumes by species, as \Iell as listing the estimated quantities of minor proc;.uct~;.

Comments on the sustained yield. capacity, after a normal 6.istribution of i.l[;(;

classe::: had been achieved by regulation of cutting, and on the prOGp8ct<: fOl'

natural reforectation v:er8 made. Data \'Jas also presEmtec. i'or youn(., stu.nQ~ G~

trees by Compartmellt s ~Jhich ran[;ec. from 900 to 34,900 acreE in e~.;:t ent, ohOl:inL

the number of tr88L per acre by species.

L Eerier..: of reGional reports of forest rebources \':cre al::. 0 publi;;:.1.1.Ll..,

in ad<iition to reportL on in<.i.ividual Provincial foredr.:. lllor (;:;~arn~jl(;:

1930
1931
1932

1933
1934

The V'-'.Ylcouver F'orest District
The Prince Rupert Porest District
Southern Interior Forest Listrict (;~ppro::imc..tE..l;y thE..
exidinG l~elson Forest District)
Kamloops Forest Listrict
li'ort George Ii'orest Listrict

'rlms the collection anu. compilation of information proceeu",ci c~lmost continuousl:.,'

until 1945, tlle enC 01' tll" }JerioCi. no v, beine; consider8d and the avuilable inforr:li:.'tiC:l

*The timber ,Ja~ actually r;ri!llclrily used for sa'l;milling. iet,:e.:;n 192'::, and the:
prODent day, the economic si;"e of timber l'Jhich can be utiliseC:, for t3,\,milliilL
haG chunUed a Great deal.
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'.;as progrcssivE::ly improvecl. A revised and morE;. dE::tailed vorE.ion of the Prince

Lupert Porest listrict 1.J2.S published in 1936, only five years after the i'ird

publication, notee.. cbove. 39 1:hilst more DophisticatE::u, accuratl: d...'1L:. clet~ilcu

t 6clmic,.rues for t al<..inL invE:ntory of the Provincial forest s are nm', in use, the

development of forE;st polic;}' in British Columbia 0\188 much to the information

collectE::Q QurinL thE:: period from 1913 to 1945.
11:;

In 1918, ~Jhitforc.. anci Craig ,,) made an extim8.te of the l'or8d resourCC8

of the Province, based on detailed reports supplied to tl18m by the ]1'orest 3ranch,

timber ol-mer:.;, cruisers, surveyors and others. iJhilst the approach Idcl ueft~cts

v:hich, today, CWl be recocnised quito readily it cid provide, for its time, Cl

Emch morE: accurate estimate of the position than had previously been available.

'1'he rcrnaininL stands of timber in the Province '.~ere eGtimated to be:

:FQ:I,Ll.n~IKC STAl~IS OF TIrilBER IN BRITISH COLmJ3IA (1918) li.CCOP.IIl'IG

TO ?HITiIIOIID ~ua; CRAIG 20 - lYlILLIOHS OF' bOAfIT' :f.'=.:.:lJ.'

End. Product

Sm·J-material
Piling, poles, pulptlood, etc.
Total forest resources

Coastal ReGion

214,300
1 I:; 46',0 .d

229,765

Interior Eei ion

I "' '. r ') ,- *
.)U , "...JJ

Tot:.;.}

3.siO,e3~

15 ,Liv~,

368,3CC

*Including all classes of timber of merchant able size

Later, in 1937, the Forest Branch published an estimate of the forest

resource of the Province entitled "Forest Resources of British Columbia". TL.e

author, F.]). r.rulholland, estimated that the remaining stands of timber in the

Province, baseo.. on Forest Branch o..ata, 'VtTere:

~lliRClliU~TABLE TIMBER OF BRITISH COLm~BIA (1936)

ACCORDING TO I:1ULHOLLANl.; 40 - IVlILLIONS OF BOARD V,t;ET*

Coast

155,129

Interior

99,370

Total

254,499

* Nulholland's estimates included a classification into acce~si11e and inucces-

sible timber. Since the definitions and concept of what is and 1;Jhat is not

accessible have changed very markedly, the figures given in the table are the total

of both.

Mulholland conceded, in 1944, that the 1937 figures, 'l\fhich were markecUy

10Her than those of vJhitford and Craig in 1918, were a very conservative estimate

and that ten percent should be added to the figure for the Coast. As will be

o..escribed later, Nulholland's qualified figures were generally accepted by the

Sloan Royal Commission of 1945.

Another estimate of sorts had been made by the Chief Forester, li.R.

MacMillan, in 1912, when he had estimated the stand of commercial timber in the

Province as being 300,000 million of board feet and "probably moretl .16

The int~oduction of technical aids for the compilation process began in

1940, when the Forest Service placed its available data onto punch cards I'or

machine tabulation and, since that time, there has been established a continuous

inventory, under constant revision.

Another major objective of policy, during the period from 1913 to 1945,

was the creation of F~rest Reserves. Prior to 1913, as previously related, a
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policy had gradually developed whereby Crown land primarily valuable for forests

would not be alienated into other ownership to any greater extent than had al

ready occurred. In order to provide a supply of raw material to sustain and en

courage the growth of industry, the system.s of pre-emptions, Crown Grants and the

leasing of forest land had given w~ to various forms of licencing under which

qualified rights for the cutting of timber did not entail any change of Crown

ownership of the land. The .question of the reservation of forests within the

Province was raised in the first Annual Report of the Forest Branch, in 1912.16

Evidently, the Government felt the need to establish boundaries which were gaz

etted of those forest areas which were reserved to the Crown, so as to definitely

establish the ownership of the land. The report stated that, out of over 100

million acres of timberland in the Province, 65 million acres were suitable for

*the production of merchantable timber. Within the proposed forest'reserves,

the timberlands of the Province would, first of all, be protected from fire.

Secondly, the timber would be cut in such a manner that the maximum yield per

acre would be obtained and, l~stly, deforested lands would be made productive.

It was proposed that the Government should exercise control of grazing privileges

in the timberlandsand that the creation of forest reserves under the "Forest

Act" would not in any wO(! retard the development of any agricultural, oil bearing

or mineral bearing lands which might be included within them. However, a res

triction was proposed to be placed on coal, oil or mineral lands in forest res

erves to the extent that the timber and surface rights of the land would be res

erved for timber production. In the event, the reservation of timber standing

on coal or mineral claims was not accomplished until after 1956, by an amendment

to the "Mineral Act." The prompt exclusion of valuable agricultural lands from

the Forest Reserves was proposed and this led to the land classification programme

which has been described. As recently as 1970, the Forest Service again started

a comprehensive attempt to make all Public Sustained Yield Units into Forest

Reserves, using information from the A.R.D.A. land classification scheme and

other sources to identify lands suitable for agricultural and settlement with the

purpose of excluding them from the Reserves.

The Forest Branch Report of 1912 also mentioned that the Dominion

Government had placed more than half a million acres of the mountain lands in

the trans-Continental Railw~ Belt Grant within the Province into permanent

reserves (the figure did not include the National Parks) and these forest reserves

would probably be extended until all of the timberlands which were not valuable

for agriculture 10(! within them.

The sense of urgency conveyed by. the 1912 Report was somewhat dimin

ished by the Forest Branch Annual Report for 1913,11 when it was reported that

it was unnecessary in 1913 to establish any reserves since the greater part of

the Province was undeveloped and the protection of areas, bearing a merchant able

stand of timber, against alienation was established by Statute. In 1914, the

*The 1951 Provincial Inventor,y48 established a total of 136.1 million acres of
timberland, of which 110.1 million acres were productive land (excluding low
quality sites) bearing commercial forest. The 1961 Provincial Inventor,y estab
lished a total of 138.4 million acres of forest land of which 131.9 million acres
were productive land Cie., good, medium and poor sites, excluding low quality sites.
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establishment of a reserve was reported:
18

"On December 31st, 1914 a notice appeared in the British Columbia
Gazette to the effect that certain lands in the Elk River Valley
have been made a forest reserve. That notice marked the estab
lishment of the first provincial Forest Reserve in British Columbia."

The reserve covered approximately 100 square miles, bearing timber and

underlain with coal. It possessed many attractions in the wqy of scenery and

game but none of the land was suitable for agriculture. The principle reason

given for the establishment of the reserve was

"because the area as a whole is more useful for growing a forest
crop than for any other purpose. This often means that the area
as a whole is fit for no other purpose."

As in the 1912 Report, the 1914 Report endeavoured to explain what the

form of Forest Reserve used in British Columbia was. Evidently, ot~er land

using interests and Departments of Government needed reassurance that there would

be a minimum of interference with their respective activities.

"It cannot be emphasised too strongly that a Forest Reserve does
not reserve land from use--does not lock up its resources. It
neither prevents nor retards the use of agricultural and grazing
land, coal, oil and mineral land and timber situated within the
area reserved. Camping, hunting and fishing mqy be employed just
as freely as elsewhere • • • "

··Such a form of reservation differs from a Forest Reserve proper, in
that the basis of it is the stand of merchantable timber existing
on the land rather than consideration of what the land itself is
permanently most useful for. In other words, it is the timber
wealth which is reserved rather than the land itself. After the
timber is sold and removed, the land m~ be devoted to whatever
purpose it is best suited. Thus, such a reservation m~ and does
include some land suitable for agriculture, when cleared, as well
as land which would be of use only for the production of timber-crops."

The explanation is, perhaps, reminiscent of the explanations given in

later years in defence of Tree Farm Licences when an outcry against the Licences

came from those who felt their own particular interests to be threatened.

Thereafter, progress was rapid, in 1914, a total of 954,958 acres of

timberland was reserved and, in 1915, 673,583 acres.19 B.Y 1940, the Forest

Service was able to report that a total of 44 Provincial Forests were in exist-

tence, 18 on the Coast and 26 in the Interior, totalling 10,242 and 19,255 square

miles respectively, for an aggregate of 29,497 square miles. 35 Chief Justice Sloan in

his 1945 Royal Commission Report,40noted the same number of Provincial Forest

Reserves, as follows:

PROVINCIAL FOREST RESERVES - 1944

Forest Land Mature Timber
Total Area Mature Timber Immature Timber Not Restocked (thousands of

Region Acres Acres Acres Acres board feet)

Coast 6,554,770 1,670,890 325,470 346,840 51,459,'='40
\l8 reserves) 1 0<+0

Interior 12,322,970 2,547,880 3,825,340 1,331,760 23,540,250
(26 reserves)

TOTALS: 18,877,740 4.218.770 4.150,810 1,678,600 74,999,290
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Although Management Plans were prepared for a number of the Forest

Reserves, the Reserves, in point of fact, were not to be the forest management

units of the future but they have served a useful purpose in establishing areas

of land primarily devoted to forestry, located within specified boundaries. The

opportunity to control cutting by implementation of the Plans was missed and was

really not attempted until the 1950's.

The reserves in themselves, however, did not imply adequate forest man

agement Chief Justice Sloan40 was to state, in 1945:
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"These forest areas are not open for sale for agricultural or other
purzuits and, v~hile timber alienation thereon has been through the
medium of timber-sale contracts or other forms of tenure into ,.:hich
the forest administration could write any terms it chose to impose,
the evidence is clear that no proper pro€:,Tamme of forest manacement
has been enforced in these forest reserves. Thus, for eXOlople, log
gers operating these reserves have not been obliGed to leave the cut
over land with sufficient seed-trees to ensure regeneration.

/~ ..:...: i'" .~;::';- r:" ~ .::; .
It is convenient, at this point, to leave the formation of the forest

"The result iG clearly Geen in the acreage classified as "forest
land not restocked", cuflounting' on the Coast iD 346,840 acres and,
in the Interior, to 331,760 acres or a total of 678,6CO acreB. I
should aJd that destruction by fire has also made its usual contri-
bution to this unhappy picture • •• "

reserves, and to turn to the subject of the last comment by 510an, the familiar

ogre of fire, the constant menace to the forests of British Columbia throughout

tneir history. Prior to 1913, the very great amount of damage done to the forest

by fire had come to be clearly recognised by all sections of the British Columbia

corrm~~ity, even though reliable estimates were lacking. Poor access and a grow

ing population, employing fire for land-clearing for urbanisation, agriculture

and mineral-prospecting, and an accumulating fire-hazard from slash left behind

in logging operations ~ increased the risk of outbreaks of fire. Many referencbs

to the problem placed forest fire protection as a major item of forest policy in

British Columbia. As described previously, during the pel'iod up to 1911, a total

of eleven "Bush Fire Acts" and amendments had been passed by the Legislature and,

by 1911, British Columbia had a reasonably comprehensive F'ire Prevention Act.

The Royal Con~ission of 1909 - 1015 had made a number of recommenuations and had.

stated:

"the most thorough-going methods (of protecting the .forests from
fire) are needed."

Although the legislation was relatively sound, the practicalities of the situation

were far from satisfactory and an adequate organisation >vas lacking. The Government

expenditures on fC!restry had risen markedly since 1907 and, upon the formation of

the Forest Branch, work to improve forest fire protection started at once.

In 1912, the total fire patrol force of the Province consisted of 2

Supervisors and 16 Divisional Wardens in charge of 149 District Wardens. During

the summer season and in areas of extreme hazard, 48 special patrolmen were em~loycd,

paid. by the day. The distribution of this meagre force and the vast areas that

5upposedly had to be patrolled by the District Hardens "ere c;,s folloVis:
No. of District Aver-aLe Acres

Division Fire vJardenl!J Per Larclen

Vancouver Island
LOvler !·lainland
Southern Coast
Northern Coast
Atlin
Skeena
Fort George
Quesnel
Lillooet
Tete Jaune Cache
Kwnloops
Vernon
Grand Forks
l;elson

18
20
6
3
1
8
7
6
6
7
7
7
8

13

L~09 f 722
23J,COO

1,794,166
6,193,333

78:;,000
1,616,875
2,307,157
1,620,000
2,090,000

682,757
604,285
':"14,285
538,75C
241,285
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196,666
170,000

1,295,000
285,000

Cranbrook
Fernie
Big Bend
Selkirk

6
12

2
11

148*
It is interesting that the Fernie Division had the best coverage, per

haps because the town had been destroyed in a forest fire and had a sensitive

citizenry. The principal features governing the distribution of the force were

the degree of danger from fire, the number of burning permits to be issued and

the available means of communioation and transportation. The average area pat

rolled by one man in 1912 was about 900,000 acres at a cost of about one-seventh

cent per acre. The Forest Branch wryly observed:16

" • • • it is plain that the force in British Columbia will have to
be materially increased before good forest protection can be insured. If

For a brief two years the' force, in fact, was increased. The Forest 'Branch18

was able to report that 190 regular Forest Guards and 115 patrolmen and lookout

men were employed in 1914 but the average area ef 500,000 acres patrolled by

each man was still oonsidered to be much too large. However, the mobility of

the patrols was being improved by providing motor vehicles in areas where suit

able roads existed and by the supply of outboard motors for canoes. The guards

spent a part of their spring season in clearing trails of fallen trees and

shrubbery broken down by snow, 245 miles being cleared, for example, in 1914.

The greater the amount of aocess that was provided by trails, the greater was

the amount of annual maintenance required to keep them open. Eventually, as

access improved, horse trails have been used less and less and have been largely

replaced by "Jeep trails", suitable for four-wheel drive vehicles, as the mini

mum form of access. In addition to the Government employment of patrolmen,

irrigation and mining oompanies, who recognised the threat posed by forest

fires to their interests, employed some. In 1914, for example, privately em

ployed patrolmen numbered at least thirty-three.

During the period of the 1914 - 18 War, the Forest Branch fire patrol

strength was progressively reduced as men joined the Forces and conditions of

financial stringency appeared.41 A hazardous fire year occurred in 1915 and,

although the hazard was not so great as in 1914, th.e Forest Service staff w~

inadequate to cope with the situation.19 However, logging operators did pro

vide a great deal of assistanoe in the form of men, well equipped and logisti

cally independent, to fight fires in their neighbourhood. At the worst part

of the 1915 fire season the Forest Service staff averaged one man per 740,000

acres.

After the 1914 - 18 War had ended, the emphasis which had been placed

on patrolling of the forest on the ground was reduoed by the gradual develop

ment of a system of lookouts to deteot fires. By the year 1928, for example,

32 lookout stations were in operation and, in the KootenB\Y Region, aeroplane

patrols were employed to supplement the lookouts. 21 Measures of this sort

were more effective in fire detection than was the maintenance of a large

ground patrol staff. When a fire had broken out, however, the situation was

*One District Fire Warden is unacoounted for, for reasons which the author is
unable to explain from the available evidence.
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all too often critical, even though the Forest Branchllad the powers of compul

sory recruitment of firefighters under the "Forest Act". As an example. in 1929

a condition of severe hazard occurred in the Southern Interior Region. Eighty

seven percent of the area burned in that year and 92.5% of the expenditure on

fire control was in this region. 28 The Forest Branch reported of it:

"On oertain dqs conditions were so bad that., had we been able to recruit
all the labour in the Provinoe and place them on the fire line they would
have been helpless to control the situat ion...

Financial stringency during the early 1930's again cut into the available

firfighting forces of the Forest Branch. In the spring of 1932. the Forest

PTo;tection Fund was suspended for one year with the result that the Forest Service

had to rely on its -permanent staff and its .thority to call, to a limited exient,

on those on unemployment relief" for firefighting.29 The patrol staff was thus,
cut to a level of 131 men 'below the 1931 strength. making the average area covered

by one man., one million acres. This was, of course. an impossibly large area

for one man to cover and to detect fires at the incipient stage.

The Forest Protection Fund had been in existence from 1912 up to the

time of its suspension in 1931 and its suspeu.a1o.ll created serious difficulties.

Apart from the personnel problems which have beeD. ...·Uoned. tools and equipment

were in a worn-out condition and improvements such &8 trails. telephone lines

and lookout stations could not be maintained.

In 1934. 30 the Forest Proteotion Fund was reinnated and an improvement

in fire protection staff' strength ooou.rred. although not 'UP to previous levels.

The temporary SWIllIIer staff numbered 154. as against 259 in :~931. Rigid eoonomics

were still prao"ti_ed and the Forest Branch staff problems co~:tiJ:J,ued l:O be pressing.

In 1939. the Braaoh was to report:
..-

"The history of personnel and organisation since the low of Depression
years in 1931 to' 1932 has been a record. of l'apidly increasing respon
sibilities in volume of work, coupled with a lagging recovery in per
sonnel."

The Young Men' s Forestry Training Plan, which is desoribed below. had been in

operation since 193542 but it had not materially assisted in the problems of

forest fire protection.

During the Second World War, the enrolment of men in -the Canadian Armed

Services precluded ~build-up of the normal forest protection staff. ~ 1942,

witla the entry of Japan into the War, it was anticipated that ince~dia.ry attacks

might be made ~ain~;t.( the Pacifio Coast. The ~hre&t materialised in the form of

~drogen-filled. paper balloons, oarrying an incendiary apparatus which W8,Be

launched' against the. Pacific Coast in favourable winds. Fortunately for the

Pacifio Northwest,_ th~y were generally ineffective. In an"ticipation of the attaoks,

however. the Canadian. Government allocated a maximum of 1,000 Alternative Service

Workers (conscientious objectors) to Bri~ish Columbia for firefighting. road

construction, snag falling, planting, nw'sery work, seed collection and other

work.

By the year 1945. the ForestS6!rv1ce was still organising standby fire

suppression crews from Alternative Service Workers and had found them to be,

since their inOEtption in 1942, effective protection units.43 Sixteen crews of

1l1~ school boys were. em~loyed in 1944 and 1945, the boys beinB about sixteen
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years old. They were too young to undertake the arduous lIJOrk and achieve the
best results.

Another aspect of Forest Branch activities to combat fire was, from its

formation, the task of establishing a series of fire lookout sta"tions. Mountain

locations showing a possibility for lookout stations were subjected to visibility

mapping and incorporated into area plans. Thus, f'or example, the Forest Branch

Report for 1913
11

included at! Report on (the) Fire Protection Plan for (the)

Okanagan Lake Watershed" by L.R. Andrews, Distriot Forester f'or the Vernon

Forest District and a "Report on (the) Mount Baker Lookout Station" by J.D.

Gilmour, Distriot Forester, Cranbrook Forest Distriot.* B,y 1932, there were

thirty-two lookout stations in existenoe21 but, during the Depression, some of

these fell into a state of poor repair.44 However, by 1938, the-re were fifty

lookout stations, manned d~ing hazardous weather and, although their 'number was

still inadequate, attention was being paid to their effioienoy. A new technique

for establishing the looation of fires from lookout stations, b.Y the use of pan

oramio photographs bearing overprinted grid lines, had been introduced at twenty

five of the lookouts. The first pref'abrioated lookout, a type that speeded up

actual erection on the site and whioh, following the develoJ,lllent of' suitable

helicopters, oould be delivered l:v air, came into ~e in 1944, having been origi

nated by R.G. KeKee.45

But aerialft~-spottingwas also to pllq its part •. AJ.3 early M. 1921

the Dominion Air Board established a seaplane base at Jerioho Beach, Vancouver,

for cooperation with the various DepartDlents of Government. 24 fl'he Forest Branch

took the opportunity to test airplanes for forest protection work. A total of

56 flights were made on fire patrol and the resuIts showed oonclusively that the

airplane was useful as a oomplement to the protection ground force. In the fol

lowing year, the use of airoraft was expanded into the following roles: 25

1. Supervision of fire-fighting
2. Transportation of fire-fighters and equipment
3. General supervision of the field staff over 22 million acres
4. Fire Detection

The total flying time was 106 hours, 191· passengers being -transported for a

total of 6,606 miles. Th~ offioer in charge of the Jericho Ail' Station was,

unf'ortunate1¥, killed on this work towards the end of the season· and beoame the

first forest f1¥ing oasualty in the Provinoe. A disadvantage of the use of air

craft in forest protection was experienoed in 1922 when the atmosphere became 90

smoky.:. p to make flying conditions diffiwlt.

The Forest Branch26 reported., in 1925, the inception of the broadoasting

of daily weather forecasts throughout the fire season, a servioe which wu first

carried out through Racdio Station cnc, Vanoouver. In addition, starting in

1926, the United States Meteorological Servioe at Spokane supplied daily weather

forecasts to the Distriot Forester at Nelson.

*At this period there were 11 Forest Distriots, as follows: Island; Vancouver;
Vernon" Nelson; Cranbrook; Kamloops; Lillooet; Tete Jaune; Fort George; Hazelton
and Prince Rapert. Approximately the northern quarter of the Province, all of
it in the Interior, was not organised into Forest Distriots.
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At the end of the period which is being considered, in 1945, the Chief

Forester reported:

"Briefly, in the Fort George, Prince Rupert, Nelson and Kamloops Forest
Districts, a partial network of pf-imar,y detection is already estab
lished or projected. This netwom 1& designed to bring under obser
vation as much as possible the areas exposed to both high lightning
and man-caused fire occurrence in these districts. It is believed
in certain areas, notably in the Kamloops District, man-caused fire
occurrence has been given too little weight, with the result that
m~ fires of this nature occur in areas at present blind to existing
lookouts. Likewise, since- detection in lightning-risk areas cannot be
cont-rolled wholly by ground methods, it appears essential if we are
to achieve a:IJ¥ appreciable degree of success that increased use of
aircraft for detection is indicated .,. • • •

"It is also noted that the tran8pf3rtation ay.tem, particularly in the
back areas exposed to lightning, has proven strikingly inadequate
and, in Interior districts, large fires, have occurred whose size has
been aggravated, not' only by lack of early detection but by inaccessib
ility to theerlent that several dqs have, on occasion, elapsed before
fire crews were able to reach the scene of the fire and begin effective
suppression action. Rather than a programme designed to construct
great m-ilea.ges of truck or horse-trails, the development of hovering
type aircraft, such as the helicopter, currently appears to offer a
means through, whi.ch this condition will be remedied."

Early in 1945, the Forest Servioe negotiated a contract with a -commercial airline

compauy for the use of two float airoraft durillg the fire season. The era of

aerial fire detection and fire fighting was opening.

The question of acoess and communioations had posed a problem of the

first magnitUde for the new administration since its formation in 1912. Better

access and communications, of course, are not only of significance to forest

protection but to a wide range of forestry actiVity. It is appropriate, however,

because of the overriding priority attached to forest fire protection in British

Columbia to discuss thell at this point. In 1912, access and communications were

both poor. The Forest BranCh16 urged the construction of 945 miles of telephone

line, there being little chance that they would ever by constructed by private

companies or by the Dominion of Canada. The standard of these lines was of the

simplest, consisting of a wire supported by insulators attached to standing trees,

using a minimum of erected telephone poles. Whilst they were inexpensive to
, .I~:

construct they needed frequent maintenance, especially in ove1"Dlature timber where

falling treas cOmIDonly broke them. The Forest Branch also expre-ssed a need for

Ranger cabins, thousanda of' miles of horse and foot wails and the use of boats
-;:;

as a means of communication. A rapid start was made. In 1913, the Branch con-

structed 1,015 miles of horse trails at a cost of $36.64 per mile; 168 miles of

foot trails at a cost of $24.02 per mile; erected 360 miles of telephone line~

at a cost of $61.80 per mile' and purchased 36 launches, boats and canoes.17 Work

continued in a reasonably steady manner thereafter.

In 1921, the year when the first use of aircraft for forest fire pro

tection took place, the wireless telephone was mentioned in the Forest Branch

Annual Reports for the first time. It was felt that in areas devoid of ordinarY
, • j

telephone and telegraphic facilities or, Ut some cases, a fairly frequent postal

delivery service, radio was essential to carry out the work of forest protection.

The Depression dealt yet another setback. Much of the enensive effort
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expended in making trails and telephone lines had been negated by 1932, because

of the financial inability of the Province to maintain them properly.29 The

Young Men's Forestry Training Plan, inaugurated in 1935, allowed extensive re

pairs to be made to trails and telephone lines. In addition, Relief Workers

in camps on the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island carried out development

projects, starting in 1936, some projects being for fire protect-ion. However,

by 1938, two-w~ radio was replacing the more costly telephone lines, 40 sets

having been purchased in that year. At about the same time, Relief Workers were

clearing and opening abandoned railwq roadbeds in the Coastal Region to make

hazardous areas aooessible for forest proteotion mobile equipment.

The progress which was made in improving access and colDlDUIlications for

fire protection during the period 1913 - 45, when viewed against the overall

problem, is Been to be very, limited. In 1945, for example, although Forest

Servioe suppression crews were able to reach. 52 fires in an average time of 37

minutes, from the time of receiving a fire report, it took an average time of

9 hours and 20 minutes to reach .another eight fires, because ofa journey of

unusual distanoe or inaooessibility. The elapsed time from the start of a fire

to the point of attacking it is, of course, highly important and has a great

deal to do with the amount of damage whioh is sustained and the costs of fighting

a fire.

But some important· achievements had been realised. A fleet of launohes

was in use in Coastal waters and the FCI)rell~ Service Fraser ·River Rep~r Station

had been established to oarry out minor overhauls and repairs on them•. The

holdings of radio equipment were increasing and the more powerful 5-25 radio units

were coming into use. Some of the sets were designed and buil-t by the Forest

Service. The beginnings of a permanent radio network, for handling muoh of the

active Forest Service communications, not only fire protection messages, appeared

with the constrl1ction of headquarters' radio stations at Victoria, Vancouver and

Nelson. The sets were all of medium frequency and, therefore, subject, in ma&\Y

cases, to interferenoe with or interruption of communications during hot weather.

It was believed that ultra high frequency (UHF) transmissions, whether of 81Bpli

tude modulation (AM) or frequency modulation (W) type, would plq an important

part in future Forest Service communications. Experimental work was planned to

determine which frequencies would give best results over mountainouB terrain, how

much noise reduction would be affected, the efficacy of direotional aerial systems

and the amount of electric power required. It was visualised that if, s~, 2%

of the medium frequency sets could be replaoed with UHF sets, much channel orowd

ing would be avoided and communications improved.

A power driven forest fire pump was tried out by the Forest Branch for

the first time in 1920 and it was oonsidered to be effeotive. 23 In the following

year, portable hand-power tank pumps holding five gallons of water came into use

and, although improved in design, are still standard equipment at the present

d~. Whilst the supply of equipment was gradually increased, it became depleted

and worn out during the Depression years.44 By 1941, the equipment was being

auemented again and it included 11 tractors and 1 water-tankers. Portable power

pumps were again being inoreased in number with the acquisition of the MacDonald
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Pack Power Pump. At the end of the period under review, in 1945, power and

hand-pack pumps were well established as standard equipment and extensive main

tenance and rebuild work on them was being effected at the Fraser River Repair

Station.43 The exigencies of war made the Repair Station very important, -since

equipment was worn and a new pump replacement programme, badly needed, had to

be deferred.

Great efforts were being made to improve the logistics of forest fire

protection and important regulatory action was introduced at the same time. One

of the most damaging sources of fire in 1912 was railwqy construction and opera

tion. It was commonly remarked, at the time, that ever,y timbered region traversed

by a railwqy had been burned over. Gross carelessness on the part of contractors

engaged in clearing rights-of-wqy, by train engineers and firemen who dumped live

coals along the track awqy from railwqy stations, the failure of companies to

equip and maintain efficient spark-arrestors on locomotives and to use other

fire protection devices and the failure of companies to fight fires which they

had started, had caused many d~sastrous fires. Whilst the Provincial Government

could readily control railwqys operating under Provincial Charter, the majority

of railwqys in British Columbia were under Dominion Charter. Consequently, an

application was made to the Dominion Board of Railway Commissioners for an order

regulating the operation of railwqys in relation to the prevention of forest fires.

The Board passed Order No. 16510. In steam locomotives, spark-arresting mesh had

to be fitted in the smoke-box and dampers and wetting devices in the ash pans.

These devices were to be inspected weekly by Railway Company inspectors and, in

case of defects, the locomotive had to be removed from service until repairs were

effected. The Board of Railway Governors could conduct its own inspections and

order locomotives out of use. The Dominion "Railway Act" already required com

pan~es to keep rights-of-way free from unnecessary combustible matter and Order

No. 16510 added that no burning could be conducted between 1st April and 1st

November of each year. Some of these obligations did not apply when a railway or

a section of it were used exclusively by oil-burning locomotives, since these

were less dangerous to the forest. Conductors, engineers or trainmen were all

required to report outbreaks of fire immediately and the agent or person whom

they informed was then required to notify the nearest forest of~icer and other

railway section employees. The section men and any additional men were then

required to take immediate action to suppress the fire. These requirements applied

to any fire burning within 300 feet of. the railway track, unless the railway

company could prove that it had not started from the railway. If a railway com

pany did not obey the Board's Order, they could be fined up to $100.00 for each

offence and their employees were liable to a fine of up to $25.00 for each offence.

The Forest Branch, by mutual consent, actually carried out the inspec

tion duties of the Board of Railway Governors but, in point of fact, the rail

way companies cooperated well.16 Also the Forest Branch, acting for the Board,

issued specific orders to each Railway Company to maintain patrolmen at specified

points.

The lines of the Canadian Northern Pacific Rail~ay located in British

Columbia and the Pacific Great Eastern Railway were under Provincial Charter
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and they came under the "Forest Act tt for fire prevention.. The provisions of

the "Forest Act" were similar to those adopted by the Board except that the

Minister of Lands was empowered to employ patrolmen on any railw~ at the com

pany's expense, should the latter fail to maintain sufficient patrols.

These provisions, which were effectively applied, resulted in a very

marked reduction in the damage caused to the forest by railwa;y fires. However,

they remained a serious source of fire occurrence. In 1945, for example, the

heavy wartime traffic carrying capacity loads and !je type of coal available

to the railwa;ys caused increased numbers of fires. It was not until the late

1950's, when the railwa;ys converted entirely to diesel-engined locomotives that

further marked improvement occurred.

One of the important methods of reducing fire hazard in British Columbia

(and a cause of fire outbreaks, as well) is the burning of logging slash. It is

a mark of the dominant position of forest fire protection in Forest Service opera

tions, that the problem of logging slash has alw~s been regarded chiefly as a

fire protection problem. In 1912, from the written evidence available, it appears

that the question of possible damaging effects of fire on some forest soils did

not arise. At the present d~, slash disposal by broadcast burning is a well

established practice in the Coastal Douglas Fir Region. Some Coastal foresters

question the practice because some fires escape and cause damage to adjacent

timber stands but it is less frequently questioned in terms of soils or silvi

culture. In 1970 the British Columbia Pollution Commission decreed that slash

burning must be phased out of practice by 1975 because of the heavy smoke pro

duced each autumn. Some foresters doubt that such a ban can be made effective

because of the increased damage they anticipate from forest fires with cessation

of the practice. In the Interior, slash burning has not been compulsory in the

past, with the exception of burning slash left over from the decadent western

red cedar--western hemlock stands of the Interior Wet Belt but the Government

has made the practice compulsory,by .making Section 116 of the "Forest Act"

applicable to the whole of the Province. However, the Forest Service is only

applying the Section in the Interior slowly, as a matter of policy. Some

foresters do question the practice in the Interior, since the Interior soils

are susceptible to damage under some circumstances. Thus, in the development

of slash-burning, the overriding factor has been and is, fire protection with

only nominal attention being given to other aspects of forestry. The very great

importance attached to forest fire prevention and control in order to reduce the

grave losses which have been and are being incurred, is the reason.

Although the "Forest Act tt Qf 1912 provided that operators of logging

camps could be required to construct fire~lines, ,free from combustible material,

round their logged areas and to cut down dead trees and stumps within them, there

was no obligation for the logger to burn his slash.
16

In 1912, more than 60,000

acres of the more hazardous areas of slash were examined by Fire Wardens of the

Fire Branch and efforts were made, without much success, to persuade loggers to

burn their slash. The estimated cost, at that time, was 15 to 50 cents per

acre. In the absence of compulsory powers, the Forest Branch continued its

persuasive approach but reported in 1916:41
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"While the majority of the logging operators on the Coast are convinced
of the value of the safety measure of burning over the logging slash an
nually, very few of them have adopted any systematic plans and the work
is too often neglected. In 1916 the area burned was the smallest for
several years and there are now many tracts which need attention."

In 1921, the policy of encouraging land clearing by burning before

and after the peak fire hazard period resulted in the broadcast burning of 74,696

acres. The burning was carried out under permits issued by the Forest Branch and

59 of the fires, less than one-half of one percent of those started, escaped

control. 24
Two years later, in 1923, 48,431 acres were burned over under 11,554

permits. Three-quarters of one percent of these escaped control. Of the total

acreage, it is interesting to record that only 7,786 acres were to remain in use

for the growing of forest. Thirty-five thousand twenty-eight acres were to be-,

come, agricultural land, 4,619 acres were being cleared for railw~ rights-of-way

and 998 acres for road rights-of-w~.36 In 1928, the acreage of slash burned

under Forest Service supervision was still further reduced, to 27,451 acres.

But, in 1938, there occurred one of the worst fire seasonifon record.

There were 2,412 fires with damage estimated at 2,231,000 dollars and the cost

of fighting fires at about 500,000 dollars. As is commonly the case after a

severe fire year the feeling arose that the -efforts being made were inadequate

to meet the threat and opinion hardened. At the time, logging operations in the

Lower Coastal Region were creating more than 40,000 acres of' slash annually. On

1st January 1938, Section l13A of the "Forest Act" had become effective, making

it obligator,y for logging op~rators in the Vancouver Forest District to dispose

of slash and of dead standing trees which were considered to be hazardous. The

policy of persuasion had failed to achieve its purpose.

There was, of course, the recurring problem, almost inherent in the

operations, of intentional slash burns e,scaping from control. In 1945, for

example, 386 logging operators burned 46,469 acres of slash and 206 acres of

forest cover were burned by escaping fire. The net damage to forest cover was

$1,'577.02 and the net damage to property and cut products on the areas of opera

tion was $22,046.25. Of these amounts, the Forest Service noted that damage

amounting to $19,601.00 occurred on one operation where burning was conducted

in areas of slash adjacent to active logging operations. All told, from 1934

to 1945, both years inclusive, 398,559 acres of slash burning was carried out

in the Vancouver Forest District and an additional 79,284 acres were accidentally

burned. From this it can be seen that the phase "controlled burn" does not

always convey an accurate impression of slash disposal operations, since the

acreage burned by escape fires was about one-fifth of the acreage burned inten

tionally. At this point it is pertinent to discuss the financing of forest

fire protection.

The Forest Protection Fund was first established in the "Forest Act"

of 1912 and it has been mentioned hOW, contrary to the usual principles of pub

lic accounting, it was a fund which was independent of other Government funds.

In the initial years, those timber owners who were occupying Crown lands con

tributed one cent per acre per year for the land that they occupied and the
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Government matched these contributions dollar for dollar. The revenues were

able to meet all demands for the first two years of the fund but the heavy fire

year of 1914 resulted in an advance of $143,000.00 being made by the Provincial

Treasury.41 The advance was repaid to the Treasury by 31st March 1917, aft er

two quiet fire years. Part of the problem facing the :fund was the number of

timber licences (which could be reinstated under the "Forest Act Relief Act")

in arrears. In 1916, there were 288 timber licences in arrears for four years;

2,106 in arrears
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for three years; 2,445 in arrears for 2 years 8lld 1,049 in arrears for less than

one year. At the time, it wa.s considered, conservatively, that 50% of these

licences would be reinstated upon expiration of the "Relief Act" and that the

licencees would pa;y $60,000.00 to the fund at that time. The corresponding

Government contribution would increase the fund by another $60,000.00. But

lorest fires do not generally cooperate in forWard planning. A series of severe

fire years caused the fund to fall into deficitt, .• in 1922, when a heavy drain

oocurred. A special levy was imposed under Sec1ion 26 of the J'Forest Act", amount

ing to .. per acre on occupied Crown timberland, and thisJ together with a

Government contribuiion of $338,100 liquidated the acownulated deficit. However,

other levies followed in 1925, 1926 and 1929. 30
Thereafter, the fund sta;yed in

a credit position but it was suspended in 1932 for reasons of economy. At the

time, the Chief' Forester ~ote that forest protection expenditures in' BritiJih

Columbia, over the previous decade, had amounted to 0.16% of the ~'\IBlue of British

ColUlllbiaJs forest capital assets.
29

The Dominion Bureau of Natural Resources had

placed a value of 494 million dollars on the foreat asset, exclUding those lands

which had been alienated from Crown oWl'lership.

The suspension of the Forest Protection Fund was lifted in 1934,3
0

a

year in which the ~ per acre tax raised $300,000.00, an amount that was equalled

by a Government contribution. But the future of the fund still appeared to be

uncertain. It has been recorded that considerable amounts of' timber lands had

been alienated as timber lioenoes cd tha.t some of these licences reverted into

Crown ownership after logging, accidental destru.ction by fire, through the fail

ure of the licencees to pcq the annual: carr.ring charges Gr through their dis

satisfaction with their investment in licences. The Forest Protection Tax levied

on these lands was thus a declining source of acome. Thus, out of 14,202 lic

ences which were in good standing in 1913, only 3,117 we:re in this position in

1934. There was sOllle increase in the acreage of' other lands on which forest

protection tax was levied. Thus, in 1931, there were 1,748,591 acres of these

lands and, in 1934, .2,364,148 acr.s. This increase was the result of the return,

by Canada, of the lands in the Railwa;y Belt tQ provincial jurisdiction in 1930.

The Forest Branch also reported in 1934 30 that the average annual in

come of' 'the Protection Fwld for the ten years from 1922 to 1931, to the nearest

thousand dollars, was:

From tax $260,000.00
From Government. 475.000.00
Total $735,000.00

When the Protection Fund was restarted in 1934, aboD $400,000.00 was

put into it. It has been mentioned that, at this level, Forest Service fire

protection activities were severely restricted. Only about one-half of the

established fire lookouts could be opened and the summer staff numbered only 154,

as against 259 in 1931. The Chief Forester stated:

"For adequate protection (the fUnd's) present proportions must be
increased. How the money' is to be raised, and from what sources
and in what proportions, are questions of immediately pressing
importance. " .

The Forest Service had been heavily critioised in 1934 for the policy

of extreme economy in firefighting. Fieldmen were required to attack: small fires
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at once but action against larger fires, involving heavy expenses, was oonsidered

oarefully before it was taken. Most Of them were only fought at strategic points

on their perimeter to protect specific values. Consequently, losses were severe

and out of proportion Ita,..... the degree of fire hazard whioh was experienced. A

considerable proportion of the protection funds which were expended annually at

this period were directed towards the protection of private property and the

Chief Forester questioned ,.: these expenditures from a fund which was pW'tially

supported by timber owners. A complicating factor at this time of economic dep

ression was the widespread feeling that fires started by incendiarists wer6l a

major factor in the forest protection problem•. The pa.Y1Jlent of wages for fire

fighting was being questioned on the gr.ounds that it accomplished little more

than to incite additional incendiarism. Tu C.b.ief Forester disclaimed the im

portance of incendiarism, ,quoting a figure of ~ of fires started for'the ten

year period ending in 1934. In 1932, l~ of fires (i.e. 127 fiNS) were deliber

ately started, in 1933 there were ~ (65 fires) md in 1934, 4% (65 fire~. In

the caate of the times. these. incidences mq have been of l1Jlited importance

but they would be regeq.ed as very serious at the present dq.

In the foregoing description of the Forest Protection Fund from 1913

to 1945 it should be remembered that other agencies. parti'cularly the forest

industry, in addition to their tax contribution to the fund. made direct expen

ditures of their own on forest fire protection. In 1934. it was estimated that

the costs of forest protection to these non-governmental agencies for that year.

excluding the costs of burning slash and felling snage, W&B $133,078,00)0

The position of the Forest Protection Fund did not actually improve

in a .ate:rial lfa¥,>'1lJltil the Second World War. In 1939. the fo~st protection tax

was raised to six cents per acre but. because of diminishing taxable acreages,

the revenue was only ,224.303.00. Sloan has illustrated the tr8ll4:
40

FOREST PROTECTION TAX COLLECTIONS FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA

I!.!!: Rate of Tax per Acre . Amount collected'

1912 1 cent 105.259
1920 2 cents 189,817
1929 ~ cents 151.632
1931 4 ceuts 194.450
1939 6 C~~8 224.303
1943
-44 6 cents 235.795

Although the tax had been increased six times. collections had only l approximately

doubled.
As soon as the Forest Branch was fomed in 1912'~: it began to conduct pub-

licity against forest ,fires and to introduoe regulations. Thes-e latter governed

the use of spark arresters on donkey engines; provided that logging operators

would provide pumps and hose, tools and equipment at their camps an~ to their men;

directed the removal of slash in the vicinity of camps, mines, sawmills and port

able and stationary engines; required the equipping of all mills and steam plants

with spark arresters on their smoke stacks, chimneys and waste-burners and pro

hibited the burning of wood waste without proper safeguards. In general tems,

the regulations were inadequately enforced in 1912
16

but they later were better
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observed as a result of Forest Branch inspections. In 1913. for example, 800

logging operations. 400 sawmills and 1,800 miles of active rai1w~ construction

were inspected.17 In 1918, the Branch inspected 1,429 logging operations. al

though all of these inspections were not. exclusively for fire protection purposes. 21

A sence of urgency prevailed which showed itself, for example. in 1919 when mil1

owners who had not provided adequate safeguards at their mills were told that

they would not be allowed to operate during the fire season unless the deficiencies

were corrected. 22 In 1923. an Order-in-Council made the use of spark-arresters

on donkey engines and locomotives compulsory.

It was necessary to introduce m~ regulations of this kind which, al

though mundane, formed the basis of a series of protective measures which are

continued at the present d~. Public ~ducation on the need to prevent forest

fires was obviously important. In 1924. for example, human beings were held to

be responsible for 85.9% of the number of fires which occurred in the Provinc~

The education programme was imaginative and pursued with vigour. Fire-law posters

(called "Legal posters") and si~s, newspaper advertising and a variety of specially

designed posters. campers' guides, leaflets and road signs were employed. The

Governor General of Canada proclaimed "Save the Forest Week" from April 27th to

Mqy 3rd. 1924.37 Lectures illustrated by motion pictures, lectures to school

children and Boy Scout rallies, addresses to Service Clubs and similar organisa

tions, broadcasts by the Department of Lands radio station at.Vancouver, the drop

ping of leaflets from the air onto various settlements and logging camps on the

Coast and an essqy competition for school children on the subject of "Forest

fires, their effect and how to prevent them,lI were all part of the educational

programme. In addition. the Forest Branch continued to establish campsites at

various places, not only as a convenience to. campers but, also, to concentrate

the risk of campers starting fires at specific pOints. 37

In 1925, three special law enforcement offices were assigned temporar

ily to the Forest Branch protection staff to assist in fire prosecution activ

ities, including the gathering of eVidence, preparation of cases and court

prosecutions. 26 The apprehension of culprits improved and the number of con

victions for fire law violations in 1925 was three times greater than in·1924.

By 1928, "Save the Forest Week" had become t1Canadian Forest Week, tI a

period of intensive publicity. The Forest Branch programme was carried out in

cooperation with the Dominion Forest Service,;the Canadian Forestr,y Association

and Provincial and local citizens' committees. The objective of the week was

still to prevent forest fires. The Forest Branch and the Canadian Forestry

Association produced a film for use by touring lecture parties and an exhibit

by the Association at Vancouver attracted much attention. 27 The publicity pro

gramme was maintained, with variations up to 1945, the end of the period under

discussion. Whilst this educational effort had a desirable effect, the policy

of closing forest areas to travel during periods of high fire hazard, particu

larly where the forest was valuable or the risk of fire was great, was continued.

Fundamental studies were made into the occurrence of weather favourable

to forest fires, its intensity and the risk of fire which it created, commencing

in the 1938 fire season, but the work had to be halted during 1941 - 44 due to
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personnel shortages. In 1945, an examination of the earlier studies was started

and it was recognised that temperature inversions had a marked effect on the

fire hazard. During a period of temperature inversion, whilst very dry air lcq

over the region, characteristically high temperatures occurred during the dcq

time, with extreme surface cooling at night when cold air settled to the valley

bottoms" leaving a strata of warmer air along the hillsides and ridges. As a

consequence, the relative humidity in the hillside zone remained consistently

low at night whilst that in the valley made complete recovery to the saturation

point. In 1945, a series of accurate measurements supported these conclusions

but not in a conclusive w83 because of a lack of personnel and equipment to make
detailed readings.

As has been pointed out, forest fire protection was a major policy con

sideration in the Provinc~ ranking with the policy of encouraging the' growth of

a forest industry. Its importance was recognised in the Report of the Committee

on Forest Fire Protection, Second British Empire Forest Conference in 1923.37

The Conference was held in Can¥a and the Protection Committee was charged to

"make suggestions for better forest fire proteotion in the British
Empire, with special reference to the Canadian forest fire problem."

The Chief Forester of British Columbia, P.Z. Caverhill, was a member of

the Committee. In;~!ew of the Committee, the damage oaused by forest fires in

Canada militated against the praotice of forestry to such an extent that no

proper forest management could be instituted until satisfactory methods of fire

protection had been devised and inaugurated. A solution to the fire proteotion

problem was believed to be the most fundamental requirement of Canadian forestry.

From the point of view of the professional forester, forest fire pro

tection was simply insurance against loss, through fire, of the capital values

of the soil and timber. The need to keep expenditures at a minimum whilst achiev

ing adequate protection pointed to the necessity of dedicating by law definite

areas of reserved forests (a policy which, as mentioned previously, British

Columbia was following). Neither the population of Canada (in 1923) nor the

next generation oould hope to support the expenditures which would be needed to

provide adequate protection for the entire forest area and the Committee suggested

that a wise protection policy should concentrate effort on areas where soil,

growth rates and market conditions provided the best opportunities for forest

management. The other forest areas should be left with only a modicum of pro

tection until the valua.ble areas had 'been fUlly organised. The present and

future capital values of the forest and forest land would, in the long run, det

ermine the proper level of expenditures '" p-rovide insux8Zl¥e-'.against loss.

The Committee recognised tha"t, 1.tl ,e-.ada., the duties of protecting the

community and priva.te property in forest regions Qvolved upon the fores"t auth

ority, because of a lack of conmunity organi.a.tion, but held that expenditures

for these purposes should not be considered as a part of forest management ex

pendi:t·ure.. Adequate financing for forest manag_ent has alw83s been a problem

in Canada and the Committee did not wish expenditures on protection of persons

and property to be misrepresented as forest management expenditures, giving the

impression that more was being spent on management than was actually the case.
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Where people were settling i.h forest regions, the Committee believed that they

should be directed to settle on a community basis, rather than have indiscrimin

ate location with a consequent increase in the risk of fire. This kind of direc

tion did not occur but, indirectly, the oreation of forest reserves, in which

land was Dot generally sold for settlement, had the effect of concentrating

population outside of them.

The Committee stressed that the most important factor in securing ade

quate fDrest fire protection was the prevention of fire outbreaks. Prevention

involved education of the young and their teachers and the disposal of slash in

logging operations and Government road constru.otion pro jects, even at extra cost.

Discussing slash disposal, the Committee reported:

"As regards British Columbia, in the spruce-1odgepo1e pine type, which
o:wers the northern interior and the oentral upper slopes of the
mountains, slash disposal offers no essential differences from
Eastern Canada. In the ye11ow"!"pine (f. ponderosa) stands of the
Dry Belt, the accumulation of slash is not heaV7i'and the disposal
thereof is not of primary impo~anoe from the standpoint of fire
protection. Solution of. the bark-beetle problem, however, invol.es
slash disposal. We are of the opinion that this can be done successfully
only by piling and ~ng undfr proper supervision.

"In the coastal forests of British Columbia the accumulation of debris
after logging is so great that broadcast burning affords the only
hope of securing slash-disposal. The hazard can be materially reduced
only by a hQt burn. This involves intensive control. ,The efforts of
suoh burning on the soil must, however, be seriously considered, par
ticularly on thin, peaty soils."

The Committee arrived at the general conclusion that forest fires could

be adequately oontro11ed proVided that full pub1io support and Government legis

lative and financial support were given. There are different opinions as to

what "adequate oontro1" is but there oan be few people who are awana of the dam

age oaused by forest fires at the present dq in British Columbia who oan be

sufficiently comp1aoent to conclude that a position of "adequate control" has

been reached. Marked improvements in forest fire control have occurred but al

though expenditures have soared, a high' rate of damage still occurs.

The role of the Canadian Government in the field of forest entomology

and pathology is discussed in a later chapter. The British Columbia Fore'Bt Service

also worked in the field during the period now under review, from 1913 to 1945.

The initial activity of the Forest Branch, following its formation in 1912, con

centrated on forest fire protection, the provision of raw material to stimulate

industrial growth, ,the 1t&emnaissano~ inventory t 01assifioation and 'reservation

of forests and the development of markets for manufactured products. These

activities have been described. The Branch was not unaware of the m~ other

requirements of successful management but it put these aside, in the first instance,

to try to deal with the obvious essentials. ""'-'- //,,,'\ Ii:!: C,-~

It was not until 1920 that the Branch began to report on the problems

of epidemics of forest insects.23 The problems of these epidemics was, and is,

severe in the overmature and mature stands. However, in 1914 and for a consider

able period thereafter, no true idea of timber losses from insect losses existed.

In the first place, insect activity is far less spectucular than forest fire

and, consequently, pub1io reaction to it is usually less strong. The death '
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of a tree from insect attack tends to be regarded as a more natural end than

death from fire, even though such an assumption ma.,y be erroneous. Secondly, the

•.athods of combating, insect epidemics which were. known in the 1914 period re

quired a great deal of manpower to achieve very limited results. At the time

aerial spra.,ying techniques, effeotive insecticides and natural control methods

were either virtually unknown or not well understood. The first reported control

operation dealt with a pine bark beetle (Dendroctonus brevicomis Lee. and Q.

monticola Hopk.) infestatio~ of western yellow pine in the vicinity of Penticton

and Merritt, t·w towns located in the DIy Belt of the Southern Interior. From

1920 up to 1930, the Forest Branch undertook some local control meas:ures and it

is of interest to describe these, to demonstrate their nature.

In 1920, the Forest Branch, working cooperatively with the Dominion

Division of Entomology st~ed an active campaign for control of the 'Pine Bark

beetle by burning slash and slabs resulting from logging and aawmilling. In

areas where oommercial logging could not be oarried out, 3,000 affected trees

were felled, the bark removed ~d the slas4 burned.23 In 1921 and 1922, betweEn
Fld t}),e slash24 25

1,000 and 8,000 additional trees were felledl.peeled,andjburned." Work con-

tinued in 1923 and was then intensified in 1924 when an average of more than 90

men, working in the·vicinity of Merritt felled and treated 13,002 trees at a

cost of $5~OO per acre. In 1923, the, Branch had introduced regulations requir

ing logging operators to carry out control measures in the area but reoeived

vigorous protests from the industry as a result. The protests argued that the

control work was ineffeotive and t4t the spread of the infestation had not

been influenced by logging operations. 31 They led to the appointment of a com

mittee to investigate and report on the results of the past five years' control

work and to ascertain what would be an equitable buis for the sharing of costs

between Government and industry. The three-tnan committee represented the Mountain

Lumbermen's Association, the Timber Industries Council and the Provincial Govern

ment. Following a publio hearing at J(~rritt and a visit to the epidemic area,
,-", I "

the committee founda

"That it is possible that natural conditions in the Nicole. Valley were
ripe for an epidemic stage of the pine bark beetle, irr~spective of
whether the Princeton outbreak was carried into the Nicola Valley or
not. That the committee is inolined to the belief that the Princeton
outbreak died from its own severity and from the other parasites that
mu!tiply after the pine bark beetle. Direct control work is neoessary
and has apparently been effective. That the piling and burning of
slash due to logging operations to the satisfaction of the Forestry
Department offioials is necessary, except perhfil.ps in the area known as
'Midda.,y Valley'.1I

In 1925 , with the encouragement provided by the Committee report, more

than 35,000 trees were out down, barked and burned at an average cost of $1.63

per tree and new spots of infestation were noted. 26 In 1926, 3,358 'ponderos.a

pine andlodgepole pine trees were cut '.49A field examination of the area in 1929

indica,ted the need for more clearing to prevent the re-invasion by the bark beetles

of the on1¥ considerable area of ponderosa pine in the Province. Wo'rk began

again in 1930, when 3,161 trees were treated ..t a oost of $4,818.00.

But the entire project had been carried out with a partial misunder

standi~ of the habit8 of the bark beetles and a signifioant discovery was now
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made. The previous oontrol work had concentrated on ponderosa pine, since it was

more valuable than lodgepole pine and since most entomologists believed that

bark beetles emerging from lodgepole pine did not attack ponderosa pine. Exper

iments by Hopping, d the Entomologioal BrUlJ;)h of the Dominion Department of

Agriculture proved, however, that 11. monticola would, on emerging from one

species of pine, enter either of them. A fresh epidemic was now underwa;{ and,

with widespread infestation present in the lodgepole pine, the control work was

abandoned and the infestation was allowed to take its course.47 The failure

(or partial failure) of this attempt to control an insect epidemic of consider

able size and significance signalled the end of almost all such attempts. The

Forest Branoh Ann~ Reports made no further reference to entomological problems

until 1940.

A similar infest~tion of ponderosa pine had been reported in'the

Prinoeton area. It started about 1912 and resulted in the loss of 130 million

board feet of ponderosa pine in the seven years before it died out, immediately

prior to the Merritt outbreak. !l'he report of the Dominion Entomologist for the

year ending on March 31st, 1915 gives some idea. of the overall situation in the

ponderosa pine region, four years before ~ control work was undertaken,37

"The bark beetle infestation in yellow pine in the Okanagan District
is more extensive than at this time last year•••• The infested
region surrounds Okanagan Lake and extends as far west as Princeton
and Nicola. The bark beetles oausing this outbreak, Dendroctonus
monticola and Dendroctonus brevicomis are not known to be causing:
serious damage east of the divide between Okanagan Lake and the
Arrow Lakes; but their appearanoe in any body of yellow (ponderosa)
pine, black (lodgepole) pine or western white pine is to be expeoted
sooner or later wherever these t,.es ocour in large standS in British
Columbia • • • • • In the distriots which have been infested longest
tu destruotion is enormous. 1t

The regulations introduoed by the Forest Branch in 1923, t:o gov~rn

logging in the ponderosa. pine region are of interest as the forerunners of

modern regulations. The Forest Branch had to be notified in writing of an inten

tion to log on a timber licence and its forest officers designatedthe infested.

trees that had to be cut during the course of logging. If the logger decided

that a designated tr.ee would not produoe merchantable lumber then the tree, in

cluding its limbs and the bark on the stump, had to be burned so as to consume

the bark and outer lqers of wood•. Otherwise, in the case of a merchantable

tree, the logs had to be immersed in water or sawn into lumber and, in the latter

case, the bark had to be burned or removed from the woods immediately. All of

the logs which were cut after April 1st in any year had to be removed and milled

or floated before April 1st of the succeeding year unless a forest officer de

clared them to be free from infestation. This particular regulation is diffi-,

cult to understand since i t permitted the logs to stq in the woods during the

beetle flight and breeding period and would permit population increases. Any

slash resulting from logging had to be piled virtually at once and burned by the

logger at his own expense, when instNcted to do so by the District Forester.

Trees had to be cut to as low a diameter as" was practicable and stumps were not

to be any higher than the diameter of the tree at the point at which it was cut

with a ma.ximum height of eighteen inohes, apart from unusual cases. The bark
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on infested stwnps had to be removed and burned.

There were other attempts at inseot oontrol, on a smaller scale. In

1921,2
4

direct control work was oonducted on Douglas fir and western white pine

around Adams Lake, in the Interior Wet Belt, when 493 trees were felled and de-

barked by the Forest Branch. Several epidemic areas found in lodgepole pine were

not treated since the pine was jUdged to be non-eoDlJllercial. During 1922,25 work

continued at Adams Lake and also at Rock Creek, when 415 trees were treated. In

addition, two timber lessees on Pike Mountain oa:-ried out control measures under

Forest Branch supervision. Work in all of these areas ended in 1923.36

An epidemic of Mountain Pine beetle (Dendroctonus monticola) which was

attacking lodgepole pine near the railw~ stop of Lorna, east of Kelowna, had

first been .8erved in 1920. In 1924, oontrol Qrews cut 5,290 trees at a cost of

$1.08 per tree}7. The epidemic spread rapidly, however, and an additional 5,564
26 .

trees were cut in 1925 and almost 10,000 more in 1926.49

An infestation of the Douglas fir beetle (Dendroctonus pseudotsugae)

was discovered in the Coastal region in 1924, attacking Douglas fir from the

Sechelt peninsula. to Vancouver Bc\y. The attack was patchy and. widespread. Up

to the time of this discovery, forest entomologists had not considered the beetle

to be a threat to Douglas fir and Hopping, the Dominion Entomologist observed:

"The present outbreak is therefore not on~ something of a surprise but
37seems to be an epidemic which m~ equal our epidemic in yellow pine."

The beetle is, in point of faot, a potential threat to Douglas fir in any part

of the Province but this particular infestation subsided in 1925.26

Also in 1924, the Mountain pine beetle was discovered to be attacking

11,000 western white pine trees in the Nimpkilllh River Valley37 but this attack,

also, seemed to have decreased in its intensity by the following year. 26

An infestation of spruce budworm (Caooccia f'wnifarana Clem.. ) and an un

identified species of tipmoth had been observed over a large area of spruce and

alpine fir stands east of Queenel, in the Central Interior, about 1913. It died

down and then flared up again in 1923. Almost all of the alpine fir were affected

but only a small proportion were killed and the spruce was almost unaffected.37

The infestation was replaced in 1925 by immense numbers of aphis feeding on the

shoots of young trees. However, no serious damage resulted. 26

There arelJD.,reports of the continuation of insect control measures after

1930, until recent years. The Dominion Entomological Division was actively engaged

in those operations which have been mentioned. The limited success of the opera

tions, the lack of adequate finances, manpower and suitable techniques to tackle

the problems on a large enough scale to have real effect caused the abandonment

of operations for a period of years. ..e---- tJt S c: d : ..~ ..'.\....:....;::....._-_.•..." ..

Quite apart from insect problems, pathological diseases also received

some attention from :the Forest Bral1Qh. Again, the Dominion of Canada was con

ducting researoh in the field and its role is disoussed in a later chapter. There

were, of course, a very- great variety of diseases in various stages of develop

ment in the virgin forest, particularly in those areas where the forest trees

were old and entering into a deoadent condition. There was also the danger of

disease being introduced into the Province. In 1921, for example, white pine
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blister rust (Crollartium ribisrola Fischer) was discovered in the Province and

was found on an imported eastern white pine in the neighbourhood of Vancouver.

The Department of Agriculture immediately established a quarantine against white

pine seedlings entering the Interior from the Coast. The disease spends a part

of its life qycle on plants of the gooseberr,y and currant fami]es (Ribes species)

and these plants were also quarantined. However, the disease was already present-.

In 1922, a survey showed that it was present on both white pine trees and currant

bushes throughout the range of white pine in the coastal region, affecting both

the western white pine (Pinus monticola Dougl.) and the imported eastern white

pine (f.. strobus L.). In the Interior, the rust was found in spots, notably near

Lumby, Malakwa, Solsqua, Sicamous, Salmon Arm, Tappen, Notch Hill, Mara, Grindrod

and Enderby, but the infections were not widespread. 25 Two possible courses of

action to control the dise~e were suggested by the Chief Forester in 1924, in

volving the eradication of all Ribes, both wild and cultivated, in and near valu

able white pine stands, or, alternatively, the eradication:'of cultivated Ribes. 31

Operations of this kind are costly in terms of fin.ance and manpower and no action

was taken. The disease continues to pose a serious threat to the white pine. 1""'1 ,'"7' ",:,
~_._----~-_. __ .. , .

We now leave the problems of pathology and it. is appropriate to mentionr"'~'J"~'::'~.:""

that a system of timber marks was introduced in 1913 athat.t continues in use to
the present d8\Y. It is obligator,y to st~p all logs, but not cordwood, with the

appropriate mark designated by the Government. The system of marks shows the

class of land (or individual cutting permit or timber sale numbers) from which

the timber is cut. On private lands, leases and licences the rate of royalty

which is due to the Government and whether or not the timber mq be exported is

readily ascertained.
18 ~_ r~~,,"~,;;;;.::.:=- ,.:: :;"., ;", ,.. ,'

The need for forest research in British Columbia was broU¥ht to the fore

soon after the creatton of the Forest Branch in 1912. The Chief Forester, H.R.

MacMillan, pointed out in 1914
18

that progress in the management of t~ forests

depended upon a better knowledge of the forest. As a part of the information

which it was neceasary to acquire •• mentioned the conditions affecting the re

production of various. important commercial species, so that brush disposal and

cutting regulations to favour these speoies oould be developed as far as commer

cially possible; the rates of growth of the various species in various types of

soil and the volume in board feet of different sizes of trees in different regions.

The first attempts at studying these problems, prior to 1934, took the

form of spasmodic investigations by the various Forest Distriot headquarters but

the pressures of routine duties on, and a, lack of direction to, these headquarters

mitigated against arriving at aQY ver,y tangible results.30 In 1920, a university

trained forester was attached to the Victoria headquarters of the Forest Branch

/ and he made some growth studies. Investigations and experimental work have continued

since that date. In 1927, it was deoided that the size of the staff which was

being employed and the amount of work on hand warranted the organisation of a

small research division of the Branch. Prior to 1934, two forest experimental

stations were established, one at Aleza Lake in the spruce-alpine fir forest of

the north-central Interior and one at Cowi~an Lake on Vanoouver Island. A for-

est tree nurser,y (Green Timbers) was established near New Westminster on the Lower
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Mainland. Four other areas were reserved for experimental and demonstration

purposes at Green Timbers, Campbell River, East Thurlow Island and on Discovery

Passage.

Progress in research was not without interruption. During the depres

sion years, from 1931 to 1931, the work was reduoed to a maintenanoe basis. The

retrenohment was not weloomed by the Chief Forester who posed another series of

ourrent problems that needed to be answered. Where, he asked, were the best

growing areas and why were they superior to adjaoent lands! Why did some logged

and burned areas produoe fine stands of young growth almost at onoe while others

developed into tfbarrens·? Could denuded areas be planted with profit or would

planting prove to be a costly experiment? How fast did the Provinoial forests

grow and how muoh could be out (annually) without deflating the oapital stock?

How much would adequate fo~st proteotion cost and how muoh could the Provinoe

afford to spend on proteotion and forest management? These problems and others

could not be dealt with in an adequate wq during the period of finanoial retrenoh

ment and the position was complicated by the resignation of a number of researoh

foresterS. 39 A second reduotion of Forest Branch researoh activity oocurred

during the 1.939 - 45 War beoause of staff shortages.

The Forest Branoh also hastened to prepare volume tables. These were

needed by Forest Reoonaaissanoe or Survey for the determination of the volumes of

standing timber in a forest. The volume tables were usually based on the measure

ment of only a small number of trees, since not too muoh time oould be spent on

their preparation if the Survey needs were to be met. As an example of these
. . . 18

tables, the Forest .Branch Annual Report for 1914 oontained tables for western

red oedar, westera hemlock and DoU81as fir, growing on the Lower Coast, which

showed. merchantable volumes in board fee,t without 8ZJ3 allowanees for defect in

the trees or losses !from breakage during felling. These particular tables were

the first of a oonsiderable number of VOlUll8 and yield tables to be published

for the various species and regions of the Provinoe. As an example of the yield

tables, two were published in 1920 for r'Rtver-bottom Sitka spruoe" and "Side

hill type, Balsam and Hemlock'!, showing the average number of trees per acre,

diameter at breast height and growt~olume in board feet per acre for age classes

at ten year intervals from fifty years of age and upwards. 23 ,

In conjunotion with the preparation of these tables, the industrial

supply potential of forest areas was oooasionally studied. As an instanoe,

studies were made in the Kitimat Valley in 1921 to find out if the annual tree

growth of which the valley was oapable would supply, continuously, the raw mat

eri,.:al for a pulp mill and, if so, for what size of mill. The work of preparing

volume and yield tables continued throughout the period from 1913 to 1945. Most

of these tables are no longer in use by forest management but some of the basio

date from whioh they were derived is still used in the forest inventory.

The important question of how to ensure that logged and burned areas

were restocked was another subject reoeiving muoh of the research effort".:

__ :, ',"" , from 1913 to 1945. In 1914, the Chief Forester had stated the problem

in the following terms:
18
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"The greateI' paI't of the 75,000 &eNS logged oveI' in British Columbia
each year is land whose only possible crop is timber. The continued
prosperity of the Province depends upon the eventual adoption of
systems of logging or slash-disposal that will encourage on such
lands the natural reproduction of valuable tree species. To do
this we must know what conditions affect regeneI'ation."

Logging systems on the Lower Coast received attention at an early date.

In 1921, for instance, the Forest Branch started a programme of several years·

duration, which investigated regeneration, growth and yield and the effects of

thinning. The ultimate aim was to introduce a workable policy for silviculture

to apply to logging operations on Crown Lands. 24 It was considered that the

poliqy must include certain principles. In the first place, it must ensure an

adequate timber production per acre to m~e the logging an economic operation.

Also, the particular silvicultuI'al system of felling which should be ~ployed

must not be so costly as to· make logging unprofitable. Finally, the policy

should, as far as possible, encourage the regeneration of the most valuable

speCies.

The initial studies which were made under this programme investigated

the dissemination of Douglas fiI' seed in the Lower Coastal .Region to find out

how far seed would fly from a tree and in what densities per acre. 24 Later, the

stuq was expanded to include other tree species. It was I'eported that a Douglas

fir, 115 £e.t in height would spread seed on level ground to a maximum distance

of 325 feet against the prevailing wind, 525 feet with the prevailing wind and

400 feet to the rigb.t and left of the prevailing wind, giving an oval area covered

by the seed of approximately 13 acres. The effective radius of seed distribution,

being the distance within which sufficient numbers of seed reached the ground to

provide desiI'able density of newt young trees, was considered to be about 300::feet.

In 1923, the Chief Forester made a statement on the possibilities of

natural regenerations in th~ CO,..1:o&1 ~ea: 36

"Kost of the virgil'l timber is logged by powerful equipment which
leaves the area in what appears to be a devastated condition. The
crop of seedlings mC\V require years to 'establish and the height growth
at first is vers slow on aocount of most of the energy (of the young
trees) being expelllded in the development of the root system. Many
areas which, on casual observation, appear barren will be found on
careful examination to be well-stocked. These various factors have
resulted in the public delusion that our forest lands are left in
such a condition after logging that another crop by natural regener
ation is impossible. The data gathered during the past summer indi
cates that we can get, a futureorop from natural regeneration even
where the present methods of logging ~ used. In exceptional sites
some changes mq be necessary buttgen.~A11y speaking, if fire is
kept out of the Douglas fir mixtures the cut-over areas will restock
rapidly after the virgin stand has been removed."

Additional work, conducted in 1924 concentrated on the counting of

seedlings in areas which had been logged by the contemporar,y high-lead s,ystems.

The results appeared to confinn the opinion of theC:pt.ef' Forester, as follows: 31
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SEEDLINGS PER ACBE COUNTED ON LANDS PREVIOUSLY LOGGED
BURNED AND UNBURNED, BY CO:N'1'])1p()RAR! HIGH LEAD SYS~

IN THE LOWER COAST REqION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA (l9La)

Seedlings Unburned %
Logged and

per acre Burned once %('6) Burned twice %(b)
~.--,,..-.-.. More than 1,500 57 30 11,001 to 1,500 13 10 6501 to 1,000 17 18 25Less than 500 ...u. .£ 68

100 100 100=== == ===
Ca) Based on 176 temporar,y sample plots
(b) Accidental burning of the area following logging

The Forest Branoh wrote of these results:

"The average number of seedlings per acre on the unburned area -Was
2,415 for all species; on areas burned onoe 1,134 of all speoies in
the Douglas fir type and 580 in the cedar and hemlock types. When
we consider that planting 8 x 8 feet would require 100 trees per acre
the indications are that we will have ample reproduction on most of '
the areas if the fire prbblem is solved. These seedlings ••• are
ample to ensure a new forest at the cost of protection, whereas to
obtain equal results through planting whioh costs $15.00 to $20.00
per acre, or an outl~ of nearly $1,000,000.00 would be required to
replace forests on the area cut annually.

"other studies indicate that seed is disseminated long distances and
that forest lands when cut over will eventually" come back to forests
even where' the seed stored in the duff (raw humus l~er) mc\y be des
troyed by ~ccessive fires • • •

"Unless destroyed, rapid regeneration, however, can usually be expected
from seed left on the ground by the previous stand. On this account
it is desirable to adopt for each year, the method of slash-disposal
which destroys least of this seed and which, at this time, is consis
tent with the ~equirements of protection and general economy.1f

But, as we have seen earlier, the Forest Branch had been endeavouring

from 1913 onwards, to persuade logging operators to broadcast burn their slash

as a fire-protection measure wi~hout regard to destruction of seed in the process.

In 1938, the practice of slash-burning was made obligatory in areas of the Lower

Coast, under Section ll3A of the "Forest Act~.

Other aspects of natural refo~station studies which were undertaken

in 1924 included the effects of burning slash at different seasons of the year;

the rates of establishment of forest regeneration on burned and unburned areas;

the effect of leaving seed-trees following logging on regeneration and the con

ditions under which they would remain firm against wind. Also, the effects of

the density of regeneration upon its own, subsequent, rate of growth and mortality

were studied.

There was an evident disparity of opinion between those concerned prim

arily with forest fire protection and those desi$g to obtain natural regenera-
26·

tion. In 1925, the Forest Branch Am:l.ual Report again reflected the problem

when it was observed that the fire hazard wC¥J·uridoubtedly" greater on unburned,

cut-over lands than in the virgin fo~sts. The ulti..mate means of reducing the

hazard created by logging would be t~~ugh tb-a est~b1ishment of a new forest

cover on the clearcut areas. The broadoast 'burning of slash in the Douglas fir

type, except around spar trees and where debris covered the ground too completely"

for seedlings to establish, delqed the formatiOn. of a new forest cover. The
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tendency was, in 1925,for slash-burning to be concentrated where the hazard

occurred, such as along railwlqs and common routes of travel. The subdivision

of' cut-over areas by cleared fire lines, using roads and railwlqs f'or the pur

pose wherever possible, would assist in keeping the accidental f'ires within the

smallest limits. The studies of regeneration on the Lower Coast had indicated

that the rate of seeding of a logged area depended on the distance f'rom seed

trees and the abundance of seed crops. As little slash-bum"ing should be done

as was consistent with fire protection requirements but where burning was car

ried out, it should be done as soon after logging as conditions permitted, whether

spring or fall. The greater the intensity of heat that was developed by the fire,

the better, so long as the burned areas were within seeding distance of the mar

ginal timber. It is of interest to note that there was little or no reference

at this period to the probl~ of invasion of logged areas by shrups and brush to

the exclusion of oommercial tree species, a phenomenon which has created serious

reforestation difficulties on the Coastal sites.

The natural regeneratiQn studies continued on the Lower Coast. During

1929, for example, studies were being conducted at locations near Ladysmith,

Merville and Lois Lake into natural seeding from stands of timber adjacent to

logged areas. Other studies at Lois Lake, Jordan River, Reid Blqand Nanton

Lake dealt with rates of natural restocking and seedling mortality from various

causes. Another study dealt with the survival of seed trees after logging and
. 28their ef'fect on natural regeneration.

After the depression, the tempo of these studies revived again about

1940. Studies in that year investigated the factors which surrounded and in

f'luenced seed production, seed dissemination, the survival of' disseminated seed,

germination and SUrv1.val of natural seedlings. It was found that the artificial

sowing of' seed ("direct seeding't) in spots required the prior eradication of

mosses growing on the site. Experiments in the laboratory endeavoured to deter

mine the basic light, moisture and heat requirements for the germination of

Douglas fir seed and it was shown that, although temperature was of critical

importance to the germination of dry, stored Beed it was relatively unimportant

in the case of stratified seed.* In addition, a stuQy of the physiology of seed

production in Douglas fir was initiated and some possibility of being able to

predict the size of cone crops in the previous autumn, when the fruiting bud

was formed, appeared. 0Jut.;. of th~ obvious advB.ll;'ages of being able to predict the
. f l' .:- /p:l;annth :tng

f -d f . 11 - .sJ.ze 0 a cone crop J.e J.IIf WJ. con J. ence or seed co ectJ.on operatJ.ons.

By the year 1941,the Forest Branch was turning its attention to the

influence of the logging syste~ which were currently in use, upon natural regen

~ration~4 ~',A cooperative government-industry experiment at the Ash River opera

tion of the Alberni Paoifio Lumber CompaI3Y at Alberni, Vanoouver Island investi

gated the merits of ;"patch logging". Up to this time, logging in the Coastal

Region had tended to result in very large clearout areas, frequently more than

a thousand acres in extent. The patch-logging system used the same high-lead

method of logging but the high-lead settings, instead of being contiguous, were

*ie. spring-sown, untreated seed would germinate under oertain temperature con-
ditions but naturally sown seed, ·overwintered in the ground or stratified,
artificially sown seed did not need these temperature conditions.
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separated by areas of forest which were temporarily left uncut and were planned

for removal after the natural regeneration of the clearcut patch. Basically,

the reduction of the size of the clearcut area was designed to permit a greater

density of seed to fall on the area from the surrounding forest. B.Y 1943, it

was expected that 49% of the logged patches would reforest naturally as against

---~~ an average of 25% on areas logged without PB¥ing any particular attention to

natural reforestation.

The problems of forest management in the Northern Interior were recog

nised as being ver,y different from those of the coastal Douglas fir region at

least as early as 1925. 26
The timber stands of the Northern Interior are composed

largely of spruce (Picea glauca (Moench Vo'ss and its variety albertiana (S. Brown)

Sarg.), alpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa (Hook.) Nutt.) and lodgepole pine (Pinus

contorta Dougl. ~. latifolia Engelm.) The latter species, apart from being

an associated species in the spruce-alpine fir mixtures, occurs in relatively

pure stands over large areas where fire has destroyed the former climax spruce

stands. The Forest Branch c0!lsiderl?d it probable that the pulp industry would

be of great importance in the region in the future, an opinion which has so far

proved 'to be substantially correct. Most of the standing timber present in

1925 had, as its merchantable timber volume content about 85% of spruce and

15% of alpine fir but it was clear that the logging methods used at the time

would considerably alter these proportions so that the alpine fir, inferior in

size and commercial value, would form the greater proportion of the volume of

the resulting forest. The method in general use was a primitive form of the sel

ection system, commonly referred to in British Columbia as "high-grading." The

removal of larger~sized, sound trees usualLy larger than a specified diameter

resulted in heavy cutting of the larger spruce and lighter cutting in the alpine

fir. Also, alpine fir will usually regenerate itself, naturally, mOre prolifi

cally than spruce on an undisturbed raw humus lB¥er of a depth commonly found

in the Northern Interior. The problem was, as the Forest Branch saw it in 1925,
to develop a method of logging that would produce a valuable second-growth for-

est and, at the same time, be economic. In the pure lodgepole pine forest cover

type the problem was to cut the stand so as to produce the best forest in the

future, inclUding a determination of whether it would be preferable to reforest

the site with lodgepole pine or to replace it with another species, preferably

spruce. In connection with the latter idea, there has been a thread of opinion

running through forestry thought in British Columbia which has visualised the

eradication of "weed" species and their replacement by more valuable species.

These opinions have usually been based almost entirely upon economic factors

with little consideration of the biological factors involved. Quite apart from

the obvious biological dangers of pursuing such a course on many sites, amounting

in some instances to impracticality, the species concerned are now being used to

an extent that removes them from the category of "weed" species. 'fTo return to

the question of Northern Interior logging, it was felt that investigation into

its problems would not necessarily imply the adoption of artificial reforestation

measures. To the contrar,y, it was hoped that the cheaper method of obtaining

natural regeneration would prove to be adequate. Research work into these problems
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had started in 1924 at the A1eza Lake researoh station near Prince George but,

in 1935, the problems remained and oontinued to present major obstacles to for-
. 42est management J.n the Northern Interior.

In the Southern Interior, a special attempt was being made, in 1929, to

secure satisfaotor.Y' natural regeneration near Myra, about 7 miles west of Ke10wna

in the Okanagan Valley, in a valuable stand of Engelmann spruce, alpine fir and

10dgepo1e pine.28 The first logging of a timber sale there was completed during

the winter of 1928 - 29 and, in the following summer, a careful study was made of

oonditions in the logged area.*

In the Interior as a whole, it had been customary to log spruce-alpine

fir forests, usually containing some 10dgepo1e pine by what has previously been

described as primitive se1eotion outting or "high-grading". Confusing1.Y enough,

the system has been fre~ent1y referred to as a clear-cutting system but the

term did not, in fact, imply a reasonably oomp1ete utilisation of the timber. For

example, the standard of utilisation in the Interior in 1940 was based on a diame

ter limit, usually 13 inches ~t ',:breastheight and the term "c1ea.r-cutting" implied

the compulsor.Y' outting of all trees of greater diameter than 13 inches, with option

al cutting in the remainder. Sinoe optional cutting was only carri:ed out infre

quently a considerable number of live trees smaller than the diameter limit, as

well as standing, dead trees, usually remained standing with var.ring degrees of

damage inflicted upon them, after logging. This form of logging is more properly

described as primitive selection cutting. Whatever name is applied to it, however,

the system was considered to have resulted in unsatisfactor.Y' natural regeneration

and logging slash oonditions. In an endeavour to find a more appropriate system,

a logging study was begun in the Okanagan Provincial Forest at Lambly (Bear)

Creek, in which the Forest Branch and a logging oontractor (0. and R. Sandberg,

contraoting to S.M. Simpson Limited) oooperated. The Government forester in

charge was H.J. Hodgins. The projeot involved a series of experimental plots from

which various percentages of the standing volume in the overmature forest were re

moved by a selection system of logging. The initial results indicated that the

lighter selection cuts would be preferable to the heaviest, although natural re

generation was inadequate in all cases. It should be mentioned, however, that,

by 1951, the situation had changed and th. area subjected to the heaviest cutting

was restocking more ,satisfactorily than the others. However, for a period it did

become silvicultural policy to practioe diameter-limit cutting or the marking of

selected trees for cutting to leave a residual stand of future economic worth.

For a variety of reasons, this system is highly Ullsatisfactor.Y' for virgin spruce

:forest. The residual stand was usually unstable against wind and some ·of it

frequently died from sunscald, caused by exposure to hot sunlight after a life-

time in which the tree bark was shaded. In m~ cases the forest was simply

degraded since the residual stems were actually individuals as old as the larger

ones and had been suppressed in their shade. When the larger trees were removed,

the remaining ones did not, in m~ oases, respond to their new-found freedom by

increasing their growth rate. Damage to the residual trees by falling trees and

*This particular area was the subjeot of a later report by Stett1er in 195846
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logging machinery was frequently heaVy. The current practice in Interior spruce

alpine fir and lodgepole pine forests is to clearcut in various forms on a basis

of closer utilisation than was practiced in 1940 and,in some instances, with

additional prescriptions of management designed to secure natural regeneration.

These changes are discussed in greater detail, later in this history.

In 1930, a survey was made in the Upper Fraser River area of the

Central Interior to study the occurrence of natural regeneration in areas burned

over by uncontrolled forest fires. 47 Aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.) and

birch (BetUla species) were found to be associated with the coniferous species

in all cases. This situation might have been expected when the pioneer character

istics of these trees are considered. In all, 75% of the burned areas were

found to be understocked, apparently due to a lack of gemination on the poor

seedbeds resulting from hot fires.

Although thinning practice has never been employed to ~ significant

extent in British Columbia, there has been a continuing interest in it, particu

larly from a research point of view. The first organised attempts at thinning

research started in 1929, when the Cowichan Lake experimental station was organ

ised and a nineteen year old stand of Douglas fir was thinned. Initially, a

heav,y thinning from below and a heavy thinning from above were made.
28

Experiments

in tree pruning designed to improve wood quality were also conducted there.47 By

the year 1945, studies of both thinning and pruning had expanded, although the

stage of reaching definite conclusions or the practical application of the opera

tion had not been reached.

Some interest also developed during the period c' .: ....< '... - from 1913
., r.esearch into

to 1945in.fthe possibilities of groWing exotic species in British Columbia. The
,

use of exotics for commercial purposes is very limited at the present time and

has alwqs been so. Amongst those which were planted on an experimental scale

during the period which we are discussing. were Big Tree (Sequoia wellingtonia

Seemann) atLois ~ake.28 Another plantation contained more than 2,000 trees of

13 species in 8 genera, including 1 European, 2 Oriental and 6 American conifers

and 4 American hardwoods. The planting was done at Alouette Lake and it was

later reported that the native hardwoods, at their best, showed better rates of

growth than the introduced ones. 35 Also, three species of laroh (Larix dahurica,

Elwes &Henry; ~. oocidentalis Butt. ~d ~. leptolepis (Siebold & Zuccarina)

Murrq) showed some very rapid rates of growth. Of the pines, Scots pine (Pinus

sylvestris Linn) grew well, followed by Red pine (Q. resinosa, Aiton). The Big

Tree was growing quite well. As might be expected, however, with the good growth

rates exhibited by mature species i;o. t~.~ coastal region and the knowledge that

they are adapted to their envirollUlen-e, tne use of exotios, although it has slowly

increased, has been on a very minor scale up to the present dajy.

Soil studies have occupied a more important place in forest research

although it was well recognised that in a territory as large as British Columbia

there remains a very large field of knowledge to be developed. Possibly the first

organised attempt to study forest soils was made in 1925, when special studies

and the olassification of soil types on unalienated land were carried out by the
. 26

Forest BrUch at Stewart Lake and on sections of the Yahk Forest Reserve. In
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1940,35 the Forest Service Research Division conducted a site classification of

a portion of the Cowiohan Lake Researoh Forest, employing five site olasses in

an evenaged stand of Douglas fir, coupled with an investigation of methods

whioh would be suitable for measuring soil moisture and determining soil fertil

ity. The latter study and others were continued, one of the objectives being

to define a method of site classifioation suitable for the south coastal region.

The approach whioh had been adopted by 1945 was ecological, employing ground flora

indicators to detenn.iJ), the soil type. By 1944,45 a regular sequence of plant

indioators had been defined and were related to~h.anges in environmental oondi

tions ranging from excessive~ moist to excessive~ dr,y. A general outline of

the progression, listing plant indicators on eleven sites~was published in 1944

and studies were continued to refine the classification.

The foregoing des.cription of the research actiVity which occurred

from 1913 to 1945 is neither comprehensive nor detailed. Obviously, the Forest

Service Research Branch was dealing with a wide range of problems and, with its

meagre financial and stdf oapabilities.it could do little more than "skim the

surface."

The work of the Committee on Forest Fire Protection, meeting at the

Second British Empire Forestr,y Conference in 1923 has been described. Another

committee, dealing with Silviculture iD Canada met at the same Conference and,

after arriving at an understanding of the term "silviculture",· it stressed that

silviculture and forest protection go hand in hand.

"Without adequate protection, it is a waste of time to practice
silviculture qn a given area. On the other hand, correct silvi
cultural methods facilitate protection against such enemies."

A fonn of silviculture, consisting of the imposition of a diameter limit

on the trees whioh could be cut by lioence holders, had been practiced in Canada

for several decades but the Committee felt itself to be justified in stating that

the practice had not produced the results whioh were antioipated. It had led,

for example, to the depletion of the more valuable speoies and a predominance

of inferior speoies. In other words, the development of silviculture in Canada

had not kept pace with the requirements of continuous forest production. In maJJY

areas it still has not.

The conditions which must· precede the praotioe of good silviculture

were established, the Committee believed, by oertain steps dependent on forest

policy, as follows:

1. The classification of forest areas into those which are to remain
forest and those which are suitable for other purposes.

2. The dedication to forestry of those parts which are to remain forest.

3. The demarcation of the dedicated parts 80 that they are definite
and tangible areas known to all men.

4. The regulation of the demarcated forests under definite plans of
management.

After discussing the application of general principles to Canada, the

Committee turned its attention to cooperation between the State and Timber limit

holders, maldng the following observation:

"As we see the position in Canada, it will be eoonomically impossible,
even if otherwise desirable, to embraoe within a system of regulated
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State forests the whole of the area which should be dedicated to for
estry. There are, however, large tracts of forests on which it appears
absolute~ necessar,y that better methods of silviculture should be
practiced. How is the end to be achieved? We suggest that it can be
brought about -on~ by cooperation between the two parties interested
in the timber-v1~. the State and the lessees or licence holders. At
the same time there exists undoubtedly a large gap between the demands
of rational silviculture and those of the lumbering interest. If it is
not bridged the production of timber must decline in due course and with
this diminished out-turn very important industries will pass in decay • • • tI

The Committee discussed the "Silvicultural Constitution of the Canadian

Forests and the Possibilities of Successful Management" and their comments on the

various regions in Western Canada (British Columbia and the Alberta foothills)

are of interest if only to demonstrate that the knowledge of appropriate silvi

cultural treatment of the forests, at the time, was sketchy. Of the spruce

alpine fir forests, it was noted that they were of a different species compos

ition from the eastern Canadian spruce-fir forests but, in spite of this, they

would apparently need the same silvicultural treatment. The Committee's report,

however, did not make specific .proposals for the silvicultural treatment of the

eastern forests. So far as the very extensive lodgepole pine forests of Western

Canada were concerned, their intensive exploitation had begun and it was felt

that

"the facility with which this pine reproduces and the rapidity with
which it attains merchantable size make its silvicultural treatment
fairly easy. These forests present an immediate opportunity for
profitable silvicultural management."

In British Columbia, however, large scale exploitation of the pure lodgepole

pine forests did not begin until about 1960. The ponderosa pine received atten

tion:

"The yellow (ponderosa) pine of the Interior Region is the only tree
of commercial importance in the Dry Belt, where the rainfall is
limited to ,10 or 15 inches a year. The forest of this type is being
rapidly expldit,e:d and, at the present rate of cutting, it is estimated
that the supply will be exhausted wi.thin 20 years and this period is
being materially shortened by such causes as the ravages of bark
beetles (as described previously in this history). The method of
clear-cutting now employed· is not conducive to the successful natural
regeneration and we believe from experience with a similar tree abroad
that an adequate regeneration could be secured by leaving a proper
number of seed-trees."

Depletion of the pine, mainly by logging, did occur, although it took some ,..ears

longer than predicted. The pine is still being logged in relatively small amounts

but in the Okanagan Valley, for ex.ple, it ia extremely difficult to find even

a small area of undisturbed, virgin-;,ponderosa pine forest. Whilst. in some

casu, a proper number of seed-trees will secure l\&tur~ regeneration, Douglas

fir regeneration has frequently occupied the pine areas after logging. It is

now becoming increasingly well understood that these forests should be managed

by ligbtselection cutting, since a pre-requisite of ponderosa pine natural regen

eration is the presenoe of shade on the ground surface. Reforestation by plant

ing is regarded as expensive sinoe unless special precautions are taken, the

pine seedlings are too frequently killed by drought and high, ground-surface

temperatures.

In their references to the Coastal forests, the Committee described

problems which were better known:
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"The coastal forests, consisting of Douglas fir, oedar and hemlock are
being chiefly exploited at present under the high-lead type of logging,

which results in the practically complete destruction of the small
trees and leaves on the ground an enormous amount of debris which,
though it gives a oertain amount of beneficial shade and shelter to
the seedlings, on the whole is detrimental to the re-establishment of
the forest by natural processes. This is due partly to the fact that
in places it covers the ground too completely, but chiefly to the fact
that it remains inflammable for many years and constitutes a dangerous
fire risk in the applioa.tion of any method of regeneration. It appears
quite evident that, BO long as repeated fires are probable, little
dependence can be placed upon seed stored in the soil and, therefore,

.the logging methods should make provision for other methods of regen
eration, such as the leaving of indi,vidual seetitrees or logging in
compartments small enough to permit seeding from adjaoent stands. We
have seen many illustrations of magnificent regeneration of ,Douglas
fir on burned, logged-over areas where seeo.:-trees are left.

"We mq srq in oonnection with the debris that we have been great.ly
impressed-b,y the waste in logging operations in this Region and others
we have visited. We realise that this is largely the result of econo
mic conditions, but still it reptesents an enormous loss in the timber
supply, and in the interests of thelimpire, as well as_Canada, it
should be reduced to a mi~imum. ,,'

Because close utilisation and the elimination of large quantities of

waste progressed only very slowly and is only just, at the. present drq, approach

ing realisation, it beoame the standard praotice to burn the slash to reduce the

fire hazard which it presented. Although logging areas have become smaller,

they are still large from a silvicultural point of view and natural regeneration

has not been so suocessful as was originally hoped. This has inoreased the re

lianoe upon planting. It is to be hoped that olose utilisation of the forest

and the accompanying reduction of wAste will.'greatly reduce the need for slash

burning and improve the ohances of'obtaining natural regeneration, at least on

the lower quality sites. ,~... ;!Jt:.,1~,;;'>i!.4':r.-i'",.,~.y __".,1f"

The Reforestation Division of the Forest Service has pla.Yed aii"-in-
creasingly important role in forestry, a trend which does not show any signs of

slackening. The first forest planting reported in British Columbia was in 1925

when

"A total of 7,500 alder, black cottonwood, ash, Manitoba maple and
car~ana were planted. in April as an experim~tal firebreak."

The survival of the planting was good and, in the next year, the fire

break was completed by the planting' of another 6,000 alder. The source of the

planting stook: is now unknown but the fire-break is believed to be in the Oyster

River District on Vancouver Island.

The Forest Servioe Research Division, soon after its fonnation, leased

some property from the Munioipality of Saanich and, in 1927, a small, temporary

forest nursery was laid out on Shelbourne Street just outside Victoria. Experi

mental work was carried out on this site tlntil 1933 and techniques for growing

nursery stock were developed. The need for a permanent , production-scale nurser,y

resulted in the establishment of Green Timbers on 655 acres of clearcut Dominion,

Land in Timber Berth 'Rt, about five miles southeast of New Westminster. The

area was gazetted as "Green Timbers Forest" and development was commenced in

1930 when a few trial beds were sown, 80,000 seedlings were transplanted from the

Shelbourne nursery and a plantation of 50,800 Douglas Fir and Sitka spruce was

established on 55 acres at the Station.
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In 1931, a reconnaissance survey was carried out on logged land near

Campbell River (Vancouver Island) and on West Thurlow Island. In the nerl year

545 acres of West Thurlow Island were planted. During 1935, an area of 15,000

acres within the S~ward Forest was selected for a concentrated reforestation

effort, althOUgh by that year only 200 acres had been planted in the Campbell

I~-~ River area, inclUding 40 acres planted in cooperation with the Elk River Timber

Company. The Young Men's Forestry Training Programme started in 1935 with an

enrolment of 500 men and it proved to, be of great aesistance in the early forest

nursery and planting developments. The nursery capaoity continued to be in

creased and, by 1937, adequate land had been prepared at Green Timbers Nursery

to provide for a potential production of 3 million trees annually.

The Minister of Lands and Forests announced a Government policy, in

1938, to plant 10,000 acre~ of logged land each year. The announceme~t followed

a very bad fire year in which 202,000 acres of the Vancouver Forest District

were burned accidentally, inclUding 75,000 acres near Campbell River and the

period, as we have seen, was one of great public concern over the destruction

of forests by fire. This was also the year in which Seotions 113 A and 11):8

of the Forest Aot were passed, imposing on the logger compulsory slash disposal

and snag falling. In order to meet the expanded reforestation programme, the

Forest Branch leased Indian Reserve land near Campbell River for a second nursery

to produce 4 million trees annually and development work by Forestry Development

crews started at once. It is clear that the 193-~ fire year, probably more than

anything else, ended the current controversy as to "whether slash-burning should

be compulsory or not. The best information at the time was that broadcast burn

ing was generally detrimental to natural regeneration but the staggering losses

from fire oaused the Government "to take all measures to improve forest protection

and to Virtually ignore the desirability of obtaining natural regeneration.

This, in turn, placed an increased reliance on tree planting to reforest logged

areas and this, along with the definite need to plant to reforest areas burned

by natural fires led to the announcement of the plans for the increased soale of

planting.

With the outbreak: of war in 1939, the Researoh Division and the Survey

Division of the Forest Service were merged into an Economics Division and in

that year a record was made when more than one million trees were planted on

1,118 acres.

The first seedbeds were sown at the Campbell River nun;e17 in 1940 and

the first seedlings from there were planted in the autumn of 1941. As mentioned

previously, the labour problem during the War was ameliorated by the Alternative

Service Workers (conscientious objeotors) who did a great deal of the nurse17

and planting labour. Surveys of land that .!Bd not restocked with trees in a

satisfaotory w~ following logging operations in the Cowichan Lake area of

Vancouver Island disolosed that there were some 98,000 acres needing reforesta

tion. Consequently, in 1943 the Forest Servioe purohased 23.5 acres of land at

Duncan for a nurse17 to provide stock for this planting programme. Along with

continued land development at the Green Timbers and Campbell River nurseries,

this acquisition was calculated to bring seedling production to a possible 20

million trees per year.
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In 1944, the Honourable Gordon McG. Sloan was appointed to investigate

the forest resources of the Province. His report estimated that, of approximately

one million acres which were not satisfactorily restocked to forest, following

fire and logging, about 40% was plantable and that it should be planted within

twenty-five years. His suggestion of compulsory reforestation of these lands,

where they were alienated in berths, leas,s and licences later led to the intro

duction of Section 152 of the "Forest Act .. , under which the Forest Service can,

if it decides, enter onto alienatedlands and plant them at the owner's expense.

Sloan, surprisingly, did not consider that there was any urgency to plant denuded

areas in the Interior on the grounds that the growth increment was exceeding the

depletion of timber and fire protection was improving. . __ ,,'-"'-;- /'1 ~lli" ;"-
. ~ .

From the formation of the Forest Branch, the administration of grazing

land has been one of its functions. Although the activity is agricultural, the

location of the bulk of the grazing areas in the Province make the administra-

tion by the Forest Branch a logical allocation. The Forest Branc), in 1912
16

estimated conservatively that there were, in the Interior and mainly in the Dry

:Belt., 3 million acres of mountain meadow and parkland and at least 10 million

acres 01' first class, timbered, grazing land, all o-f which was capable of fur

nishing summer gra.zing for upwards of, one million head of cattle or five million

head of sheep. In 1913, this range was supporting not more than 50,000 head of

cattle and horses. Ideas were now put forward for grazing regu.lations.11 It

was recommended that areas in which grazing would be allowed should be selected

by the Minister of' Lands and that these areas should be divided into districts.

The Minister should decide on what kind of stock could be grazed in each district

and he should be able to exclude stock from specified areas for any period he chose t

for the protection of water supplies, game, forest reproduction or for agricultur

al reasons. It was recommended, also, that permits- would have to be secured from

the Government before a grazier could move his stock onto public forest land, al

though animals used q, prospeotors, campers and tr.ave11ers or which were neoessar,y

for the care of animals which were already permitted to graze should be exempted

from needing a permit. Another exemption allowed a settler who was regarded as

a ~-lli!. or genuine settler to graze up to 10 head of cattle or horses and 50

head of sheep or goats without a permit. It was suggested that a priority of

allotment of permits should be established so that they would be given first to

"small nearby owners" and nearq, owners of improved ranches, whose stock regularly

grazed on public forest land and who were dependent on this grazing. The next

priority would go to larger nearq, owners, whilst owners of transient stock would

receive consideration last. Evidently, large ranches were viewed with some dis

favour in spite of their stronger economic position and, capability for better

range management but no doubt the bias for the small owner also possessed a

strong political appeal. The minimum annual fee for grazing under permit should

be ten cents per head for cattle and horses aDd one cent per head f'or sheep and

goats. Those who received permits would be responsible for repairing damage to

roads, trails or fences which they caused. They would also be required to ex

tinguish camp f'ires which they started and to assist in exiinguishing any forest

fires occurring in the grazing distriot.
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These modest proposals did not meet with immediate favour and "it was

not until 1919 that the "Grazing Act" and regulations came into effect and at

tempts at effective control of grazing oould be made. The problem of overgrazing

was already apparent on the more acoessible ranges and this, coupled vith damage

caused by grasshoppers, placed these ranges in a poor cond"ition for grazing.

With the introduction of the "Grazing Act", 17 Stock Associations were either

organised or reorganised with the idea of placing definite areas of rangeland

under their jurisdiction. In 1919, just over$l.l,OOO.OO was paid or was due for

permits issued to 43,602 cattle, 2,789 horses and 4,335 sheep and complaints

about conflicts between range users were numerous.

The Range Commissioner reported in 1921 that the practice of burning

and reseedingof the Crown Range, inclUding land oarrying open forest, had been

investigated to determin~ its merits. Other experi12lents indicated that grass

hopper control by poisoning would not be sucoessful. However, the fencing of

areas to elimimate spring and fall grazing at low altitudes had produced good

grass growth in spite of the grasshoppers. The investigations revealed that,

because of heavy grazing and damage by grasshoppers, the growth of forage on

ranges was so sparse that the grasshoppers travelled considerable distances in

their search for food and, in these conditions their normal enemies did not keep

the population dOwn, allowing rapid increases in numbers. 24 The disturbances

of the natural eoology by uncontrolled grazing led to undesirable results.

Receipts and expend!tures for : .grazing by the Forest Branch remained

minute when compared to the scale of the grazing problems. In the three years

1920, 1921 and 1922 total receipts were $12,315.27, of which S5,402.76 was

expended on drift fences, mudholes, trails, development of"prings, grasshopper

control, reseeding of grass and demonstrations of ~€.e:"sal:ting.l.;.•25
Burning and reseeding of range continued to receive attention as a

means of iaproving the range but conflicting results emerged. An examination of

some lodgepole pine stands, in which cattle could not be grazed because of the

density of the trees revealed that they had been e-stablished following the

destruction of Douglas fir forest by '?heavy fires of about sixty years ago". The"

conolusion was reached that "only the best proteotion (from fire) will restore

it to its former valuable grazing condition." Pure stands of lodgepole pine of

a generally similar nature were later the subject of suggestions by Govemment

Game Branch Officials, at a time when the stands were of low economic value,to

the effect that they should be deliberately burned again to provide browse for

an inoreased game population. Another later suggestion was that, following log

ging, the lodgepole pine areas should be burned over and seeded to grass to

provide grazing until such time as natural regeneration should occur. There

are serious doubts that suggestions of these kinds are ecological~ sound and,

in any event, they have not been adopted. The Forest Service expressed some

doubt 36 in 1923 on the value of sowing special seed grasses on the ranges, since

a sowing in the dry Nicola area was a praotiofid failure, attributed to heavy

competition from native forage. It was felt that cultivated species of forage

must be given a measure of protection if they were to establish themselves. Much

later developments have led to the use of a "dry land mixU of grass seeds, more

suited to the dry environment.
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The colourful nature of the grazing industry caused the Grazing

Commissioner a degree of despair over its efficiency.49 He felt that the annual

"stampede" held in each hamlet ot the range country was a growing menace to the

range cattle industry.

"They accomplish nothing but oonfusion by unsettling labour on the
ranch and range during the season when all important operations are
going on. "Cowboys" are inclined to devote their energies to prac
tising up for bucking and steer-riding contests instead of the care
of the cattle as they are hired .to."

The grazing stock in the Province continued to increase and, in 1927,

authority was granted to graze 60,000 cattle and horses and 26,000 sheep on

the Crown ranges.

In 1930, the Chief Forester, in cooperation with the B.C. Beef Cattle

Growers' Association and the B.C. Sheep Breeders' Association, conducted a ser

ies of open meetings in 'order ·to gain a better understanding of the stockmen's

problems.47 This was followed, in 1932, by a Departmental reorganisation

(mainly for economy reasons) in which.the position of Grazing Commissioner dis

appeared and all grazing matters were placed directly under the Chief ~rester.29

This change and certain ohanges in the grazing regulations were felt to improve

the service offered ·to stoclanen by the Forest Branch. The livestock industry had

passed through its pioneer stage and was now encountering changing conditions, a

situation which required greater attention to be given to the finer points of

stock grazing, range management and marketing. The Forest Branch asserted that

livestock oou1d no longer be tumed out, year after year, on the open range

and left to rustle for itse1f.* The poor practices of most cattlemen had led to

impoverished ranges, unsatisfactory calf orops and lack of finished product for

the market.

B.1 1935, the numbers of livestock grazing under permit were 61,000

cattle and horses and 37,000 sheep.26 This was an increase of only 10,000

sheep from 1927 and the grazing fees which were collected amounted to only

$14,527.01. The stock increased in 1936 to -77,000 cattle and horses and 46,000

sheep but grazing fees dropped to $11,043.75.49 The large bands of wild horses

that once foraged on the open and tree-covered range had, by this time, been

broken up and largely eliminated, mainly by shooting. A few~ small ~;.bands re

mained and it was believed that they would have to be controlled, mostly by

round-up.

In 1945, the total number of stock grazed under permit, mostly in the

Kamloops Forest District, had risen to 109,000 oattle, 5,000 horses and 39,000

sheep and the grazing fees whioll were billed had increased to $30,066.34.43 The

industry that had developed grazed its cattle and sheep on the low ranges in

spring and autumn and- on the higher ranges in summer. MatJ¥ of these ranges were

forest-covered, lying within the Provinoial Forest Reserves. During the winter,

the stock was fed wi.th hay at the home ranch on the valley floor and the indus

try was seriously affeoted in those years when the hq orop was plXlr and the

winter was long and ·cold. The grasshopper population and poor range management

oontinued to downgrade the range quality, particularly on the low-level ranges.

*The practice is, however, quite common at the:·present day.
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Livestock losses were incurred by graziers 'from poisonous

predatory animals, particularly grizzly bears and wolves.

grammes continued in an attempt to eliminate wild horses.

The industrial associations of the ranchers were the B.C. Beef Cattle

Growers' Association, primarily interested in the betterment of the industry and

improvement of cattle quality and its affiliated B.C. Livestock Producers'

Cooperative Association, primarily conoerned with orderly cattle marketing. The

B.C. Sheep Breeders' Association was the organisation of the sheep ~~_~_~~.~. (2C:~:'~:~,1I''''{';
After this brief review of grazing, it is convenient to turln to the

National Forestry Programme, Relief Forest Development Projects and Alternative

Service Workers, all of which have been mentioned. The National ForestrY Programme,

also known as the Young Men I s Forestry Training Plan was started in 1935, during

the Depression Years, to assist unemployed young men by providing them' with use-

ful forest work designed to give a return to the Province in keeping with the

expenditure of money involved. The project was financed through, and the men

selected by, the Provincial Dep~tment of Labour, ~er which the men came under

the Forest Branch for administration. They were paid a subsistence allowance

and given training, including lectures. Initially,' about 500 men were enrolled

and employed as assistants to Forest Rangers in forest development, trail and

telephone construction, repair and maintenanoe.42 . During 1936, about 25% of the

500 men secured other emploYment in various industries.'

Up to this point, the programme and its financing had been entirely

. Provincial but, in 1931, it came under the Dominion-Provincial Youth Training

Projects Agreement,~l the cost between shared equally by the two Governments.

The seleotion of enrolees was now carried out by a ··Board consisting of a Dominion

Government representative and a representative each from the B.C. Department of

Labour and the B.C. Forest Branch. By the end of 1-939, a total of 3,100 men had

taken the practioal training.32 In 1940, only 186 men were enrolled and the

programme was terminated.

Enrolment under the plan was restricted 1;:0 single men, not otherwise

employed, who had resided in the ProVinoe for five years or more and who were

11 or 18 years of age. Physically fit army rejects were" however, accepted up to

21 years of age. The Pa.Y was, $45.00 per month if liVing at home or $55.00 when

awa.Y from home. The enrolees paid their own board and lodging and received travel

ling expenses.35

The Relief Forest Development Projects were independent of the National

Forestry Programme and were undertaken to provide work for single, homeless men,

many of them transients, who were registered for Relief. In 1936 - 31, the first

year for the Projects, approximately 1,400 men liere provided wit"h accommodation

in twenty-one oamps on the Lower Mainland and VaJlcouver Island39 and this number

was approximately doubled in 1931 - 38.31 In 1938 - 39, a maximum of 1,313

relief workers were enrolled at one time during the winter, the actual total of

men passing through the camps being 4,441. They acoomplished 221,104 man-da.Ys

of work of which 52.2% was spent on park development, 3l.~ on forest protection

and 16% on forest experiment stations and planting. The lievelopment of the new

forest nursery at Campbell River was started and improvement work was continued
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at the Green Timbers Forest Experiment Station and the University of British

Columbia Demonstration Forest. Forest protection work mostly oonsisted of

opening two abandoned logging railroad grades for acoess by mobile protection

equipment, and snag felling. At this point (1939) the programme terminated. 32

In 1942, to aid provincial fire protection during the period of man

power shortage in wartime, the Dominion Government agreed to prov~de the prov

ince with Alternative Service Workers (conscientious objectors). Under the tenus

of the agreement, the proVincial Forest Proteotion Fund served as a drawing ac

count :for immediate :finanoing o:f the plan, the Fund being reimbursed by p8iYJDents

from the Dominion Government based upon an allowance at a "fixed 'rate per man

dq.. Whilst, in the early stages of the programme, the initial capital cost

which was incurred in providing housing and equipment exceeded the credits estab

lished through the per~ ~llowanoe, monthly expenditures decreased bY the end

of the first year to a cost less than the total established monthly credits and

the Forest Protection Fund had. been totally reimbursed. In all, 740 men reported

for duty at 18 camps.29 They fought 145 fires, felled 249,400 snags over 24,500

acres of logged land, cleared and built 16 miles of new road, converted 57 miles

of old logging railroad grade to truck trails, improved 44 miles of existing road

and maintained 64 mile. of road. by installing 21 miles o:f ditches, 134 culverts

and 8 small bridges. Also, they cut 10 miles of new t'rail and improved another

12 miles, constructed 28 miles of telephone line and planted 425,000 tree seedlings

on 660 acres of land. The programme continued into 1943 with a reduced average

strength of 450 men and the same types of work were performed with a total oper

ating cost :for the oalendar year of $336,300.00. At this point the scheme was, , ""!I:~"

terminated. ~... r J'! .:'::.•.

It is appropriate to mention the Provincial Parks .' of the Province. By

the tear 1939, British Columbia had. reserved some 41 araas for parks whioh were

scattered throughout the Province and aggregated more than 6,370,000 acres. It

was not planned, at the time, to actually develop all of these parks for use by

effecting extensive improvements but, rather, to reserve them whilst the land was

still in public ownership and pressure for other uses was small.32 Chief Justice

Sloan was to remark in his 1945 Report40 that probably a more accurate description

than "parks" would be "park areas", since with few exceptions the areas were "of

the forest primeval without roads, trails or other organised park developmen"i3.

During the period up to 1945 parks were oreated in three wqs. The

Lieutenant-Governor in Council could create one under the UForest Act" or, alter

natively, under Section 94 of the "Land Aot" or, lastly, Special Acts of the

Legislature were employed. The majority of the areas were formed under the "Forest

Act" and they fell into three oategories, designated A, B, or C, according to the

degree of protection from alienation to other uses which was afforded to them.
.. '/were

Lands 1ncluded 1n Class A and C parks /'\'\'" reserved from pre-emption, sale, lease
were

or licence under the "Land Act" and certain restrictions f.." also imposed on the

holders of mineral claims located in those areas, such as a requirement to dis

pose of mine tailings without detriment to the aesthetic values. The Crown tim

ber on any Class A park was reserved from cutting or sale except where the Deputy

Minister believed that cutting and incidental sale were necessar,y and advantageous
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in developing or improving the park or for protecting and preserving the major

forest values of the park for the enjoyment of the public. In other words, no

timber could be sold from Class A parks for the primar,y objective of deriving

revenue from it. Crown timber on areas within Class B parks could be sold except

where, in the opinion of the Deputy Minister of Forests, the sale would be det

rimental to the recreational value of the area. Class C parks were usually

very small areas for purpOses such as pl~grounds. Whilst there was provision,

as described, for the sale of timber from parks, only relatively small volumes

have actually been cut in them.

During 1941, the important Earnest C. Manning (171,500 acres) and Hamber

(2,432,000 acres) Class A parks were created. 34 In 1942 two men were appointed

as Park Rangers becoming the first men to work full time in the field on the

administration of development of specific parks. In this instance,'they were

allocated to Wells Gr~ ~d Mount Seymour parks. 33 It has been stressed that the

emphasis has been on the reservation of the park areas rather than their develop

ment. This, and the low popufation of the Province mc\y account for the low usage

of the parks during these years. In 1943, for example, when 9,013,690 acres of

park areas exis~ed, the estimated number of visitors was only 27,161.50 The use

of some parks is quite heavy nowadc\ys. In 1945, the following parks were in
. 40

ex~stence:

NUMBER AND ACREAGES OF PROVINCIAL PARKS BY
CLASSIFICATION, IN 1945

Classification No. of Parks Acres

16
3

28
3
2

52

Class 'A'
Class 'B'
Class 'Cl
Special
Section 94, "Land Act"

Totals:

2,720,771
4,622,246

4,113
1,666,560
1,809,440

10,823,130
(16,901 square
miles2 C:c"""·'lC#l.'

4I!!ii:::;;.::-'''''"Tr---~''-'''.'. r··~··-··-"·'··-·- .

The period which we are discussing drew to its close with forestr,y as

the main industr,y of the Province. The Economic Council of British Columbia in

1931 had given the average annual value of production in the primary industries

as being:5l

Industry

Fisheries
Agriculture
Mining
Forests

Millions of Dollars

11.1
47.0
48.6
63.3

The policy of encouraging industry was showing results. But the for

ests were still being exploited or possibly plundered and burned without adequate

forestr,y practices to ensure the regeneration of logged areas. The state of

silviculture was relatively crude. The understaffed Forest SerVice, although

developing, had obvious difficulties in its efforts to cope with the problems

of the vast territor,y which it was administering. Industr,y itself was doing

very little forestr,y, other than to~ssist in fire protection and its orientation

was almost purely toward the logging phase of forestry. The disrupting years of
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the Depression had given wB:3 to the accelerated timber use of the War years but,

with critioal manpower shortages, attention to forestry was not improved. It

is hardly surprising that, by 1945, a number of serious problems, relating to

the forest resources, had arisen and were not oonsidered to be under control to

a satisfactory extent. It was desirable, in the public interest to inquire into

all phases and aspects of the forest resources, the pertinent legislation and

administrative policy. As a result of this desire, the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council appOinted a sole Royal Commissioner, the Honourable Mr. Justice Gordon

McGregor Sloan, Puisne Justice o.f the Court of Appeal for British Columbia and,

later, Chief Justice of the Province, under Section 3 of the "Public Inquiries

Act". It was the beginning of a new era in British Columbia forestry in which

increasing efforts were to be made to bring about a period of more orderly pro

gress. Sloan was to condu~t a second inquiry in 1956 and died shortlY after its

completion.

The progress which was made during the period from 1912 to 1945 in

volved much pioneering effort by hard-working and dedicated men. Whilst detailed

w.e(e:tence., to"'~indiy;idu.ls },;is.::.. i;; avoided in this history, it is perhaps fitting

to end "tthis;:;aQ~Ubtc,;.v:t,i_of the period with an excerpt from the "Prince George

Citizen·' of 19th Deoember, 1929, which illustrates quite graphically the pioneer

ing nature of much of the earlier work.

The article describes the Pacific Great Eastern Rail~ Resources sur

vey, conducted jointly by the Province of British Columbia, the Canadian Pacifio

Railwq and the Canadian National RailwB:3. The Province had already invested

$60,000.00 in the P.G.E. Railwq and was trying to attract a railwajy compallY to

compl,te the Railwajy with a land subsidy of four blocks of land totalling 16,015,000

acres.

tt There was a double purpose in the making of the survey. The government

was desirous of impressing the managements of the transcontinental railwqs as

to the value of the natural resources of this large section of British Columbia

as prospective bidders for the acquisition of the completed portion of the P.G.E.

and the immense land subsidy, subject to the conditions attaching thereto. The

government was also desirous of being in a position to defend allY grant it might

make of the subsidy lands by being in a position to show it had a fairly accurate

knowledge of the lands it proposed to oonvey.

"The survey was the first attempt at securing first-hand knowledge of

the agricultural, mining and timber resources of a district of empire proportions,
examining

and the work of j, .;, it was carried forward by land and air forces. The major

attention was given to the larger block of land in the Peace River drainage basin.

The greater number engaged in the field work of' the survey tra.velled through the

areas by the waterwajys as it possesses few trails and no roads. The work performed

by the airmen, however, was the more novel and interesting. During the summer,

working from fixed land points, they succeeded in securing photograph maps of

hundreds of miles of terrain which was before completely unknown, and thereby

fUrnished excellent information as to timber stands of great extent.

The information gathered by the land and air forces is now being col

lected by the office staff of the survey, and the report is expeoted to be ready
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for submission to the members of the legislature before the' close of the approach

ing session, at which some definite action with respect to the P.G.E. is expected

to be taken.

"During the progress of the very comprehensive natural resources survey,

its headquarters were based at Prince George. At the head of it was Major C.R.

Crysdale, formerly chief engineer of the Alberta system of l"ailwqs, who brought

to his task a genius for organisation, in, the co-ordination of the several

branches so that they f'unctioneql~smooth-running machine. Norman C. Stewart

discharged the duties of surveys engineer, and J .M. Stewart those of office engin

eer. W.G.H. Firth was chief draughtsman for the hesQ.quarters staff and J .A.

Sharp chief clerk. These with a staff of fourteen draughtsmen in Prince George,

and forty-six in Victoria, made up the office staff.

"The land survey,parties were in charge of members of the B.'C.L.S. of
, .

outstanding ability in the persons of H. Idsardi, H.A. Cornwall, iV.A. Moffatt,'<

L.S. Coke~, H. Pattinson, F.C. Swannell, J.F. Templeton , John Davidson, M.H.

Ramsey, G.M. Dowton, G.S. Bou~ton and C.L. Roberts.

, "The forestry parties were in charge of H.C. Kinghom as forestry engin

eer, F.M. Knapp, assistant forestry engineer, and G.H. McLean, D.P. Bird, C.D.

Schultz and W.H. Ryan in the capacity of timber cruisers. With them there was

a considerable force of compassmen, packers and boatmen.

"The geological parties had an impressive personnel., They included

Prof. R.W. Brock, LL.D., Prof'-ssoltr Williams and Prof.ssor Schofield, vith J .E.

Kania, R.M. Logie, C. Riley and J .B. BocoQk as field geologists.

"The air photography on the survey vu divided between members of the

R.C.A.F. and the Western Canada Airwqs service. Of the fonner Flight Lieut.

A.L. Morfee was in charge with Flying Officer L.R. Weeden, Sergeant Warner,

Sergeant Attwood, and Corp. M. Squire. The Western Canada Airw8¥s had but one

plane engaged in the air photography. This was in charge o'f P. Calder, pilot,

with F. Little as photographer.

"'The transportation arrangements for the survey were in the capable hands

of Jack Adams, with the title of superintendent. He had an efficient crew of

boatmen and cache keepers under him, and. kept the survey moving and its personnel

fed vithout missing a meal."
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CHAPl'ER EIGHT

THE ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO T~ FOREST
RESOURCES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA - 1945

The Honourable Mr. Justice G. McG. Sloan was given wide terms of ref-

*erence for his investigation. In fact, his scope was unlimited, even though he

was specifically directed to investigate a number of subjects. He was to find

out the extent, nature and value of the resources and their conservation, manage",,:,

ment and protection. Of particular significance was the direction to investigate

the establishment of forest yield on a continuous production basis in perpetuity.

Forestation and research, along with forestr,y education and instruction specif

ically fell within his scope. The Government desired that he should study the

utilisation of the forest crop and its relationship to employment and social

conditions. He was not limited to timber values alone, however, ~ was to in

vestigate the use of forests and wild lands for parks, recreation, grazing, wild

life, water conservation and to find how soil conservation could be effected.

Forest finances and revenues, the various forest tenures and any abuses of the

rights which they conveyed, the legislation and amendments to it were all on his

list. It was a major task. The Commission sat for 111 d~s, heard 293 witnesses

and recorded 11,900 pages of transcript. The forestry advisor appointed to the

Commission staff was F.D. Mulholland, B.C.R.F. There is no doubt that much of

Mulholland's principles and beliefs appeared in the 1945 Report, as they did in

the later 1955-56 Royal Commission Report.

In his report, Sloan reviewed the economic importance of the forest

industry and whilst he noted that the generally accepted percentage of forest

production in dollars to total Provincial production was 40% he hazarded the

general opinion that it was, in point of fact, at least one-third. The value of
**forest production in 1942 was $124,720,000.00. The primary forest industries,

at the time, amounted to more than 1,600 logging operations supplying logs to

638 primary manufacturing plants--55~ sawmills; 4 large plywood plants; 76

shingle mills and 7 pulp and paper mills. The secondar.y wood-using industries

totalled 198 establishments producing a wide range of manufactured articles for

the domestic and export markets. The capital invested in industr.y, including

investment in timber in private ownership, which produced the annual value of

forest production of almost $125,000,000.00 was at least $350,000,000.00. An

average of 31,686 persons were employed by the forest industries for the twelve

month period and they were paid direct wages and salaries amounting to at least

$350,000,000.00.

*As described in the previous chapter Mr. Justice Sloan was appointed sole
Royal Commissioner under Section 3 of the "Public Inquiries Act."

**gross value, inclUding loading and freight within the Province and the value
contributed by the wood-using industries.
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The average hourly wages were:

AVERAGE HOURLY WAGES IN THE FOREST. INDUSTRIES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA - 1942

Industry ~ Cents

. Primary Logging 75
Secondary Pulp and Paper 74
Secondary Shingle 64
Secondary Sawmill 60
Secondary Miscellaneous 53

The costs of production for 1942 were estimated by the industry to be more than

$114,000,000.00. The importance of the forest industry as an exporter was demon

strated by the statistics, the figures for 1942 showing exports to foreign
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oountries at $73,105,466.00 and to other Canadian Provinces at $21,806,382.00,
for a total of $94,911,848.00. In view of what has occurred later in the

Province's forest history it is interesting that, in 1939, although British

Columbia acoounted for 60.97% of Canadian wood and wood products exports,

exclusive of pulp and paper, it only exported 7.63% of the total Canadian ex-

,r- ports of pulp and paper.

To Sloan, the foregoing facts established b,eyond any question that the

forest industries of the Province plqed a tremendous and important part in both

the Provincial and the National economy. He added:

"The future existence of our forest industries depends upon the intel
ligent management of our forest land to ensure its continued produc
tivity. No industry that continues to deplete the source of its own
raw material can hope to _rvive without providing for the future
replacement of that material.

"The vit-al necessity of continued forest cover to the public welfare
and the importance of the forest industries to our eoonomic structure
demands that, .. in the National and Provincial interest, our forests be
perpetuated•.,

Because of the continuing work of the Forest Servioe, the knowledge

of the forests had improved enormously Over that whioh was available to the

Royal Commission of 1910. A land classification of the Provinoe was $vailable,

as follows:

LAND CLASSIFICATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, BY REGIONS 1

ACCORDING TO THE 1945 COMMISSION OF INQUIRY

Classification Coast Peroent Interior Percent Tota! Percent

Mature Forests 7,880,000 19·2 14,776,000 7.6 22,656,000 9.7
Immature Forests 1,253,000 3.0 31,062,000 16.1 32,315,000 13.8
Not Reforesting 918,000 2.2 19,134,000 10.0 20,052,000 8.6
Agricultural 495,000 1.2 4,207,000 2.1 4,702,000 2.0
Scrub 12,515,000 30.4 69,766,000 36.1 82,281,000 35.1
Barren 16,902,000 41.1 48,844,000 25.3 65,746,000 28.0
Swamp Be Water 1,196,000 2.9 5,455,000 2.8 6,651,000 2.8

Totals: 41,159,000 ~ £.%&1°3•000

Expressing this information in a different fonn:

Land capable of producing commeroial timber
Land incapable of Pl'Qg~oing commercial timber

(alpine, barren, scrub, swamp, water, etc.)
Agricultural Land

Acres
75,023,000

154,678,000
4,702,000

Percent
32

66
2

Of the agricultural land, 23,6% was cultivated and 76.4% was open grass-

land.

From these statistics, it was clear to Sloan that the Province was a

geographic un!t in which the growing of perpetual forest crops was a "prime

essential" if the fertility of the soil was to be used for the purpose to which

it was most suited. About one-third of the land surface of the Province and 98f,

of all produotive land was in "absolute forest sites." Although the statistios

have been refined since 1945 and sOllle figures have changed, the broad conolusions

drawn by Sloan remai~_true. The forests are easily the renewable resource of

greatest importance to BritiSh Columbia's economy, as well as providing for im

portant~ sooial values.
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In addition to considering the land classification statistics, Sloan

examined the distribution of the forests, based on the following statisticsI

DISTRIBUTION OF MATURE FURESTS J IMMATURE FORESTS AND DENUDED
FOREST LAND BY REGIONS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ACCORDING TO THE

1245 COMMISSION OF INQUIRY (ACRES)
Classification Coast Percent Interior Percent Total Percent

Mature Forests 7,880,000 18.4 14,776 ,000 22.7 ?2,656,000 30.2Immature Forests ··1,253,000 12.5 31,062,000 47.8 32,315,000 43.1Logged. logged Bc burnea, •
burned, not reforested 918,000 9.1 12,134,000 29.5 20,052,000 26.7

Totals: 10,051,000 §.4,972,OOO 75,023,000

The Commissioner derived two striking facts from this table. The first

was that, of the total productive forest sites of the Coastal Region, 78.4% was

covered by mature forests ~d, the second, that 20,000,000 acres· of productive

forest land in the Province were not reforested. The denudation of forest land

by fires and logging ~as been a cause of increasing concern since 1945.

Sloan turned next to ~he concept of a normal forest as the ideal condi

tion to be achieved although he pointed out that, in Eu.ropean praotice, 15 to 80%

of normality was considered to be a satisfactory attainment. To digress briefly
"

and without delving into the matter in depth, a normal forest is: an ideally con-

stituted forest with such volumes of trees of various ages so distributed and

growing in such a liq that they produce equal annual volumes of produce which can

be removed continuously without detriment to fUture production. The concept

clearly visualises an ideal state and Sloan was simply pointing out that it is

not alwqs attained, although his use of the figures "15 to ~n is vague. : As

a result of the growth of trees, exploitation and unforesee.ninf1uences such as gales

and large forest fires. the condition of the forest oonstantly changes. When a

normal distribution of trees has been achieved in all or part of a forest, it can

then only be preserved with difficulty. Thus, there is no absolute normality,

remaining unaltered everywhere and for all time, but only a :relative one which

corresponds best to the circumstances for the time being. Sloan favoured the appli

oation of the conoept of normality to British Columbia's forests although, since

he was not a professional forester, his proposals as to how it should be applied

were not alwqs definite or clear. He believed that, on the Coast. it was neces

sary to remove the exoess of mature and overmature forests so as to realise the

potential of faster growth rates of young trees and to achieve a proper distribu

tion of age classes. However. the annual or periodio cuts to remove the overmature

or mature forests would Beed to be adjusted so as to avoid a hiatus in the annual

volume~f logs which were produced since such a drop in prod1lction would cause the

collapse of industry. When the process of conversion to the normal forest was

completed, continuous production from the provincial forests on a true Itsustained

yield basielt could be a881U'ed by a proper system of regulated forest management

but until this was accomplished the problem was not how to assure sustained yield

but to ensure sustained production. Insofar as the Interior forests were con

cerned. a more balanoed division between mature and immature forest existed.*

*The 1945 Report sqs "mature and overmature stands", evidently an error. The
tenor of Sloan 1 s comments at this time clearly indicates a greater degree of con
cern for the fUture of the richer, more heavily explcited Coastal forests than for
those of the Interior.
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The 20,000,000 acres of land which Sloan believed were not reforesting

has been mentioned and it was a depressing fact that it was increasing each year.

On the Coast, forest was being clearcut at a rate of about 65,000 acres each

year, of which approximately 50% would restock naturally with conifers, in vary

ing degrees, over a period of years, Since 1940, the Forest Service had planted

(r- between 10,000 and 15,000 acres per year. These figures led Sloan to the con

clusion that at least 20,000 acres were being added each year to the areas

denuded of forest in. the Coastal Region. Logging alone had not created the de

nuded acreage. It had resulted from logging, a combination of logging and fires

or fires alone. As an example, during the decade from 1934 to 1943, ~,343,600

acres of Coastal forest and,2,926,500 acres of Interior forest were burned, des

troying both mature and iRlJlature stands. The backlog and rate of forest land

denudation were thus very ~erious and the Commissioner insisted in his report

that three requisites.:.must be carried out to correct the situation. Firstly,

the productive land areas which had already been denuded and which were not re

stocking naturally must be replented. Secondly, the areas to be logged in the

future must be left iJi such a condition that their continuous productivity was

assured and, thirdly, the young growth must be protected from fire.

Sloan turned to the question of what annual cut could be allowed in the

Coastal Region and gave it, as his opinion, assuming a close recovery in logging,

sucoessful regeneration and reforestation and protection of young stands from

fire, that the following round figures applied, based on an average rotation age

of sixty years.

Millions of board feet

Standing accessible mature
timber

Divided by 60
Deduct annual fire and insert

net losses (approximately)
Leaving
Add increment on growing stock,

1,253,000 acres at 350 - 400
board fe.etper year

Total allowable annual cut:

180,000
3,000

500

3,483*

The Forest Branch had reported, in 1938, the continuation of a serious

lack of balance between the proportions of the standing volumes of various Coastal

species and the proportions ot the volumes of each species which were being util

ised by the forest industry.31 The heavy overcutting of Douglas fir was especially

si.gnificant.. Chief Justice Sloan noted that the imbalance persisted as shown on

the following table:

*The management forester. will recognise that this is a crude sort of yield calcula-
tion containing a number of possible weaknesses. It assumed, for example, that
the removal of the accessible mature timber cou~a be spread over the 60 year rota
tion period without sustaining serious losses from death, decq and other pathol
ogical effects. There was no allowance for increment on the accessible mature
timber. At best, the calculation was an indicator of the potential.
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Percent of each species
to total coast volume

of all speciesSpecies

Douglas fir
V~ ern hemlock
~ __ ~ern red cedar
Spruce
S~t\4er fir (balsam)
White pine
Others

Totals

ANALYSIS OF VOLUMES OF TIMBER CUT BY SPECIES AND STANDING
TIMBER BY SPECIES IN THE COASTAL REGION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

ACCORDING TO THE 1945 COMMISSION OF INQUIRY

(Board Feet) Percent
Total Cut Average Yearly of Total
1937 - 44 Cut 1937 - 44 Coast cut

11,214,723,207 1,401,840,400 49.93
4,639,616,818 578,702,112 20.61
4,440,492,129 555,061,516 19.72
1,059,546,179 132,443,272 4.72

932,046,513 116,505,814 4.15
171,021,597 21,377,699 0.76
12,866,000 1,608,250 0.06

22,470,312,443 2,807,539,063

24.0
29.7
26.2
6.4

11.3
0.4
2.0

ACCORDING TO THE 1945 COMMISSION OF INQUIRY

In addition, Sloan gave his estimate of volumes of standing timber in

the Coastal Region and thereby estimated the number of years' supply, based on

his estimate of the annual cut which has been given above. His estimate of

volumes of standing timber was actually based on that of F.D. Mulholland of the

Forest Service~ Mulholland, in giving evidence, had admitted that his Coastal

estimates were too conservative and that they could be increased. Consequently,

Sloan increased Mulho11and 's estimate by 16% for each species. From this in

creased estimate and other findings he estimated how long each Coastal species

would last, as follows:

ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE DURATION OF SUPPLY OF THE
COMMERCIAL SPECIES IN THE COASTAL REGION OF BRITISH

COLUMBIA,

Species

Douglas fir
Hemlock
Western red cedar
Spruce
Silver fir (balsam)
White pine

Totals:

Estimated Standing Volume
(Millions of Board Feet)

43,053
53,517
47,041
11,541
20,393

755

Supply in years

31
92
85
87

176
-l2.

63

The results indicated a possible failure in the supply of Douglas fir

and white pine since the removal of the mature timber of these species at the

proportionate cutting rates existing in 1944 would not last for the sixty year

rotation. The calculation again took no account of the pathological factors

which might require the accelerated removal of the overmature and mature timber,

nor of the immature stands which would become mature and ready for cutting be

fore the end of the estimated periods of supply.

Chief Justice Sloan did not offer any particular solution for the

imbalance of the cutting of species. He did suggest that, as the accelerated

liquidation of Douglas fir proceeded, the species being undercut would have to

be brought into greater use. This trend did occur later. Also, the Coastal

industry, Sloan felt, might direct their attention to Interior stands of mature

Douglas fir to make up the inevitable deficiency of supply to the export market.

Although some Douglas fir pulp chips were delivered from the Interior to the

Coast, starting in about 1960, very few logs were transportedo The Coastal com

panies have, of course, migrated into the Interior in an extensive way, building

new pulp mills there and acquiring existing industry by purchase.
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Sloan's general conclusion was, as the basis for current regulation

of the forest, that the annual cut on the Coast should not be permitted to ex

ceed 35 billion board feet during the ensuing ten-year period with any necessar.y

adjustments to be made at the end of that period.

Following this assessment of the Coastal forests, the Commissioner

reviewed the position in the Interior of the Province. The Interior forests

were stated to be in a much better balance than those of the Coast, in view of

the proportion of mature forest acreage to immature forest acreage. However,

the 19 million acres which were not reforesting called for serious consideration

and future action. The implication of this remark was, clearly, that Coastal

areas should be replanted first.

Mulholland had estimated, i~ 1937, that the Interior forests contained

approximately 100,000 million board feet of merchantable timber and 1,580 million

board feet of increment were being added to that figure each ye~r. The average

annual depletion was a little over 1,000 million board feet per year. From these

figures, he concluded that abo}lt 500 million board feet a year had been added to

the inventor.y since 1937, or about 4,000 million board feet. If the added in

crement were to be considered only for those areas which were accessible in 1937

it was reduced to 200. million board feet a year or 1,600 million since 1937.

Sloan did not feel qualified to sat! to what extent the areas considered to be in

accessible to logging in 1937 had or would become accessible.. Even on the basis

of the 1937 figures for accessible, merchantable timber, however, the Commissioner

stated that the overall inventory was increasing annually, since the increment

added by tree growth exceeded the tota~ overall depletion. In the past, losses

from forest fires and insects had equaled or exceeded the annual cut. Better

control of these losses, as well as the planting of selected acreages, would

greatly increase the annual Interior increment. As in the Coastal Region, Sloan

gave an estimate of how long the existing stands of mature and overmature timber

would last at the current rate of cutting:

AVERAGE ANNUAL CUTS AND ESTIMATED PERIOD OF SUPPLY FROM
EXISTING STANDS IN THE INTERIOR REGION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

ACCORDING TO THE 1945 ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY

Percent of Mu1ho11and's Estimate
Average Annaul. Total of Standing 1r1erchantable

Cut. 1937 - 1944 Interior Accessible Timber
Species Board Feet Cut Millions of board feet

Number
of Years'
Supply

fir
hemlock
red cedar

99,572,853 26.2 7,261 72
10,133,528 2.7 2,288 225
48,673,980 12,8 4,106 84

112,072,988 29.4 11,426 101
1,907,370 0.5 2,260 1,184

15,650,038 4.1 2,633 167
40,251,986 10.6 1,864 46
12,126,054 3.2 580 47
40,023,346 10.5 1,212 30

380,412,143 100.0 33,630 89

Sloan felt that the relationship of depletion to increment gave assur

ance that, except for Western larch, white pine and ponderosa pine, the Interior

timber supply position was much better than was that of the Coast resource.

Douglas
Western
Western
Spruce
Alpine fir (balsam)
Lodgepo1e pine
Western larch
White pine
Ponderosa pine

Totals:
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The quantities of wood wasted in the course of a logging operation has

been mentioned several times. Indeed, it has been a \.~ital'.: problem throughout

the forest history of the Province since the exploitation of the forests began,

particularly in the Coastal Region. The Commissioner came to the conclusion, on

the basis of a study conducted by J.H. Jenkins and F.W. Guernsey in 1932, that

19.5% of the original stand of. merchantable timber was left lying on the ground

after the logging operation. The study had. covered eight, representative logging

operations. More information came from an experimental project known as the

"Ladysmith Experiment", conducted near Ladysmith on Vancouver Island by the Comox

Logging and Railw~ Company, the Powell River Company Limited and the British

Columbia Forest Service to ascertain whether sound wood left in the forest after

logging could be salvaged economically and used for the manufacture of pulp. The

reoovery of sawlogs from t~e original logging had been approximately 6,405 cubic

feet per acre and the recovery in the subseqUent salvage logging operation was

1,550 cubic feet per acre. Thus, the salvage was 19',t of the total wood which

had been utilised and 24% of th~ sa.wlog volume. There was a parallel between

these figures and. those of Jenkins and Guernsey and the Commissioner wrote:

"I think I m~ safely assume that, generally speaking, about 20% of
the total wood volume of our logged areas is left in the woods as
waste. Our total annual log production of 3 billion (3,000 million)
feet is based on logs scaled. That means that 750 million feet of
material are left in the woods each year. On the conservative basis
of 300 feet per acre per year increment we are thus wasting each
year a volume of wood equal to the yearly growth on 2,500,000 acres
of productive forest lands. This practice is an uneconomical misuse
of the forest resource and, in addition, this mass of material creates
a dangerous fire hazard."

Sloan had some suggestions for reducing waste. The creation of a new

log grade for salvage material on which royalty should not be reserved and for

the use of which the overall stumpage WQuld be adjusted might make it possible

to conduct a salvage opera.tion prior to or after the main logging operation. To

some extent, improvements of plant' processing techniques would also improve the

utilisation of waste, although the operation would have to be;"pro:£i-table and the

products able to compete in an exacting and competitive market. A reduction of

waste could also be achieved by file forest administration and industry by cutting

tree stumps lower, reducing the breaking and shatteriag of tree trunks by more

careful felling techniques and cutting the tops 'of understorey trees at a diameter

of six inches. Sloan did not apply this latter suggestion to "old-growth" trees

since he felt that it was impractical "because of knots and so on." Sloan also

emphasised, as the reader will be aware from previous remarks, that logging by

the high-lead system resulted in the destruction of thrifty, young forest. He

felt that much of the destruction was probably unavoidable and, even if scattered

young trees were left standing after logging, they would probably be blown down by

high winds or burned in slash fires. The Commissioner insisted, however, that the

reprehensible destruction of dense, thrifty, second-growth stands by logging oper

ations carried on for the sole purpose of recovering a few, scattered old-growth

trees must stop, in the public interest.

Logging was not, of course, the only operation involving waste of wood.

'there was additional waste at the sawmill, even though there was a dwindling use
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of sawmill burners, especially by mills which had facilities for good utilisation

and mills near populated centres offering a market for sawdust, shavings and

wood waste as fuel for both domestic and commercial use. From the evidence pres

ented to him, he concluded that about 1C!f, of the volume of logs that arrived at

a sawmill was converted into lumber. This loss of volume, of about 3~, added

to the 2Cf1; loss in logging , 'JIleant that about 50% of the volume of the tree

finally emerged from the mill as lumber. The Commissioner was satisfied that

most sawmillers were aware of the compelling need to improve the situation and

that they were anxious to reduce wasteage in manufacture.

From statistical material available to him, the Commissioner selected

the following data for purposes of comparison of demand for lumber with the level

of sawmilling activi~y.

COMPARISON OF SAWMILLING ACTIVITY .AND THE SELLING PRICE
OF LUMBER IN SELECTED YEARS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

Number of Daily Capacity Total Lumber Production Average Selling Price

~ Active Sawmills Thousands of Board Feet Millions of Board Feet of Lumber. Dollars

1929 354 11,896 2,460 21.44
1932 293 7,641 934 12.01
1941 557 13,820 2,407 25·71

He concluded from this that good demand for lumber with accompcmying

higher price-: levels had been the prime factor governing the fluctuation in the

number of operating sawmills. However, probably the underlying reason Iq in

the fact that higher lumber prices stimulated log production and increased the

area of forest which was eoonomically aocessible during periods of short supply.

In the Coastal Regi~, these logs flowed to tlile open log market and, in turn, to

the mills which were ~ing their logs, rather than producing their own. However,

Sloan was ver.r doubtful tb,at this trend would continue beoause areas supplying

the open log market were "dr.ring up" or were no longer available for that pUI'

pose. Thus, high lumber prices could not, in the future, attract logs to the

open market from depleted areas or from areas controlled by sawmills requiring

the production from -their own forest areas for their own survival. The logging

industr.r, being no longer able to expand· in a westerly direction in the Coastal

Region was creeping northward along the Coast, with logging activity centered

about 150 miles north of Vancouver. This meant that the best stands in the

valleys and on the lower slopes of the mountains were disappearing. Operators

were cutting the forest from the higher altitudes where logs of lower quality

and grade were being produced.

The high prices for lumber which had developed during the Second World

War had led to an increase in the number of portable sawmills, especially those

producing railw~ ties. Many of these mills had carriages of less than 16 feet

in length and they did not cut the side lumber that could normally be recovered

from the slabs cut off the sidel:1 of the log. Sloan recommended that portable

railw~ tie mills should be required to oonform to a standard to be set by the

Forest Department before being permitted to operate. This recommendation was not

acted upon by the Provincial Government, possibly because of a ver.r marked decline

in the number of portable mills which occurred during the 1950's. The decline

was caused by economic pressures and rendered the suggested control of standards
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unnecessary. It also appears to be likely that the Government was opposed to the

licencing of portable mills as a matter of policy.

The 1945 Report observed that six pulp and paper companies were estab

lished in British Columbia with a combined capital investment in plant and equip

ment (in 1942) in excess of 58 million dollars and with roughly 20 million dollars

worth of value in their timber holdings. Beoause of the need for an abundance

of water for processing the pulp and for the production of power to run the mills,

the larger plants were situated in areas remote from urban centres. The towns

around these plants were mostly "comp8lJ¥ towns" and they had a combined population

of more than 10.000 people. In 1942. there were 3.574 pulp mill employees with

a capital investment of $16,295.00 per employee. as compared with $2,895.00 per

employee for the sawmilling industry. The wages and salaries paid in 1942

amounted to $8,824,524.00~

An important feature of the pulp industry at this period was the compar

ative stability of employment which it provided. It was much less susceptible

to seasonal fluctuations of numbers of employees than were the sawmills and

shingle mills, a condition which aided in the formation of permanent, prosperous

communities. It was also important that, for each 1,000 board feet of logs which

were consumed, the pulp and paper industries provided employment equivalent to

3.3 man d~s, as compared to 1.67 man dqs for the other forest industries. The

same volume of logs. when processed into pulp. emerged with a value of $58.50

added to their original value as logs, the composite figure for all other in

dustries being about $15.00 in added value. Clearly. the pulp industry. in econ

omic terms, was a relatively desirable form of wood utilisation industry.

In 1943. the British Columbia export trade in pulp and paper products
its

totalled $23,623,498.00, Whilst/Canadian sales amounted to $6.734.507.00. The

export market was, of oourse, valuable in assisting in the creation of foreign

exchange crad!ts. The value of the industry was also evident from the fact that.

in processing 11% of the total log cut it produced about 25% of' the gross value

of the provincial forest industries' produotion for 1943. Thus, Sloan placed

emphasis upon the importance o~ thf!! pulp industry to the Province and, at :the

same time, he deprecated the et"fe:c'ts of United States tariff restrictions upon

the importation into that oountry of the more highly manufactured fonns of pulp.

He saw the basic requirement of the industry ae the continuity of raw material

supply on a sustained yield basis. This could be achieved by a programme of

planned forest management which recognised the needs of the pulp industry.

The Commissioner now turned his attention to the questions of forest

land ownership and fonns of tenure in British Columbia. The position in 1937,

which Sloan considered to be relatively the same as in 1945 was:
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PERCENTAGES OF UNALIENATED CROWN LAND, TEMPORARILY ALIENATED
CROWN LAND AND PRIVATELY OWNED LAND IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

Crown Temporary Other
Unalienated A1ienations Owners Total

Percent of total provincial acreage of
mature stands 75 15 10 100

Percent of mature timber stands of the
Coast and Interior (acres)
Coast 53 32 15 100
Interior 87 6 7 100

Percent of total Provincial volume of
merchantab1e timber 57 32 11 100

Percent of volume of merchantable tim-
ber of the Coast and Interior
Coast 39 47 14 100
Interior 86 9 5 100

The figures showed the much higher amounts of temporary alienations and

private owne~ship in the Coastal Region, as oompared with the Interior. They also

indic.,t.edr:that, on the Coast, ".,t temporary alienations carried higher volumes
. .

of merchantable timber per acre than did the unalienated Crown lands. Neverthe-

less, the great bulk of forest land, including that which was temporarily alien

ated was in Crown ownership.

Sloan analysed the temporary. a1ienations, which covered 3,888,678 aores,

more olosely.

TENURES AND ACREAGES GRANTED AS AT FEBRUARY 1944

Tenures' No. of contraots Acreage Percent

Timber Lioences 2,850 1,795,817 46.2
Timber Sales 3,721 978,862 25·2
Timber Berths 205 424,671 10·9
Pulp Leases 33 335,611 8.6
Timber Leases 152 197,939 5.1
Pulp Licences 252 155,778 ~

Totals: b 888 ,678 100.0

An ownership analysis of these 'V~ious tenures disclosed that, in 1944,

outting rights were held by 2,877 persons or corporations. Of these owners, 58

or t$ held 51.7% of the total area of the tenures and the other 2,819 holders,

or 9&.', held cutting rights over 48.3% of the area.* In the Coastal Region

itself, 24 out of 677 logging operators produced more than 6CJ1, of the volume of

the annual cut.

From these startling faots, the Commissioner concluded that the great

part of the alienated timber resouroes was controlled by a very few men. It

followed that the success of a forest policy designed to place the forests under

a system of planned management would depend, to a degree, upon the extent to

which these men cooperated with the Crown. Because the Crown could impose con

ditions upon those holding cutting rights on Crown land and because it still

retained title to 39.' of the merchantable Coast stands on which terms could also

be imposed at the time they were due to be logged, Slom did not foresee any

real difficulty in seouring the cooperation of licencees, lessees or purchasers

*These figures excluded the ''::~~lalienated timber lands held by the Esquimalt and
Nanaimo Railw~ ComP&n1.
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of Crown timber. In spite f th d ho e goo c ance that this kind of gentle persuasion
or coercion would be effective, it was noted that the owners of Crown-granted

lands, who also had the ownership of the timber on the lands, considered them-
selves to be in a d;ff t ·t· 1• eren pos~ ~on, re ative to Crown regulations, from those

owners who only had the right to cut timber on land remaining with the Crown.

From 1934 to 1943, 40% of the total volume of logs which was cut in the Province

had come from this cut which, in direct forest revenue, produced a sum equal to
about 4% of the total forest revenue.

Earlier in this history, we have seen that the Forest Branch had been

engaged in the creation of forest reserves. By the time of the Royal Commission

of 1945, there were 18,811,140 acres of these reserves in existence. The

Minister of Lands, in 1924, when he was introducing legislation to provide a

fund for the development and management of the reserved areas had saia

"the primary object of their creation is to ensure a continuous supply
of timber."

Whilst the forest administration had sold timber through the media of timber sales

or other forms of tenure, into which it could write any terms that it chose to

impose, the evidence before the Commission showed that no proper programme of

forest management had been introduced into the reserves. Even though management

plans had been prepared, the opportunity to implement them had been missed. For

example, loggers had not been required to leave seed trees to provide for natural

regeneration and this omission, along with destruction by fire, had resulted in

an area of 618,600 acres within the reserves not being restocked in a satisfac

tory wa;{. No real attempt had been made to restrict the cut on the areas which

had been alienated to correspond to the sustained yield capacity of the area,

although increasing attention was being given to silvicultural practices in the

Interior forest reserve areas. These included experiments with the marking of

selected trees for cutting.

In summary, Sloan found it to.be manifest that very little, if anything,

had been done between 1925 and 1945 to bring to fruition the ideal objective con

tained in the speech of the Minister of Lands in 1925. The fault stemmed from

lack of sufficient funds in all aspects of forest administration and, particularly,

in a lack of adequate staff to conduct the necessar,y research work.

The needs of the situation, Sloan declared, emphasised the one essential

fact basic to all future forest planning:

"Forest revenue accruing to the Crown must be recognised as capital
to be reinvested in our forests to ensure their continued produc
tivity. To persist in the pursuit of any other policy is to invite
a deserved disaster."

The same point had been made by the Commission of Inquiry of 1910. In neither

case was the recommendation adopted by the Government and funds derived from

forest liquidation continued to be diverted, in major part, to other purposes.

Sloan reviewed the history of various forms of forest tenure but found

it to be impossible to give the reasons for the various statutory changes which

had affected them, from time to time, over the years. He discovered, however,

what he felt to be a fairly consistent philosophy underlying the evolution of

tenures. Firstly, all productive forest land was to remain in Crown ownership.

Secondly, the Crown was to receive a fair share of the wealth produced by the
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exploitation of this natural resource.. Thirdly, financial speculation in timber

by private interests was to be eliminated and, fourthly, the export of round

logs was to be reduced to a minimum.

To a degree, Sloan felt that these objectives had been attained. But

past forest policies had not envisaged the practice of forestry by private inter-

r-- ests as an objective. The vice-president of one of the largest logging and
r

sawmilling companies on the Coast had said:

"Up to this time, loggers and lumbermen have been looked upon and
treated as transients without any permanent interests in their forests,
their own business, or the communities they built and support. This
point of view has been reflected in the forest legislation of our
Province. There is no provision' in our forest laws to allow an oper
ator to plan a pennanent operation. Lands chiefly valuable for for
ests have been reserved from outright sale and such lands have been
alienated only under temporary lease or licence until the merchsnt
able timber is removed, at which time the land reverts to the Crown.
The logger' has been treated as a miner, with no choice but to mine
his forest • • •

"We believe that sound forest management integrated with the manage
ment of logging· can be colnpatible with good business management.:", We
recommend thatit be made possible for the forest owner or operator
to bear the responsibility of managing his forest on a pennanent
basis •••

"Our present form of tenure, which is largely timber licence, prohibits
us from having an::! interest in our land a.fter it is logged. tI

Sloan felt that this viewpoint was undeniably correct and that, if a lBeasure of

private forestry was to develop whereby large corporations would plant, grow,

protect and conserve their own productive land areas, a fonn of tenure would

have to be devised to meet the situation.

The increasing pre-oocupation of the Provincial Government to reduce

the export of unmanufactured logs to a minimum has been described. Sloan found

that the Export Advisory Committee* had effectively controlled log export from

lands under Provincial jurisdiction but that exports from Crown-granted lands

remained high, being 91% (84,511,000 board feet):of the Provincial log exports

in 1939. This was a matter of concern when it was known that the Coast open log

market would, in future, be short of log supplies. The loss of manufacturing

activity within the Province also a.ffectedpotential employment levels, particu

larly sinoe there had been an increased export of pulp species (hemlock and

balsam) since 1933. , In 1942, the expQrt of logs had been restricted by the Timber

Controller, acting under the authority ot the Dominion Government, as a wartime

measure but export s in 1941 had been heavy. The export of hemlock and balsam in

the latter year had been enough to supply two "good-sized" pUlp mills and was in

exoess of 50% of the highest pulpwOQd consumption in any year in the Province.

The exports from certain tenures was basically a consequence of the

division of legislative powers between the Dominion and Provincial Governments

under the terms of the "British North America Act." Sloan wrote:

*The Committee consisted of the Minister of Lands and Forest (Chairman), three
logging operators' representatives and three log b~ers' representatives. They
advised the Lieutenant~vernorin Counoil on applications for log export from
under Provi1\cial jurisdiction.
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lIMatters of international. trade and commerce, such as exports, are
assigned exclusively to the Dominion Parliament, and this Province
has no jurisdiction to enact any statutory provision forbidding the
~xport of goods from this Province. This Province can, however,
1mpose terms and conditions upon purchasers of Crown timber. In
some instances it has, in its contract, imposed terms preventing
the export of logs cut thereunder unless by consent of the Lieutenant
Governor in Council. In others, for example, Crown Grants prior to
April, 1887, the Crown did not insert therein any provisions restric
tive of export. In consequence, the Government of this Province, not
having any contractual restrictive control over the log production
from such areas, and not having the legislative power to prohibit or
restrict export by statute, can not interfere with the export of logs
from these areas within this classification. That control, then, lies
solely within the competence of the Federal Government."

Sloan could see no good reason, if the public interest demanded it,
,

why the extension of the principle of control, as exercised during wartime, should
,

not continue to be exercised by the Dominion in the post-war period of transition

to a planned system of forest management. The Federal Government did set up an

Export Advisory Committee early in 1970 to dealwith the so-cal+ed "exportable

timber." The representation on the Committee and its functioning parallel those

of the Provincial Committee.

We have seen that for thirty-five years the recommendations of the

Royal Commission of 1910, to the effect that receipts from the sale of timber

should be treated as capital (and not as current revenue) and expended for pro

tection, conservation and reforestation of the forest resource, had been consist

ently ignored and disregarded by successive governments. Sloan regretted this

fact. Millions upon millions of dollars had been drained from the forests into

the general revenue to assist in p~ing for Governmental activities and services

wholly unconnected with the protection and development ~f the primary source of

the Provincial wealth. Sloan pointed out that the other Canadian provinces, not

so dependent on forest wealth for continued prosperity, were spending relatively

larger proportions of forestry income on forestry administration than was British

Columbia. The dollar values of direct revenues and expenditures of these Provinces

was:

FOREST REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES BY PROVINCES (1933 1943)

Province Revenue Expenditure Percent

Nova Scotia 1,682,410 1,036,503 62.5
New Brunswick 8,256 ,853 2,273,109 28.5
Quebec 42,566,403 19,559,431 40.5
Ontario 29,297, 107 20,895,020 79.5
Manitoba 2,230,926 1,767,694 80.0
Saskatchewan 3,013,852 2,269,093 93.0
Alberta 4,029,954 2,767,442 72.0
British Columbia 30,482,398 8,807,596 28.8

All: 121,968,728 59,488,874 47.8*

*For unknown reasons, the Sloan Report (p.117), in dealing with percentages of
expenditure to revenue omitted the percentage figure for Quebec but gave percen
tages for the other seven provinces listed above. The average percentage of
expehuiture to revenue is given in the Report as 63.5 which is the arithmetic
average of the percentages for the seven Provinces. This figure is misleading
and the author has changed the figure to the percentage of total dollar expen
diture to total dollar revenue for the eight provinces.
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Based on his analysis, Sloan concluded:

"The public estate has suffered' impairment during the last thirty
five years due to lack of provided funds for essential forest
management. The public interest requires that this state of affairs
should not continue into the future."

The fOrest administration of the Province was and is the responsibility

of the Department of Lands and Forests, with the Forest Service working under the

direction of the Deputy Minister of Forests. There were two broad administrative

classifications within the Forest Service. These were Head Office and Field

Administration, the former being divided into Operations, Management, Economics,

Grazing and Records Divisions. For field administrative purposes, the Province

was divided into five Forest Districts with headquarters at Vancouver, Prince

Rupert, Prince George, Kamloops and Nelson. In 1965, another Forest District

had been announced with headquarters at Williams Lake, but by 1st Jahuary, 1971,

no action'had been taken to form it. The Forest Districts were divided into

Ranger Districts, each in charge of a Ranger.

Sloan stated that t~e Forest Service needed more money and that the

Service staff of thirty-five foresters could not cope with the management of

the forest areas on a sustained yield basis. The number of Rangers was also too

low. In evidence before Sloan, the Deputy Minister of Forests had estimated that

the permanent staff would need to be increased from 243 to 689 in order to carry

out a programme of planned forest management effectively. Another facet of the

*problem was that salaries were too low to hold foresters in the Service and

Ranger snhools were needed. Sloan believed that consideration ought to be given

to increasing the number of Forest Districts with a consequent reduction.in size

of each administrative unit. At the time, the average productive acreage of each

forest district, administered by a forester, was 12 million acres, a much larger

area than was to be found in Europe and Scandinavia. However, although Sloan saw

the need for a stronger administration, he was not suggesting that British Columbia

forestr,y should be organised as intensively as in Europe.

In summar,y, Sloan's findings as to the state of British Columbia forestry

revealed an unsatisfactory situation. The Province, because of its topography,

soil conditions and climate was, he held, a geographic unit in which the growing

of perpetual forest crops was a prime essential if the fertility of the soil was to

be used for the purpose to which it was most suited. The forests and the dependent

industries were ofincalculab~ consequence to the economic and social development of

the Province in relation to both the direct and indirect benefits flowing from them.

The Coastal forests were in an unbalanced state. of growth in that about 75~~ of the

productive forest land was covered by mature and overmature forests adding +ittle,

*The title of "Forester" as employed in British Columbia refers to a Registered
Professional Forester (R.P.F.). These are persons who have graduated from a
recognised university or who hold equivalent qualifications who have been
registered by the Association of British Columbia Professional Foresters.
The Association was not formed until 1947. In 1945, Chief Justice Sloan
referred to "technical foresters" or "technically trained foresters." The
use of the word "technical" with reference to foresters leads to confusion
since, at the present d~, persons successfully completing a two year forestry
COurse at one of two Institutes of Technology in the Province are termed
"technical graduates" or forest technicians." To avoid confusion, the author
has amended Sloan's use of titles to correspond to modern usage.
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if any, annual increment. The forests and the forest reserves were not being

managed to ensure their continued productivity because of a lack of adequate

funds and personnel. The extent of the denuded land area, an area which was

increasing each year, was a matter of grave concern. The area of young growth

forests was inadequate for future forest needs and it was not properly protected

from destruction by fire.
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In terms of volumes, the Coastal stands were estimated to contain

180,000 million board feet of timber which would be accessible for logging and

this volume was being depleted by logging, fire and insect losses at an average

rate of 2,792 million board feet per annum. The estimated 100,000 million board

feet of accessible timber in the Interior forests was being depleted at an aver-

.-- age rate of 1,084 million board feet annually. The Coastal depletion far exceeded

the growth increment because of the large areas of forest which were not adding

increment but, in the Interior, increment was exceeding depletion because of the

large area of immature forests which were adding increment. As a result of these

situations, Sloan concluded that a sustained yield programme was not possible on

*the Coast until the mature forests were replaced by young growing stock. It was

estimated that, if the Coastal forests were grown on a sixty year rotation that

the annual cut which would be allowed must not exceed 35,000 million'board feet

during the ensuing ten years. The Douglas fir stands would be cut out in about

thirty years, resulting in a higher production of hemlock and cedar affecting saw

mill design and operation and :equiring increased trade extention activities.

Hemlock logs should be made subject to grading, achieving, at the same time, in

creases in the rates of royalty and hemlock for export markets would require custom

dry kilns.

The reduction of logging and sawmill waste and its utilisation were

economic imperatives. Sloan found, however, that standard sawmills and pulp and

paper mills were, generally, of high standard and were adapting their processes

to meet the exigencies of the future. Portable mills, on the other hand, should

be licensed but, as we have seen,the Government did not implement this recommend

ation. Finally, Sloan noted that forest tenures and the carrying charges which

the holder was required to p~ for them required revision insofar as the existing

system encouraged the liquidation of the forest and discouraged the practice of

private forestry.

The Commissioner stated the objective of future forest management, a

summarized version of which is:

To change from the existing system of unmanaged and unregulated liquidation of

the forested areas to a planned and regulated policy of forest management, leading

eventually to a programme ensuring a sustained yield from all of the productive

land area. When accomplished all benefits, direct and indirect, of a sustained

yield management policy would be realised provided that the multiple purpose of

the forests was reoognised as an aim as important as balancing cut and increment.

Sloan defined "sustained yield" as /la perpetual yield of wood of commercially

usable quality from .regional areas in yearly or periodic quantities of equal or in

oreasing volume." He did not feel that the practice of silviculture was a necessary

*This was not aotually so. Sloan appears to have believed that sustained yield
forestry could only take effect when the forest was in a condition in which
equalised annual or periodic cuts could be removed. This is a rather common
misconception of sustained yield which is actually in effect when the objective
of management is the achievement of equalised annual or periodic cuts. Sloan
mClJ" have had in mind the rapid removal of the overmature forests to improve
the increment. Such a course is oompatible with sustained yield forestry pro
vided that the objective of achieving a normal forest and equalised annual or
periodic out by a selected target date is followed.
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or essential ingredient of the definition although recognising that silviculture

can, and will, increase the yield from a given area. In his reference to "multiple

purpose" he included watershe~rotection, stream flow, and run-off control, preven

tion of soil erosion, provision of recreational and scenic areas and wildlife con
servation.

(---- Chief Justice Sloan concluded his report with a series of recommendations

on how the objective of sustained yield should be achieved. In the first place,

the continuation of the supply of inadequate funds for fire protection would mean

that any plans for managing the forests would be foredoomed to failure and the

Commissioner assumed, therefore, that the Government would provide ample funds to

the Forest Service for fire protection throughout the province. Four possible

sources of financing for fire proteotion were enumerated: from the forest revenue'
, ,

from the general provincia~ revenue by wq of increased grants; from the Dominion

Government in the form of grants and lastly, 1f necessary, by increasing the fire

protection tax on industry. There was a need for a widely distributed system of

stations reporting essential wee-ther data daily or twice daily during periods of

extreme danger, to a central office. He suggested a series of responses by the

central office according to the degree of ~azard which was reported and "these res

ponses would lead in the most hazardous situation to total closure of the forests.

Whether or not a partial or complete closure order was issued, any logging operation

at which the relative humidity dropped to a reading of thirty should oease immediately

and take the men out o£ the woods. It should also be compulsory, Sloan felt, for

an operator to maintain, in the area where the logging was being conducted, one or

more hygro~eters with ~tomatic devices recording the relative humidity readings.

In conjunction with these steps, Sloan ad.ded that forest roads on which the Forest

Service had expended money should be private and not public highwqs, so as to

permit the Service to debar publio use when it was desirable to discourage travel in

the woods. Strategioally located airstrips and additional ac'cess roads were also

recoumended.

As we have seen, it was estimated that one million acres on the Coast and

nineteen million acres in the Interior were not restocking satisfactorily and Sloan

recommended that, on the coast, 400,000 acres should be replanted within the ensuing

twenty-five years. He also reCOlJlJ1ended that the logger who did not wish to retain

his lands for the practioe of sustained yield production should be t~lowed! to!e.lect,

to p~sue one of two courses. Either he should submit his cutting plan to the Forest

Service for approval, or else deposit whatever awn might be deemed sufficient to

plant 'the acreage logged if the logging methods he chose to pursue did not result

in regeneration. If the cutting plan was approved by the Forest Service the logger's

obligation was thereby fulfilled. When he ,oaoee to cut on an unapproved plan his,

deposit would be retained for at ,least eight years and if, at the -end of that per

iod, new growth had appeared to a degree satisfactory to the Forest Service, his

deposit would be refunded. If regeneration was not satisfactorily established then

the Forest Service would plant the blanks with the fund deposited. Any surplus

monies ought to remain the property of the Forest Service to be expended on any

areas over which the cost of planting had exceeded the sum of the deposit. In that

sense, the deposit was to be regarded in the nature of a penalty and forfeited to
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the Crown. In principle, Sloan felt that these provisions should apply to all

forms of tenure.

Because the existing system of temporary alienations offered operators

no encouragement to treat their lands as permanent tree farm~roducingcontinuous

crops, industry was forced to "cut out and get out." To correct the situation

the Commissioner recommended as a first step, the creation of a form of tenure per

mitting the operator to retain possession in perpetuity of the land currently held

under temporary forms of alienation, upon condition that he maintain the lands

continuously productive and regulated the cut on a sust ained yield basis. However,

the existing holdings of timber of operators was not large enough to permit them,

individually, to maintain an economic production of lwnber, if they were compelled

to cut on a sustained yield basis, at least \Ultil the end of the next sixty-year

rotation. To overcome this problem, the Commissioner saw as the only practical

solution, the allocation of Crown timber to supplement areas already allocated so

that the oombined area of private and Crown acreage should, on the second rotation ,

produce enough timber on a sust~ned yield basis to maintain production of the

manufacturing unit on a profitable basis in perpetuity. This form of tenure was

to be called "the private working circle." In point of fact, as will be described

later, this recommendation led to the formation of "forest management licences,"

a name later changed to "tree farm lioences."

The obstacles to the practice of private forestry were, in the main, the

uncertainties of 'future markets, the risk of fire and existence of burdensome

taxation. In the field of taxation, the Commissioner felt that owners of revertible

tenures should be pe.mUted to retain the land" when classified as best suited for

the purpose of tree farming, at a nominal annual licence of one cent per acre, plus

the fire proteotion tax and subject to' a yield tax of l2~ of prevailing stumpage

values pqable when the final crop, or any interim cutting thereof, was harvested.

The Dominion Government should also be prepared to facilitate the development by

allowing the operator to charge current operations with all reasonable costs incurred

during each year in the reforestation of logged-off lands under his control or

management, thereby gaining a Dominion tax advantage.

In addition to the "private working circles", Sloan recommended the form

ation of "public working circles." These could be areas to supply the open log

market on the coast or small manufacturing plants with timber on a sustained yield

basis; a merger of private 'holdings whose owners had no plant but desired to prac

tice sustained yield forestry; areas managed on a sustained yield b~sis by municipal

authorities or areas designated for watershed protection or other multiple forest

use. The "private working circle" was thus to be created as an appurlenSlloy to a

manufacturing plant whereas the "public working circle" was not to be appurtenant

to any particular plant.

The report dealt next with the special problems of the Interior where

values other than timber production could require special study and the application

of logging methods best suited to the maintenanoe of the working circle for its

paramount economic use and value. Then too, limitations would be imposed on size

and other aspects of working circles by the necessity to transport logs by road

to the conversion plant and the absence of any open log market. In spite of the
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fact that overall increment in the Interior exceeded the depletion, nevertheless

areas near settled communities were being overcut, for example, the area contri

butory to Cranbrook in the West Kooten~. To solve this problem and prevent the

construction of mills with a higher combined production capacity than the contri

butory forest area could supply, the Co~missioner (on the suggestion of the

Interior Lumber Manufacturers Association) recommended that all existing opera

tions should be licenced by the Government and no new operations should be licenced

until the aVailability of timber in the area affected was sufficient to guarantee

the maintenance of that operation in perpetuity. Sloan said:

"Ghost towns in the Interior bear distressing and silent witness to
the past policy of too many mills cutting out areas that would have
supported in perpetuity, on a system of planned management the
potential capacity of probably half of them." '

In order to b~oaden the areas contributory to mills supporting permanent

Interior settlements, the Crown should build roads to currently inaccessible tim
ber stands at the Crown's expense.

Recognising that th.e organisation of Coast and Inte.rior working circles

would take time, the Commissioner estimated that, by 1955 (at which time he suggested

another Royal Commission to survey the situation), the Province should be well under

w~ toward a planned system of forest management. One of the proposals made to him,

that the Coastal Region should be treated as a single working circle, on the grounds

that local overcutting could then occur, was rejected because it would result in

social and economic dislocation.

Sloan was of the opinion that a semi-autonomous Forestry Commission should

be created to administer the forests and the practice of forestry in British

Columbia. He was strongly supported in his view by the forest industry. The major

reason which he advanced was the long-range planning required to convert from for

est liquidation and depletion to sustained yield management.

"This kind of planning has as its concomitant, long-range financing.
The present system of annual appropriations from the general revenue,
for which the Forest Service must compete with other spending depart
ments of Government is subject to vagaries in general business activ
ity, the exigencies of short-term financing and the uncertainty of
money supply due to temporal variations in Governmental receipts avail
able for departmental allocations. These factors coupled with recurrent
periods of transitory demands for increased expenditures in social and
economic fields unrelated to forestry have in the past and will in the
future, under the present system, retard if not frustrate any long-term
policy of forest management."

In connection with Sloan's proposals it is interesting that the constitu

tional limitations placed on British Columbia required that all public monies from

revenue must be paid into the Consolidated Revenue Fund to be appropriated for the

public service of the Province as the Legislature might direct. Sloan was proposing

to circumvent this restriction by placing the Forest Service under a commission

empowered to collect all direct forest revenues and to expend all or part of it

as necessary.

It was proposed that the commission should have two main purposes, Firstly,

it would formulate and administer a long-term system of planned forest management

and forest industry regulation. Secondly, it would supply the machinery for long

range financing divorced from the system of annual departmental appropriation from

general revenue. The commission would have jurisdiction over all aspects of forestry
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within the Province, all extraction operations and conversion industries. These

powers would extend to multiple forest uses that were an essential part of forest

management. It was suggested that the commission should also include in its

functions research designed to establish secondary industry manufacturing wood

products. It was intended that the commission should receive all forms of direct

forest revenue including grants from the Crown, federal or provincial, to the fire

protection fund. It would have jurisdiction to assess the forest industries and

collect whatever taxation levies might be found necessary to meet the financial

requirements of the commission should the direct forest revenue prove inadequate

and general provincial revenue be not available. The commission itself would be

composed of not more than five and not less than three members, the Deputy Minister

of Forests to be a member but not the chairman. No members would be appointed

as representatives of any branch of the forest industries. The commission should

not be composed "solely of experts in the multifarious sciences relat~ng to for

estry or forest economics." The appointments of the commissioners would be for

at least ten years. Industry would advise the commission through a council of

representatives from the extraction and manufacturing organisations of the indus

try. The commission would take" over all the powers then exercised by the Forest

Service, with the Forest Service becoming responsible to the commission. Finally,

the commission could receive appeals from decisions of the Forest Service and

insofar as the determination of questions of fact or mixed questions of fact and

law were concerned, the findings of the commission would be absolute and final.

On questions of law alone, appeals from the commission to the courts would be

permitted upon a case stated by the commission. It would be obligatory for the

commission to state a case for the opinion of the court upon the request of any

person whose interests were adversely affected by any decision in point of law

by the commission. Whilst the recommendations for forming a Forestry Commission

in the Province and for Forestry Fund financing m~have appeared to be revolu

tionary, in other countries of the Commonwealth and the world these devices are

well established and highly regarded as solutions to the special problems of

forest administration and financing.

Sloan recognised the importance of proper forestry educatiol'l. As a

result, he recommended that the Department of Forestry of the Univerisity of British

Columbia should be raised to the status ~f a faculty, the teaching staff increased,

and a properly equipped building be erected. The University curricula should pro

vide more intensive training in forestry subjects during the first four years in

stead of postponing the study of forest sciences until the fifth year, as was the

practice in 1945. Buildings, facilities, and money should be provided at the

Pitt Lake Forest for increased practical field instruction and more intensive

silvicultural practice and research. In point of fact, the university forest for

this purpose was later established at Haney. Also, consideration should be given

to suggestions of the student body at the University that students must work for

at least two summers in the forests or forest industries before being granted a

degree of Bachelor of Science of Forestry (B.S.F.) and that only one undergraduate

degree (B.S.F.) should be granted with opportunities for post-graduate work leading

to degrees of Master of the Science of Forestry (M.S.F.) and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)

Sloan wanted an emphasis to be placed by Governments on research into all

forestry matters: and, in the fields of forest pathology and entymology, he wanted to

see a closer cooperation between the Forest Service and the Dominion Government

Officials established.

The report gave general consideration to the question of watershed pro

tection, mentioning the irrigation requirements of the Okanagan Valley, the necessity
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of maintaining even stream flows in streams in which salmon spawn, the water

requirements of stock-raisers in the Interior, and the use of water for domestic
and power purposes.

In the evidence presented to Sloan, complaints had been made, referring

to the Interior of the Province, that the practice of selling Crown timber to the

highest bidder meant that an operator who had built an expensive road system faced

the possibility of another Purchaser outbidding him for Crown timber, contiguous

to his operation. The proposed new systems of tenure would solve this problem

but, during the transition period until creation. of the new tenures, Sloan had

no hesitation in recommending that the operator who had pioneered and "opened

it up should; ;where practicable, have reward for his effort in having allocated

to him at & fair price Crown stumpage on those areas which are contiguous to or

advantageously located near his operation. tI The same principle would' apply to

the Coast where circumstances warranted it.

The orchardists of the Interior, mainly those of the Okanagan Valley,

had expressed concern that pond,rosa pine was being overcut. As we have noted,

preViously, it actually was. Apple-growers were using about seven million boxes

per year and ponderosa pine was a favourite material for these boxes, although its

lumber brought a higher price in other ~arkets. Sloan recommended replanting,

allocation of the remaining and available stands to Interior manufacturers of box

shook aM~~ possibl,-, price regulation and subsidy measures •. Virtually nothing

was done to ,im.l?lement ~his recommendationfand wooden boxes were largely replaced by
corrugated purp contuners.

The problems of grazing have been reviewed and Sloan recommended immedi-

ate regulatory controls to prevent over-grazing. He regretted that the Dominion

range experiment sub-station, at Tranquille near Kamloops had discontinued its

activities in 1940, after five years of experimental work, and recommended that
:-f:O ,-

another station be established either b,y the Provincial Government alone, or in

collaboration with the Dominion Departmentiof Agriculture. The Dominion range exper

iment sub-station was later re-opened.

In the Interior Wet Belt there were, and are, considerable areas of very

decadent stands of western red ced~ and western hemlock, chiefly in the Nelson,

Revelstoke, and Big Bend areas. He recommended that these stands should be sold

at a nominal stumpage without reservation of royalty or, perhaps in areas in which

western white or ponderosa pine would constitute the greater part of the next crop,

to subsidize operations toclearout the decadent stands.

A suggestion had been made to fonn a separate forest administration for

the Interior but Sloan rejected this idea and reconmended instead the creation of

an Interior advisory council. Representatives of logging lumber interests, water

users such as stockmen, farmers, and orchardists, and perhaps trappers would be

included. This body would fonnulate reoommendations in a spirit of mutual coopera

tion and present them to the proposed tore.stry oommission.

Dr. C.D. Orohard, Chief Forester and Deputy Minister of Forests,gave

the opinion that the Forest Act should be broadened to permit the use of the cubic

foot scale as well as the board foot scale of measurement and the Commissioner

agreed with this suggestion. However, he did not agree that it should be made

mandatory in measuring pulpwood volumes.
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The question of the administration of Provincial parks had been raised.

The Commissioner recommended that parks created under the Land Act should be

administered b.Y the Forest Service and he opposed the creation of a Parks Board,

since he felt that Forest Servioe administration would permit a close integration

between all forest uses in the park areas.

~ The question of a Severenoe Tax on Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railwq lands

was the subject of the reoommendation by Sloan but this is described later when

dealing with Federal-Provinoial relations.

The report of the 1945 Royal Commission was a land mark in the history

of British Columbia forestry, the policy· governing it and its administration. It

ma.v be said that its major result was the adoption by the Province of a policy of

practicing sustained yield forestry. A number of the other recommendations, for

example, that of forming a forestr,y commission, were not adopted and still more

implemented in a form different from that which the Commissioner had suggested.

Nevertheless, it can be regarded as the start of an era in which definite attempts

were made to introduce better or$anisation and regulation into provincial forestr,y.

This era is, in fact, still continuing and many of the problems noted by Sloan in

1945 have still not been satisfactorily resolved. In the follOWing chapters, the

attempts to achiev,good forestry in the Province are described.
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CHAPl'ER NINE

The Period From 1946 - 1970
The Forest Act of 1945

~lith the end of the Second World War and the report of the 1945 Royal

Commission on Forestr,y , the Province was to enter into the modern era of the

development of sustained yield forestr,y. The activities of the Forest Service are

governed by th~orest Act and it is useful, at this point, to review some of the

provisions of the Forest Act of 1945.52 Then, as now,53 the Act provided the

Forest Service with jurisdiction and control over, and the administration of, all

matters relating to or connected with forestry. These are general powers and the

Forest Service was specificially given jurisdiction to control and regulate, receive

and administer, or make and enforce (subject to the current Provincial Statutes),

the following:

All the rights, properties, interests~ olaims, and demands of the
Crown in right of the Province in Crown timber;

All revenues and monies of the Crown in right of the Province arising
from forestry, Crown 1:imber, .and grazing;

Conservation of forests;

Reforestat ion;

Prevention of forest fires;

Sales and dispositions of Crown timber;

Cutting, olassifying, measuring, manufacturing, branding, and exporting
of trees, timber, and produots of the forest; and

Statutes, rules, and regulations relating to the regulation of forestry,
the proteotion of forest.p" t and the grazing of Crown lands.

In the exercise of any of these powers or duties oonnected with matters under its

jurisdiction, the Forest Servioe is empowered to enter into or upon -any lands or

premises, other than dwellings.

The 1945 Act provided for the prevention of trespass upon Crown timber

lands and its provisions have remained virtually unchanged since. The cutting of

timber without a lice.uca· '.is. prohibited and a finanoial penalty is provided where

unlawful cutting has occurred, although travellers and explorers are exempted where

they are providing for -their bona fide needs. Timber which has been unlawfully cut

m8\Y, of course, be seized and where it is aixed with other timber, the whole of the

mixed timber is held to be cut unlawfully. If the timber cannot be recovered, the

person who cut and removed it must PSI to the Crown a sum of money, in lieu of

stumpage and royalty, of' an amount tha.t the Minister of Lands and Forests determines.

To enforce this, the Crown m8\Y recover the sum by court action or through a lien

upon a speoified variety of property. The burden of proof in cases of trespass re

quires the defendant to prove his authority to cut or remove the timber and the

person seizing the timber or prosecuting need only show that he is employed or

cutting under the authority of the Forest Aot.

An important part of the 1945 Aot dealt with the disposition of timber

by the Crown. The Minister was empowered, at the instance of an applicant, or of

his own volition, to advertise for sale and sell by public competition a lioence to

cut and remove cmy Crown timber which was subject to disposition by the Crown. The
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potential purchaser had to offer to pay to the Crown, in addition to all the

royalties and taxes, the costs incurred by the Forest Service in cruising, sur

veying and advertising the proposed timber limit. The offer also included stum

page which could not be less than the upset price fixed by the Minister, and an

annual rental based on the acreage of the licence. The cost of cruising could

include, at the discretion of the Minister, a sum to cover the actual and neces

sary expenses incurred by the original applicants of the licence which would

then be paid over to or allowed as a deduction to the original applicant, depend

ing on whether or not he was successful in the public competition. In the case

of sales of timber in which the stumpage due to the Crown was less than $1,000.00,

the Minister was authorized to remit the cruising, surveying and advertising

costs, the annual rental and forest protection tax and he could make the sale

at his discretion in any way he saw fit. In addition to all this, the Minister

had discretionar,y powers to reject any Or all of the offers made for the purchase

of a licence. If no offers to purchase a licence were received, the Minister

could sell upon the original ~erms and conditions without any further advertise

ment, except that the original applicant's preliminary cruising costs were not

payable by the purchaser. Whilst the Minister thus has the power to put up

timber for sale on his own volition, the approach has almost always been taken

that the industr,y should apply for timber in locations of the industr,y's choice.

There may be advice or direction from the Forest Service but, fundamentally,

the choice has been and is that of industry. This system will eventually prove

to be a major setback to rational forest management and increased control or

outright allocation by the FOrest Service is to be expected in the future.

Under Part V of the "Forest Act" where the timber sold was chiefly

valuable for wood pulp, the licence was described as a "pulp licence. 1t The

potential purchaser had to have a wood pulp or paper mill of suitable capacity

or could be required to bond $50,000.00 and any other guarantee required by the

Minister, with the Government, '&hie a guarantee that such a mill would be built

within a specified period. The pulp licences issued, as we have noted previ

ously, were appurtenant to a particular mill and could not exceed, at any one

time, thirty years supply of pulp wood for that mill. If the mill did not

operate or was not built to specification within the agreed time, the licence

would become null and void unless the Minister consented to the closure of the

mill or agreed to defer its construction completion date. The annual rental of

a pulp licence was one-half of the rental payable on a timber licence, although

when timber suitable for sawmillingwas cut Or removed from one, full rental was

payable. Each 15,000 board feet of timper was taken as the equivalent of one

acre when setting the rental. Royalty was also payable on saw t iJriber. Pulp

licences were not actually issued after 1907, except by conversion of Special

Timber Licences.

In the case of a licence being issued to cut dead timber, stump WOOd,

or wood suitable for turpentine and other distillates, the Minister could reduce

rental to not less than half the amount payable on a timber licence. Also, where

any lands were not timber lands (as defined in Section 45 of the Land Act) rental

on these lands was one-half the amount payable on the timber licence.
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The Minister could also dispose of timber under the. Act of 1945, by
Hand Loggers' Licences, a provision which was repealed in 1966. These licences
were personal to an individual on the Provincial Voters List or to an Indian
specified under the "Provincial Elections Act." The area proposed for the

licence had to be inspected and approved by a Forest Service officer prior to

~- granting the licence. The holder of the licence could not use machinery operated

other than by muscular power and he was subject to slash disposal and fire prev

ention regulations. The annual fee for a Hand Logger's Licence was $25.00.

Another method of timber disposal by the Crown applied to the case of

a pre-emptor or purchaser of Crown land who wished to cut, remove, or dispose of

the timber standing on the land. In these cases, the Minister was empowered to

issue a permit, under any terms and conditions which he prescribed, allowing the

operation to take place. The pre-emptor or purchaser was required to pqy royalty

on the timber cut.

In the case of free miners, actual settlers who were occupiers of agri

cultural lands, persons cutt~ng cordwood for personal use as domestic fuel,

actual settlers who for periods of six months had made use of lands purchased

from the Crown and pre-emptors who were complying with the provisions of the

"Land Act" and who were cutting cordwood, pulpwood, or fence posts for sale,

the Minister could issue a free-use permit. A free-use permit was personal,

could only be issued for a maximum area of 160 acres and a maximum period of one

year and it was only issued to an applicant who did not have enough timber on

the land which he owned or occupied for the purposes specified in the permit.

Again, the holder of a permit was subject to slash disposal and fire prevention

regulations.

Free-use permits could also be issued to a municipalty or organisation

charged with the care of unemployed and needy persons, provided that only these

persons were employed on the cutting and that proceeds from the sale of produce

were used only for unemployment relief.

The Minister could sell "resin-licences," by public auction, to permit

the cutting of trees for resin, provided that the lands in question were not part

of any application to purchase timber leases or timber licences. The annual ren

tal could not be less than two cents per acre and the licencee could not limit or

affect the disposition of lands or timber contained in the resin-licence. Subject

to the pqyment of a royalty (three-quarters of one cent per gallon), the Minister

could grant a timber lease or licence-holder a permit to tap trees on the lease

or licence for resin. Similarly, a permit could be issued to a pre-emptor of land

or to an applicant to purchase land. It appears that no resin licences or permits

were actually issued and the provision was repealed in 1966.
An important provision of the 1945 Act was that Crown lands could be

declared forest reserves by the Lieut enant-Governor in Council, by proclamat ion.

We have seen that by 1945 a large area of these reserves had in fact been created.

All land within a reserve was withdrawn from sale, settlement, or occupancy under

the provisions of the "Land Act" or "Taxation Act." Any part of the forest reserve

which was occupied, settled, or sold under the "Mineral Act," "Placer Mining Act"
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and "Coal and Petroleum Act" was subject to any conditions imposed by the Lieutenant

Governor in Council. The reserves were placed under the control and management of

the Minister for the "maintenance of the timber growing thereon, for the protection

of the water supply and for the prevention of trespass thereon." If a land owner

holding land within a reserve agreed, the Lieutenant-Governor in Council could ex

change this land for Crown land (other than timber land) outside a reserve. SimiJ~rly,

a timber leaseholder or timber limit-holder within a reserve could receive Crown

timber on a corresponding area of Crown land outside the reserve, where he agreed

to an exchange.

To meet the cost of development and protection of forest reserves, the

planting of community forest areas and the maintenance of the growth of continuous

crops of timber, there was established in the Provincial Treasury the "Forest Reserve

Account." This account was to receive annually from the Consolidat~d Revenue Fund
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an amount equal to 3% of the annual gross rec~ipts from timber royalty or tax and

stumpage. The Minister of' Finance made p~ents from this account on vouchers

certified by the Minister of Lands and Forests. Expenses which were incurred in

experimental or demonstration cutting or removal of trees, timber, forest products,

brush, or debris in forest reserves were p~able out of the fund and monies re

ceived by the Crown f'rom the sale of trees, timber, or forest products from the

reserve were credited to the', RoresvReserve Fund.

In the event of war, the Minister, with the approval of' the Lieutenant

Governor in Council was empowered to suspend the Act and regulations relating to

cruising, advertising, or the competitive sale of' Crown timber or forest products

where they were urgently needed for war purposes. Timber which was standing on

coal leases, coal licences, or mineral claims, where Crown grants of surface rights

had not been issued, could be sold without compensation to the 1icendee or lessee.

Also, ~ condition or provision of' the timber sale contract likely to retard pro

duction or create waste of needed war materials could be suspended or cancelled.

The British Government or ita ~ent, on p~ent of stumpage and royalty was author

ised to export pit props or mining timber to Great Britain, the stumpage and royalty

being refUndable where "they were used for war purposes.

The 1945 Act contained provisions for the renewal, f'or twenty-one year

periods, of' the timber leases granted prior to the 27th of Februar,y, 1912, and

which were duly surrendered and renewed under the provisions ,of the 111and Act

Amendment Act', 1901. 11 As described elsewhere, there was no provision for the

issue of' more of these leases.

Within special timber licences,where a dispute arose between holders

as to the areas to which they were entitled, priority of location was the deter

mining.factor. The licence-holder held rights of' property to trees, timber, and

lumber cut within the limits of the licence and he could seize pursuant to these

rights any of these items in the possession of' an unauthorized person and insUtute

action to prosecute trespassers or other of'fenders to punishment and recover any

damaged involved. Licence-hC?lders who had observed the appropriate provincial

sta.tutes were entitled to have their licences made transferable and renewed from

year to year so long as there was enough merchantable timber left to make the

licence commercially valuable. In this co~~otion, the Minister could require the

holder to cruise the timber to evaluate the commercial value of the licence. The

special 'timber 1ioence was subject to tax and royalty and terms, conditions, regu

lations and restrictions imposed by a statute or an order in oouncil. In addition,

an annual renewal fee of' $140.00 west of the Cascade Mountains or $100.00 in all

other oases was charged. There were certain exceptions to this particular fee.

If the Minister considered that the whole or any part of the land within the special

timber licence was fit for and required for settlement, he could require the licence

holder to remove the timber within a. specified period of time and open the land for

settlement or sale. The Minister could also require proper definition of' timber
(HJe. ..

lease hold,or limit the boundaries on the ground,or/a re-survey at the licence-
) Il "1'k./atk,j"

holder's expense. If the licence-holder did not do ~J when he was instructed,

the Minister could cause it to be done, after which the Crown held a lien for the

expenses of the survey and the expenses of seizure, detention, or sale incurred in
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enforcing the lien on the sawmills, engines, logging plant and equipment of the

lease hold or limit-holder.

The Minister with the approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council

could create pulp districts where he considered that this w0111.d securew!~~eeR~akT~o CGr1

lishment or continuance in operation of a woodpulp or paper mill and/that a pUlp/sLcY'c

district would aid in land development and conservation and perpetuation of the

timber concerned. A special timber licence which became included in a pulp dis-

trict, which was suitable for the manufacture of woodpulp and which was held by

the owner of a woodpulp or paper mill could be converted into a pulp licence.

Certain other restrictions as to the size of the district and the quantity of

timber which might be cut, were made. The Powell River Company Limited and Pacific

Mills Limited were pennitted to sublet, -assign : It or transfer a pulp licence

obtained in this wq between each other. Crown timber, within a pulp district,

which was tributary to a pulp licence and fonned part of the same logging unit

or was tributary to an existing pulp mill, could be reserved by the Minister for

the use of the holder of the ~icence or the operator of the pulp mill and sold to

the holder from time to time to enable him to complete operations in that logging

unit. However, the needs of established local .industries and industries essential

to the welfare of the community which were dependant on Crown timber could be met

by providing exceptions and conditions on the reserve timber, if the Minister con

sidered it to be necessar,y. Similarly, these industries could acquire timber from

a pulp district where the 1atteJ{was not,tributary to an existing pulp mill and

where most of the timber in the district was Crown timber. We have seen that the

1945 Forest Act provided for the exohange of special timber licences within a pulp

distriot for a pulp licence, subject to certain conditions. In addition, where the

timber in any special timber lioenoe was of greater value for woodpulp manufacture

than lumber manufacture, it could be exchanged for a pulp licence covering the

same land, provided that the holder" was. the owner of an operating woodpulp or

paper mill.

Under certain conditions, a pulp lease issued under the provisions of

Seciii.on 9 of the "Forest Act Amendment Act, 1914" in renewal of a prior lease issued

under the provisions of Section 6 of Chapter 30 of the statutes of 1901, or under

the provisions of Seotion 14 of the "Forest Act Amendment Act, 1936,11 could be ex

changed for a special timber licence. To do this the lease had to contain chiefly

Douglas fir, cedar or other species unsuitable for the manufacture of woodpiilp or

paper. The holder also had to pq the difference in rentals retroactively to the

time of issuance of the pulp lease.

Actually, the bulk of these provisions and powers were not used since no

pulp districts were actually fonned. The whole question of the disposal of Crown

timber was to undergo radical revision. Starting in 1945, a whole series of new

tenures has been developed and these developments are still continuing at the

present dq.

In a mountainous countr,y such as British Columbia, the pattern of settle

ment has tended to be in the valley bottoms, where the land is usually more level

and suitable for agriculture. Consequently, most of the private land which was

obtained either for agriculture or urban settlement Iq in the valley bottoms. These
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private lands could frequently lie between a forest area and the manufacturing

plant to which the logs would be transported. ~he Forest Act of 1945 specified

that, for the carriage and transport of timber and products of the forest, any

land could be taken and used for a right-of-wq for, or by, or on behalf of the

person wishing to transport, without the consent of the owner of the land, or of

any person having an interest in the 'rand. However, when this transportation

involved the construction, operation and maintenanoe of a logging railwq, entry

could only be effected upon a highw~ with the consent of the Minister of Public

WOl.'ks or, where the highw~ was within a municipality, with the authorization of

a municipal by-law. The breadth of the right-of-wq which could be taken without

consent of the owner was forty feet plus an additional width, where necessary, to

accommodate the slope and side ditches. Since these were provincial provisions,

they did not apply to lands under Dominion jurisdiction or to Indian'reserves.

Basically, they have been virtually unchanged up to the present da.v.

Royalty was pqable, in 1945, on timber cut upon Crown lands or upon

lands held under pre-emption e~tr,y and record, or upon lands Crown-granted on or

subsequent to 7th April, 1887, subject to the provisions of the "Timber Royalty

Act" as follows:

(a) Timber suitable for lumber and shingles-50ft per thousand board feet
but where the timber consisted of shingle bolts, royalty was 25ft per
cord.

(b) Timber suitable for piles and poles--lf6 per four lineal feet.

(c) Timber suitable for hewn railwq ties or for mining props or lagging
-50f6 per cord.

(d) All other timber. wood, or bark--25f6 per cord.

The Lieutenant-Governor in Council could remit the royalty upon wood actually con

sumed for experimental purposes by a corporation engaged in manufacturing distillates

and other by-products from wood, Crown-granted land which was acquired .by virtue

of a pre-emption claim recorded prior to 7th April, 1887, or by an applioation to

purchase made under th~ "Land Act, 1884t
• or under any other land act before 7th

April, 1887, where exempted from pqment of the royalties given above.

However, Section 57 of the Act amended the rates of royalty expressed

above, for timber cut upon Crown lands or upon lands held under pre-emption entr,y

and reoord or upon lands Crown-granted subsequent to 1st March, 1914, as follows:

(a) Timber suitable for lumber or shingles cut upon land situated west
of the Cascade Mountains;

(i) numbers one and two grades, in the Vancouver Forest District
$2.00 and $1.50 per thousand board feet respectively.

(H) numbers one and two grades, in the Prince Rupert Forest District
-$1.65 and $1.25 per thousand board feet respectively.

(iii)number three grade and species not specified in the (grade)
schedule irrespective of grade--60~er thousand board feet.

(b) Timber suitable for lumber or shingles cut upon lands situated east
of the Cascade Mountains;

(i) white pine~$1.50 per thousand board feet.

(ii) yellow (ponderos~ pine and spruce--$l.05 per thousand board feet.

(iii)all other species--60f6 per thousand board feet.

These rates had been introduced in January, 1941, were in force in 1945, and were

to continue until other rates were provided by or under act of the Legislature.
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Section 51 of the Act ~sub-section (4}7 also provided for a variety of

rates of royalty for poles and pilings; hewn railw~ ties; hewn mine ties; shingle

and other bolts; mining timber, mining props, caps, and lagging; shingle shakes;

fence posts and hop poles; car stakes; Christmas trees; cordwood; fuel logs and

other wood products.

"Pulpwood" was defined as timber which was cut into lengths not exceeding

four feet or cut upon land specified in a pulp licence or declared by the Minister 

to be pulpwood and, in all cases, was used in the manufacture of woodpulp and paper.

The royalty On this wood for lands Crown-granted On or before 1th April, 1881, and

prior to 2nd March, 1914, was 25ft per cord. For Crown lands, lands held under

pre-emption and record, and lands granted after 1st March, 1914, a royalty of 40ft

was p~able except where an existing pulp lease provided for another rate.

Instead of charging royalty for pulpwood on the basis descr1bed, the

Minister could, if he thought it to be desirable, charge on the mill product by

taking one ton of air-dry groundwood pulp or one-half ton of air-d~ chemical pulp

as the equivalent of a cord of ,Pulpwood. Alternatively, an equivalent royalty

could be paid by taking seven hundred board feet as the equivalent of one cord of

pulpwood. Again, one hundred cubic feet could be taken as the equivalent of a

cord, the cubic foot scale being determined by the scale of logs computed on the

mean diameter or diameter at the middle of each log.

Where standing timber had been killed by fire, resulting in a material

decrease in value and where the owner or holder had not negligently or by design

caused the damage, the Minister could (upon the recommendation of the Deputy

Minister) allow a rebate of up to one-half of the royalty p~able. All grant s

of Crown lands made before 25th April,190l to railw~ companies in aid of rail

w~ construction were subject to royalty.

The royalty on resin, as mentioned previously, was three-quarters of

one cent per gallon.

An important part of ~ forest administration lies in the legal methods

of measuring timber. The Forest Act of 1945 provided for both licenced scalers

and Official scalers to scale all timber cut in a lumbering operation prior to

sawing or export. The licenced scaler was employed and paid by the person carrying

on the lumbering operation and Was required to file an affidavit with the Forest

Service as to the proper performance of his duties. Official scalers were appointed

as members of the Civil SerVice, although their salaries could be paid from the

Scali~g Fund of the district and not by w~ of a yearly salary voted by the

Legislative Assembly. In practice, Official scalers carry out all of the scaling

west of the Cascade Mountains and for a limited number of companies east of the

Cascade Mountains. . . ,The: latter are not legally Official Scalers since no

official Scaling Districts exist east of the Cascade& Most of the scaling east of

the Cascades has been and is carried out by licenced scalers.

The Act also provided for a scaling fund for each district designated

for official scaling. All salaries, expenses and outgoings incurred in maintaining

the scaling service in each district was paid by the scaling fund of the district.

The Minister was empowered to set scaling fees at a level sufficient to meet the

actual cost of maintaining this scaling service and these fees, along with any

other receipts, were paid into the scaling fund. If the amount of credit in the
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fund was insufficient to meet liabilities, the Minister of Finance was required

to make the necessary advances from the Consolidated Revenue Fund. These advances

were repqyable by the Forest Service from scaling receipts.

A series of sections of the "Forest Act, 1945" provided for the marking

of all timber cut within the Province with registered timber marks issued or can

celled by the Forest Service upon authorisation of the Deputy Minister of Forests.

Sections 90 to 95 dealt with the subject of "manufacture within the

Province." In principle, all timber cut on Crown lands, or on lands granted after

12th March, 1906, by the Crown Provincial, or on lands held under pre-emption

record were required to be used or made into forest products within the Province.

All camps or premises connected with cutting and manufacturing of this timber

were to be located within the Province. The Crown could seize timber or boats

within Provincial waters, .suspected of contravening the foregoing requirements

and the onus of proof that no contravention had occurred was upon the owner,

holder, or any person in possession of the timber or boat.

The Lieutenant-Gover~or in Council COUld, however, permit the export

of any timber from the lands concerned under conditions and charges imposed by

him. These powers specifically included timber from areas adjacent to the bound

ary of the Province where this could not, for topographical reasons, be manufac

tured·within the Province.

Because .of the pre-occupation with and the public ~ttention given to

forest fires from the early dqys of white colonisation of British Columbia, a

considerable portion of the Forest Act of 1945 was occupied with this subject.

The forest protection provisions of the Act applied to all railwa;ys

constructed and operated within the Province and under Provincial Charter and

to all municipalities. A tlclose seasontl was established from 1st Mqy to 1st

October of eaph year, a season which could be extended by Proclamation in the

public interest. During this season, with certain exceptions, a fire could not

be prepared or started within one-half mile of any forest or logging slash, un

less a permit had been obtained from th~ Forest Service or other authorised

person.

The Lieutenant-Governor in Council was provided with strong powers

in that he could prohibit the issuing of permits in any part of the Province as

he thought fit and could exempt any portion of the Province from the forest pro

tection provisions of the Act, as he thought fit. During the close season, any

one who used explosives, dropped burning matches or tobacco ashes within a half

mile of any forest was required, without leaving the spot, to completely extinguish

any fire caused and he became liable for all Forest Service expenses in controlling

or extinguishing such a fire. It was mandatory for operators using a stationary or

portable engine or explosives within the one-half mile limit to maintain a watchman

at the place for at least two hours after cessation of operations. These engines,

including locomotives, traction engines, and logging engines were required to be

fitted with spark arresters and devices for preventing the escape of fire from ash

pans and fire boxes. Steam boats on any provincial lake or river must have a spark

arrester. Wood waste from manufacturing could not be destroyed during the close

season without the use of spark arresters on smoke stacks, chimneys or outlets

liable to emit sparks or, in "open" burning, with confining the burning, safeguarding
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surrounding property. In all cases of' engines, industrial or logging operations,

equipment such as tools, hoes, and other fire fighting appliances had to be main

tained on a scale and condition specified by regulation.
under Provincial Charter

In ccnnection with railw~sh the Minister was empowered to order ~ rail-

wa¥ comp~ to provide patrolmen for following trains and extinguishing fires (or,

if the company did not comply, to employ patrolmen and recover costs from the com

pany). He could also appoint Forest Service officers to act as supervisors to

these patrolmen, the cost of supervision being paid by the company.

In the case of a fire starting within three hundred feet of the railwB\Y

track, the railw~ company was presumed to be responsible and was required to fight

ana extinguish the fire, being given the right to enter upon any lands joining its

right-of-wa¥ for this purpose. Any expenses incurred by the Forest Service in

fighting and extinguishing ,the fire were charges against the railwa¥ company. If

these fires were not caused by the railwq company, they were permitted, under the

Act, to recover expenses from the Crown by court action or if the Minister was

satisfied that the company was not responsible, he would relieve them from further

liability and, where the company could not recover expense~rom the person causing

the fire, it was entitled to have these expenses borne by the Forest Protection

Fund.
RailwCl\Y companies who were completing construction of the track, were not

allowed to operate locomotives for passenger or freight traffic until they obtained

a certificate from the Minister, ceriifying that slash and debris were cleared

from the right-of-w8\Y and adjoining lands. Railwc\y construction could be super

vised by the appointment by the Minister, of the necessary number of patrolmen,

under a chief ranger. The railwa¥ company or its contractors was required,upon

demand of the chief ranger, to place as many of their employees at his disposal as

were needed to fight the fires along or adjacent to the line under construction,

at its own expense. The liability of railwa¥ companies was not confined to the

expenses of extinguishing fires •. If a fire was started by sparksetc, from a loco

motive or carriage and started on or spread to, lands adjacent to the right-of-wa¥,

the comp~ was liable to a fine of $1,000.00. It was a sufficient defence to

avoid conviction, however, if the company could show that it had followed the

Ministerts prescriptions for spark arresters and patrolmen and that no negligence

or violation of regulations by the servants of the company had occurred. For an

offence against the Act or violation of any regulation, the company was liable to

a penalty of $200.00.

In the case of logging railwB\Ys or other railwa¥s not under charter as a

common carrier, the operator was required to dispose of debris alongside the track

and,at the Ministerts direction, to maintain patrols after the passage of a locomo

tive. The Minister, if his instructions were not immediately followed, could have

the work done by the Forest Service. when the Crown would have a lien upon the

operator's equipment to recover the expenses, or could recover the expenses by

court action.

If an operation for the cutting or removal of trees or timber resulted in

the creation of slash, including brush and debris, the operator could be required

to dispose of it by burning. If this were not done upon demand, the Minister was
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empowered to do it at the expense of the operator. In the Vancouver Forest

District, however, the operator was obliged, at least once in each calendar year,

to dispose of both slash and dead standing trees by burning Or felling, with ap

propriate safeguards to prevent the spread of fire or damage to property. The

Deputy Minister, in these cases, was empowered to designate the time and manner

r P
- of slash and tree disposal, could require part or all of the slash to be left on

the ground and require measures to be taken by the operator, to safeguard forest

soil, seedlings, young trees, and standing timber from damage. The Deputy Minister

was also authorised to exempt any part of the Vancouver District from these dis

posal provisions and, if conditions were unsuitable or a bona fide attempt to

remove slash and dead, standing trees had failed, he could extend the time for

disposal to the next calendar year. If an operator failed to dispose of slash

or dead, standing trees or to take precautions and safeguards, he WC!S required to

p~ $5.00 per acre to the Forest Protection Fund, subject to the decision of the

Deputy Minister. If an operator who had paid this penalty subsequently carried

out disposal operations, with,the prior written consent of the Deputy Minister,

then the Minister could refund an amount not to exceed 75% of the penalty paid..

As an enforcement measure, the Crown was entitled to a lien on all engines, log

ging plant, equipment, material, cut-timber, wood and lands involved in an operation

in which slash and dead, standing trees were created or accumulated. The Crown

could also recover costs by court action. In addition to the foregoing penalties,

the operator in the Vancouver District, who failed to take reasonable precautions

and safeguards in slash and tree disposal was guilty of an offence and liability

to p~ all Forest Service expenses incurred in controlling and extinguishing the

fire where it spread or threatened to spread, beyond the area required to be burned.

When an operation in the Vancouver District was creating or accumulating

slash or dead standing trees on logged areas, then the Minister could, at any

time, require the person carrying on the operation to make a cash security deposit.

The deposit was refundable if the disposal conditions were satisfactorily met,

otherwise the Deputy Minister retained all or part of it to carry out the slash

disposal. Failure to p~ a deposit within a specified time period made the operator

liable to a penalty of $5.00 per acre on the area of slash and dead standing trees

--the area being determined by the Deputy ~inister.

Where the Deputy Minister considered it to be inadVisable, by reasons of

war or national defence conditions, or labour factors arising from these conditions,

he could relieve the 'operator of the obligation to dispose of dead standing trees.

Applicants for this kind of relief were required to p~ $4.00 per acre for each

acre of "unbroken, logged area" but could recover this sum of they subsequently

felled the trees within one calendar year after the 31st December next following

the conclusion of the(second world) War. If the Forest Service felled them at

any time, no refund was available. The $4.00 per acre was credited to the Forest

Protection Fund and used by the Forest Service for the disposal of dead standing

trees on the exempted areas or elsewhere within the Vancouver Forest District, as

decided by the Deputy Minister.

Section 114 of the "Forest Act, 1945" specified at least some of the

precautions and safeguards which the Minister could require. Debris caused by any
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lumbering or other industrial operation which endangered forests or timber could

result in a requirement for the operator to cut down all dead trees and stubs and

establish a fire-guard around the area. Every camp, mine, sawmill, portable or

stationary engine within a half mile of a forest was to have a space surrounding

it cleared of inflammable debris and maintained in that condition. Every person

clearing their right-of-way for any road, trail, telephone, telegraph, power or

pipeline, tcte road, ditch, or flume was required to pile and burn on the right-o

way all slash as rapidly as the clearing could best be carried out; subject to

weather conditions, at the direction of the Minister, and, during the close season,

under permit from the Forest Service. The felling of trees or brush on land owned

by another person was prohibited. Finally, anyone causing accumulations of inflam

mable debris within three hundred feet of a railway right-of-way was required to

pile it immediately and, subject to the provisions of the Act, burn' it. The

Minister was empowered in the event of failure of the operator, to carry out the

requirements of Section 114, whereupon the Crown acquired a lien for the expenses

concerned on specified proper~y of the person in default or could recover costs by

court action.

The Minister also had the general power to declare any inflammable

material which endangered life or property a public nuisance and could require

the immediate removal or abatement of the nuisance by the owner, occupier, or

person conducting operations for the cutting or removal of .forest material from

the land.

There were also a number of requirements connected with fire fighting

itself. It was the duty of every adult resident of the Province who found a fire

within one-half mile of the forest to do his utmost to prevent the spread of the

fire and to report it to the Forest Service by the quickest possible means. In

the case of a fire burning on or across land on which a person was conducting

land clearing, lumbering, industrial, engineering, or construction operation, he

was required, no matter where or by whom the fire was started, to attempt to control

and extinguish it, using up to the total nUmber of men employed by him. If a

Forest Service officer required it, the occupier was obligated to place these men

at the officer's disposal for fire fighting and was required to pay for their

services. Where the fire had not started on the occupied land but burned onto it,

provided that the requirements of the Act concerning the foregoing fire fighting

obligations were met, the Forest Service had been notified immediately, and fire

protection taxes had been paid, then the total amount expended by the occupier

on fire fighting was borne by the Forest Protection Fund except that the amounts

allowed for wages could not exceed the rates prescribed by the Forest Service for

such work. An occupier who did not follow the above requirements or who, without

Forest Service consent, continued his operation or resumed it before the fire was

out was liable for all expenses of all parties fighting the fire. Where the fire

started on occupied land, the occupier was required to fight it at his own expense.

If the Minister considered that safety of life and property was endangered

through a hazardous forest cover condition or the occurrence or spread of a forest

fire, he 'could declare the area a closed district. Under these circumstances, no

travelling, camping, fishing, hunting, recreation, prospecting for minerals or

similar activity was permitted without a Forest Service permit. All operations
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within one-half mile of any forest were debarred. However, permanent residents

and land owners gaining access to or egress from their property, persons travelling

on public highwqys or engaged in operations not specified, were unaffected by the
closure.

Within a closed district a Forest Service officer, authorised by the

Minister, could take any action he considered necessar,y to control fires and safe

guard life and property. He could also summon any male person, aged between 18

and 60 years, for fire fighting. Trainmen, telegraphers, dispatchers on duty,

medical practitioners and persons physically unfit were excluded from a summons

of this kind. The penalty for violation in a closed area or refusal of a summons

was from $25.00 to $300.00. If an operation was carried on against the provisions

of the Act, the penalty applied to each dqy of its continuance.

The Minister, through the Forest Service and by means of the Forest

Protection Fund, could maintain and equip a patrol and fire prevention force. He

could authorize the employment of assistants to the Forest Service required for

fire fighting, expenditures fox: advertising, slash disposal and cooperative pro

grammes with other forest protection agencies. Monies from the Forest Protection

Fund, or jointly from it and appropriations from the Consolidated Revenue Fund,

were to be used by the Minister to acquire or construct trails, lookout stations,

ranger stations, telephone lines, other permanent improvements and any property

necessar,y for the purposes of the Act. Also, of course, any of these items could

be sold should they become superfluous. The Minister was permitted to reimburse

the expenses incurre~ by a person in fighting or controlling fire within one-half

mile of a forest'provided that the expenses were for the protection of forest

growth, that they were not a result of duties 01 obligations imposed by the Act

on an owner or occupier of land and that the Forest Service had been notified of

the fire and control measures by the best available means. Officials of the patrol

and fire prevention forces were given rights of entr,y upon lands or premises other

than houses, in the performance.of their duty. Anyone obstructing them was guilty

of an offence. Also, officers and employees of the Forest Service who were ap

pointed Constables by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council were given powers to

arrest, without warrant, any person found to be Violating any provisions of the

Act. The powers of summons of persons for fire fighting were conferred on the

Provincial police force (now absorbed by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police) and

the Forest Service and applied to any part of the Province. The powers conferred

upon the Forest Service were also conferred upon forest fire prevention officers.

These could be appointed by timber licence or timber lease holders, by forest

owners or by persons carr,ying on land clearing, lumbering, industrial, engineering

or construction operations within one-half mile of a forest, provided that the

Minister approved the appointments.

The Act provided for a Forest Protection Fund. It was supported by the

annual pqyment of a tax of six cents per acre by the owners of the lands classified

as timber land (under the provisions of the "Taxation Act") and from holders of

timber leases, timber licences, and resin licences. In addition, the Minister of

Finance added $650,000.00 annually from the Consolidated Revenue Fund. Also,

advances could be made from the Consolidated Revenue Fund, but these were repayable

from the Protection Fund. If the total input into the Fund proved to be insufficient,
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the deficit could be met by a suitable pro rata increase in the acreage tax and

in the amounts added from the Consolidated Revenue Fund. Conversely, if a surplus

accrued of an amount considered adequate to meet the ensuing year's expenses, the

annual pa;yments from all sources could be suspended or reduced pro rata to an

amount less than that usually pa;yable. The protection of forests against insects

received a good deal less attention than did protection against forest fires. Thp

Minister was provided with powers to require the disposal of trees, timber, or

slash infected with injurious insects. The powers applied to timber leases, timber

licences and privately-owned lands. If a holder or owner refused or neglected to

follow instructions, then the Forest Service could enter upon the land and carry

them out. In the case of timber land (as defined in the "Land Act" and in the

"Taxation Act"), one-half of the net cost of disposal of trees and timber infected

by injurious insects was to be borne by the Crown, and one-half by'the owner of

the land; where on Crown lands under timber lease or licence, the cost was to be

shared equally between the Crown and the lease or licence holder and where the dis

posal operations were not on. Crown land or on timber land the entire net cost was

to be borne by the Crown. Except in the latter case, the disposal of slash was

alwa;ys to be borne by the owner, lessee"or licencee. The Crown assumed the usual

lien in the case that any monies due to it were not paid to it upon demand.

It is indicative of the prevailing Viewpoint towards forest protection

in 1945, that where a prosecution or action was brought against any person for

any contravention of the "Forest Act," the burden of provine that the requirements

and provisions of the part of the Act dealing with forest protection had been

complied with rested with the defendant. The rights of any person to bring the

civil action for damages occasioned by the fire were not interfered with nor limited

by the provisions for forest protection. In practice, the Government seldom, if

ever, prosecuted unless there was a good chance of proving the case.

The Forest Act of 1945 prOVided the Lieutenant-Governor in Council with

powers to create, expand, reduce, or cancel provincial parks, classed as A,B, and

C•. For this purpose land, improvements on land and timber rights could be acquired

by purchase or other means of acquisition, including exchange for timber rights.

Class A and Class C parks were absolutely reserved from pre-emption, sale, lease

or licence under the "Land Act" and were reserved from mining or any other matter

subject to the discretion of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council and the provisions

of the Forest Act. However, a holder or owner of a mineral' claim within A and C

parks could not receivea Crown grant of surface rights of the claim and could be

subjected to such terms, conditions, and restrictions, including restrictions on

the cutting and use of timber as the Lieutenant-Governor in Council might prescribe.

Crown timber in a Class A park was reserved from cutting or sale except

where the Deputy Minister felt it to be advantageous for park development and

public amenity and, in any event, it could not be sold for the primary object of

revenue. The Crown timber in a Class B park could be sold and the land was avail

able for disposal of timber except where the Deputy Minister felt it to be detri

mental to the recreational value of the area. AdVisory boards could be appointed

for A and B parks and park boards could be appointed for C parks. The latter

board had. powers to manage, administer, regulate and control the park and they

were bodies corporate.
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There were a number of general provisions, dealing most~ with legal

matters such as liens, penalties and liabilities under the Act. In addition, a

provision was made for the "Forest Service Boat Account", supported from Government

revenues.

It is clear that the "Forest Aot" of 1945 did not express comprehensive

forest policy whic~ translated into management practice. would ensure the perpetu

ation of fully productive forests, rather it was main~ an expression of the

policies and administra~ive methods of encouraging industry by the provision of

timber, with a strong emphasis on forest protection; it contained little of direct

importance to silviculture or sustained yield management. The Act was to be

changed to/c~nsiderable extent over the next two decades.
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CHAPTER TEN'

The Period From 1946 -191'0
The Introduction of Tree Farm Licences and Public

Sustained Yield Units Under the Sustained Yield Policy

The Sloan Commission of 1945 was an important juncture in BritiSh

Columbia's forest histor,y. It marked the first attempt to introduce sustained yield

forestr,y. Before describing the new forest tenures which were created as a result

of the Sloan Report, it is beneficial to look again at the situat~on of the Province.
also

The political situation in Canada and British Columbia at the time/must. '; not

be overlooked since because of the economic importance of forestry, politics has

alw~s had an important influence on forest policy in British Columbia. The subject

of Dominion-Provincial relations in the field of forestry is dealt with in a later

chapter but it is of importance to consider briefly the ,general polit~cal scene

within which Provincial forestry was developing.

Sherman54 has related that, when the liberal Duff Pattullo became Premier

of British Columbia in 1933, the Province was in severe financial straits. Half of

the Provincial income was expended on debt oharges and the Province owed $165,000,000.00

on behalf of its 700,000 residents. Pattullo endeavoured to change the situation

and was· bitter in his references to the Federal Government. The latter refused to

payoff the Provincial debt and, although they eventually lent British Columbia

$10,000,000.00, it was only after Prime Minister R.B. Bennett had said that Ottawa

would help only if it acquired supervision of proVincial finances. Sherman quotes

Pattullo as retorting:

"Under no circumstances will British Columbia consent to Dominion control
over Provincial expenditures. It seems obvious that surrender by the
provinces of their jurisdiction under the terms of union ver,y soon would
lead to disunion or a centralised control."

At this time, the Province was budgeting for a $2,000,000.00 annual

deficit. In the fiscal year 1939 - 40, when the Second World War introduced a

very marked period of change, inclUding economic change, the Provincial Government I s

revenue was a mere $32,600,000.00, but even so, it was the highest revenue recorded

up to that time. Income tax, which was collected by the Province, totalled

$10,000,000.00 and had doubled in five years. With the huge size of the Province

and its needs for communications thrOUgh its rough terraine, these revenues were a

pittance. There were, at this time, 23,000 miles of road, none paved outside the

oities and few of them graveled. Within two decades, however, the Provincial

Government was to spend $100,000,000.00 on highw~s alone.

In November of 1940, the Rowell-Sirois Commission, appointed in 1937 by

Prime Minister Mackenzie King reported on the controversy between Dominion and

Provincial Governments. It recommended a major degree of centralisation of power

in Ottawa. Canada should take over all relief costs and the dead-weight costs of

servicing provincial debts,it saidJand fUture provincial borrowings should be under

federal control. Provinces should give up their subsidies, their personal income

and corporation taxes and succession duties and receive instead an annual sum

"sufficient to enable (each prOVince) to provide normal Canadian services with no

more than normal Canadian taxation." British Columbia, Alberta, and Ontario refuted

these proposals and they were not adopted, although Pattullo was unpopular in British
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Columbia for his opposition. However, in 1942, the provinces agreed to give up

income tax to the federal government for the remainder of the War. British Columbia

accepted in return a fixed $12,000,000.00, the yield of those taxes in 1940 - 41.

Following the War and up to the present d~, the politic~ of British

Columbia have been largely concerned with the industrialization of the Province ,
particularly in the fields of roads, power supply, and railw~s, including the

Provi~cially owned Pacific Great Eastern Railw~. Along with the development of

these items has gone the development of natural resource industries--forestry,

mining and oil. It is only during the post-War period that government revenues

have approached levels permitting the large-scale development of roads, power

supply, and the Pacific Great Eastern Railw~. The post-War period has also seen

very rapid inflation. Sherman has noted that the 1948 - 49 Provincial budget

stood at $77,000,000.00, more than double that' three years before. T'he cost of

living was increasing rapidly. In the three years to January 1946, the cost of

liVing index went up less than three points to 119.9. In the next eleven months

it jumped seven points and the~ remained relatively stable for three months. Then,

in a year, it increased twenty-three points to 150. The population had reached

1,047,000 by 1948 and the costs of social services had increased in three years

from $9,000,000.00 to $19,000,000.00.

As mentioned previously, in 1942 in return for a rebate the British

Columbia Government had ceded its income tax rights to the Dominion Government

and these have not been returned. ~ 1945 the income tax raised $160,000,000.00

in the Province, only $14,500,000.00 of which was returned directly to the

Provincial Government. In spite of adjustments to this, the Province found it

necessary by 1948, to impose an unpopular 3% sales tax. In addition to all these

financial problems, the Government spending continued to emphasise welfare, as

for example, the proposal by Premier Johnson for a compulsory hospital care in

surance plan under which a family would PCliY ,a maximum of $33.00 a year, with the

rest of the necessary funds coming from Government revenue surplus and the hospi

tal grants it already paid. This proposal came into effect and was subsequently

abolished due to high deficits in its operation.

B,y 1950, the Finance Minister, Herbert Anscomb, put out a budget of

$105,000,000.00, a sharp contrast with the $29,000,000.00 of ten years before.

Even at this level he complained, as ever,y British Columbia Finance Minister has

done, that Ottawa was taking too much money from British Columbia. The Dominion

Government had collected $158,000,000.00 in 1948 49 and returned only $25,000,000.00,

he said. However, the Province had amassed almost $50,000,000.00 in budget surpluses

during the previous decade. Sherman quotes Anscomb as sCliYing:

"We should have thousands upon thousands of people, and a highly indus
~~ialized and prosperous province, but we have neglected the 'full develop
ment of our natural resources, agriculture, fisheries, mining, and forestry,
on which the basis of our future rests, and this neglect was mainly due to
the lack of necessar,y funds."

This was the traditional approach and the only answer was more money from
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Ottawa. It is probably unnecessary to review; the details of the majority political

thinking in the Province further. The main thNad~ have remamed relatively con

stant up to the present d~, even though the rate of accomplishing the objectives

has increased rapidly and the range in Government act i vity has broadened. The

objective of industrialization has been pursued Vigorously, the latest major changes

being the increases in pulp and mineral production, the former of which is described

later.
55The Budget Speech of the Premier and Finance Minister, W.A.C. Bennett ,

in February of 1966 included as its first four items, reports on the position of

Federal-Provincial relations, the British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority, the

Pacific Great Eastern Railw~ Comp~, and the British Columbia Ferr,y Authority.

The last three items deal with power supply and communications, a continuing theme

in provincial poli~ics. His remarks on the first item sum up the dominant theme

in provincial politics for m~ years.

"While the economic policies of the Province have enhanced Provincial
revenues, these same policies have also stimulated the national economy
and revenues of the Government of Canada. Over the five-year period
between 1957 and 1962, the latest Federal figures available, business
earnings within the Province, and accordingly Federal corporation tax
revenues, increased 32.2'~, while those in the rest of Canada increased
only 19.9%. We accept this as a fact of our Federal System, and wel
come the opportunityiD make a contribu.tion to a greater Canada. How
ever, exception is taken to a Federal fiscal-sharing policy which
ignores significant cost variations in physical and human resource
development and in Government service expenditures. For example,
because of our mountainous terraine, British Columbia highw~ and
resource-road costs are from 6&/0 to 120{0 above those of the rest of
Canada, and • • • secondar,y education costs are 39'~ above the national
average.

"While the Province has been given greater responsibilities under our
Constitution for resource development, health, welfare, education, and
training, it has been limited in the rai.sing of funds to direct taxation.
The Government of Canada, however, whioh has the complete field of in
direot taxation, still, twenty years after the War,retains 82% of the
direct corporation tax and 76% of the direct personal income tax paid
on earnings in British Columbia. British Columbia has repeatedly pressed
for a more equitable sharing of these direct revenue resources.

"There has been a new development in Federal-Provincial relations. I
refer to the Government of Canada Act which allows 'contracting out'

or 'opting out' by a Province on shared-eost programmes (and receiving
abatement of the Federal share of personal income tax, oash p~ents,

and/or p~ents of equalization in lieu) • ... 'Opting out' provisions,
where exercised b.Y one particular province (~ebec), further distort
equalization.

"Federal tariff polioies operate against the export-oriented eoonomy of
British Columbia and, in fact, are disoriminator,y in their app1ioation
aoross our nation.. ... The Governmen:1;.. o.f Canada should initiate monetary
and trade polioies whioh will foster f;~pam:si:tm. and increase competitive
ness of the national economy in world markets. 't'he Government of Canada,
if it does not vacate the direct taxation field~, must make greater con
tributions to provinoial resouroe development and transportation facilities,
if the full potential of our resource-rich northern areas is to be realised
for the benefit of the whole nation. I repeat, we must either receive
increased Federal participation in specific programmes, or a return to the
Province of a larger share of the direct tax field. British Columbia's
vast export trade is a prime factor in maintaining proper national balance
of p~ents and should be encouraged in ever,y w~ possible b.Y the Govern
ment of Canada."

As will be seen later, these rema~)B are of considerable significance to
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British Columbia forestry.

It was in 1945 that the Department of Lands was reorganized as the

Department of Lands and Forests, with a Deputy Minister of Forests and a Deputy

Minister of Lands. In effect, this made the Forest Service a separate department

of Government.
56

In 1945, also, a public relations division of the Forest
~ Service was formed.

The posts of Deputy Minister of Forests and Chief Forester were both held

by Dr. C.D. Orchard, an arrangement which continued until his retirement. He

attended the Fifth Imperial Forestr,y Conference in London, representing British

Columbia
51

which thus continued its long participation in these conferences. ,An

important piece of legislation was also passed in 1947, providing for the creation

of forest management licence areas, now called "tree farm licences", with the object

of facilitating the practi~e of sustained yield forest management by the forest

industries. The legislation was intended to implement the recommendations of the

1945 Royal Commission and was ranked in importance by the 1941 annual report of the

Forest Service, with the formation of the Service thirty-five years previously.

Moss
58

described the forest management licences up to 1956. The Royal

Commission on forestr,y of 1945 had been concerned over the methods which should be

employed ,to maintain lands in continuous production and to aohieve a regulation of

forest cut from these lands on a sustained yield basis. The Commissioner, Chief

Justice Sloan, had recommended that "private working circles" should be allotted to

some established wood-using industries and that "public working circ.les" should be

managed directly by the Forest Servioe and established for the maintenance of other

wood-using industries. As a result, the Provincial Government established two types

of area, known as "forest management licences" and "public working circles." These

names were '. ,',c, , changed to "tree farm licences" and tlpublic sustained yield units"

at a later stage.

A description of the terms and oonditions under which a tree farm licence

was issued is included as an appendix to this histor,y and, at this point, it is

sufficient to deal with the purpose and histor,y or the tenure. The objectives of

the Government were to achieve rational, sustained yield management of the forest

lands by industry, so as to produce the greatest possible return in wood and wealth.

Secondly, it was hoped to sta~ilize and perpetuate industr,y and those communities

which w,~re dependeJ?-t ~r partially dependent on the forest industry. The history

of the' NQrtliiAm.elti-can0,~t utilisation industry has seen the occurrence of "cut out

and get out" policies in which industries had been built up on a basis of rapid

forest liqu.idation only to disappear wit;b. the failure of the timber supplies. Under

these conditions, communities had been unstable and the Government, by sustained

yield forestry, including that in tree farm licences, hoped to prevent such trends.

Thirdly, the Government hoped to achieve closer utilisation of the forest crop and,

fourthly, to perpetuate the forest resouroe.

Other benefits would aCCnle to the Provinoe. Indirectly, a large body of

foresters working with the industry and their logging crews would turn their atten

tion to sustained yield forestry. Without them, the Government ~uld have an over

whelming problem in trying to adequately manage Britilii.h Columbia forests through

the Forest Service, without greatly increasing the strength of that Service. As
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the situation was at the time, the management of public working circles and sustained

yield units placed a heavy strain on the existing Forest Service strength. However,

by bringing industry into forest management, a better standard of management in both

types of areas should result. The requirements of sustained yield forestry and the

security which it afforded the industry in its timber supply would encourage them

r- to provide forest aocess at a considerably accelerated rate.

A tree farm licencee should be able to coordinate operations much more

closely than was possible with timber sale sources of supply and could undertake

long-ierm planning with the assurance of long-term tenancy. Better reasons would

exist for industry to study the forest more closely, eventually bringing the plant

production capacity into balance with the sustained yield level of cutting. For

those who held lands under llprivate tenures lt
, such as timber berths and licences,

some relief was provided ~rom heavy annual tax~s and carr,ying charges' unrelated to

the economics of the tenure. Finally, the licencee acquired an assured supply of

wood in sufficient quantity to maintain the licencee's industry indefinitely or,

alternatively, to maintain a definite proportion of his requirements.

The acceptance of tree farm licences by industr,y was remarkably good. By

1956, twenty licences had been awarded, covering the productive area of 2, 992,664
acres. A further eighteen had been approved subject to the submission of satisfact

ory working plans and these covered 2,449,183 productive acres of land. In addi

tion, sixty-eight applications, involving a productive area of 4,295,670 acres had

been advertised.* Many applications whioh had not been advertised had been made to

the Government.

Acoeptance b.Y some seotors of the forest industry however,. was poor and

political controversy arose over tree farm lioences in general and over some in

particular. The controversy was highly-publicized and ranged about a number of

issues. Prior to the inaugeration of tree farm licences and public working circles,

unalienated Crown lands bearing mature timber were open for timber sale applications.

In this situation, a mill owner or logging operator would apply for an area of

timber which would subsequently be sold to the highest bidder. This kind of sale

was still made (in 1956) in public working circles, although the method of sale

has subsequently been amended to a considerable extent. In the tree farm licences,

the element of competition was removed. The basic objection to this was that, where

as a tree farm licencee could alW8iYS obtain his timber at upset stumpage and royalty,

the operator buying a timber sale might have to 1>id a unit price higher than the

upset stumpage and royalty. However, it was notewoJ'thy. that the number of timber

sales actually bid above the upset stumpage and royalty had been quite low prior to

1956.
Tree farm lioenoes were held by some to mean the end of the It small ll saw

mill operator or logger. In 1956, a small logger in the Coastal Region might cut

for example, two million cubic feet of logs per year whereas a small logger in the

Interior would cut only about one hundred thousand cubic feet. A large comp~ in

the Coastal Region might· consume twenty million cubio feet of logs or more per year,

*If the Minister considered an application for a licence worthy, it was advertised
in the ItBritish Columbia Gazette" for a specified period and observations and objec
tions, if ~, were reoeived b~he Government. Following consideration of these
and, in some cases, the holding of public hearings, the Minister would decide whether
to issue a licence or reject the application.
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whereas a comparable figure for a large Interior company would be four million

cubic feet. The objectors held that only large companies could operate a tree

farm licence even though there was no minimum size of licence and a number of small
licences were issued.

Another complaint was that the issue of a tree farm licence to a company

increased the value of that company. In some cases, charges were made that licences

were obtained for'this purpose after which the company sold out making a (non

taxable) capital gain. Mergers and purchases of companies with a licence had

occurred and there was much difficulty in preventing such transactions in a free

enterprise economy. Whilst a licence could only be transferred with Government

consent, a change of ownership by transfer of shares did not change the corporate

entity and the licencee remained, for legal purposes, the same. The licence re

mained appurtenant to industrial plants in specified localities and all of its

conditions remained unchanged.

The original method of approval of issue of the licences by cabinet

meetings closed to the public also came in for severe criticism and a suggestion

was made that objections to applications mould be heard in public. The Government

did change its procedures and held a number of public meetings.

Other forest users such as cattlemen, irrigation interests, hunting,

fishing, and other recreational interests were critical of tree farm licences on

the basis that their own particular interests were inadequately protected. The

legislation and agreements, however, did provide in general terms for these other

uses and they had experienced ver,y little restriction. The growth of pressures

for "multiple use" or "combined use" or "single use" could not be properly charged

against tree farm licences. Demands for protection of other uses were a growing

problem in the more densely populated parts of the Province and they existed and

have continued to exist irrespective of the form of tenure. It is also true, that

the tree farm licencee does not have direct jurisdiction over other uses.

Some tree farm licencees, fearing catastrophic forest fires, had en

deavoured to have their responsibility for fire fighting reduced. The operator of

the timber sale was responsible only for fires starting within the timber sale

areas and was required to commit the manpower and equipment working on that area

at the time of outbreak to fire fighting, at his own expense. Thus, his "area

of occupancy" was defined as the timber sale area. The holder of a tree farm

licence, by contrast, was responsible for fire fighting and the costs involved

over the whole area of the licence and not simply the areas under cutting permit,

that is, those areas approved for logging. Some licencees held this situation to

*impose too great a burden.

The Royal Commission of 1956 was the second in which Chief Justice

Sloan was appointed as sale commissioner. F.D. Mulholland was, again, his for

estr,y staff advisor. The Commission was appointed under the "Public Inquiries

Act" and its report was much more lengthy and detailed than was that of the 1945

Royal Commission.

*If the Minister considered an application for a licence worthy, it was advertised ~..
r in the "British Columbia Gazette" for a specified period and observations and objec-~
~ions, if any, were received,by the Gov~rnment~ Followin~ ~onsideration o~ these '

and, in some cases, the hold~ng of publ~c hear~ngs, the M~n~ster would dec~de whether
to issue a licence or reject the application.
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maintained and protected. The major opponent of tree farm licences on this point

was the Truck Loggers Association. Sloan felt that the basic criticism of the tree

farm licence policy, that it created monopolies in which Crown timber was sold to

the licencee without competition, greatly under-valued the contribution which the

policy should make to the permanent, sustained and increasing production of manu

factured commodities, upon which the critics themselves largely depended. It

probably also arose out of a lack of appreciation of the implications of the polic.1

for long-term forest management. The conflict arose through the desire of each

of the classes composing industry to expand outside its field:

"The logger, not content with the profit to be made in a logging operation,
wishes to make a profit also on the stumpage value of timber without tak
ing the responsibility for management of the forest in which it grows. The
millmen, and this is particularly the case in the Interior, not content
'with the profits to be made by manufacture of logs bought in an open mar
ket, seek also a profit through buying an assured supply of Crown timber
at non-competitive prices and doing their own logging. The timber owners,
the largest of whom are timber owners of necessity in order to protect
their great investments in integrated conversion plants, show increasing
Willingness to undertake. the responsibility for permanent forestry on
their own lands, provided the Government will allot them sufficient Crown
timber to assure them a non-competitive supply for all, or a very large
percentage of, their mill capacity; but they also seek the profit from
stumpage values above the appraised price and the profits from their own
logging divisions. Finally, the Government, unable to achieve the stan
dard of forest management which it would like on all forest lands, is
willing to delegate some of its responsibility to private enterprise,
but finds it difficult to decide to what extent and to whom it should be
delegated, difficult to cut the apron strings of detailed control, and
difficult to renounce the temptation to charge all the traffic will bear
in the sale of its timber and of the timber grown by private enterprise
on Crown land, even to the extent of including in its appraisals some
of the profit of manufacturing which it does not undertake."

A major cause of these phenomena, in addition to increasing competition

in an expanding industry, was a tendency toward integration of growing, logging,

manufacturing and sale under single control. However, the Commissioner felt that

integration, if economic and efficient, could be regarded as undesirable only if

the social effects were unacceptable to the people of the Province. Loggers and

small mill operators had placed the blame for their difficulties, not alwqys log

ically, on the allocation of timber to forest management licences. Provision for

the maintenance of an independant logging industry had long been made by the

Government, however, in the establishment of forest reserves and new public working

circles from which the allowable cut was sold in small parcels to contract loggers.

As mentioned preViously, the Commissioner felt that an adequate field for an in

dependent logging industry should be maintained and protected.

When valuable natural resources were to be awarded by selection rather

than competitive bidding, selection should be based upon clearly expressed Govern

ment policy. In the Commissioner's opinion, insufficient distinction had been made

in the award of tree farm licences, between those applicants whose services to the

community had justified their selection for a preferred position of security above

their competitors and those who were merely shrewd enough to seize an opportunity.

There had been no clear principle to guide the selection process and, whilst each

application was treated "on its merits," a consistent estimate of "merit" was not

apparent and the particular merits of each award had not been made public. There

was no adequate provision for those opposing an application to present their views

and the very fact that an applicant had to obtain departmental permission before
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advertising his intention implied a certain ex parte approval, even though no

definite commitment was made. Apart from the allocation of timber in undeveloped

regions to encourage development of a new industry, the two basic reasons for

granting a licence were support of a mill of proven value to the community and

inducement for private forest land owners to place their lands under good forest
.;~.

man~ment. Slqan felt that, in the Interior, the latter objective appeared to
.}nght of

have been lo~, since the area of private land which had been brought under forest

management by the tree farm licence policy in the Interior was insignificant. In

making this statement, Sloan appears to have overlooked certain significant facts.

In the Interior, the licences which had been awarded up to the time of the Commission

hearings contained more than 9'!fo of Crown land. The Coast licences contained 13%

of Crown-granted forest land,25% of land held under temporary tenures which had

been made permanent by the~r inclusion in the tree farm licence, and 62,% of pre

viously unalienated Crown land. However, because of the history of tenures in the

Province, the Coastal industry had a muqh greater area of land under permanent or

temporary private tenure than d;i.d the Interior industry. In themselves, the Coastal

tenures were a stabilizing influence for the Coastal industry and they contributed

largely to the growth of industry in that region by providing standing timber at

a cheaper price than was available in the Interior Crown forests, even without

considering the timber quality advantages of the Coastal timber. The need to stab

ilize industry in the Interior communities was greater than was the case in the

Coastal Region and it can be argued effectively that this justified the granting

of licences in the Interior.

Sloan continued that the objective of the tree farm licence policy was

commonly defined as sustained yield management but he pointed out that sustained

yield management was actually an essential tool to achieve social and economic,

rather than technical, purposes.

The award of licences, for the two reasons given by Sloan, should not imply,

he felt, a priority for 'existing industry." Since the ultimate objective of British

Columbia forest policy was the perpetuation of the export trade, first priority must

be given to the pulp and paper industries and other large conversion units, especi

ally the great integrated organizations because of their relative stability, the

enormous investment required for their establishment, their continuous prosecution

of research and development of new and better uses for wood, their ability to offer

continuous, profitable employment, the support of communities and their direct and

indirect contribution to the Provincial taxation structure. It w~s implicit in this

recommendation that existing companies with operating mills, planned integrated ex

pansion and providing support to existing communities should be carefully examined

before further awards of Crown timber were made to encourage new companies to in-

vest in the pulp and paper aJld large-soale conversion fields. This point, Sloan

noted, was particularly important on the Coast and remote and undeveloped areas of

the Province were ex cept:ed.

The Commissioner recommended that no further tree farm licences should be

awarded except those approved subject to a satisfactory working plan, until all

licencees had completed satisfactory inventory surveys, established permanent

boundaries and produced more reliable yield capacity and allowable cut estimates.
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The Commissioner would allow five years for this to take place. This was a gen

eral indication that, in his view, no tree farm licences should be awarded during

the same period unless special circumstances justified a grant in the public

interest and full opportunity was afforded to organize industr,y in the forest

district concerned to express their opinion. The Commissioner had recommended,

in his 1956 report, the formation of a Provincial advisor,y council and felt that

their opinion, to be given weight, should be obtained by the Government in specia~_

cases. An exception to the general moratorium on awards for a five-year period

l~ in the undeveloped areas, particularly in the Interior, where the establishment

of economic, integrated industry should be encouraged. AlSO, major integrated in

dustries at the Coast whose applications had not been approved, including such in

dustries at Powell River, Ocean Falls, and New Westminster, should be regarded as

exceptions and awarded. In tree farm licence number two, the licencee had allocated

enough private timber to satisfy the allowable cut of the licence and the Crown had

added logged-off and immature areas with little or no mature timber. Tree Farm

Licence No. 2 contained 280,5~8 acres of productive forest. The Commissioner re

garded the arrangement as exceptionally advantageous to the Crown since the Forest

Service could sell merchant able Crown timber in the Crown portion of the licence

area by public timber sales with the responsibilities of management, following

logging, being undertaken by the licencee. This kind of arrangement should also

be regarded as an exception to the five-year moratorium.

In general, the Commissioner felt that priority in award of a licence

should be given to a major holder of private timber, a priority which would be

absolute if the major owner contributed a volume of timber equal to one-half or

more of the volume of Crown timber within the proposed licence area. If there

was no owner with that proportion of timber within the sustained yield unit area

and more than one with 10% of the Crown volume, no licence should be awarded ex

cept by consent ,of such private timber owners in the licence area. Unless an

applicant was prepared to contribute not less than 25% of either the merchantable

timber or the productive forest land within the proposed licence area, Sloan st,ated,

no licence should be awarded without provision for public competition. It m~ well

be observed of the various recommendations, qualifications, and exceptions stated

by the Commissioner do not, taken together, define a clear policy. Some recommend

ations do not correspond well with others and it mqy be taken that they represented

a series of points of principle from which policy could be derived. To the reader

without a good knowledge of British Columbia forests and forest industry they

could be confusing. Some recommendations, for example, although their region of

application was not defined, clearly apply to the Coastal Region only and they

would be meaningless in the context of the Interior.

Chief Justice Sloan next dealt with some of the provisions of the tree

farm licences. He recommended that all licence contracts should require that a p~~

centage of the annual cut, regardless of tenure, not less than the original percen

tage of Crown timber in the licence, must be manufactured in the licencee's own

conversion plant. If a licencee had no conversion plant, the contract should require

that this percentage be sold in the open log market. This point refers only to the

Coastal Region, since no open log market exists in the Interior. There were indica

tions, from the evidence placed before the Commission, that some management licences

might be overstocked. The Commissioner meant that they might contain more timber
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than was thought to be the case at the time of issue. These licences would thus

be capable of producing a greater annual yield than was estimated at the time of

their award. He did not feel this to be in the public interest and this matter

was one reason for the recommendation for prompt and accurate surveys of the cap

acity of each licence. If the licence did contain an excess of timber, the licencee

should be given reasonable time to provide manufacturing capacity to utilize the

extra volume, or, failing that, the surplus volume should be advertised for comp

etitive sale by the Forest Service each year until the licencee was able to make

proper use of the whole annual yield. It would not be in the public interest to

destroy or damage the efficiency of a tree farm licence by arbitrary reduction of

area to suit an arbitrary production volume.

In order to make the Crown interest more evident to the public, it was

recommended that, in futu~e contracts, the "perpetual" term should be eliminated

and a term of twenty-one years substituted or a term when the sum of actual annual

cuts from the licence area, had reached a volume not less than the volume of priv

ate timber contributed to the ficence by the licencee. At the end of this period

or twenty-one years, which ever was the greater, the licence should be renewable,

subject to renegotiation of terms and conditions in accordance with the "Forest

Act" at that time. This was done. At present (1971) the Forest Service maintains

that even those licences with the perpetuity clause have a life of only twenty

one years. The licencees disagree. The situation foreshadows a possible legal

battle beginning in 1978.

Sloan also recommended that the boundaries of each tree farm licence

should be permanently defined on the ground, in order to forestall future boundary

conflicts. To assist in this process, he felt that there was a need for experiment

in the use of aircraft and air photography for marking and mapping monuments on

watersheds and other topographical features. The definition of boundaries on the

ground would have constituted a heavy burden on the licencees and posed a number

of technical problems since existing maps were not always accurate enough to allow

for legal definition of boundaries.

The Commissioner next referred to what is commonly known as the "thirty

percent clause." Independent loggers had complained that the traditional areas in

which they had been accustomed to operate on competitive Government timber sales

were being closed to them to some degree by inclusion of these areas within tree

farm licence boundaries. As a result-, the Government, starting with tree farm

licence number fourteen in 1953, had included a clause in the contract:

"In the process of harvesting the crop from the licence area, the licencee
shall provide the opportunity for contractors other than the licencee's
own employers or shareholders who own more than one percent interest to
harvest a minimum of thirty percent of the allowable cut on Crown land
not held under other tenure as set forth in each succeeding management
working plan, but where the Minister is satisfied that such contract
operation is not feasible, either by reason of lack of operators or for
other good and sufficient reason, the Minister may relieve the licencee
in whole or in part from this responsibility."

This procedure was varied somewhat in the case of tree farm licence

number twenty-two where the amount of contract work was increased from thirty percent

to sixty-five percent because of the area in this licence which was formerly within

the Clayoquot public working circle, where contractors could formerly obtain timber

sales,
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Since Sloan had indicated that the provision for contract work should

apply only to Crown timber, it would be possible for all logging in any year to

be done in private timber-in a licence, with none available to contract loggers

under the Thirty Percent Clause. In his op~n~on, the provision should apply to all

of the timber in the licence, regardless of tenure, but the annu~ volume should not

-~ exceed the percentage of Crown mature timber allocated to the licencee, a volume

which averages 6cfo in the Coastal Region at that time. Disputes between a licencee'

and a contractor as to price and terms that could not be settled by negotiation

should be determined by a board of three to be appointed by the Chairman of the

Provincial Advisory Council.

In order to have the contracting-out clause included in licences prior to

number fourteen, the Commissioner gave it as his opinion that tree farm licencees

should not be permitted to acquire additional timber from public working circles

or unalienated Crown lands unless the clause were included in the licence. Sloan

reiterated that the major objective of the new tenure recommended in the 1945 Royal

Commission Report, was to enab~e private owners to maintain sustained yield manage

ment on their own land b.Y adding sufficient Crown land to make economic units.

In 1960, the Honourable R.G. Williston gave a progress report on tree

farm licences to the Legislative Assembly. Mr. Williston who had been Minister of

Education had been appointed to succeed R.E. Sommers, Minister of Lands and Forests,

who had been convicted and imprisoned for alleged irregularities in connection with

the issuing of tree farm licences. Following the publication of the 1956 Report

of the Royal Commission on forestry, Chief Justice Sloan had been appointed

Forest Advisor to the Minister but died shortly thereafter. He had been dealing

with two problems which had not been completed. The first of these was relative

to the problems of tree farm licenoees bidding on Crown timber in public working

circles. The second involved the application of Empire Mills Limited of Squamish

for a tree farm licence. This application had become a centre of controversy and

its granting had been appealed to the Government.

On July 27, 1959, Judge C.W. Morrow had been appointed to advise the

Government on this tree farm licence application and, as a result of hearings, he

reported in favour of granting the licence, the report being accepted by the

Government. Subsequently, Judge Morrow was appointed to examine the evidence

presented to the late Chief Justice Sloan and to advise the Government on the prob

lem of tree farm licencees bidding on Crown timber in public working circles. The

results of Judge Morrow's considerations are considered later. In his address to

the British Columbia Legislative Assembly on February 24, 1960, the Minister re

ported that the award of tree farm licences which had been approved subject to

subnission of satisfactory working plans and which the 1956 Royal Commission had

recommended for issue, had been completed. The Report of the Commission had listed

eighteen such applications. Of these, thirteen were actually awarded and the

Minister stated that these awards completed this phase of the tree farm licence

programme.

The Report of the 1956 Royal Commission on Forestry, as mentioned pre

viously had also recommended that tree farm licences should be awarded to the

Powell River Company and Canadian Forest Products, as exceptions to the general

recommendation that no more licences should be awarded for five years. The Minister
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of Lands and Forests, acting under authority of amendments to Section 33 of the

"Forest Act," made in 1959, held hearings on this application in Victoria. How

ever, before a decision was made, a prohibition order was filed in the courts by

opponents of the application, restraining the Minister from making any decision

under the existing legislation. In due course, on Februar,y 15, 1960, Mr. Justice

Norris dismissed the case and the prohibition order and the applications were

subsequently granted. At the time of the Minister's speech to the Legislative

Assembly, thirty-six tree farm licences with 5,851,980 productive acres and as

annual allowable cut of 226,140,000 cubic feet had been granted.

Judge Morrow had considered the evidence presented to the Honourable

Gordon McGregor Sloan, concerning tree farm licencees bidding for Crown timber in

public sustained yield units, and he reported his findings on March 4, 1960. The

Commissioner had been appointed "to advise the Government concerning the allegation

that tree farm licencees bidding for unalienated Crown timber, either within or

without public sustained yield units have, on competitive sales, an unfair advan

tage over other bidders not holders of tree farm licences." Morrow stated his

view based on the evidence, that tree farm licence operators bidding for unalien

ated Crown timber, either within or without public sustained yield units did not

have, on competitive sales, an unfair advantage over other bidders not holders of

tree farm licences but they did have advantages. The advantages of the tree farm

licence operator in competitive bidding were, the Commissioner felt, the assurance

of his timber supply which enabled him to finance his operations with greater ease

than the timber sale operator. This situation was tied in with another advantage

in that the performance deposits which were required by the Government from a

tree farm licencee were lower than those required from a timber sale operator.

These two advantages enabled the tree farm licencee to plan his road building on

a long-term basis. It is worth emphasising that, within a tree farm licence, the

licencee is responsible for his own road building, although he can expect a gradual

refund of part of his cost through reductions of stumpage. The costs of road

building into largely virgin forest is a ver,y important cost consideration in

licence management. The long-term tenure of the licences permit long-term plan

ning, avoiding unnecessary duplication of road construction. However, Morrow

also concluded that the tree farm licence operator had disadvantages in that he

had to make a compulsory contribution of his own timber to the licence which

meant that he could not liquidate his own timber as he wished but had to maintain

a constant cut. The provision of protection against forest fires and of insect

control bore more heavily on the tree farm licence than on the timber sale opera

tor. As a result of these conclusions, he recommended that timber sale contracts

should be altered to permit an action on contract for damages rather than excep

tions of forfeitures of deposit and a review of the timber sale deposit system,

in order to give timber sale operators some relief. He also recommended that

the entire problem of forest tenures should be taken under advisement, particu

larly in relation to tree farm licences.

As time went by, it became clear that the Government was gradually moving

away from the tree farm licence policy. Opposition to the policy had continued,

particularly from special interest groups who received much newspaper publicity.

It may be construed that this pressure and its potential effect on political views
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of the electorate had a degree of influence on the Government. On M~ 24, 1961,

the Minister of Lands and Forests addressed the Northern Interior Lumber Manufacturers

Association. He spoke of the problems of superimposing or integrating the pulp

economy on a large, vigourous, well-established sawmill economy. The pulp mill

financier, investing tens of millions of dollars, would not accept ~ plan that

did not guarantee an absolute security of supply of the raw product. Waste surveys

in the Prince George area had shown that there were enough sawmill wastes and wa~

left in the woods after logging to support two or three pulp mills without much

difficulty. However, pulp investors, at least for the time being, would not accept

this method of supply. The Government did not feel itself to be in a position to

agree to grant a tree farm licence around Prince George to secure pulpmill investor's

wood supply because the requirements of the sawmill industr,y, still the heart of

the economy, must continue to be supported by the public sustained yield units.

Thus, a new form of tenu~e, the "pulpwood harvesting area" had been devised (this

will be described late~.

But by 1965, the Minister of Lands, Forests and Water Resources was again,

in effect, justifying tree farm licence extensions or awards by stating that special

circumstances existed. In an address to the Fifty-Sixth Western Forestry Conference

held on December 8 - 10, 1965 at the B~shore Inn, Vancouver, he said

"It takes a lot of weighing of values before one can reach a decision on
the best step and that next step m~ not necessarily be in the direction
of the one we have been following.

"For example, a recent application by Tahsis Company Limited to extend its
tree farm licence on face value went against the intention of not altering
tree farm licence boundaries ••• but here was an opportunity of getting
an entirely new pulp 'mill and establishing a needed service community on
Vancouver Island's West Coast."

An extension of an existing tree farm licence was granted to the Tahsis

Comp~. Skeena Kraft Limited had been awarded a tree farm licence, to support a

proposed pulp mill at Prince Rupert on the grounds that the timber area concerned

was remote and with no sawmills operating. The establishment of an industr,y in

such an area, the Minister said, was bound to be expensive and a tree farm licence

was awarded to

If••• give them additional benefits to help offset the heavy costs of
development."

Another comp~, Eurocan, had been awarded a tree farm licence at Ki timat, the

Minister explaining that in this case

'!'••• we were going back to an original intention to round out ,the economy
in that area by providing the forest industr,y to complement the huge alum
inum complex. 11

B.Y 1964, there were forty~ne tree farm licences in existence, with a

productive area in excess of 7,000,000 acres and including approximately 1.5 million

acres of private forest land. The bulk of the most valuable private lands are in

the Vancouver Forest District and, in this district, 1.2 million acres of private

; <> '" ../. )_./ /' v
It is now time to turn our attention to public sustained yiei"d-'unIt's-~--'

As we have seen, the Royal Commission on Forestry of 1945 recommended, in connection

with the introduction of the sustained yield policy, that "private working circles"

(tree farm licences) and "public working circles ll should be established. For con

venience, the latter will be referred to as "public sustained yield units" in keeping
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with present d~v usage. The f t" f bl
-v orma ~on 0 pu ic sustained yield units began in

1950,60 when f bl' k
our pu ~c wor ing circles, located in Provincial forests were anal-

ysed by the Forest Service, with regulation of cut to be initiated in 1951. In

1956 , forty-seven public sustained yield units were in existence, comprising

21,~68,787 X~Oductive acres and with an approved annual allowable cut of 267,640,000

cub~c feet. In 1965, there were seventy-five public sustained yield units, of

69,781,944 ~~Oductive acres and with an approved annual allowable cut of 687,492,876
cubic feet.

It is interesting, from an administrative standpoint, that the initial

methods of organizing a public sustained yield unit did not follow a definite modus

operandi. Rather, the units were established by a process of issuing a series of

policy and administrative directions, sometimes related to specific public sustained

yield units and sometimes of general application, as a need for clarification or

change of rules arose. As a result, the .administration of the units became extra

ordinarily complex for the Forest Service and industr,y. Once the boundaries of the

public sustained yield unit h~ been established, the Forest Service set, from its

inventory figures and yield calculations (the latter being confidential within the

Forest Service), an annual allowable cut figure for the unit. All of the companies

or individuals who were logging, or had logged in the previous five years, within

the new public sustained yield unit were allotted a portion of the allowable cut.

The particular portion or "quota" allotted was calculated by taking the average

annual cut of each "quota holder" from within the public sustained yield unit

area and totalling them. If the total of average actual annual cuts exceeded the

annual allowable cut, the quota holder was allotted a quota which was reduced by

the percentage difference between the average actual cut total and the annual allow

able cut. Conversely, if the annual allowable cut exceeded the average annual cut,

the quota holders were allotted a quota generally equal to their average three

year actual cut (the term might occasionally var,y) and or their "commitment" (see

below) whichever was the higher, the surplus of allowable cut was open for public

auction in the form of timber sales, the successful bidder thereby acquiring ad

ditional quota.

The quota merely conveyed the privilege of applying for a timber sale,

with the area of application for mature timber within the public sustained yield

unit being generally at the discretion of the applicant. The timber sale would

provide sufficient timber to fill the applicant's quota for a specified number of

years, usually not exceeding ten ye~rs. Timber sold to a quota holder was (and is)

described as a "commitment" and when the entire annual allowable cut has been sold,

the public sustained yield unit is said to be "fully committed. tI

Once the quota holder purchased Bufficient timber in a timber sale, his

privilege of application ceased and remained so until approximately two years prior

to the time when his timber, cut at the annual level of his quota, would run out.

If he cut more than his quota and removed his timber at an accelerated rate, this

did not affect the date upon which his privilege to reapply would take effect, so

that he could have no timber supply during the intervening period. Conversely, if

he did not remove his quota annually from a timber sale and, at the time when he

could normally apply for more timber a volume of timber remained on the timber sale,

it was usual to re-commit this volume against his future quota requirements. An an

added safeguard against highly erratic levels of cutting, it became usual for the
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timber sale contract to include a clause specif.ying the maximum and minimum cuts

which would be permitted in each year of the term of the timber sale. This clause

allowed a cut of 50% over or under the quota in any given year but required a close

adherence to the cumulative quota by the time of expiry of the timber sale. As an

added complication, it was not infrequently found that the Forest Service cruise

estimates were inaccurate and did not correspond to the quota multiplied by the

term of years of the timber sale. As a rule of thumb, if at the expiry of a tim

ber sale and assuming that the quota holder had cut the specified amount of timber,

it was found that volumes of timber remained of a significant quantity, exceeding

approximately 20,000 cubic feet, then that volume would be recommitted to meet the

timber sale holder's future quota requirements. If a deficiency occurred and the

timber on the sale was removed before the quota was satisfied, an application for

additional timber would be considered by the Forest Service, although ~he applica

tion was not alw~s successful.

In a case where a quota holder held more than one timber sale he could

usually obtain permission to ltgroup" them,if he so desired. This permitted the

operator greater flexibility of operation. For example, he could carry on one log

ging operation on one timber sale instead of conducting small cuts on each timber

sale. The group of sales was then controlled as to annual cut, rather than the

individual timber sale.

After a period, it became evident that public competition for timber

sales within public sustained yield units could result in an operator losing his

quota. If another bidder purchased the sale he acquired the commitment and the

applicant's quota (or priVilege to apply for further commitment of timber in the

future) was automatically transferred to him. Thus~ a sawmill could be deprived

of its supply of timber by an aggressive competitor seeking to acquire more quota

to gain a foothold in a specific public sustained yield unit. In order to counter

act this situation which was considered to be undesirable, the Government made

certain prov~s~onB~ Firstly, in a fully committed public sustained yield unit,

only an establishel quota holder could apply for timber but anyone could bid on

it. In a case where the Forest Service put up timber for sale in a public sus

tained yield unit which was not fully committed, ie., the annual allowable cut was

not taken up qy the existing quotas, anyone could bid on it and the commitment and

quota went to the successful bidder. Secondly, should a quota holder apply for

timber, he could elect public auction or sealed tender bidding. In the case of

sealed tender bidding, the applicant was given the opportunity to meet the highest

bid, should it not be his own, and thus to acquire the sale without further comp

etition. Thirdly, the Minister of Lands, Forests and Water Resources already

possessed discretion to reject any, or all, bids on a timber sale where he con

sidered that they were unreasonably high, and he could award the sale to the

applicant. The Minister began to employ this discretionary power. Finally, a

bidding fee was introduced in 1964/65 under which bidders other than the applicant

were required to pay 5% of the stumpage value of the timber in order to be able to

bid. This was clearly a deterrent since the fee would almost invariably be lost

along with the sale. The applicant did not have to p~ such a fee.
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The Royal Commission on Forestry of 195640 commented that m~ witnesses

appearing before the Commissioner thought that the primary reason for the creation

of public sustained yield units was to establish managed areas from which the

smaller operator, who did not have a forest management licence, could be supplied

in perpetuity with timber. Sloan believed that, although this might be the effect

of setting up sustained yield units, the underlying reason for their existence was

the need to bring unalienated Crown lands within the sustained yield programme of

management under the Forest Service and at the public's expense.

The Commissioner held that the public sustained yield units were, in part,

the direct lineal descendants of the forest reserves which were established by the

Dominion Government in those land areas conveyed by grant from the province to the

Dominion in consideration for Canada's undertaking to construct a trans-Canada

railw~. In 1911, the Federal Government set up seven forest reserves in the

Interior, along the railw~ belt and it added three more in 1913. The boundaries

of eight of these reserves were changed ·in 1919 and, in 1930, they were re-conveyed

to the Province along with the areas remaining unalienated in the railw~ belt and

the Peace River Block. The latter block was also termed "the 'lieu' lands" since

it had been ceded to the Dominion Government in lieu of unproductive land contained

in the original railw~ belt. Paralleling the establishment of forest reserves by

the Dominion, the Province by enactment of the "Forest Act" of 1912 was empowered

to set aside areas of Crown forest land as Provincial forest reserves, as we have

seen previously.

Sloan noted the observations of Mulholland on these Provincial forest

reserves, in 1937.40 At the time Mulholland made his remarks, there were thirty

nine forest reserves in the Province and he wrote of them, in part:

"When a forest, or a combination of forests, economically suitable for
management as a unit, is being cut on a scale exceeding or even compar
able with its capacity for sustained yield, then it is time to regulate
its yield; every year of overcutting makes regulation more difficult,
the ultimate disturbance more severe, rehabilitation of the forest more
expensive, and the effect on the general public interest more harmful.

"As these Provincial forests. have been set aside for the purpose of
producing timber in perpetuity, they are the logical place for the
commencement of planned forestry. Not that every Forest should be re
garded as a unit in itself, but suitable groups of Forest m~ be managed
to provide permanently the raw material necessary for established indus
tries and communities already dependent upon them. Many of the Provincial
Forests are already overcut, particularly on the Coast.

"With many surveys and preliminary outlines for working plans already made,
the Forest Service is seeking the cooperation of timber owners, the for
est industries, and the public in its attempt to introduce forest regu
lation where it is needed."

The working plans to which Mulholland referred were not actually brought

into use and new working plans for the public sustained yield units have not yet

been completed. There do exist yield and allowable cut calculations but these are

not in a form which the Forest Service is prepared to release, at least for the

time being. These documents appear to be analogous to the "paper plan" in the

formative d~s of Indian forestry, ie. a plan which simply regulates the cut, based

on available inventory information but which has little silvicultural, engineering,

protection, cutting priority or other provisions. B,y contrast, some of the pre

liminar,y outlines for the working plans to which Mulholland referred were substantial

documents, for example, Nixon and McBride' s preliminar,y working plan for the

Okanagan Valley.
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Mulholland also noted the secondary uses of the Provincial forests,

such as regulation of irrigation water in the Okanagan, cattle and sheep grazing,

maintenance of game, fish and fur~bearing animals, which must be coordinated with

forestr,y in the public interest, employing technical knowledge and economic plan

ning.

In 1945, Sloan, in recommending the sustained yield policy, noted that

little, if anything, had been done towards regulating cutting in the Province to

the sustained yield capacity. In 1956, he noted that there were then twenty-six

forest reserves on the Coast and thirty-one in the Interior. Sustained yield

management was taking place in parts of these reserves where they had been included

within twenty-two tree farm licences. In evidence before Sloan in 1956, Dr. C. D •

Orchard, Deputy Minister of Forests and Chief Forester, had stated that it was the

ambition of the Forest Service "to have eventually one-half of the CrOhn lands in

cluded in forest manageme~t licences (tree farm licences) and one-half in the pub

lic working circles (P.S.Y.U.s)." Orchard described the procedure employed by the

Forest Service in setting up p~blic sustained yield units. The first step was to

assemble the best available information relating to the forest inventory, to the

operations established in the area, to the average annual requirements of that

industr,y and to forecast a future demand. On this basis and in keeping with the

topography of the region, boundaries for the proposed working circle (P.S.Y.U.)

were delineated. Following approval of these proposals by t}:le Chief Forester,

a management working plan should be drafted and submitted to the Working Plans

division of the Forest Service for approval. However, Orchard noted, if adequate

inventory data was not available, it might be necessary to postpone submission of

the working plan in which case the procedure should be to make an estimate of the

allowable annual cut based on such information as was at hand. This estimate

would be submitted to the Working Plans division for review and, if satisfactor.y

that division would approve an interim allowable cut that would be subject to

revision in the light of future surveys and a future working plan. As noted pre

viously, the latter procedure was followed in Virtually all cases, although the

Working Plans Division was later absorbed into the Management Division. The key

to the matter was the inventory position in the Province. Prior to the publica-

tion of the "Continuous Inventory of British Columbia, Initial Phase, 1957," only

sketchy, rather gen~ral information had been available through the publications

of Whitford and Craig
20

and Mulholland.40 The Continuous Inventor,y was based on

stratified random sampling with sampling strata consisting of groups of forest

types recognized in the forest classification. The accuracy objectives of the

forest inventor,y were to produce estimates of gross cubic foot volume by species

in the entire Province with a sampling error not exceeding 10% at a probability

of .95. The accuracy of the estimates of gross volume at a close utilization

standard in live, merchant able trees, ten inches diameter breast height and over,

in mature forest stands in the Province was:!: 4% sampling error. In each of the

nine inventor,y zones into which the Province was divided the sampling error

ranged from :!: 6% to :!: 10%. Each inventor,y zone consisted of a number of sub-zones

of approximately one to two million acres in size. In each sub-zone the ultimate

accuracy objective was similar to that used in inventory zones, with the modification
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that the accuracy applied to the estimate of gross volume of all species collectively.

The foregoing remarks do not take into account non-sampling errors such as tree

measuring or applicability of volume tables. In addition to this inventory of

mature forests, growth estimates were made for all the forest which the Forest

Service considered to be sufficiently accurate for the large areas to which the

figures applied, but the reliability of Which, when applied to small areas, was

unknown. The Forest Service also stated that the sampling errors quoted for the

inventor,y of mature forests, as given above, were indications only of the accuracy

of zonal volume estimates and that no assumptions should be made from them concern

ing the reliability of estimates within more localized units of area. In consequence,

a problem arose in applying the forest inventory to the public sustained yield units.

Whether or not the Forest Service took a conservative approach to the problem is

unknown but a number of foresters and others have questioned the current annual

allowable cuts, indicating their belief that they are too low. The Forest Service

has continued to pursue inventory work in public sustained yield units by adding

to existing
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plots so as to bring the sampling error, both in terms o£ mature timber inventor,y

and growth to an appropriate level £or adequate unit yield calculation.

Once the allowable annual cut £or a given public sustained yield unit had

been determined, Orchard continued, the £ourth step should be an analysis of the

situation in the unit "relative to the balance between requirements and the ability

of the land to produoe" and submission to the Management Division o£ proposals for

initiating regulation of cut.

In 1956, it was interesting that the actual cuts made £rom the public sus

tained yield units were considerably lower than the allowable annual cuts, as is

demonstrated by the following £igures derived from the Report of the Royal Commission

on Forestr,y o£ 1956.

ALLOWABLE ANNUAL CUTS AND ACTUAL CUTS IN
( PUBLIC SUSTAINED YIELD UNITS - 1956,

Region

Coast
Interior

Totals

Total Productive
Area (Aores)

2,100,558
19,568,228

21,668,786

Mature Volume
Thousands o£

Cubic Feet

6,514,813
12,531.904

19,046,777

Allowable
Annual Cut
Cubic Feet

86,560
181,080

267,640

Actual Cut
Thousands of

Cubic Feet

62,399
126,056

188,455

In reViewing the sit~ation as it was in 1956, Sloan commented that the

objective envisaged by Dr. Orchard, o£ dividing the £orest area equally into tree

farm licences and public sustained yield units, was a long-term programme and he

thought that many years would pass before it was brought to £ruition and the ninp.1-- r

million acres of productive forest land in the Province were included in tree £arm

licences or public suatained yield un~ts. Nevertheless~ the Forest Service6l stated

that there were 79,301,951 acres operating under approved annual cuts in 1965. Tree

£arm licences accounted £or 6,392,115 acres, Christmas tree permits covered 98,000

acres, public sustained yield units covered 43,615,875 acres, tree farms accounted

£or 515,224 acres and farm wood10ts amounted to 12,633 acres. These £igures demon

strate that progress in sustained yield has been rapid but they also show that the

50/50 intent expressed by Orchard was subsequently dropped and no real attempt has

been made to reach this proportion oftl'ee fam licences to sustained yield units.

The Commissioner next turned his atteption to criticisms relating to public

sustained yield units and he noted that the evidence be£ore him relating to public
'.

working circles was controversial and ran the gamut. Some witnesses recommended

their eventual absorption into tree farm licences, others £elt that on the Coast all

unalienated £orest land and all temporary tenures, as they reverted to the Crown,

should be incorporated into public working circles and no more tree £arm licences

should be granted. Sloan did not see much point in discussing the £irst question

since he considered public sustained yield units to be an essential part o£ £orest

planning. On the south Coast, he saw the establishment o£ more public sustained

yield units and the attainment o£ the 50/50 objective of the Forest Service as

being most di£ficu1t. He felt that the balance must be toward more tree £arm lic

ences in this region when the approved and advertised tree farm licences were

awarded. This left, £or the establishment of additional public sustained yield units,

chiefly the northern section of the Coast and the Interior. The northern areas of
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the Coast would be attractive, by changes in stumpage employed as an instrument of

policy, as public sustained yield units from which logs would move to Coastal con

version plants. However, it was in the vast areas of the Interior that the ex

panding industry must find· its future. The Chief Forester of the Province had

supported this view and it was also borne out by the tremendous increase in Interior

~ production, from a cut of 577,000,000 board feet in 1944 to 2,177 million~g~d feet

in 1955, making an increase of 377.3% over the decade. The Chief Forester had stated

that the bulk of industry started in the Interior,and then shifted rapidly to the

Coast which was now virtually fully occupied. Consequently, industry was"seeking

outlets in the Interior because that is where the opportunities exist."

A criticism which had been made of public sustained yield units before the

1956 Royal Commission stressed the inadequate degree of management by the Forest

Service over areas contained in the units. Management was limited to 'containing the

cut within approved limits and to the inclusion of restrictive covenants concerning

logging methods, in timber sale contraots. It was also said that inventories and

surveys were inadequate for manq,gement purposes. Sloan did not disagree with these

criticisms and pointed out that the administrative framework of the Forest Service

was inadequately staffed to cope with the ver,y heavy burden plaoed upon it.

"The astonishing fact is that so few men have, so far, accomplished so much."

Past Governments ought to have supplied the Service with mon~~and staff sufficient
\I

to pennit proper surveys of the Forest Reserve areas.

In connection with Forest Servioe management of public sustained yield

units, Sloan further remarked that the erist~ng method of putting up timber sales in

the units upon the request of an applicant, the applicant having selected the area,

should be modified to a system of Forest Service selection of cutting areas a year

prior to the time when the areas would be open for bidding.

The allowable cut of a public sustained yield unit did not take into strict

account the factor o~ accessibility and the lack of access roads, especially into

Coast units and this was a matter of much concern to a .number of witnesses before

Sloan. They inoluded Forest Servioe offioials. John S. Stokes, .: •.• , forester

in charge of the Management Division described the ribbon development of timber

harvesting, following the Province's main transportation routes, under which areas

close to these routes were being rapidly cut out. The smaller operator, of which

many existed, oould not finance roads into timber in the hinterland. This had led to

demands for the sale of immature and thrifty stands of timber in the ribbon develop

ment areas, even though there were stand~ of overmature, decadent timber to be cut

in more remote country. Stokes emphasized that reasonably satisfaotory forest

management would be impossible without an adequate system of aocess roads and, although

there was reasonable assuranoe that tree farm lioencees would solve this problem in

their own interest, the responsibility for pub1io sustained yield units rested with

the Government. Stokes gave a number of reasons to justify the urgent need for an

adequate system of acoess roads. Firstly, they would enable effeotive protection

from fire, inseots, and disease. They would faoilitate salvage and keep losses to a

minimum in such cases as fire, insect damage, and windthrow. Effeotive applioation

of cutting plans, giving the neoessary priority to mature and deoadent stands, and

the preservation of younger growth for maximum profit would be possible. They would
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permit flexibility in cutting plans to take advantage of fluctuating market condi

tions. Finally, they would allow distribution of operation throughout the working

circle (P.S.Y.U.) thereby keeping the eVils, frustrations and business losses that

inevitably arise out of concentrating several operations in too close quarters to

a minimum. Stokes proposed that the roads should be of a reasonably high standard,

with a cost varying from $10,000.00 to $50,000.00 per mile. Although the initial

investment would be high, it could be recovered by increasing stumpage within a

reasonable length of time. At the time, in 1956, the Provincial Government had a

five-year forest access road programme in the public sustained yield units. It was

proposed to build 1,460 miles of access roads throughout the Provincial forests at

a total estimated cost of $41,350,000.00, to be financed through the Forest Developmenl

Fund. This fund had been set up for access road development purposes. It was formed

under the authority of the "Forest Development Fund Act, 1948" and borrowed money

under that act or received advances authorized by the Legislature. It could make

collections under the authority of Section 164 (4) of the Forest Act and make loan

rep~ments. The evident intention was to have, eventually, a self-sustaining fund.

However, the fund was abolished, along with others of its type at the end of 1956,

in favour of placing all receipts to and making expenditures directly from the con

solidated treasury funds. During its existence from the fiscal year 1950 - 51 to

December 31, 1956, the fund made loans and advances of just over $2,000,000.00 and

net expenditures of just over $2,000,000.00, leaving it with a credit balance on

December 31, 1956, of somewhat in excess of $34,000.00. The collections and rep~

ments in that period had been $352,758.03, primarily from stumpage p~ents. Sloan

gave the opinion that Government efforts in the construction of forest access roa

did no more than "scratch the surface.it For the fiscal year 1956 - 57, the Legislature

voted an appropriation of $2,278,000.00 for the construction of development roads.

Whilst this was a substantial increase over previous appropriations, it was far

from the expenditure of $8,000,000.00 a year for a five-year period, envisaged in

the projected road programme. However, the disappointing feature, apart from the

size of the appropriation measured in terms of need, was the fact that only $900,000.OC

of the M'ote was expended, not only for roads, but for bridges and maintenance as

well. Out of the $900,000.00, only the relatively small sum of $773,588.00 was

spent in the construction of 32.3 miles of road. The efforts of the Province toward

building forest development roads were inadequate to meet the need and the Federal

Government began to contribute to these roads, with the result that greatly in

creased expenditures have been made in recent years. These p~ments were made

under the Federal-Provincial Forestzy Agreements, now expired, and under the "Hoads

for Resources Programme" which are described in the chapter of this history relating

the role of Canada in British Columbia's forest policy and administration. The

Forest Service is now moving toward a policy of road construction by the forest

industry with a Forest Service contribution, mostly in the form of bridges.

The Clayoquot working circle in the Coast forests had largely disappeared

into tree farm licences #20, 21, and 22, the acreage left forming the Barkley public

working circle. Because of this, a number of witnesses for the 1956 Royal Commission

had expressed the view that the boundaries of public sustained yield units should be

given more permanence. The evidence indicated that the boundaries were subject to

change at any time, at the discretion of the Government. Sloan felt that this was

not in the public interest and he recommended that the boundaries should be established
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and published in the British Columbia Gazette and that no changes should be made

except by order-in-council after due public notice and hearing of objections. The

Commissioner also felt that any proposed alteration of a major character should be

referred to the proposed Provincial Advisory Council for consideration. During 1970,
the Forest Service began to have as many P.S.Y.U.s gazetted as forests as possible.

The method of disposing of timber in public sustained yield units was

criticized by some of the witnesses appearing before Sloan. Koerner, an industry

witness who was a senior executive of Alaska Pine and Cellulose Company Limited of

Vancouver, stated

"The public working circle (P.S.Y.U.) shows these main characteristics:

,,( a) Public ownership of the timber is preserved.

(b) Conservation and protection of the forest are achieved by regulation
as to volume and method of cut.

(c) The forest m~ be utilized conti~uously, so long as log market prices
are high enough to induce operation.

(d) The logging operator has no assurance of a continuous market for
his logs.

(e) The conversion plant using logs from the public working circle has
no assurance of a continuous supply of raw materials. Therefore,
the tendency for plants dependent upon such logs must be to limit
their investment.

(f) Conversion plants with a limited assured supply of wood, and a low
capital investment, do not, in general, produce a high-priced or
readily marketable product. They cannot afford research for new
developments and better wood utilization. In addition, neither
they nor the logging operations are under any compulsion to operate
continuously in times of poor markets. They can more readily af
ford to shut down as their depreciation and overhead are low.

"Thus, the public working circle mC3iY achieve the technical forestry objective.
By its very nature, however, because of the short-tenn incentives offered,
the public working circle does not contribute to the principle objective of
insuring that the maximum contribution is made by the forests towards im
proving the general economic and social level of the Province.

"In actual fact, the so-called public working circle is in no wa;{ different
from all other areas .of public forests outside of management licences and
the foregoing characteristics therefore apply to such other lands. In the
areas reserved for public working circles the only apparent difference is
that the Government has restricted the number of timber sales."

Sloan did not comment on these views except to sa;{ that the primary reason

for creating sustained yield units Was to ensure a form of management in these areas-

a "technical forestry objective." Marc W. Go rmely, a forester and member of the

Canadian Institute of Forestry (Vancouver Section) commended the introduction of

public sustained yield units.

-.,..-"Since such units permit more specific and economic organization of forest
land for sustained yield management and should also assist in stabilizing
communities. t1

The British Columbia Forest Service's annual reports from 1957 to 1965
have reported the progressive increase in the area of Crown forest land organized

into public sustained yield units. A new trend appeared in 1965 when fourteen pub

lic sustained yield units were re-organized into six larger units, three in the

Kamloops Forest District and the res.t in the Vancouver Forest District.

The Honourable R.G. Williston, Minister of Lands and Forests, during the

Budget Debate of February 24, 1960, noted that sustained yield forestry demands more

accurate cruises of the areas of Crown timber offered for sale and stated that additionc
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attention would be given to the matter. As information became more refined and more

was known about such things as site conditions and proper rotation ages, changes

would be made in the annual allowable cuts of all types of sustained yield units.

The new inventory information, the standards of which have been described, was being

compiled from twenty chains to one inch air photography instead. of the forty--"
I to one inch air photography previously employed. Use was being made of tree species:.

which timber cruisers had once ignored and these were being added into the new in- .~

ventories. He also noted, that new techniques and equipment had made areas previously

olassified as inaccessible, accessible.

The remarks of Williston in relation to a specific community are of interest

and provide an illustration of the application of sustained yield in a central Interior

community, Prince George. Addressing the Xorthern Interior Lumber Manufacturers

Association in Prince Ge~rge on M~24, 1961, he noted that there were, in the Prince

George Forest District, eighteen public sustained yield unit"s with a combined total

annual cut of 105,000,000 cubic feet over 12,000,000 acres of productive forest land.

In other words, the equivC!J.ent of the total district cut of five years previously

(in 1955) was now securedl~{\Ohe public sustained yield unit system. To make the

operation of the units practical and by w~ of t1bringing these extra millions of

cubic feet of timber into the economically accessible reserve", the Engineering
the

Services Division of the Forest Service had to complete I construction of more than

109 miles of good standard forest development road in the area.The new Nechako sus

tained yield unit had/~:e~ formed with an annual allowable cut of 13.5 million cubic

feet. Williston saw no reason to expect a reduction in the gross annual cut by thf'

254 established operators in this new public sustained yield unit. Nevertheless,

the Minister continued, these operators would have available to them the degree of

protection from ruinous bidding practices, as provided by the extension of the lic

encee priority system which we have previously described. The Nechako sustained

yield unit qualified for this system because it was,at the outset, a fully committed

unit, ie. the4emands upon it equaled or exceeded the sustained yield capacity. The

licence priority system gave the opportunity of sealed tender bidding to any estab

lished operator in the unit who had applied to purchase Crown timber. In addition,

no one but an established operator could ask for a sale to be put up for bids. If

an operator elected to employ the sealed bid system, he would be given the opportunity

to meet the bid of any outside bidder-Ita sort of second chance." If he met the out

side bid, he was awarded the sale. 1£ he did not choose to meet the outside bid, the

sale went to the highest bidder. There were indications at the time that requests

for sealed tender bidding were increasing. There were two features of significance

about the new Nechako sustained yield unit, apart from the fact that it was fully

committed and eligible for the licencee priority system. Firstly, the new unit ".

would "close the circle" around Prince George and this could be looked upon as an

economic bulwark against "boom and bust" and all its terrible economic and social

consequences. The second feature was the total of 254 established operators, 61%

of whom cut less than 20,000 cubic feet per year. The Prince George area was the

scene of an inmvation insofar as sustained yield units were concerned. A start had

been made on the development of forest communities to provide living facilities for

families whose men worked in the more remote areas. As an example, the Bear Lake
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community had been established.

In 1961, Wi11iston made an address in the Budget Debate of the Legislative
Assembly and announced that s;x new bl' t· d . 1• pu ~csus a~ne y~e d units were formed during
1961, bringing the total to seventy-eight. An impetus had been provided to the

forest road programme, as mentioned previously, .when the Federal Government provided

$1,183,189.00 available on a basis of an equal sharing of costs with the Provincial

Government between December 1st, 1960, and November 30th, 1961. A record mileage

of 179·5 all-weather,graveled loghaul roads was constructed during 1961, raising

the total since the start of the programme in 1960 to 529.1 miles. Practically

all of the new roads led into previously inaccessible portions of sustained yield units,

On January 16, 1963, Williston talked to the Truck Loggers Association

Convention in Vancouver. He was a member of a panel discussing the question "Can

the small, or independent operator, survive midst the large integrat'ed companies?",

a question in which the Truck Loggers Association was vitally interested. Much

along the same lines argued by Moss in 1956, the Minister pointed out that a "small"

operator in the Prince George.area would probably have a maximum investment of

$100,000.00, whereas "small" on the Coast implied a much larger operation. To re

enforce his point the Minister gave an example of a t1 smallll Coast logging operation

which had been sold for $500,000.00. The introduction of the sustained yield policy,

following the recommendation of the Royal Commission on Forestry in 1945, was out

lined by Williston. With its introduction, free enterprise, in the classical

economist's definition ceased to exist in the Province's forest industries, since

the forest entrepreneur no longer had free choice of his logging chance and his

annual production had to be balanced against the renewable volume of his timber

sales. The logger, whether small, medium or large was no longer free to move where

he wished, nor was he free to log in such volume as he saw fit, in keeping with

market conditions. Having thus departed, by regulation, from free enterprise other

regulations would soon follow. These were represented by such terms as Il established

operator," "quotas," and "sealed tender bidding." There was current pressure from

some quarters for the "Forest Act" to be amended still further to restrict bidding

on Crown timber in fully committed sustained yield units to established operators,

even though such an amendment would mean that an operator on the Coast, for example,

could not move from one managed unit to another unless he already had a timber sale

in that unit. The Minister stated that he referred to this proposal for the Truck

Loggers Association.

"To demonstrate how far we can go in our thinking in these matters in a few
years and what was totally unacceptable at one time is common place and
accepted as the current way of life a few years later."

The Minister noted that the Government had alre~ gone a long way to protect the

established operator and felt that they could not legislate for every eventuality.

The policy was to have as much free enterprise as possible and, if this policy was

to continue, further limiting legislation must be given careful study. It might

well be that future revisions to the IlForest' Act" should only be those which were

required to guarantee forest management in the Province, with restrictions designed

to ensure better utilization.

Williston also pointed out that the entrepreneur, however, had to contend

with very potent pressures other than restrictions arising from forest management.

The income tax and succession
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duties in Canada are designed as a means of redistributing wealth. Succession duties

could present a considerable problem to the private company, since the tax imposed

would exceed normal cash reserves; consequently, there was the possibility of a

forced sale to raise enough cash to pqy the tax. Alternatively, a public company

could be formed or the businessman might sellout to someone as he approached re

tirement age. The man who originally launched the enterprise must, in any event,

realize enough cash or other negotiable assets for his heirs to pqy the succession

duties on his estate. Even if he had been only reasonably successful as an operator,

the value of the business would represent a sum of money far beyond the resources of

most people endeavouring to start business in the field. As a result of past ex

perience in the development of British Columbia, a relatively new countr.y, an image

of the successful businessmen had been built up, as someone who started in the

forest industr.y in a mode~t wqy and, in time, created an asset worth anything from

$250,000.00 to $1,000,000.00. The average newcomer, in 1963, did not have the fin

ancial resources to take over such an operating unit and it was increasingly dif

ficult for someone to establis~ an operation of modest size under conditions where

raw material supplies were limited in the first place and by reason of tax commit

ments upon retiring operators.

Williston presented some figures derived from a Forest Service survey

which were possibly not entirely accurate. However, if the figures were accepted,

it appeared that 65.1 million cubic feet or 53.3% of the prodUction from the public

sustained yield units was controlled directly by the industrial manufacturers,

whereas 57.1 million cubic feet or 46.1% of the current allowable cut was available

to the open market. The Minister concluded from this that the indications were

that a strong, independent group of operators was still established in the units

and dependent on the sale of Crown timber for their timber supplies. It mqy be

assumed that the Minister's emphasis upon the Vancouver District was influenced by

the fact that the most strenuous objections to sustained yield policy and, particu

larly, to the granting of tree farm licences came from this district, where over

cutting had been allowed to proceed for many years. Also,the Truck "Loggers

Association which the Minister was addressing was amongst ~he strongest and most

vocal objectors to tree farm licences.

Williston stated that the element of free enterprise must be retained and

bureaucracy restricted to a minimum so that some freedom of choice was retained.

The independent, smaller operation would represent, so far as the Crown was concerned,

a kind of "check and balance" in the appraisal of Crown stumpage because through this

source the appraisal officers would be able to get a measure of competitive operating

costs.

The future size of logging operating units also received comment from

Williston. Because of topographic conditions, there would alwqys be logging opera

tions that could only be profitably operated by a small crew of experienced men and

where a large, integrated company or a large contractor might find difficulty in

adjusting their activities to small areas or stands of low volumes per acre. It

seemed to the Minister that, as the Province became involved in "second growth" for

est management, the logging operating units would become smaller and smaller, there

by leading more and more to the establishment of a large body of logging contractors.
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This body could also function in small units in thinning operations, a totally

different situation from what was recognized as a logging operation.

As a result of these various considerations and policy aims, the Government
action should consist of:

(1) Ensure a sustained supply of timber for sale in the public sustained
yield units and attend to those matters, ego more accurate timber
inventories, which might affect the allowable annual cut.

(2) Implement fully the Government policy concerning the IlContractor
Clause ll which had been inserted in the contract documents for
tree farm licences #13 - 38 inclusive, most of which were on the
Coast. The tree farm licencee was required to provide the oppor
tunity for contractors other than the licencee t s own employees
or shareholders to harvest a minimum portion of the allowable cut.
Licences #14 - 23 inclusive required 30% as the contracting portion
whilst Licence #13 and Licences #24 - 39 inclusive required 50%. '

(3) Intensify, subje.ct to limitations of' available funds and tr;Uned
personnel, the reforestation of cut-over lands. Williston stated
that this was already in process at a quickening pace and in
cluded smaller areas which wer~ unsuitable for the larger opera
tions of' the Forest Service Reforestation Division. The early
reforestation of these logged areas together with the acceler
ated reversion of iJmlature timber areas and logged areas from
timber berths and licences to the Crown was all part of the
management plaz/to maintain and increase the allowable cut avail
able to established operators.

(4) Consistent with ef'forts to increase the allowable cut, a gradual
insistence on more complete utilization of wood on the ground.
This might take the form of more stringent contract utilization
conditions and continuation of the policy of charging salvage
stumpage rates (lower than normal rates) for the utilization of
wood waste on logged-over areas. It was quite possible that the
integrated operator might have some advantages in relogging areas
for waste wood but, on the other hand, the nature of the operations
lent itself towards the small,independent operator.

(5) In some cases where a high incidence of' defective timber occurred,
encourage improved 'utilization practice so as to remove all mer
chantable volume and prepare the ground for regeneration of a new
forest.

Williston concluded that, without regard to Government action or policy, the role of

the independent logging operator might change gradually from that of a "rugged in

dividualist purchasing his own timber supplies and producillg logs for sale" to that

of Ita contractor who will be hiring out his services and equipment. 1l There was,

however, no current strong trend in this direction.

In the following year, the lUnister resumed his policy ,diLacussion at the

point where he had ended in 1963 when he gave some remarks at the opening of the 1964
Convention of the Truck Loggers Association. This time he gave four basic rules

which he felt should govern Provincial forestry. Firstly, the land should be kept

productive at all times. This principle involved regeneration of a new crop by

natural or artific~al means. Secondly, the resource must be protected from fire,

insects and disease. Thirdly, a cut control must be applied to keep the harvest in

balance with the ability of the land to produce and, fourthly, the crop should be

improved in quantity and quality through thinning, a genetics programme, the breeding

of plus trees, and so on. It can be logically assumed that the Minister was stating

key points of the Forest Service Management Polic;)" 1. ' ,,', ,:, and en-

deavouring to have them introduced into subsequent discussion at the Convention. The

Truck Loggers Association was and is, primarily interested in logging and forest
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utilization. It is logical to assume that the Minister and the Forest Service

would wish to direct the Association's attention and thought to the overall

management policy, in which logging and forest utilization were only two factors.

Nevertheless, another reason mqy have existed for the mention of reforestation, in

that this subject as such could have been at the time and might be at the present,

a cause of serious embarrassment to the Government.

The Minister then dealt, in l~man' s terms, with the "utilization of

small wood." His remarks were to be the precursor of a major policy statement in

the following year (1965), the objective being to improve forest utilization with

its various apparent benefits. In 1964, the Minister stressed that the Truck

Loggers Association panel should emphasize certain points. Firstly, utilization

must be economic since complete utilization is not good if the material is uneconomic

to handle. To be economic, suitable machinery with lower capital ana depreciation

costs would be required in keeping with the value of the product. The trees them

selves, in a close utilization economy, might be of low quality. Markets for low

grade wood might be poor or even almost non-existent as they were at that time on

the Coast. Secondly, it appeared that no logger knew the general limit of economic

utilization. Such a limit would vary from logging show to logging show and the pre

cise limit would depend on the choice of machiner,y, the material to be harvested,

the market price, and local conditions such as topography or the state of develoJr

ment, ego of the roads of the area itself. Thirdly, under close utilization, more

people would be employed per acre cut over each year in the actual harvesting

operation. In addition, there would be increased employment in the utilization

plants. Fourthly, there were certain silvicultural aspects. The removal of the

small material would greatly assist the mobility of planting crews and there would

be less need for slash burning and less material for insects and fungi to attack.

Fifthly, improvements in the existing methods of logging and extraction, for example,

the cutting of lower stumps could increase the volume of wood to be taken out. These

remarks perhaps stressed the obvious, but it appears probably that policy planning

was already under wqy on the subject of closer utilization and that the Minister's

remarks in a very general wqy were offering an opportunity for discussion on the

subject of closer utilization by interested groups not directly connected with

policy planning.

The Minister dealt also with two points of "general forest policy." The

first dealt with the question of cut control in public sustained yield units. As

a result of checking the scale returns from timber sales against the Forest Service

cruises of those timber sales, it had become apparent that the cruises were gener

ally conservative. This had meant that, on timber sales in the Coastal Region, too

large an acreage was being cut over annu~lly. It should be mentioned that, at this

stage, if an operator purchased a timber sale for the cruise volume, he could cut

the entire timber sale without having any excess volume "charged" against his annuaY

quota although, of course, he paid stumpage and royalty for the excess. This

situation meant, in turn, that Coast forests might be in a state of overcutting.

The problem, in the public interest, was to find "a formula which will ensure ade

quate cut control and at the same time, provide an incentive for the operator to

achieve as complete utilization as possible." A solution, involving control of

individual operator annual cut by scaled volume instead of by cruise volume had been

postponed for six months to allow for discussion by industry associations and by

agencies.
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Williston also defended the role of the Select Standing Committee on

Forestr,y and Fisheries of the Legislative Assembly. The Committee is appointed

annually from members of the Assembly and, after studying matters referred to them,

report back to the Legislature. This Committee, the Minister stated, had a dual
function.

"First to act as a sounding board for new legislation and second, to act
as a Court of Appeal relative to policy already in effect."

The Select Standing Committee, in connection with bidding practices, had

recommended the amendment to the "Forest Act" whereby an established operator in a

fully committed public sustained yield unit should have the opportunity to match

the highest bid submitted. SUbsequently, the Committee had been urged that bidding

should be restricted even further by providing ~hat only established operators in

a unit could submit bids. The Committee had not seen fit to accept ~his suggestion,

although they were prepared to hear mOre submissions at the 1964 sitting of the

Legislature. Williston was not prepared to make a general statement on the success

of the restricted bidding legislation but was certain that it had had a salutatory

effect upon industry by reducing indiscriminate bidding. In the case of sales in

managed units where an applicant had been bid up to twice the upset stumpage and

royalty or higher. the Minister had been exercising his authority under the "Forest

Act" and disallowing the sale. It was then up to the original applicant when he

would re-apply for the sale. However. in the case where a timber sale had been put

up for sale by the Forest Service. usually in public sustained yield units which

were not fully committed, but also in such cases as fire or insect-killed timber

requiring rapid utilization, and where an operator's quota was not at stake, the

Minister stated that he would not exercise his authority. - Finally, the Select

Standing Committee had spent much time reviewing the proposed pulpwood harvesting

legislation which is described later in this histor,y. The concept of superimposing

a pulp economy on a sawlog economy was quite new to British Columbia and the policy

carried with it certain inherent difficulties. As an example of these difficulties,

the Minister outlined the problem of the diameters of material to be utilized by

*"the respective uses (lumber and pulp}" the Department having found that stud mills

were continually lowering the diameter of the logs being used by the sawmill indus

tr.y. There was also the problem of the size of an area necessary for designation

as a pulpwood harvesting area. when there was no experience to demonstrate just how

much pulpwood could be harvested from a given forest type Or area of forest land.

We have seen that, in the Minister's previous addresses, he had stressed the insis

tence of the pulp industry upon guaranteed supplies of wood and his remarks on this

occasion referred to the search for a method to guarantee the supplies and thereby

encourage the establishment of new pulp mills.

As has been mentioned previously, the disposition of timber for cutting

within public sustained yield units was conducted through the media of timber sales.

Timber sales had been employed before the sustained yield policy came into effect

and, over the years, have been progressively modified to conform to the changing

requirements of the forestry situation in British Columbia. In 1965, Williston

in the Second Session of the Legislative Assembly, during the Budget Debate,

*"Mills producing 2" x 4" lumber, usually in 8 feet lengths, primarily for wall
framing.
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reviewed the progress that was being made in the granting of "pulpwood harvesting

areas" but he pointed out that they were "not the answer in every case" for pro

viding an adequate guaranteed supply of timber for a proposed pulp mill. In 1964,

therefore, a new type of timber sale contract had been introduced as a result of a

particular distribution of timber sizes in northern British Columbia. The conven

tional timber sale, under the current wOrding (1964) of the "Forest Act" (Section

was required to be confined to a specific area. However, under the provisions of

Section 27 of the "Act," the FinlBi}' sustained yield unit had been declared a "special

sale area" by order-in-council and this action had made it possible to draw up the

timber sale contracts that did not designate a specific area. These "timber sale

harvesting areas" as they were designated gave the licencee the right to log a given

volume per year within the boundaries of the FinlBi}' sustained yield unit for a

specified number of years. In order to control the logging, the licencee was re

quired to submit a cutting plan to the Chief Forester and to apply for cutting per

mits in accordance with those plans. In effect, the cutting permit replaced the

conventional timber sale contr~ct which basically assured a certain level of annual

cut. The cutting permit designated the area, the annual rental, the forest protection

tax, the stumpage, the trees to be cut, the disposal of slash and so on. The Minister

emphasized that this type of sale had many advantages over the normal one when used

in the right area and under the right set of circumstances but it was not alwBi}'s

desirable or possible to declare an area a special sale area. under Section 27 of

the "Act." Therefore, the Forest Service was requesting some changes of wording in

the "Forest Act" to permit timber sale harvesting areas to be processed without

special action having to be taken. Sec~ion 17 of the Act was subsequently amended

and permitted the Forest SerVice, under authorization of the Minister, to do this.

The advertisement for the two timber sales of the new type called for

sealed tenders arid these were submitted by the applicants, Alexander Forest Products

and Cattermole Timber Limited, each sale being conditional upon construction of a

pulp mill by the successful bidder. In the case of the Alexander Forest Products

bid, no competition occurred and the sale was awarded at upset stumpage and royalty

price. The Cattermole Timber Limited bid was exceeded by a bid placed by Mr. Ben

Ginter of Prince George by an amount approximating, over the term of years of the

timber sale, to ~l2,000,000.00. However, Cattermole exercised its rights to equ&

this bid and was awarded the sale. In 1967, Williston addressed the Interior Lumber

Manufacturers Association at Penticton and mentioned briefly a change in "forest

management policy." Timber sale stumpage prices in the past had been geared to

market lumber prices, ie. they moved up and down with fluctuations of lumber price
, *by "the 151u sliding scale formula." This formula was dropped in favour of a shedule

or table of stumpage prices, providing for stumpage changes for each $5.00 fluctuation

up or down in the average market price of lumber or, on the Coast, in log selling

prices. This was a more sensitive arrangement than the previous one.

The Minister also made a significant policy statement on forest management

when he stated "we believe it is becoming necessary to require operators in public

sustained yield units to accept more responsibility in forest management." Over

*When a timber sale was awarded, the selling price of lumber on which the stumpage
appraisal was made, was noted in the T.S. contract. Should the average selling
price of lumber, as determined by monthly survey, vary from the original price by
more than 15% of the original price up or down, then the stumpage was recalculated
using the new figure. No cost variations were taken into account in the reappraisal
and any amount bid over the original upset stumpage was added on to the reappraised
stumpage.
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the years of development timber sale contracts had gradually expanded in their

scope. Originally, they had simply dealt with logging and matters connected with

logging, avoidance of unnecessar,y damage and methods of disposal of logging slash.

The need for the regeneration of logged sites had gradually become recognised as a

pressing problem, inadequately dealt with by existing timber sales. In the

Interior, this had led to refinements in logging techniques, inclUding clauses

requiring certain silvicultural systems of felling. These were not enough in them

selves to ensure natural regeneration and site preparation methods (SUCh as scari

fication to bare the mineral soil) became important. It was recognized, however,

that in a number of instances the inclusion of added costs in the stumpage appraisal

would result in an inadequate reimbursement to the operator because of the rules

surrounding the appraisals. Industr,y had not been slow to point this out to the

Government, particularly in connection with mechanical site scarification and cedar

hemlock site rehabilitation (in which all unmerchantable trees down to eight inches

diameter breast height were felled and the slash burned) in the Interior and plant

ing costs on the Coast. As a r~sult, Section 17 of the "Forest Act" was amended in

1964 to allow the Minister to compensate a licencee, in whole or in part, for the

approved cost of carrying out silvicultural treatment or constructing a primar,y

access road, either by "an offset against stumpage or by payment from funds appro

priated by the Legislature for that purpose." In the case of Crown timber, other

than that on tree farm licences, situated east of the Cascade. Mountains and sold

as a timber sale, the Consolidated Revenue Fund was required to make available a

sum to pqy the cost of reducing the hazard created by the removal of timber, or to

ensure or to promote the growth of a second crop or of silvicultural treatment in

cident to removing the existing stand, the actual sum being 75~ per cunit of the

average annual cut for the preceding five calendar years for which information was

available. These requirements were the subject of controversy with parts of the

industr,y claiming that silvicultural rebates to operators were below the costs

incurred. B,y December, 1966, only twelve timber sales in each forest district

had the rebates clause included and this was done, according to the Chief Forester,

to allow the Forest Service to assess the problems involved before expandine the

system.

In his statement referring to the requirement for operators in public sus

tained yield units to accept more responsibility in forest management, however, the

Minister proposed to go considerably further than responsibility for certain silvi

cultural, protective or road building operations. He pointed out that, in 1967,

some large operators were occupying a1most entire sustained yield units and that

their operations could be compared in some degree with those of a tree farm licence.

It was not the policy of the Government to build a tremendously large Forest Service

to perform all the management functions required for public sustained yield units

since the charge must eventually come from the operation of an economic industry. New

policies might also be required to meet conditions created by technological advances

within the forest industr,y. For example, economic "small wood plants" were expen

sive to construct and must be run at ver,y high speeds to produce material at a com

petitive price. Log consumption, as a consequence, was very high. To maintain

sustained yield, the number of such plants in any given area would have to be limited

because there must be a direct relationship between plant capacity and availability-
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of the timber resource. It was becoming apparent. particularly in the central

Interior, that some drastic step would have to be taken such as the licencing of

conversion plants, if ,operators were to oontinue on some basis of economic reality.

Returning to the question of operator responsibility in forest management -otl public

sustained yield units, the Minister announced that the Forest Service was introducing

a new tlcutting permit timber sale" in a streamlining of administrative techniques.

At the time public sustained yield units were introduced, the Province

had a large number of individual operators, mainly due to the fact that there were

no restrictions on the amount of timber which the Government could sell each year.

The introduction of sustained yield, the affects of such measures as succession

duties and the growing cost of modern forest industrial equipment resulted in a great

reduction in the number of operators in any one unit. The Minister cited the Williams

Lake public sustained yie~d unit as a "classic example." It had started out with

forty-one operations and, by April of 1967, only ten remained. The Minister con

tended that the remaining operators in public sustained yield units, because they

were more or less permanently ~stablished in their own areas, obviously had a much
that

greater stake in the management of the units involved and/a number had indicated their

desire to take a more active part in forest management.' The cutting permit timber
but

sale would offer this opportunity but could not be introduced in all units,/only in

those where there had been a "general settling down" of operators.

The new type of contract would give authority to harvest a specific amount

of timber each year from the entire public sustained yield unit if the licencee was

prepared to allocate his entire annual allowable cut to the timber sale. He would

be restricted to a part of the sustained yield unit if he ~as only prepared to con

tribute 50',h. The actual development of the area would be left to the licencee and

he would be required to submit a development plan, drafted by a registered profes

sional forester, to the Forest Service for approval. The right to cut would be est

ablished by means of a cutting permit to be issued by the Forest Service for a maxi

mum period of three years. Under the cutting permit, the operator would be required

to contribute to the management of the unit. For example, silvicultural activities

such as scarifying and planting would be a condition of the permit, with stumpage

tI. • • adjusted to make dua allowance for the additional operating costs
involved. "

The licencee would also be required to submit a fire protection pre-organization

plan and a minimum standby force of two or three men would have to be available during

the close fire season, whether or not operations were in progress. A major consid

eration would be the stipulation that, unless otherwise authorized, licencees in the

Interior would have to maintain in operation, plants capable of utilizing all trees

down to 7.1 inches diameter breast height and a six inch diameter top. This require

ment would have to be satisfied within the specified time with due consideration be; ~

given to the financial ability of the operator. Although the cutting permit would he'

issued for a maximum period of three years, it was proposed that the timber sale it

self should have a term of ten years with a maximum extension period of three years.

For those operators Wishing to continue operating under the old system, the timber

sale term would be five years and the operator would have to conform to a Forest

Service development plan, rather than submitting one of his own. The Minister stressed

that

"Perhaps most important of all is the fact that the cutting permit timber
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sale o~fers the opportunity of bringing increased order to logging
operat~ons in pUblic sustained yield units at a time when orderly
management of forest resources is essential to the forest industry's
case for priorities in multiple land-use planning."

The reader will undoubtedly note that the "cutting permit timber sales"

as described by the Minister were identical in principle to the "timber sale har

vesting areas" which he described during his address to the Legislative Assembly in

1965, although they were to be issued for a purpose other than encouraging the
establishment of pulp mills.

The British Columbia Forest Service subsequently issued their proposals as

a basis for discussion with the industry associations. John S. Stokes, •... ;

Assistant Chief Forester in charge of operations for the Forest Service, traced the

history of timber sales from the inception in 1912, when they had been recommended

by the Royal Commission o~ Forestry of 1911. The changes contemplated in the timber

sale was outlined by the Minister and need not be reiterated. In addition, two

proposed fonns of the cutting permit timber sale contract were issued by the Forest

Servioe. Form "A" was for use .by operators who committed 100% of their annual allow

able cut in a public sustained yield unit to the cutting permit sale and Form "B"

for those committing more than 50% but less than lO~ of their annual allowable cut

to the cutting permit type sale.

This account of the introduction of tree farm licences and public sustained

yield units, the first forms of tenure to be introduced under the new sustained yield

policy,will give some idea of the extraordinar,y complexity of administrative rules

and regulations which developed. Much of the oomplexity has centered around the dis

posal of timber within the limits permitted b.Y annual allo~able cuts and it is only

recently that equally important aspects of forestry such as silviculture and increased

forest protection have begun to receive attention. Undoubtedly, a very rapid increase

in the emphasis on these other aspects will be necessary if the sustained yield pol

icy is to be successful. In addition, more sophisticated forestry is necessary to

meet the increasing social demands for recreational and other forest uses. It is

only in the tree farm licence that the forest industry, through the medium of the

working plan has been able, in the past, to propose an appropriate fonn of manage

ment compatible with the various uses of the forest land and the forest. In the

public Bustained yield working circles, the industry has simply been bound by the

terms and provisions of the timber sale which, frequently, inadequately reflect the

management needs of the locality. The new form, of timber sale which 1.7 .. developing,

however, now permit the industry to make proposals to the Forest Service and, pro

vided the regulatory requirements of the Forest Service are sufficiently flexible,

this m~ lead to more enlightened forest management which will be able to achieve

social, as well as economic, aims.

~he la~es1 fonn of timber sale tenure is the Timber Sale Harvesting Licence

which is described at Annexure 11 and was forecast by the remarks of the Minister.

Basically, these timber sale harvesting licences are large in size as compared to

most timber sales and m~ even cover an entire P.S.Y.U. The licence is responsible

for preparing a logging and development plan and a forest protection plan for Forest

Service approval, covering all or part of the harvesting licence and oonforming to

an approved cutting bUdget. Once the plan is approved, the Forest Service issues a

Cutting Permit, allowing operations to commence and containing any additional condi

tions which the Forest Service wish to apply. The maximum term of a cutting permit

is three years. The timber sale harvesting licence has virtually replaced the pre

ceding timber sale form of tenure.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Period From 1946 - 1979
The Introduction of Pulpwood Harvesting Areas

The development of a pulp industr,y in British Columbia has alw~s been a

major objective of the forest policy of the Provincial Government. In 1944, there

were a number of tenures specifically issued for the cutting of pulpwood and these

were pulp licences, pulp leases, and pulp timber sales. The statistics for these

tenures were as follows:

PULP TENURES IN ~RITISH COLUMBIA IN 1944

Tenure

Pulp Licences
Pulp Leases
Pulp Timber Sales

Number of
Contracts

252
33
19

Acreage

155,778
355,611
79,344

Percentage of Total
Provincial Productive Acreage

0.21
0.44
0.11

The pulp timber sales ·were a special class of timber sale specified in the

"Forest Act ll of 1912 and they )lad some of the characteristics of the pulpwood leases

which were granted between the date of the 1901 "Land Act" and the 1907 Order-in

Council. They were subject to the general conditions relative to all timber sales

but, in addition, the applicant had to prove that he had spent $350,000.00 in con

struction of a pulp mill or post a bond of $50,000.00 to guarantee the erection of

a mill within three years. The contract was renewable from year to year during the

period of the contract and it was made appurtenant to the pulp mill. .Any pulp

licences held by the pulp mill operator must not contain more than thirty year's

supply of pulpwood at any one time. In the 1912 Act, ren~als were set at one-half

of those pCl\Yable on ordinar,y timber sales, with a provision for full rental in the
any

event of the pulpmill not operating six months in/one year and a provision for full

r.entals and full royalties in respect of saw timber cut in the pulp area but not

manufactured into woodpulp or paper.

Noting the consistent f~atuTe of Government policy to promote the growth
. ~n h:ts 1956 report

of a pulp industr,y, Sloan atataid/that progress had not been disappointing. In 1916,

for example, 108,997 cords of pulpwood had been cut. B,y 1935, the volume had risen

to 421,386 cords; by 1945 to 590,598 cords and, in 1950, 703,768 cords were cut.

These volumes included normal logs, salvaged wood from logging operations, and pulp

chips manufactured from sawmill residues. In 1953, the volume rose to 863,113 corda

and in 1954 it sharply increased to 1,179,896 cords. It appeared that in 1955, 18%

of the annual cut in the Coastal Region was being processed by pulpmills. However,

the growth was relative and there appeared to be opportunities to increase it very
\

markedly. Sloan wrot e :

flTotal Canadian production of pulp and paper products in 1954 was approxi
mately 17.5 million tons, to which total this Province (British Columbia)
contributed less than two million tons. This amount from our twelve mills
equals less than one-half the production from one Quebec company-
International Paper Company.

"In the field of newsprint, the total Canadian production amounted to six
million tons, about one-half of total world production, and British Columbia
production was a little over a half of one million tons.

"When we look at these figures and at the steadily increasing volume of
pulp production throughout the world, our production, in that frame of

reference, shrinks to comparative insignificance.
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"To us, however, our pulp and paper industry is a very important segment
of our Provincial eoonomy. It is being managed by intelligent and ded
icated men who are engaged in a continuous effort to produce high-standard
quality products, saleable in distant markets at competitive prices. '

"1 am convinced that, given a favourable economic climate in which to oper
ate and expand, our pulp and paper industry, with its i.ntegrated operations
will continue to contribute in a great measure to the financial stability of
this Province. 11

The Government evidently concurred in these views. The Minister of Lands

and Forests, the Honourable R.G. Williston, made an adQress in the British Columbia

Legislative Assembly during the Budget Debate on February 24, 1960. He believed it

to be imperative that waste utilization in the expanding Interior sawmill industry

should be improved to achieve a more competitive position for the industry, to create

better site conditions for the next rotation and to reduce forest fire danger. A

start was being made in th~ Kamloops Region with the manufacture and shipment to

Crown Zellerbach (Canada) Limited of chips made from sawmill waste. The pulp mill

of Celgar Limited would be in operation shortly and th~s would provide a market for
. . ,however,

waste from the woods 1n the southern Inter10r. (Actually,jthe Celgar pulpmill and

sawmill were based on production from the appurtenant tree farm licence #23 in the

Arrow Lakes. This integrated industry has had the capability of producing most of

its own chips and it has bought only a limited amount from neighbouring sawmills~.

Both the Kamloops and Arrow Lakes areas would have a competitive advantage in lumber

sales because of the return they would obtain from waste material, costing the oper

ators money to destroy by burning. The Department of Lands and Forests, in conjunc

tion with the Department of Industrial Development, Trade and Commerce had published

a brochure detailing areas in which interest had been shown,in pulp operations and

where the opportunity for such installations appeared to ~e good. T~e Prince George
; follow1ng

Region was mentioned as an area of leading potential and 11li.eo:1 facts concerning it

were brought out by the Minister. Firstly, the Region had areas under sustained

yield management forming a circle of about 100 miles in radius with Prince George

at :its centre • Within this territory there were more than 300 logging operations

and sawmills in existence. The sawmill waste in the Region varied between 36 and 54~

of the total log volume. About 35% of this sawmill waste could be used for pulp and

the percentage did not include the waste left in the woods in the form of tops, cull,

logs, cull trees, and broken chunks. It appeared that the cost to produce and trans

port chips from waste within a 100 mile radius was approximately $9.71 per unit,

including the removal of bark from sawlogs before sawing. This figure compared with

the corresponding value of ~hips at a pulp mill at Hinton, Alberta, of $17.00 per

unit. Seventeen percent of the forest inventory in the Prince George Region was

alpine fir, but thf1Percentage of the total cut removed was only about 1%. Much of

this alpine fir was defective and '5..(; could only be used for pulp. If one were to

! use one-half of the available waste from the sawmills, approximately 310 tons of

pulp could be produced daily. If one-half of the tree-top wastes left in the woods

could be salvaged an extra 165 tons per dajy could be produced. Another 350 tons

per dajy could be produced from cull trees and *mall trees being left in the forest.

The removal of forest cover from lands suitable for agriculture could produce an

additional 360 tons of pulp daily. Finally, if one-half of the small, stunted 'loijge

pole pine in the Nazko and Nechako areas, trees which were unsuitable for sawmilling,
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were used, an additional 1,272 tons of pulp could be produced.

As a result of all this, the Minister stated that the area being managed

on a sustained yield basis could produce an additional amount of approximately 2,450

tons of pulp per d~ from one-half of the waste available and from species not being

cut for lumber. This was equivalent to about 750,000 tons of pulp per year or about

one-half of the total pulp produced by the Coastal mills in 1958.
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations had estimateu~

that, from the actual world production in 1955 of 56 million metric tons, the indi

cated world demand for pulp would grow to 88 million metric tons by 1965 and 134

million metric tons by 1975. Much of this future pulp, the Minister held, would

come from the forests of Northern Canada. Some of this supply might originate in

the Prince George Region without disturbing the existing sawmill economy, other than

to make it more profitable and more efficient. A major difficulty remained to be

overcome.

"Those who invest in pulpmills have alw~s had an assured backlog of
timber which is made available prior to commitment for construction.
The most of the south and central Interior tod~ is organized into
units of sustained yield production producing the rated capacity of
logs for sawmill use. Such a condition is not common to any other
region on the continent and this new concept of multi-use of the
wood resource is most difficult to explain to those desiring to
enter the pulp field."

In the following year, the Minister discussed the new "pulpwood harvesting

area" legislation which had been evolved to solve the problem of guaranteeing the

supply of pulpwood to projected pulpmills. He was addressing the Northern Interior

Lumbermen's Association Convention at Prince George on M~ 24, 1961. The legislat

had been passed at the previous Session of the Assembly and authorized the Government

to enter into agreements with parties who. would undertake to establish an integrated

pulp industry for which the Government would give these parties the first priority

to purchase the pulp timber from a given public sustained yield unit or group of

such units. It was expected, according to Williston, that the pulpmill operator

and the logging operators would enter into agreements whereby the latter would under

take to remove the pulpwood, tree-tops, species. unsuitable for lumber, etc., for the

pulpmill operator. In the event that the logger was uninterested in working out such

an agreement, the pulpmill operator would have the legal right to remove the material

in question by the use of his own crews o~ through his own contract logger. The

Minister visualized that the entry of the pulpmill investor would have an important

and excellent impact on the existing industr,y--larger sawmills would install barkers

and chippers and sell chips and smaller sawmills would sell slabs, for which the

pulpmill would install a slab barker. In addition, a new market for pulpwood, tops

and species unsuitable for lumber would increase the value of a logger's timber sale

and his profit. The Minister asserted that no new equipment would be required to

handle the material currently left on the ground or standing. To date, it cannot

~said that these trends have occurred to any marked extent. The supply of chips from

sawmills has, in some cases, been adequate to supply the needs of pulpmills. In any

event, chips from sawmi lIs have, to date, been a cfieaper source of wood than round.

logs. Where pulpmills are using round wood, it is usually logged by their own

crews or contractors rather than by purchase from lumber industry timber sales.
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A noticeable trend has occurred in which new pulpmills have consolidated their

position by purchasing sawmills and, in consequence, they have acquired sawlog

supplies and ensured their own sawmill chip supplies. It seems to be quite likely

that, in those areas where pulpmills have been bUilt, the lumber industr,y in the

Interior will become subsidiary to the pulp industry in order that the latter m~

secure, along with the guaranteed volume of wood supply, an adequate control of the
cost of that supply.

In 1963, the Minister informed the British

expansions in the pulp and pa~er industr,y were at an

figures indicated the growthr
ro

T952 to 1962:

INCREASES IN PULP AND PAPER PRODUCTION IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA FROM 1952 to 1962 (TONS)

Newsprint
Other Papers
Pulp

l,22.g

320,864
81,835

388,812

1962 (Estimated Figures)

1,200,000
(Not Available)
1,200,000

,

A pulpwood harvesting area had been granted at Prince George and another

wa~roposed at Kamloops, both for new pulpmills to manufacture Kraft paper. A number

of existing pulpmills were modernizing and increasing their capacities. At the time

of the Minister's address, nine projects, excluding the proposed mill at Kamloops,

were in progress, representing an increased capacity of pulp and paper production of

3,010 tons per d~ and a capital investment of $192,000,000.00. The Kamloops project

was proposed for 200 tons of Kraft per day with a capital investment of$120J Q(lO,OOO.OO.

It was the beginning of the sQ~called "pulp explosion." -

The British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority62 published, in 1966, a

comprehensive account of the industr,y, its participants and its potenti.,l. It noted

that the value of British Columbia's forest production exceeded $1,000,000,000.00

in 1966 and the value of annual gross production of the pulp and paper industr,y ex

ceeded $300,000,000.00 in 1966. The total forest production was based upon vast

timber lands only "one-third commercially utilized." This figure was presumably a

comparison between the existing situation and what could be achieved by intensive for

est management, including thinning practices. Such standards of management and

practice lie in the future and have not yet been achieved. Pulp production in

British Columbia, which had more than doubled in the decade ending in 1965, when it

reached 3.2 million tons, was expected to double again in the succeeding five years.

A tripling of pulp capacity was predicted for the succeeding five years, reaching a

forecast annual total .of 9,000,000.) tons by the mid- 1910's. Newsprint and paper

production, which had more than doubled in the decade ending in 1965, when it reached

1.5 million tons, was expected to reach 3,000,000 tons annually by the mid- 1910' s.

Expansions of many of the seventeen existing pulp and paper mills, plus the

construction and subsequent expansion of some fifteen to twenty mills within the ten

year period ending about 1915, would c¥l for total planned capital and prepaid ex

penditures approaching $1,500,000,000.00. Superimposed on a well-established sawmill

economy, it was plain that British Columbia's pulpmillienjQy~~usuallylow wood

costs by pulping previously wasted materials. A feature of the anticipated surge in
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pulp capacity was the distinct shift in mill location from Coastal to inland sites.

The world demand for kraft (sulphate) pulp was growing at a rate of 87~

annually, faster than that of ~ other chemical pulp. Most ·of British Columbia's

existing pulp capacity and all of its proposed new capacity l~ in the production

of krait pulp. Most of British Columbia's unique, high-quality, long-fibre pulps

commanded assured markets throughout the world and, although the hydro authority

did not s~ so, the slow grown wood of the Interior had been shown to make a superior

quality of pulp. The hydro and power authority review gave other attractive inform

ation to the potential investor without deViating materially from fact. The survey

did note

"Favourable Government Legislation, providing stability and maximum forest
utilization under a sustained yield programme, is attractive to foreign
investment."

The policy of providing pulpwood harvesting areas had aided the rather

startling expansion of the pulp and paper industry in British Columbia. This is

not to s~ that the process had occurred without adverse comment.

The Honourable J.V. Clyne,63 Chairman of the Board of Mac"Iillan, Bloedel

and Powell River Limited, commented on the pulp and paper situation in 1965. The

newsprint field, from the point of view of his compaQY which was a major producer

in British Columbia, was good. Expansion of markets, at a fair but reduced price

in Canada, the United States, and countries bordering the Pacific Ocean was antici

pated, along with maintenance of markets in other parts of the world. The long-term

market for pulp was somewhat different, although the immediate future was good.

The free-world sulphate capacity and consumption were about in balance at 36 milli~

short tons and this had encouraged a number of companies, some new to the field,to

embark on pulp manufacturing ventures.

The total sulphate manufacturing capacity of British Columbia was then

some two million tons. Additions to existing mills would increase this total by

about 100,000 tons by the end of 1967. New mills actually under construction would

bring about 1,257,000 tons of new tonnage by 1968, making a total of about 3,300,000

tons. This represented an increase in British Columbia alone of about one and a

quarter million tons of pulp per year. There were an unprecedented number of new

mills in British Columbia to which timber had been allotted or was in the course of

being allotted by the Government, which, if they proceeded, would bring the total

sulphate capacity of the Province to about six and one -quarter million tons a year.

In other words, Clyne stated,· the sulphate capacity of British Columbia would have

more than tripled in the short space of about five years and a large percentage of

this would be market pulp.

If British Columbia was the only countr,y increasing its pulp capacity

there would be no problem, but it was not. The United States, Scandinavia, and

Eastern Canada were probably not going to be left behind and,along with various

other parts of the world, were planning new pUlp production. Without going further

into detail, Clyne believed that the total available supply of market sulphate pulp

would reach about eleven million tons b,y the end of 1967, at which time demand would

have reached only nine million tons, leaving a surplus of two million tonso The gap

would increase since, taking into account only the planned increase in British

Columbia between 1968 and the early 70's (3 million tons of market pUlp) the supply
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would increase to fourteen million tons and the demand to eleven million tons,

leaving a world surplus of three million tons of sulphate pulp in the early 70's.

In this latter estimate, ClYne did not take into account the expansion of manu

facturers in other parts of the free world. He thought that some companies might

;~ decide not to proceed with construction.

"As alwcws happens in such circumstances, we can only expect prices to be
reduced. There is nothing new in this situation. It appears a cyclical
phenomenon. But, nevertheless, some of us, perhaps all of us, are going
to be hurt."

It should, of course, be borne in mind that a number of interests involved

in new pulp mills--Danish, West. German '1 British, Scandinavian, and Japanese as

well as United States--are users of pulp and are not placing their whole British

Columbia production on the market but are using at least a percentage of the increased
output themselves.

In 1964, the Minister of Lands, Forests and Water Resources commented on

the growth of the pulp industry before the Legislative Assembly and referred again

to "pulp harvesting licences.". He explained that this fonn of tenure was an attempt

to superimpose a pulp economy on a sawlog economy for the first time in North America.

It had been developed as a direct outgrowth of hearings of the Select Committee on

Fisheries and Forestry. The public sustained yield units had been established to

provide a permanent supply of raw materials for existing sawmills and their allowable

annual cuts were based on saw timber utilization. At the same time, it was realized

that, with more complete use, the forests being logged could supply raw material for

additional industries such as the manufacture of pulp and paper. It was definitely

in the public interest, therefore, to have more pulp plants located in the Province

and particularly in the Interior. The pulpwood harvesting licence gave assurance of

wood supply to the pulp investor by granting, to the licencee, .a first refusal for

the purchase of pulpwood from one or more public sustained yield units for the life

of the contract.

The objective, the Minister stated, was to have the sawlog and pulp indus

tries develop side by side, not one at the expense of the other. He admitted that

there would have to be "give and take" and that problems would occur such as dual

occupancy of the same area for logging the different products. The suggestion of

dual occupancy was a new thought and placed a different emphasis on the Minister's

remarks on the proposed logging process which he had made at Prince George in 1961.

Naturally, there would have to be changes in thiriking as, for example, in the idea

that a log of a given size was a pulp log, while one a little bigger was a sawlog.

Standards were changing so rapidly in the milling business that quality, rather than

size was the criteria which detennined whether a given log was a sawlog or a pulp
.' while

log. As an aside, it is interesting yhat/the Interior Lumber Associations sought

reassurance from the Government that the pulpwood harvesting licences would not

reduce the sawlog cut available to them rL;':, this assurance was not given in a direct

manner. Up to the present time, a theoretical definition of a pulplog or a sawlog

has not been made and it is clear that some logs suitable for sawmilling will be

and are going into pulpmi1ls.

The Minister stressed that a pulpwood harvesting licence did not give the

licencee the privilege of growing a crop of trees, nor the title to any land for

forest growth. T:i.tle ':was retained by the Government and the task of actual forest
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management was left with the Forest Service. However, this management was a

tremendous undertaking and the ultimate success that could be achieved would call

for the cooperation of all interests involved. The job could not be left solely

with the Forest Service. In subsequent speaches, the Minister continued to stress

that the pulp economy was to be superimposed on the lumber economy, without harm

to the latter.

In 1965, addressing the Legislative Assembly, he referred to the availabil

ity of raw material to support the "explosion" in the pulp industry. Some doubts

had been expressed on this point and he wished to reassure the Legislative Assembly.

The Provincial harvest of wood in 1964 was 1,514,595,176 cubic feet. This was the

largest volume cut in the Province' 8 history, being 2.&,h greater than that for 1963

and more than 50% greater than the 1954 scale of 939,276,535 cubic feet. However,

the ultimate capacity of the forests, assuming proper management of the entire res-. .
ource and full utilization, was estimated to be 3,000,000,000 cubic feet per year.

The increase in wood production figures due to the remarkable increases in.pulp

capacity did not represent an ipcreased rate of depletion from an inelastic supply.

To the contrary, most of the additional wood being used came from material that was

being wasted in the da.;rs of the "pioneer wood economy." This trend had been most

marked in the Interior, where a developing market for pulp chips had provided the

impetus for the installation of debarking and chipping facilities in many sawmills.

However, up to the time of his address, the Minister noted, the improvement had been

related only to mill waste and, except for a few large operations in the Coastal

Region where logging was conducted carefully, there was 'a large field for improveme

The demand for pulp chips in the Coastal Region was reaching the point of exceeding

the supply. With added pulping capacity, operators were turning to roundwood result

ing in more complete use of the forests.

In an apparent reference to the remarks of the Honourable J.V. Clyne and

others, the Minister referred to the expressions of concern about the sudden upsurge

in pulp production having an adverse affect on the world market. He could not

believe that a very real problem existed. Whereas the established mills in the

Province had long since established their markets, the new ones were tending to

associate themselves with foreign companies which would be able to use, or sell,

most of the new produce. For example, Reed Paper Company, the largest distributor

of paper products in the United Kingdom, had associated with Canadian Forest Products

in the Prince George Fulp and p',aper company. The Kamloops Pulp and Paper Company

was an association of local operators and the Wnerhauser Company of Tacoma in the

United States. Northwood Pulp of Prince George wa.s a joint venture of Noranda Mines

Limited (a Canadian company) and the Mead Corporation of Ohio, U.S.A. The Mead

Corporation was also associated with British Columbia Forest Products Limited and
~ .

Argus Corporation (U.S.A.) in Alexandra Forest Products Limited. The Canadian

International Paper Company, an experienced lBper company ,had associated with the

Tahsis Company Limited. In Skeena Kraft Limited at Prince Rupert, Columbia Cellulose

had joined forces with Svenska Cel1ulosa A.B. The Intercontinental Pulp Company at

Prince George was formed as a joint subsidiary of Prince George Pulp and Paper Limited

and Feldmuhle A.G. of Dusseldorf. United Pulp Company also had an experienced

Canadian a,ssociate, Price Brothers and Company Limited..
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These companies had world-wide marketing organizationsand their ability

and judgment were such that the Minister could not believe they would invest m~

millions of dollars in costly ventures if they were not convinced that they could
dispose of the product.

Section l7A of the "Forest Act" of 1966 defined a "pulpwood harvesting

area" and the ministerial powers connected with it. The name means an area of Crown

land situated east of the Cascade Mountains and within an area or areas established

as a unit or units administered by the Forest Service for the purpose of growing

and sustaining crops continuously on the area, for periodic harvesting. There must

also be, of course, pulpwood within the area. The definition of pulpwood in Section

60 of the 1966 Act meant timber cut into lengths not exceeding four feet or declared

by the Minister to be pulpwood, upon it being shown to his satisfaction that the

timber was below the stand~d of utilization for sawmilling purposes in the district

in which it was cut. The pulpwood or the pulpwood harvesting area, according to

the legislation, could not be disposed of except under the provisions of Section 17

or Section l7A of the Act. The Minister was authorized by public advertisement to

invite proposals from persons interested in establishing a utilization plant to

utilize pulpwood on a pulpwood harvesting area. Subsequent to advertising, the
a

Minister was required to arrange for and publish the time and place for/public hear-

ing of interested parties to consider proposals, counter-proposals, and objections

in accordance with whatever regulations might be made for the hearing. Where there

was more than one proposal, the Minister was required to specify the terms and condi

tions with which the applicants for pulpwood utilization tnust comply and to sell by

public auction, on the basis of a bonus paid over and above stumpage rates, an option

to purchase the pulpwood "in whatever form and having whatever content that he (the

Minister) mc\y prescribe." If there was only one proposal the Minister might grant

an option to the applicant and, in any event, he was also authorized to reject any

or all proposals.

An option to purchase pulpwood sold or granted in a pulpwood harvesting

area has to have an expiry:,i. r>:-, date not later than twenty-one years from the date

of sale or grant of the option. Whilst the option will be renewable at the expiry

date, the renewal will be subject to re-negotiation of the terms and conditions of

the option, according to the provisions of the "Forest Act" and regulations in force

at the time of application for renewal.

The Minister was also empowered, subject to the terms and conditions of

the option, to increase or decrease the size of any pulpwood harvesting area or to

cancel the designation. The Crown must' be paid on pulpwood cut from a pulpwood har

vesting area, stumpage, inclusive of royalty, as appraised and assessed by an auth

orized officer of the Forest Service.

Some of the comments made by the Minister during public hearings on pulpwood

harvesting area and tree farm licence apptications on April 20th and 24th, 1964, ere

of interest. The Minister had stated that his job was to get mill waste, logging waste,

small (diameter and/or height) stagnated stands and decadent stands utilized. Fow

ever, in connection with the definition of pulpwood, a pulpwood harvesting area agree

ment would be made only for timber not being used as saw timber by local manufactur

ing practice and the available saw timber supply would increase rather than decrease.
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On another occasion, the Minister had commented that sawmills would have to bark

and chip and make residues available to pulpmills if' they wished to survive. The

rights of' access of' miners, trappers, guides, livestock men, and recreationists

would not be jeopardized by the award of' either pulpwood harvesting areas or tree

f'arm licences. Commencing with the hearings on pulpwood harvesting area #2, (Kamloops

Pulp and Paper Limited), the Minister stated that he was now demanding proof' of' f'ir

ancial responsibility f'rom pulpwood harvesting area applicants and proof' that no cap

i tal gain would be made by the granting of a ,pulpwood harvesting area. He also noted

that, in areas subjected to contention, he would consider making a pulpwood sustained

yield unit under much the same conditions as existing public sustained yield units

(f'or sawlogs) with the establishment of' pulpwood quotas.

Not all of' the new pulpmills have been or are to be based on pulpwood har-
,

vesting areas. Some in tl+e Coastal Region have been built f'ollowing the grant of a
"

tree f'arm licence. In one case,! thp.t.: 9:f,',a'; pulpmilL, built in the Kooten~ Region

by a consortium of' Crestbrook Timber Limited and two Japanese oompanies, the investors

decided to proceed without any -assured timber supply, presumably relying on the pur

chase of' sawmill chips. and the purchase of' pulpwood f'rom the existing sustained yield

units.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

The Period from 1946 - 1970
The Close Utilization Polic.y

The major new forms of tenure--tree farm licences, public sustained yield

units, and pulpwood harvesting areas, and changes in timber sale contracts--which

have resulted from the int~$duction of the sustained yield policy into British

Columbia have been discussed. The Gover~ent has been aware of the several influ

ences which affect the potential level of cutting under sustained yield and have

emphasised "close utilization" of the mature st ands being cut. The pulpwood har

vesting area, quite apart from the effect highly desired by Government, of acceler

ating the industrialization of the Province, has intensified to an increasing extent

closer utilization of the mature stand in several w~s, not only in the forest but

in the utilization plants. This closer utilization will increase the current sus-,
tained yield annual cut from the forest. The potential of the pulpwood harvesting

areas issued, in terms of the Provincial resource does not, however, provide the

desirable standard of forest utilization throughout the Province and cannot be ex

pected to allow a cut equal to the potential sustained yield capacity to be reached

at least for many years. The Government, therefore, introduced its "close utilization"

or "small wood" policy, aimed at providing an incentive to all logging operators to

improve their standards of utilization. Chief Justice Sloan40 had commented on the

utilization of wasted wood in 1956. He defined "logging waste" as that portion of

the tree left in the woods which, when and if salvaged, had a merchantable value.

"Mill waste" meant sawmill residues for which a profitable use could be found. In

accepting as part of the definition of waste the factor of its economic utilization,

however, a variable was present dependent on the circumstances prevailing at ~ one

place at any one time. Thus, what was "waste" in 1956 could be debris or refuse at

a later date. The Commissioner noted that there were areas in the Province from

which, by reason of distances involved, difficulty of terrain, type of stand, and

other inhibiting factors, logging residuals could not be moved to utilization plants

except at a cost greater than the recoverable values. In the Commissioner's view

this material was not salvageable and, in that sense, was not an asset that was

wasted.

The compulsion to recover material which could be utilized would be generated

only by one incentive and that was the chance of making a profit on the operation.

Closer utilization was in the public interest and it had several beneficial aspects.

For example, it retarded depletion of the forest resource, left less slash as a fire

hazard and left a cleaner forest floor for regeneration. As economic factors limited

or expanded geographic areas of waste utilization and utilization of certain species

of trees, the Commissioner recommended, the Forest Service should encourage and

assist this programme by a more sympathetic and liberal attitude in relation to

stumpage and royalty charges on salvage material.

G.R.W. Nixon64 before 1948 and 1950, had studied two typical coastal areas,

covering nineteen high-lead clear logging settings. The total volume of logging

residuals suitable for small sawlogs and pulp left on the two areas amounted to

approximately 18,000 board feet per logged acre. Sloan noted that, whilst this

material was suitable for utilization in a physical sense, the amount that was
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economically salvageable had not been determined. The losses recorded by Nixon

expressed as a percentage of gross merchantable volume of the original stand, showed

that on the first area, 33.7% of the original stand was wasted, whereas the second

area figure was 25.4%. Treating stump, waste, and defects in logs as non-recoverable.

volume, the figures became 24.8% for the first area and 15.c~ for the second area.

If the volume wasted were related to net, rather than gross volume scale, the per

centage losses would be appreciably higher.

Sloan also referred to a study by the Forest Service relating to percentages

of dec~, waste and breakage in terms of gross merchantable volume measured in cubic

feet and he found that the end results were reasonably parallel to those of Nixon's.

It could not be assumed, however, that after applying the economic factors of cost

and value, it would be practical to salvage the entire volume left on the logged areas

and Sloan accepted, in a general sense, the evidence of some witnesses before him that

recoverable waste amounted to between 10% and 16% of the bTOSS merchant able volume

of the stand.

Following consideratio~ of the practicability of achieving higher recovery

'*by pre-logging as well as re-logging, the Minister recommended that salvage, stum-

page and royalty rates should apply to the former as well as to the latter. Under

the then existing authority of Section 56 of the "Forest Act," salvage rates on re

logging operations were 25% of royalty plus 10~ per cunit on the material recovered.

Three Coastal pulpmills who had salvaged wood to the extent that the salvage repres

ented 12% to 23.5% of their individual total wood intakes were mentioned by the

Commissioner.

In 1956, a permit issued by the Forest Service to conduct a salvage opera

tion on the Coast, by re-logging an area already logged, partially defined salvage

as follows:

"Salvage material, comprl.sl.ng material which would be normally left on the
ground following primary logging, be~ng of too low a grade to be removed
at that time, shall be defined as:-

IICa) logs and chunks less than 16 feet in length, a:ny diameter,
not suitable for the manufacture of lumber; or

Cb) logs, which if cut in l6-foot lengths, would not exceed 12
inches in top diameter.

IIAll material produced over a 12 inch top diameter and 16 feet or over in
length will be graded and scaled as sawlogs, and royalty charged without
the reduction referred to above. Full royalty will also be charged on a:ny
portion of a log 16 feet or over in length with a top diameter exceeding
12 inches. 1I

In the Interior, salvage rates were applied on a stand basis regardless

of the size of the individual tree. The Commissioner ~elt that the Forest Service

definition of salvage should be amended to conform to his recommendation that salvage

rates should apply to both pre-logging and re-logging. Finally, Sloan stated emphat

ically that young, under-storey trees should not be pre-logged as salvage material

in every instance. There were ma:ny stands where young and immature trees should be

left to grow. If thinnings were a silvicultural requirement in a young stand, Sloan

could see no reason why salvage rates should not apply, where the economics of the

operation demanded it.

'*The removal of small diameter trees before the main logging operation, in order to
avoid, as far as possible, their being torn down and broken into pieces when the big
trees are felled and yarded.
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In the Interior, there was no existing market for logging residuals but

there had been a decided improvement in logging methods employed by the larger oper

ators, leading to cleaner logging and better utilization. Stump heights had become

lower, tops were often cut to six inches instead of the legal minimum of eight inches,

r- and poorer grades of logs were being utilized b,y sawmills. Mechanized logging had

replaced horse logging in the larger operations, although residual stands were prob

ably suffering greater damage than formerly due to power skidding. Sloan felt that

logging waste in the Interior would, continue to be a problem without any real sol

ution, until integrated conversion plants were established in key localities or until

some means was found to chip the waste from logging and milling residues and to

transport the material so recovered to Coastal customers at an economic price.

Sloan also considered sawmill recoveries and residues on the basis of

various studies by Guernse;r, Jenkins, and McBride. wnen sawing lumber on the Coast I

the amount of sawdust, slabs, edgings, and trim produced amounted to 33.110 of the

volume of the log. "In the northern Interior, the figure was 40.4%and in the southern

Interior 35.7%. It took approximately ten to twelve logs in the Interior, as compared

to three on the Coast, to produce 1,000 board feet of lumber. Whilst the percentage

of sawdust produced remained relatively constant, the proportion of solid residue is

higher for small logs than for larger logs. Consequently, the percentages of lumber

recovery experienced in the Interior will normally be lower than those of the Coast,

assuming similar standards of utilization. In addition to this factor, however,

Sloan attributed some of the higher waste in the Interior to the larger number of

portable and semi-portable mills then operating, many with unskilled labour, resul

ting in inaccurate sawing and edging.

McBride had found that, in the southern Interior mills, 41.5 cubic feet

of lumber was produced from a gross log volume of 100 cubic feet, a production that

was close to the experience of other lumber-producing countries. Whilst, because

of larger size logs, generally better technical equipment and a high degree of waste

ut ilization, between 8()J~ and 9af> of the volume of the Coastal logs were utilized

in some form or another, only 40% to 50% of the volume of the Interior log was so

utilized because of a lack of a profitable outlet. Sloan felt that the advent of

pulpmills and integrated operations into the Interior would bring the answer to this

problem. As we have seen, a number of pulpmills have been built in the Interior

following the introduction of pulpwood harvesting areas. Sloan had said, in 1945,

that he thought that portable mills should be licenced to compel the operators to

conform to a reasonable standard of efficiency when cutting Crown timber and, :he

recorded in 1956, he still felt so. The Government has not acted on this recommen

dation.

In referring to the shingle mill industry, the Commissioner recorded that

losses from sawdust, -"f "'1 trims, slabs, and other deductions from volume, due to

manufacturing processes. amounted to about 63%. From one cunit of cedar processed,

37 cubic feet emerged in the form of shingles and the rest, or 63 cubic feet, was

waste. In 1955 alone, 189 million board feet or about 560,000 tons of cedar were

wasted to produce 2.500,000 squares of shingle. Whilst cedar waste could be used

for pulp, it yielded only about 30% pulp compared to an equivalent volume of Douglas

fir. It also produced digester corrosion caused by the thujaplieins and water soluble-
,
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phenols in its composition. Sloan felt that ever,y channel was being explored to

reduce the appalling waste. The corrosion problem could be overcome by lining the

pulp digestors with carbon brick or stainless steel or by extracting the corrosion

causing chemicals from the chips before they were fed into the digestors. It might

~ be possible that the end value of the extracted chemicals would make up the extra
!

cost occasioned by the relatively low yield or that new and cheaper pulping pro-

cesses could be developed.

On the subject of chips, one of the most striking developments in British

Columbia during the decade preceding the 1956 Royal Commission Report had been the

tremendous expansion in the utilization, by pulp and paper producers, of chips made

from sawmill residuals and small, salvaged logs previously regarded as waste. The

increase in the use of chipped s·awmill residuals had been particularly spectacular.

An approximate calculation placed total chip production in the Province at a figure

in excess of 1,200,000 units per year, the equivalent of 480,000,000 board fe~t,

valued at about $20,000,000.00 per year. American pulpmills had been interested

in chip supply from the Province, and had extended financial encouragement to sawmills

of the Province. As a result, a surplus of chips was being produced in the Province

and about 36,000 units per month were being shipped to American pulpmills, mostly

from sawmill hemlock residues. This export was, Sloan considered, of economic bene

fit to the Province under the circumstances prevailing at that time. The utiliza

tion of vast quantities of previously unused wood as chips was bringing substantial

benefit to British Columbia's economy. It was creating important sources of new

income for sawmill and plywood mills operators. It was developing new jobs for

British Columbia labour in the operation of chipping plant equipment and the trans

port of chips. New pulpmill construction and the expansion of existing pulp manu

facturing facilities was being stimulated. Finally, it was substantially reducing

the ratio of pulpwood cut in proportion to the increasing pulp and paper production

of the Province. In order to monitor this flow, a Chip Export Advisor,y Committee

(water-borne export only) was appointed in 1969 to advise the Minister of Lands,

Forests and Water Resources on the subject.

The problem of utilizing sawmill or plywood waste is considerably less

difficult to solve, because of costs and prices, than is the problem of logging waste.

More recently, Csizmazia65 has made a preliminar,y survey of logging waste in the

East Kootenay Region. On six logged areas, there was left behind a volume of sound

wood material, in pieces of three inches and over, top diameter, and four feet and

over in length, ranging from approximately 1,400 to 5,700 cubic feet per acre for

the areas sampled. An average of 44% of .the volume was alpine fir, 40fu was spruce,

12% lodgepole pine, and 4% other species. Eighty-one percent of the material was

"downwood" and 19% was in the form of standing, dead and live trees. The six inch

top diameter class contained the largest volume comprising 29% of the downwood

material. The classification of "downwood" into saw timber and pulpwood showed

that 10.8% of the pieces, 34.3% of the volume, or 1,035 cubic feet per acre, fell

into the sawlog categor,y.

The small wood policy of the Government is aimed primarily at improving

utilization of stands currently being logged. The policy applies to all timber

sales in public sustained yield units whether included in a PUlP\-lOOd harvestinG

area or not and, by inference, to tree farm licences. The effects of closer utili

zation would, of course, be to reduce the amount of logging residue. It is of
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interest to speculate if the policv proves to be f
~ success ul, what effect it will

have on the expectation that pulp companies w;ll 1• sa vage logging residues in pulp-
wood harvesting areas, since the salvage operation would presumably be less economic
with a lesser amount of logging residue.

The Minister first enunciated the small wood policy, without any great

degree of detail, in 1965. The subject had received much attention in previous

years, particularly in 1964,and had been the subject of much discussion between

Forest Service officers, logging and conversion plant operators, and combinations

of the two. One of the basic principles in the formulation of a small wood policy

was that the allowable cut calculations for a managed unit had to be based on ut il

ization to a given standard, without any attempt at directing the end use to which

the wood should be used. In the Interior, allowable cuts would be calculated to

two standards, eleven inches diameter Qreast height and larger, and seven inches

diameter breast height and larger &ld, on the Coast, the standards would be thirteen

inches diameter breast height and larger and nine inches diameter breast height and

larger. The higher figure in ~ach case represented the smallest trees suitable for

sawlogs, figures which the Government had accepted for the allocation of the sawlog

quotas in public sustained yield units. Using the Coastal Region as an example,

the volume of timber between nine inches and thirteen inches diameter breast height

which was not committed to sawlog quotas, would then be allocated in two different

wavrs •

Williston used the Kyuquot public sustained yield unit as an example.

Forty percent of the timber between nine inches and thirteen inches diameter breast

height would be set aside for establi~hed quota holders and allotted to these oper

ators on the same basis as their existing sawlog quotas. Any existing quota holder

who was prepared to cut down to nine inches diameter breast height could thus have

his allowable cut increased in proportion to his thirteen inches diameter breast

height and larger quota. The remaining 6r::f/o of the allowable cut attributable to

trees between nine inches and thirteen inches diameter breast height would be sold

to one or more pulp manufacturers in the form of competitive "pulp timber cutting

permit sales." It might be that new pulpmills which did not have an assured timber

supply would be given the advantage of being able to mato}1 any bonus bids made by

others, who would also have to build or expand capacity. On the other hand, some

such sales might be made on the basis that wood was offered to a particular mill

on a first refusal basis at market price. At the time, however, these were ideas

which still had to be made a part of forest management regulations. The 407~ - 6~~

proportion might vary from unit to unit depending on the "forest types that are

prevalent" and it was pointed out that the trees between nine inches and thirteen
diameter .

inches/breast height wh1ch had been referred to, were mature trees of poor growth

and not healthy) growing trees in a growing forest.

Having considered the allotment of the available small wood, the next

problem the Minister foresaw was to devise rules covering operating areas. The first

rule would cover normal sawlog operators cutting down to thirteen inches diameter

breast height. They would have to confine their logging operations to timber stands

in which at least 6Cf/o of the volume was in trees of thirteen inches or more and they

would not get an increase inquota. The second rule would be for operators who would
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contract to utilize everything down to nine inches diameter breast height. They

would get an increase in quota but to get this they would have to operate in areas

where a designated proportion of the volume was in trees between nine inches and

thirteen inches diameter breast height. The third rule would cover pulpwood timber

sales. These would be confined to forest types and areas that had not, in the past,

been used at all for sawlogs. Because economics,in the long run, was always the

deciding factor in small wood logging, the Minister felt that the Forest Service

definition of suitable forest types for pulp timber sales would change from time to

time but they would be Forest Service sales and the Forest Service wuuld control

where they would be located.

Williston then turned to the subject of forest depletion noting that as

progress was made towards intensive forest management and regulation of cut, the

small reserve which the F~rest Service usedX to maintain against over-cutting,was

gradually being abandoned. The reserve was a volume of timber which was not allocated

in the fonn of operator tplotas. There had been a tendency to base allowable cuts

on stands that were reasonably.dense and reasonably accessible. In order to respond

to the demands for more timber and, at the same time, avoid cutting more than the

soil could produce, it was known that allowable cuts must be based on all mature

trees available even if they were difficult to harvest. Consequently, wasted wood

must be taken into consideration as part of the allowable cut. Whilst the scaling

or weighing of extracted wood was an important part of forest regulation, the key

problem in the new era of utilization would be the measure of wood wasted.

In future, the volumes which were shown as having been ut ili zed in the

Forest Service stumpage and royalty accounts wuuld constitute the first part of

the depletion record. But an equally important part would come from the Forest

Service fieldmen's estimates of wood volumes left on the ground. It was proposed

to make that volume of wasted wood a part of the operator's allotted quota, based
to ' ,

on the utilization standard/which he was working. Thus the performance of an oper-

ator would, to some extent, detennine how much of his quota he actually recovered.

The Minister claimed that a concession was made in that the volume of wasted wood

was not to be charged for on the basis of appraised stumpage. Implementing this

aspect of the new policy, it was recognized,Williston said, that there would have

to be a distinction made between generally poor utilization and deliberate waste of

much of the timber on a given area. The proposal was not to bill an operator for

generally poor utilization but was designed to penalize the licencee by making the

wasted volume a charge against his allotted quota. It was well known that the wood

could be salvaged and that was what must be encouraged.

There was in existence an incentive in the form of a salvage rate of 20~

per cunit for the salvage of wood left behind after logging. This, rate, payable

to the Government, would continue to apply on salvage operations on those Coastal

areas that had previously been logged to a thirteen inch diameter breast height and-

larger standard. However, where the logging operator was f ,,:,,' : logging on

a one-pass type of operation Blld obtaining the benefit of an increased quota by

logging down to nine inches diameter breast height, his stumpage would be less than

the normal sawlog stumpage due to the fact that the rate would be based pro rata.

on the sawlog volume at normal rates plus the small wood volume at a rate of 55~
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per cunit. The policy would also include a provlslon that any quota holder then

operating could apply to change his contract conditions so that he could cut down

to nine inches diameter breast height. In such cases, the assumption would be that

areas previously logged had been inspected and certified by a field officer as haVing

been satisfactorily logged to the previous contract conditions and the 20~ rate

would then be applied to these logged areas for salvage operations.

It will be recognized that these proposals, whilst simple in principle,

would be complex to apply in practice. Williston said that he had endeavol~red to

explain the thinking of the Department on an involved suject as briefly and simply

as he could. He felt that the proposal was a necessary one and it was regretted if

it created difficulties for the operators. When the whole Province was under sus

tained yield and reforestation was up-to-date, the annual allowable cut would approx

imate to 3,100,000,000 cubic feet per year. The current cut in 1965 was 1 560 000 000• , , I

cubic feet, less than one-half of the ultimate potential.

A short time later, the Minister made a statement to the Legislative Assembly

and referred to waste. He said ,that the forest industries had made considerable

strides in the field of wood utilization, particularly in the Interior where a

developing market for pulp chips had provided the impetus for the installation of

debarking and chipping facilities in many sawmills. The improvements had been related

only to mill waste, h~wever, and except for a few large Coastal operations there

existed a wide field for improvement. The pulp chip demand on the Coast was beginning

to exceed the supply and, with added pUlping capacity, operators must turn to round

wood.

As examples of the room, for improvement, Williston said that, on the Coast,

the allowable annual cuts of public sustained yield units were calculatec on the

basis of rough utilization to a minimum tree size of thirteen inches diameter breast

height. A typical hemlock-cedar stand, 140 feet in height and utilized to this stan

dard, would be logged with a stump height of two feet to a top diameter of twelve

inches and would be expected to yield 6,108 cubic feet per acre. If logged to a close

utilization standard, the logger could expect to harvest 10,605 cubic feet, or an

increase of 60%. Another example could be found in the poor quality cedar'7"hemlock

sites in the Coastal Region. A typical stand logged to the maximum stump height

of two feet and the top diameter of twelve inches from trees of thirteen inches diameter

breast height and larger would yield 2,245 cubic feet. By logging to a one foot stump

height and four inch top, there would be a yield of 4,216 cubic feet or almost double

the volume. Thus, by more complete utilization of the trees currently being logged,

a tremendously increased amount of wood fibre would becom~ available. In addition,

it was probable that an additional 5% of volume would become available by cutting

trees down to a size of nine inches diameter breast height on the Coast, instead of

the existing· thirteen inch diameter breast height standard,and down to seven inches

in the Interior, instead of the usual eleven inches.

The increasing use of chips, as well as other aspects of the pulp economy,

had resulted in some significant changes in the industry. Barkers and chippers were

expensive items and their installation had resulted in a further advance in the trend

towards centralization of the sawmilling industry. A boom had occurred, particularly

in the Central Interior, in the trucking business as a result of chip use and the

Pacific Great Eastern Railway was sharing in the transportation revenue, having
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acquired some special pulp chip railw~ cars. For the sawmills themselves, the

sale of chips had provided much-needed increased revenue. Another result was that

Grade Four lumber (economy grade) was largely disappearing from the lumber market

where it had been difficult to sell because the poor quality logs, as well as slabs

and edgings, were being chipped. The pulp development had been the cause of other

changes in the woods and in the mills themselves. Crown Zellerbach had devised a

method of using sawdust, previously burned as waste, for pulp. The resulting pulp

was of a short fibre leng~h and could not be used alone but, when blended with pulp

made from normal chips, it made a sheet of paper with some improved characteristics.

The mills' consumption of waste sawdust would be the equivalent of 40,000,000 board

feet of standing timber per year. The same Crown .Zellerbach mill had installed a
rang~ng

new wood room that would handle salvage wood/from small roundwood to a five inch

diameter top to full-size logs and broken chunks unsuitable for lumber.

Continuing his review of methods of using waste, the Minister referred

to the "chip and saw" process of making lumber from small logs with a minimum small

end diameter of four and one-hq-If inches and a maximum large end diameter of seventeen

inches. The designer had adapted a series of chipping knives to the production of

a profiled cant which was then, in the same pass, split into boards by a gang saw.

One man could operate the machine and produce up to 24,000 board feet of lumber per

hour, as well as 6.5 units of chips. In another direction, a new logging device,

known as the "easy-wa;f logger" was mentioned. This was a crane mounted on a truck

for yarding out broken chunks of wood too small to be handled by st andard Coast al

logging gear and it was in reasonably general use in the Coastal operations. The

industry was testing the feasibility of transporting chips directly from the woods

to the mill in a continuous flow by w~ of a pipe line. The Marathon Corporation of

Canada Limited had experimented with a ten inch diameter pipe, 2,000 feet long, on

behalf of a group of pulp and paper companies, pipeline and rail groups, at a cost

of $750,000.00. The sponsoring companies had received the results which had not,

however, been announced. The Minister understood that the pipeline itself was feasible

but work had to be done on problems of getting chips into the pipeline at the wood$

terminal, the joining on of trunk lines, and the removal of chips from the transporting

water at the pulpmill. In the meantime, experimental work was continuing on the

development of a portable chipper, a machine that could move about in the woods for

chipping waste at the logging site.

With the use of smaller diameter logs and the advent of speedier logging

and milling machinery, the MInister stated that it had become obvious that some

method of wood measurement, faster than individual log-scaling, had become necessary.

Consequently, the Forest Service had been encouraging the measurement of logs by

weisht as a basis for billing for Crown revenue and for allowable cut control in the

public sustained yield units. The first approval to use this method had been given

in 1963 to two stud mills in the Cariboo which were using large quantities of small

diameter timber. Whilst there had been a growing interest in this form of measure

ment during 1964, there would be many situations not suited to it. For example,

there had been relatively little interest in the Coastal areas due, in part, to the

difficulties presented by the fact that logs were placed in the water before scaling.
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The system of weighing to which the Minister referred, is actually a

system of weight-scaling and ratio-sampling, consisting of lOry~ weighing of logs

with a sample of the weighed loads being scaled by the usual British Columbia log
scale.

In March of 1965, the Chief Forester, ~~S. McKinnon, addressed a memorandum

to the Forest Industr,y Associations of the Province. Over the previous eighteen

months, he noted, meetings had been held between various representatives of the

industry and the Forest Service dealing with the matter of standards of utilization,

calc~lation of allowable cuts on public sustained yield units and control of cutting.

Industry representations had centred on tWQ points, the first dealing with the cal

culation of allowable cuts to utilization standards improved over those on which the

then existing cuts were based. Secondly, the industry wanted considerably lower

stumpage rates to encourage the use of sm~ller diameter material. A draft statement

of Forest Service policy issued with the memorandum reflected important policy changes.

In the first place, provision was made for lower stumpage rates to encourage close

utilization and, in addition to 1hese flat rates, it was anticipated that future ap

praisals for timber sales would be based on the logging costs associated with closer

utilization. The draft policy statement also proposed that applications for reduced

stumpage and increased quota would have to be accompanied by' a, proof of contract for

the sale of roundwood-harvested or for the sale of pulp chips. This provision would

ensure full utilization of the material harvested under the close utilization policy.

Thirdly, it was proposed that, out of the various ~efects found in logs, only decqy

would be taken into account as a reduction of the cubic foot scale. The scaling

practice at the time allowed for a variety of deductions for other forms of defect

than decay. For example, in the case of a ring check or a cross check, the scaler

would deduct a volume corresponding to one inch of wood on each side of the check.

The method allowed for losses in lumber recovery. It may be assumed that, with

chipping, the Forest Service concluded that these deducted volumes could be utilized.

Also, the form of the Provincial Inventor,y was ~uch that deductions from gross stand

volumes only included decay, waste, and breakage, the latter two items referring to

logging losses. It may also be assumed that the Forest Service was reluctant, since

the control of the allowable cut was accomplished from the scale of logs produced,

to have defect deductions made which were not reflected in the Inventory. Presumably,

they did not possess sufficient reliable information to accurately reduce the allow

able cuts to allow for other forms of defect than decay and were concerned that the

inclusion of these deductions in the scale would lead to a form of overcutting.

Another point in the draft policy dealt with control of cutting and proposed

that the operator's quota wuuld be balanced against the scale of logs cut plus a

measure of the wood wasted on the ground. In this case, the Forest Service had avail

able to them, in the Provincial Inventory, factors of deduction, by zones, for waste

and breakage in logging. However, it may be assumed that variations in utilization

standards within zones were a source of concern to the Service. The poor logger

could still remove his full quota of logs in spite of wasting more wood than another

logger. The change in policy would provide an incentive for the logger to practice

maximum utilization and to avoid waste so as to preserve his quota as much as possible.

In order to simplify administration and with a view to reducing all production
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costs to a common denominator, the Forest Service proposed to pro-rate stumpage

prices rather than attempt to cope with segregations between classes of timber. The

intention was to have a weighted average stumpage price for each species, small wood

at 55~ per cunit and the balance of the trees at the appraised stumpage and royalty

value. There was no intention to pro-rate species together.

The statement of policy accomp~ing the memorandum added certain other

points. In the Interior, allowable cuts would be calculated at a seven inch diamL-.-;;r

breast height minimum cutting diameter, to a close utilization standard. The dif

ference between the cut determined in this w~ and the existing quotas would be

allocated between existing quota holders, new quota holders, and a Forest Service

reserve for contingencies and sale of minor products such as cedar poles and piling.

The general current allocation of the increase in cut between major users would be

50% to sawlog operators who contracted to utilize to the seven inch'close utilization

standard. Forty percent would be allocated to pulp utilization, bearing in mind the

commitments under the pulpwood harvesting area agreements, in which the Crown under

took to provide the licencee with a given volume of wood. Ten percent of the increase

would go to the Forest Service reserve, to be used for pole sales, piling, and emer

gency sales such as those- of fire or insect-killed timber. These proportions could

be varied in the interests of sound forest management of each public sustained yield

unit, depending on-the the Inventor,y, forest cover types, and the established indus

try. The "noT111al sawlog operator" who wished to continue logging to the existing

standards rather than to seven inches diameter breast height close utilization,

would not have his quota increased and would be required to confine his activities

to stands of timber that did not contain "a significant volume in small trees." J.~_,

on the other hand, he contracted to utilize to a seven inch close utilization stan

dard, his quota would be increased and he would be required to confine his activities

to stands containing a significant volume in small trees.
- to state

The draft statement of policy went:'!on-/ that a pulp operator, such as a

pulpwood harvesting area licencee, was entitled under his contract to the volume

wasted by the sawlog operator cutting to sawlog standards; to the volume in the

stands of timber that had been classified as pulp stands by the Forest Service and

to the sound volume of wood in stands of timber that had been classified as decadent

by the Forest Service.

The draft policy proposed to permit existing timber sale holders to apply

for amendment to their contracts to permit them to cut to the seven inch diameter

breast height close utilization standard, with the quantity of small wood which was

cut being charged for at the 55~ per cunit rate. On the question of the "low"

stumpage rate, past Forest Service poiicy in the matter of stumpage appraisals had

followed the practice of a standard appraisal, subject to a minimum stumpage and

royalty price below which the Government would not sell timber. However, with the

advent of pulp utilization in timber, the Government, in the pulpwood harvesting

areas, had given that industry a concession at a low rate. This rate was 5]~ per

cunit for primary logging until 1978 and 20ft per cunit for salvage logging until

1983. In the implementation of these rates 'in ex1sti~gtimber sales, the

20ft rate would apply only to material which was lying on the ground. Any standing

trees would be at the 55ft rate. It was actually only equitable, therefore, that
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the timber sale holders should have to p~ the same rate for small wood produced by
close utilization.

In the Coastal forests, as has been mentioned previously, allowable cuts

would be calculated to nine inches diameter breast height close utilization standard,

instead of thirteen inches diameter breast height. The general provisions of the

draft policy for the Coast were similar in most respects to those for the Interior.

However, since there was very little volume in trees from nine inches diameter breast

height to thirteen inches diameter breast height in most of the Coastal stands no,
attempt would be made by the Forest Service to confine the activity of the sawlog

operator to specific stands. However, an attempt would be made to select areas which

were predominantly pulp stands, even though such stands would contain some sawlogs

and could even qualify for sawlog operations. As with Interior timber sale holders

who wished to amend their existing contracts so as to cut down to the ~ower cuttin£

diameter, an amendment could be issued to Coastal operators but could not extend

quota increases or the lower stumpage rates beyond 1918.

It is evident that th~ lo~ rates were regarded as a temporar,y measure by

the Forest Service to encourage close utilization and that they would be reviewed

on their expiry dates with the strong possibility that another method of appraisal

or pricing would be employed at that time.

The Chief Forester's memorandum requested the views of the forest industry

associations on the proposed close utilization policy. Industry reaction was not

entirely favourable. For example, the Interior Lumber Manufacturers Association

disagreed with four of the five major policy points in the Chief Forester's memorandum.

The points supported by this Association was the provision for lower stumpage to en

courage close utilization and the future intent to appraise timber sales on the basis

of logging costs associated with close utilization. The objections, however, had

little visible effect on the ensuing policy.

In another 1965 memorandum, the Deputy Minister of Forests re-emphasized

the five important changes in policy and stated that the policy would take effect on

January 1, 1966. The Deputy Minister noted that the industry associations had ex

pressed widely divergent view points on the proposed policy, although there appeared

to be a common desire to "get the greatest volume of merchantable wood from the for

ests and that every citizen of the Province would benefit thereby." Under such con

ditions it naturally fell to the Government to enunciate a policy that aimed to

achieve the major objective but, in detail, did not follow individual lines of thought.

In the revision of the draft policy statement which accompanied the memorandum, cer

tain changes of minor policy were made. For the Interior forests, the new utilization

standard of seven inches diameter breast height was specifically defined as meaning

the one foot maximum stump height and a six inch top diameter inside bark. The

Provincial Inventory66 defined "close utilization" as meaning a four inch top diameter

wi th a one foot maximum stump height and the change to six inches was presumably made

to meet industry representations concerning the economics of utilization.

The previous statement of policy had stated that applications for timber

sales to cut to the new close utilization standard must be accompanied by proof of

a contract of more ~han one year's duration for the sale of roundwood or chips. The

new statement added:

"If such applications are within pulpwood harvesting areas number 1, number
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2, number 3, and number 4, the holders of the P.H.A. agreements must be
offered on a first refusal basis a volume of wood either in the form of
roundwood or chips equivalent to the estimated volume at the fixed low
stumpage values, ie. 20/i or 55/i."

This particular addition is of considerable interest. In spite of the

proposal to allocate approximately 40% of the small wood in a public sustained yield

unit to the existing industry the Government had, in effect, allocated!~he pulpwood

harvesting area licencees in question, first refusal on all of the small wood, sub

ject to providing sufficient wood to maintain the particular pulpmill in question.

It m~ be construed that the Government felt obliged to specify that existing oper

ators wishing to cut small wood would have to offer it ,or an equivalent volume of

chips, to the pulpmill. Nevertheless, the existing industry had not been party

to the pulpwood harvesting area agreements and might oppose a retroactive option

of the kind introduced. This could particularly apply to a sawmill selling chips

to and perhaps owned by, another pulpmill. In any event, a possible involvement

of Government in commercial transactions appears. It has been argued in some quar

ters that only a first refusal ~s involved. Whatever view is taken, reasonable

doubts emerge that operators in the ~ulpwood harvesting areas concerned will have

the same incentive to practice close utilization as unemcumbered operators who are

free to make their own arrangements for the disposal of small wood and/or chips.

The previous draft policy statement of March, 1965, had emphasized that

cut control of quotas would be affected on the basis of the s,cale of logs cut plus

a fieldman's estimate of the wood volume left on the ground. However, the revision

also stated that, for an initial five-year period, where the waste was scattered

and a reasonable attempt had been made to attain the required standard of utiliza

tion, no change would be made on the basis of the appraised stumpage. As in the

past, however, flagrant cases of waste would be charged stumpage and, also, opera

tions might be suspended pending the re-logging of previously logged areas. Although

the draft policy statement did not sa;{ so, presumably quotas could be reduced by

the amount of waste, whether large or not, as the Minister had indicated in his

previous remarks to the Truck Loggers Association when introducing the policy.

There also appears to be a practical limitation to the implementation of this policy.

The determination of waste left on the ground following logging by a hand scaling

or ocular estimating process is time consuming and there is some doubt whether exist

ing Forest Service field-, .\ I, strength, in terms of available man hours, could pos

sibly carry out surveys of this type to a suitable degree of accuracy, treating all

cases on a equitable basis. Some research has been conducted into faster methods

such as fixed wing or helicopter photography of logged areas.

Apart from these few changes, the close utilization policy remained sub

stantially the same. The Deputy Minister had, however, stated in his memorandum

that the effective date of January 1, 1966, for the introduction of the policy wouln

give all concerned an opportunity to analyse their particular situation and that th<.-

Forest Service staff would meet with committees of industry associations, Bhould the

latter desire it.

As an example of the kind of comments made by industry on the policy,

some of those made at a meeting of Forest Service officials and the Interior Lumber

Manufacturers Association Forestry Committee in Victoria during November, 1965, are

of interest.
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The Forest Service at this meeting, did not wish to comment on the

proposal to scale logs with an allowance for defect only, since the proposal was

under review. The question was raised by the industry association as to how dead

and fallen trees would be treated under the proposed small wood policy. They had

in mind the determination of whether or not it would be required that these trees be

harvested and, if possible, to ensure that they would not be included in the volume

of waste estimated to be left behind following logging. The gist of the Forest

Service's intention was that these trees would be dealt with on their merits area

by area. The association then expressed particular concern about having to recover

loes from dead and downed trees, which, although still sound, were so badly checked

by drying as to make them useless for sawmilling purposes. It would be uneconomic

to recover these logs for use only as chips, since handling and chipping costs were

double the resulting chip revenue. Whilst timber sales which were not to be logged

on a close utilization basis would not have sound, dead or downed trees included in
~

the Grew's estimate, it was apparently the intention to have them recovered under

close utilization. In this connection it was held by the Forest Service that the

stumpage rate of 55~ per cunit would compensate, at least in part, for the added

costs and, in any event, recognizing that every piece of wood would not be thrown

awCJ\i, they claimed that the approach must be 'based on the overall, average costs and

revenues rather than'on individual stands. The Forest Service also noted that the

policy was permissive on the sawmilling industry, in that close utilization could

be tried in a gradual manner. Initially, for example, a company could practice close
I

utilization on one timber sale only.

Concerning the question of the practicability of cutting one foot high

stumps in areas of heavy snowfall depths, the Forest Service stated that they recog

nized that a one foot stump was impractical in some winter logging operations. Also,

at the time, the Workmen's Compensation Board, for safety reasons, would not allow

the Forest Service to demand such a stump height in deep snow areas. The extra volume

of wood contained in high stumps would be deducted from the operator's quota since it

must be counted in the calculation of the annual allowable cut. In the calculation

of the new allowable cuts associated with close utilization, the question of whether

or not the timber was accessible for logging was being disregarded and all of the

wood down to close utilization standards was being included in the calculation. If,

in the future, a nel-l inventory was taken the new allowable cuts would be calculated

on the same basis and the allocation of the cut to operators would be decided at

that time on the basis of performance. The Association pointed out that, in the

past, quotas had been reduced particularly at the time when public sustained yield

units were organized, and asked if it was logical to assume that operators would have

their quotas returned to the original volume before allocations of the increased

~- allowable cuts were made to anyone else. The Forest Service replied that circum

stances had changed and that many of the original quota holders had disappeared from

the scene due to the consolidation of their operations with others. An increase in

quota would be given to those operators who opted for close utilization but those

remaining on the existing intermediate utilization would receive no increase.

A meeting of all the forest industry associations was held at Harrison

Hot Springs in 1965. Those present at this meeting were referred to as "the Harrison
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Group." They had requested, amongst other things, that existing quota holders

should receive the first priority in the aDocation of increased allowable cuts and

they wished to know why this request had not been accepted. The Deputy Minister

indicated that this was a political matter on which there were two thoughts. One

was that any increase should be left open for new operators to enter the business

and the other that existing operators should be protected. Actually, existing oper

ators were being protected by the offer of up to one third increase in quota.if

they opted to cut small wood. The associations asked if their operators could nego

tiate with the Forest Service for more timber where areas under close utilization

showed a 100% increase in the amount of timber available for cutting. The Deputy

Minister indicated that this would not be considered until perhaps five years had

elapsed and the effects of the policy .were better understood. Dealing with the

question that a mill opting for close utilization cutting must have a 'barker and

chipper, the Forest Service stated that these installations were basic to full util

ization of the products of the forest. They would, however, investigate those cases

where, for example, a sawmill w~s cutting too small a volume of wood to be able to

install a barker and chipper economically, but which had installed a slab barker to

supply a pulpmill company with clean slabs.

It has been mentioned that the licencees of pulpwood harvesting areas NUmbers
Three, and Four

O~e" TW9,;.-j; ... would' be given first refusal on small wood volumes or equivalent vol-

umes of chips. The Forest Service stated that the pulpwood harvesting area agreements

made this obligatory and that the Minister was endeavouring to have the clause COn

taining this requirement removed from the agreements in question. The sawlog quotas

in existence were guaranteed and the requirement that an operator contracting to

utilize to a seven inch close utilization standard must confine his activities to

stands that contain a significant volume in small trees had been canceled by the

Forest Service, as being impractical. In addition, the new close utilization policy

was going to be administered on a regional, local or in some cases, on an individual

timber sale basis, based on any special circumstances involved. The question of the

scaling of a cull log, one containing no lumber values, would be solved later. In

a memorandum of December, 1965, issued to the forest industry and pulpwood harvesting

area licencees in the Province, the Deputy Minister referred to the problem of

allowing for physical defects, other than dec~, in scaling where an operator had

not elected to log to a close utilization standard. It was recognized that, on a

gross scale basis, the volume of logs available to that operator on a lumber recov

ery basis would be reduced by the amount of the deductions for physical defects.

Originally, the Forest Service had intended that this loss could be adjusted by

applying a factor to the sa-wlog quota but it had been found that the available in

formation at this level of utilization was not entirely satisfactory and that fur

ther data was required. In order to allow the Forest Service staff time to conduct

further detailed defect studies it was proposed to scale under two systems until

December 31, 1968. Firstly, where an operator had elected close utilization, the

wood which was scaled and removea, plus the waste in the woods, would be measured

as full cubic scale and deductions allowed only for deca;y. Secondly, where an

operator h~d not elected to practice close utilization, the scale would continue

on the basis of existing cubic scaling practice, with allowance for physical defects,

including dec~.
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A relatively recent development in the introduction of close utilization

has been the introduction of allocation of "third band wood." This is the portion

of the allowable annual cut of close utilization wood within a P.S.Y.U. which is

uncommitted to operators or which is not in the Forest Service reserved portion of

the allowable annual cut. The normal sawlog operator m~, as previously described,

obtain a one-third increase of his normal sawlog quota if he has elected to practice

close utilization. But the amount of close utilization wood available for cutting

in a P.S.Y.U. m~ exceed this increase. An example would be a P.S.Y.U. with large

areas of lodgepole pine stands in which 40% of the volume is sawlogs and 60% close

utilization wood. The Forest Service mqy allocate the surplus of close utilization

wood within a P.S.Y.U. amongst the existing quota holders where the operators re

quest it and where the Forest Service is satisfied that a mill needs the wood and

can use it efficiently. In effect, qualified operators can gain an lncrease in

close utilization quota over and above the one-third they are normally granted. The

application of distribution of "third band wood" varies very widely between P.:3.•Y.U.s.

The situation varies between P,~.Y.U.s where there is a considerable volume of "third

band wood" and those where there is not. If a pulpwood harvesting area overlies a

P.S.Y.U. it can materially reduce or eliminate the availability of "third band wood"

to sawmills. The wide variation of situation and procedure has led to some misunder

standing of "third band wood" policy.

It is convenient to conclude the review of the close utilization policy at

this point. It is in process of gradual introduction into practice and, undoubtedly,

it will need revision as this proceeds.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

The Period From 1946 1970
Tree Farms

In his 1956 report, Sloan59 noted that in effect a new form of forest
.0-

I land tenure was created in 1951 by amendments to the "Taxation Act. 1f This was the

classification known as "tree farm land, " with provisions for special taxation of

Crown-granted forest land, intended to encourage the dedication of suitable private

land to forestry.

The lands qualifying for tree farms were either timber lands or wild lands

which were normally subject, in addition to school taxes, to an annual tax of l27u

and 3% respectively of their assessed value. The changes to the "Taxation Act"

defined the land which might qualify for the less onerous tree farm taxation, as.
follovJS :-

" 'Tree~farm land' means any land which will find its best economic use under
forest crops on which -

"Ca) There is a stock of young growth in numbers of tree8 per acre not
less than the minimum standards established by the Forest Service;
or

"(b) An approved working plan provides a reforestation programme which
is desi6~ed to establish a growing stock in numbers of trees per
acre not less than the minimum standards established by the Forest
Service; or

.. ( c) There is a stock of mature timber which, according to an approved
working plan, will be harvested on a sustained yield basis, or

"(d) There is any combination of the foregoing."

If an appli cat ion by a Crown-granted land ov·mer was cert ified by the

Forest Service, the assessed evaluation was, and is, determined by the taxation

branch. The "Taxation Act" provides that

"The assessed value of tree-farm land, exclusive of any improvements thereon,
shall be ascertained only by giving consideration to the present use, revenue,
or rental value of the land from the sustained annual growth and annual or
periodic cut of the forest trees."

The value is based on the anticipated annual or periodic income, less the antici

pated costs of operation, and the resulting net income is capitalized at the rate

of 12%. This rate is intended to include 4% representing a return on a safe invest

ment such as Government bonds, 6% for the additional risk factor in the Forest

industry and 2% to cover annual property taxes. Forest protection taxes are treated

as a cost of operation in determining the net income. On evaluation, as determined

in the above manner, the tax rate is 1% to which is added the school rate of the

district in which the tree farm is situated. In 1956, the school tax rate avera£ed

from l~ to 11% of the assessed value of the land and improvements, making a tax of

2~ to 27ft on the land and improvements of the tree farm.

B.Y the 1st of March, 1957, there were nineteen tree farms, all located in

the Coastal Region with a total area of 535,596 acres; 224,739 acres of immature

timber, 163,655 acres and 4,560,549,000 of board feet of mature timber and a total

annual allowable cut of 151,841,000 board feet. B.Y the end of 1966, the number of

tree farms had increased to forty-six, fourteen of them being within tree farm licences.

The total acreage of the forty-six licences was 1,015,684 acres and they had an esti

mated annual productive capacity of 55,725,000 cubic feet.
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The Legislation as it stood in 1956 was inducing large companies to apply

for tree farm status in order to avoid the onerous and, perhaps, confiscatory, an

nual "wild land" tax of about 4~% 0% plus school tax). This effect applied whether

or not the Crown-granted lands were incorporated into tree farm licences. The tree

( farm legislation was also, in effect, an attempt to compel other owners of forest

land, even small parcels, to practice forestry on a sustained yield basis under

Government controls equally rigid to those on tree farm licences. The legislation,

Sloan wrote in 1956, should provide reasonable taxation for smaller properties, since

public policy should regard such forestry as more closely related to farming than to

industry engaged in development of natural resources and virgin timber. The then

existing legislation was unsuitable for this purpose and its detailed requirements

were unnecessary.

The Canadian Institute of Forestry had recommended to Chief'Justice Sioan,

Royal Commissioner in 1944 and, again in 1955, that the "Taxation Act" should define

tree-farm land as:

"Any land which is used fo.r the continuous production of trees of commercial
value and on which the owner undertakes to provide reforestation of under
stocked lands, to cut no immature timber except in such a manner as will
affectsilvicultural improvement and to maintain a definite programme of
forest protection."

The Institute also recommended that.

"The assessor shall provide an application by an owner to have his land
classified as 'tree-farm land' upon receipt of a certificate from a
British Columbia registered forester to the effect that the lands fulfill
the requirements of the Act."

The assessment of tree farms should be regarded as a capital investment similar to

other farm lands and be subject to. the farm tax rate. Finally, it was suggested

that reassessment of values should only be made in accordance with changes in general,

economic conditions affecting all farm land assessment and taxation.

The Commissioner suggested a series of amendments to the legislation includ

ing an even simpler form of definihon of tree-farm land than that proposed by the

Canadian Institute of Forestry. The definition of a tree farm should be

"Any land which (a) has been included in a forest management licence (tree
farm licence) or (b) is being used by the owner for the continuous growth
of trees of commercial value."

Sloan felt that the certification procedures should be simplified. Some owners of

suitable Crown-granted land had not applied for tree farm certification because of

the extraordinarily detailed information and paper work that was required, even for

small areas, both for certificates and for annual returns after certification. Where

the tree farm was to be included in a tree farm licence or where the owner was also

a tree farm licencee, Sloan believed that the additional requirements should be im

posed that the land should be managed on a sustained yield basis. The annual returns

made for a tree farm should be limited to a statement certified by a registered for

ester that the tree farm was being maintained in accordance with the Act and includ

ing the scale of timber on which royalty was p~able, cut during the year.

The Canadian Forestry Association had a voluntary tree farm certification

programme at the time, a tree farm being

"An area of privately-owned forest land devoted to the continuous growth of
merchant able forest products under good management."
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The owner was required to harvest his timber crops in a manner that would

ensure future crops in perpetuity and to provide reasonable protection from destruc

tive agencies. In 1955, there were 195,563 acres of tree farms certified by the

Canadian Forestry Association in British Columbia. The C.F.A. programme was sub

sequently discontinued because the Government programme, with its financial incen

tives, rendered the programme superfluous.

The Commissioner also dealt with the question of whether suitable erown l~_J

should be made available by sale to tree farmers. The interest of small land owners

in forestry was only of recent origin because the tax rate on logged and reforested

land did not encourage investment for profit, was apparently intended to recover the

land to Crown ownership by a form of confiscation or, alternatively, forced owners
circumstance

to develop logged-off lands for other purposes, ignoring the / •. that little of
that

the land was unsuitable for anything other than growing trees and,/if'reverted to

Crown ownership, it would be unlikely to produce any revenue for a generation.

Lack of markets for produce was another reason for lack of interest in

tree farming but this situation. was changing with increasing industrialization.

Some social implications existed in that owners would develop a much better under

standing of forestry and related subjects. Sloan recommended that a judicious ex

tension of the tree farm programme, by sale of Crown lands, should be carried out

with modification of the existing methods of assessment and taxation of tree farms.

Concerning assessment and taxation, the Taxation Department had expressec

the opinion that tree farm lands from which no cut was anticipated for thirty or

more years wa-r.e JIlOt a realistic investment based on reasonably anticirated income
nevertheless .

for private capital but/, illogicallY,the Department had assigned an assessed value

of land, by quality, accessibility and topography at amounts varying from 50lt to

~5.00 per acre. These values were assigned to land where there was no possibility

of income for thirty or more years. In addition, a value was assigned to immature

stands over five years of age varying from 10~ per acre up to ten years, to $55.00

per acre for forty-one to fifty years old on the best sites. However, where the

land was certified as a tree farm, the immature forests were assessed at half of

this value,where an assessment could not be made on the basis of capitalized produc

tive capacity because of the length of time that must elapse before actual producti()n

could be realized.

Sloan recommended the replacement of the existing tax by an annual tax

equivalent to l~ per acre of the total area of the tree farm and a form of yield tax

of 10/0 of the prevailing stumpage value in the district on timber actually cut during

the past year. Half of the total tax would be allocated as school tax. As tree

farms became more profitable and numerous and as reliable information on forest

site qualities became available, it might be possible to increase and var,y the annual

rate of l~ per acre, according to site quality, but the greater part of the tax

should be in the form of a yield tax. In addition, Sloan considered that small

tree farms not larger than 2,000 acres should be classed with other farm land for
taxation purposes.

Lowe11 Besley, Dean of the Faculty of Forestry at the University of

British Columbia, had reviewed and discussed, in 1951, the taxation of Crown-granted

lands in British Co1umbia
61

• He had pointed out that high annual taxes created
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Ira tremendous pressure on the owner to liquidate his timber holdings as
rapidly as possible."

a
Conservative cutting practices, intended to encourage/second crop were discouraged

by the annual taxes. It was quite possible that in the long run the Government

would receive more income from private timber lands were the owners encouraged,

through moderate taxes, to keep their timber on the Tax Rolls. By 1966, the defin

ition of "Tree-farm land" contained in the "Taxation Act" remained unchanged, in

spite of the recommendation of Chief Justice Sloan and the Canadian Institute of

Forestry. The certification and annual return procedures were also substantially

unchanged ir/their requirements.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

The Period From 1946 - 1910
The Forest Invento;r and Sustained Yield

The significance of, and problems connected with, the application of the

(--- Provincial Inventory to public sustained yield units have been mentioned. Also,

the history of the forest inventory in the Province up to 1945 has been reviewed,

including the important early contributions. The comments of Chief Justice Sloan

in 1945 about the inventory have been noted. The role of the Government of Canada

in the taking of a provincial forest inventory are described in a later chapter.

Chief Justice Sloan again discussed the Provincial Forest Inventory in 1956. The

primary need, he felt, fora reasonably accurate knowledge of the forest resource

l~ in the evaluation of forest policy and administration relating to conditions of

tenure, incidence of taxat~on, protection from fire, insects, and diseases, improved

standards of utilization and forest managem~nt in general, designed to assure a

continuity of production and sustained yield.

British Columbia's comparative inaccessibility during its early history as

a colony and province had. protected its stored forest capital from too early and too

rapid exploitation even after transcontinental railw~s and the Panama Canal made

its products available to the world. This retarded exploitation, deplored by early

Governments, as well as natural reforestation on the Coast after liquidation of com

paratively small parts of the vir.gin forest had, in Sloan' s view, been most fortunate

for present and future generations. The overall capacity of the forest to supply

permanent industrial development had. been diminished only locally.

"The very real danger of exhausting our forest resource by unregulated
liquidation without thought for the fUture has passed.The sustained yield
principle of forest management recommended in the 1945 report has been
introduced during the last ten years and is being actively pursued by
Government and industry. There are no tenures of forest land in the
province which cannot be saved from destructive liquidation by owners
and operators acting in cooperation with the Government under the general
provisions of the forest, land, and taxation legislation already in effect,
complicated though it ma;y be."

Whilst the Commissioner's statement was correct, there were exceptions. For example,

th£ Government has pursued a polic,y of endeavouring to enforce the liquidation of

timber berths, leases, and licences not included within tree farm licences so as to

recover the lands for the Crown, following logging. Some approaches by industry to

make arrangements for sustained yield or long-term forest management of these tenures,

including reforestation, have been rejected.

Sloan considered that a shared and disseminated knowledge of the forests,

their condition, capabiliUes, ownership and management was essential to a "mutuality

of purpose" designed to put the objectives quoted above into effect and to stimulate

public support and concurrence in the programme. Public ignorance of the nature of

the forest resources and the type of management most suitable for them and most

profitable for the public would greatly hinder attainment of the objectives.

The Commissioner gave an outline" history of the British Columbia forest

iriven~o~ and a description of the most recent m~thods, including aerial survey and
.; data of the

mechanical tabulation techniques. As the/forest inventory had been accumulated,

increased accuracy in estimates for areas preViously recorded by reconnaissance only

would affect the provincial and regional forest inventories. These changes, added to
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the effects of logging, fires, insects ~ld dec~ on the one h~d ~d of growth

increment on the other made the accuracy of ~y inventory summary subject to a

time limit. The reported timber inventories throughout the years are shown in

millions of board feet in the following table:

~ Province Coast
1910 240,000
1917 366,300 299,700
1937 254,500 155,100
1945 303,300 200,000
1951 431,500 254,100
1952 662,800
1953 757,000
1955 760,050 330,200

Three main phases were employed in taking the provincial inventory ~d

these were forest classification, forest sampling, ~d compilation. A complete

1:31687 air photographic coverage of the Province facilitated the stratification

of all forest areas into forest types. The typing was carried out by ground ~d

air observation of a high perce~tage of forest areas, followed by the delineation

of all forest types on air photographs. Subsequent to forest typing and the tr~s

ference of forest cover detail to base maps b~" nadialline plotting, all forested,

non-forested, ~d fresh water areas were measured for their area by pl~imeter.

Acreages ~d descriptive data concerning ownership, forest type, accessibility,

~d numerous other variables were then recorded on electronic punch cards for later

sorting and collection of data into approp.riate groups ~d for the final integration

of areas with average values per acre, derived from sampling.

Stratified random sampling was employed, the sampling strata consisting

of bTOUps of forest types recognized in the forest classification. Most of the

field work expended in sampling was to establish sample plots to provide estimates

of gross wood volume and recoverable sound wood volume. The sampli~g was planned

independently in each of seven forest inventory zones r~ging in size from 4,000,000

to 40,000,000 acres ~d the planning aimed at achieving ~ acceptable reliability

of estimates in the Province ~d in each zone. All of the trees ~d tree sections

measured on st~dard sample plots or in volume, dec~, waste ~d breakage studies

were recorded on electronic punch cards ~d average values per acre were derived

for application to the forest types recognized in forest classification.

The accuracy objectives which have been mentioned previously in connection

with public sustained yield units, were to produce estimates of gross cubic foot

volume by species in the entire Province by zones with a sampling error not exceedinG

10% at a probability of .95. Each inventory zone contained a number of sub-zones

of approximately one to two million acres in size. In each sub-zone the ultimate

accuracy objective was similar to that used in inventory zones, except that the

accuracy applied to the estimates of gross volume of all species collectively.

The actual aampling errors for each zone were worked out from an analysis

of gross volumes derived from sampling. They were all 10% or less. However, no

assumptions could be made from these sampling errors in connec~n with the reliab

ility of estimates within more localized units of area. No estimate was made I by

£he Forest Service, of non-sampling errors such as those related to the taking of

tree measurements or to the applicability of volume tables. These errors were

difficult to define or measure and were assumed to be compensating in ~extensive

inventory.
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The forest inventory was compiled between 1951 and 1957, the Province

pqying $5,000,000.00 and the Government of Canada $3,000,000.00 to cover the total

cost of $8,000,000.00. The unit costs varied from 2~ to 20~ per forested acre

and averaged 7~. On the total area, including non-forested acres, the cost per

acre averaged 3~~.

The forest inventor,y was a major undertaking of enormous benefit to the

forest resource. Without it and its accuracy, it would be virtually impossible to
at

implement a sustained yield policy and to arrive/reasonable annual allowable cuts.

It is perhaps appropriate, at this point, to comment further on the sustained yield

policy. Sloan had commented that the history of the German and French forest schools,

their offshoots and their implications have established the principles involved in

sustained yield and allowable' cuts for many centuries. For a province of the nature

and history of British Columbia however, they were currently a lodestbne, a vaulting

of a.major obstacle, and a definite turn towards prudency in which the history of

the United States, which itself had endeavoured toward these goals, and of Canada

had not lent encouragement.

In 1956 Sloan was moved to discuss the terms because he felt they were

not generally understood in British Columbia. It was desirable to deal at some

length with the implications of British Columbia's sustained yield policy, the pros

pects it had, and the progress that had been made so that the matter might be more

intelligible to the reader without training in forestry. In .his 1945 report, Sloan

had defined "sustained yield" as "a perpetual yield of wood of commercially usable

quality from regional areas in yearly or periodic quantities of equal or increasing

volume." His intent in the words "regional areas" was to name "the sustained yield.~.

unit capable of being managed under one and the same working plan." It was techni

cally impractical in an economic and SQcial sense to assume as a ~pothesis that

any area of any size could be "put on sustained yield." It should not be so large

that objectives having social implications could not be achieved, nor so small that

it did not include the necessar,y range of growing stock to provide an annual yield

large enough for profitable operation.

"It mqy, or mqy not, coincide with an administrat i ve forest unit. It
mqy include more than one type of forest and be managed to apply to more
than one type of conversion plant, but to satisfy the essential criteria
of a sustained yield unit, it must be organized regionally to produce a
sustained annual yield under a single working plan."

In spite of the use of the word "periodic" as an alternative to a strictly

determined and inflexible yield, it was the object of Sustained yield management to

bring irregularities into balance over relatively short periods, so as to minimize

interference with the establishment of a regular series of age classes in the next

rotation. In the Commissioner's opinion it was a negation of the principle of

sustained yield and the social aspects implicit in it to manage a forest intensively

in order to harvest large areas of it at infrequent intervals, even up to a whole

rotation, with long intervening periods of no production.

There had been a considerable amount of discussion before the Royal

Commission on the question of overcutting. Had logging reached a volume which en

dangered the future supply of wood for the industries of the Province or regions

of it, in particular the Vancouver Forest District? The Interior and Prince Rupert

Coast Districts were obviously not being overcut. The question of whether or not
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the Vancouver Forest District b .
was e~ng overcut was a subject which caused consid-

erable controversy before the C .. . Th
ommlSS~on. e Forest Service took the position

that the District was bei tng overcu , a position that was strongly challenged by

several prominent industrial foresters •. In particular, the latter emphasized the

volume per acre actually recovered in logging. The Commissioner, in an exhaustive

consideration of the reasoning advanced, felt that the District should not be treated

as one sustained yield unit, that excessive safety factors had been applied to the

inventory volumes when used for management plans and that, if the average production

of any forest district not yet organized into sustained yield units was approaching

the limits that could be maintained continuously, th~ general policy, before hoarding

the existing deteriorating stock for anticipated lean years ~lead, should be to

seek first to improve the supply by better silviculture, thinnings, prompt reforesta

tion, reduction of waste and development of less accessible and scrub ereas.

We have seen thai, during the period of these Sloan reports and in subse

quent years, the Government had pursued the sustained yield policy in forestry.

We have also seen that while there were objections to the method of implementation

of the sustained yield policy from the forest industry, few of these objections were

antagonistic to the policy itself. There were objections from other quarters. J.

Walters,68 Professional Forester, observed in 1965,
"As foresters in a new country we look to European forestry practice for

guidance in reaching towards fully managed forests. We defend Our pioneer
practice by declaring that because we have not yet reached European utili
zation standards we cannot therefore reach European management standards.
Our goal, in lecture and field, has been towards European forestr,y practice.
We revere the Swiss selection forests and the Black Forest of Bavaria.
These forests emerged from the Golden Age of Forestr,y--the culmination of
generations of forest culture in an economy where trees were sometimes
more sacred than those they served. The standard of forestry practice to
which we aspire was developed when time was immobilized by lack of change.
----TodC3iY, forests grow at traditional rates to mature in a strange mar
ket under non-traditional conditions of continuous and accelerating change
and the forester rightly questions the reality of a future market assured by
tradition alone. Change is now measured in geometric progressives. New
principles, techniques, and materials give birth to new industries which
become giants before tree seedlings become saplings. In all industries,
constant change is now inevitable and normal. To state that forestr,y with
its long time-span is no exception is an exercise in restraint. 1t

WaIters submitted that Canadian foresters should make a formal appraisal of

the probab~ impact of technological change on forestry practice, to try to obtain

the best information possible on which to establish long-term forest policy. Without

reviewing other writings, it is pertinent to note that WaIters was not alone in his

qualified approach to "traditional forestry.1t Others, such as Dr. P.H. Pearse in

1967 and Dr. J.H.G. Smith, both of the University of British Columbia, opposed the

sustained yield policy and proposed instead an economic approach to forest management

based on the maximization of long-term benefits through the criterion of maximum net

present worth (or net discounted reven~e, or discounted cash flow). Their views have

been oppo~ed by supporters ~f the sustained yield policy. In point of fact, the

sustained yield policy is still being vigorously pursued by the Government of British

Columbia. There has also developed in the Province during the more recent period

under discussion, a number of special interest groups, such as natural history asso

ciations and groups aiming at the preservation of the natural environment and recre

ational groups who have expressed opposition to the economic use of forests, demand

ing the reservation of very large areas of forest in
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in its natural state for the particular use or uses in which they are interested.

The mere presence of these groups indicates that the social aspects of forest

policy cannot be overlooked and indeed, are assumin£ increased importance in the

minds of the public. The trend is likely to cause modification of a number of for

est practices which are based on purely economic considerations.
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CHAPTER FIFI'EEN

. The Period From 1946 - 1970
Flre Protection .and Firefighting

In 1945, Chief Justice Sloan in his Royal Commission Report, had remarked

tt~ire-protection in relat~on to both personnel and equipment is grossly
lnadequate. The reason lS the usual one: lack of sufficient funds."

By 1956 he observed that there had been a ttvery marked improvement." But

fire protection was still inadequate, for the same reasons as he had expressed in

1945: lack of sufficient funds. After making appropriate adjustments or changes

in accounting procedures, the total voted expenditure for the year 1956 - 57 on fire

protection was $3, 805,000.00, compared to $784,512.00 for the fiscal year 1944 - 45.
Because of increased labour and material costs this apparent increase of over 400%
was probably reduced by about one-half. Sloan also noted the appall~ng losses from

fire as disclosed by the Forest Service records for the twenty-five year period from

1930 1954. During that period 6,426,475 acres had burned over in the Interior

(about 257,000 acres per year) and 737,692 acres on the Coast (about 29,500 acres

per year). On the assumption that the productive forest area of the Province was

on a sustained yield basis and on a rotation of one hundred years, the Province was

suffering a fire loss equal to 20.5% of the productive area in each rotation. More

over, the foregoing figures did not include the holocaustic and unfought fires which

raged from time to time over the sixty~eight million acres in northern areas of the

Province, in unoccupied territory--a great majority of them caused by lightning.

These vast northern areas had; by 1956, been added to the Prince George Forest

District. There had been an apparent improvement for the six years 1950 - 1955,
during which a total of 1,063,611 acres had been burned, the annual average for the

Coast being 20,800 acres and for the Interior 156,000 acres.

During the decade from 1956 - 19$5, according to the Forest Service

records, 28.15% of the fires had been classified as caused by lightning, the majority

being in the Kamloops and Nelson Forest Districts. Sloan noted that science had not

yet devised any method of eliminating this continuing source of destruction. In the

case of man-caused fires, the method of prevention seemed to Sloan to be twofold-

regulation and education. Regulation consisted of, for example, laws governing

forest closures, slash burning, requiring permits before setting fires, safety appli

ances on engines and similar provisions. Sloan doubted the effectiveness of regula

tory provisions of this nature in the absence of a police agency to see to their

enforcement. Even so, it was impractical, if not impossible to police the vast for

ested areas of the Province. Sloan did not place heavy blame on responsible logging

operators since industrial operations were, on the average, responsible for only 5%
of fires occurring during the decade. ~ contrast, campers caused about 14% and smokers

about 18% of the fires during that same period, totalling between them, in the ten

years, 5,700 fires. In 1955, alone, campers and smokers caused 400 fires, accounting

for 29% of th8 firefighting costs of that year and burning an area of 14,000 acres.

However, fire losses from human causes had remained fairly constant during the decade

in spite of a great increase in the number of recreational users. Sloan attributed

this proportionate reduction of risk to an increase in the "forest con scious" atti

tude of the general public and concluded that the programme of public education should

be continued and expanded.
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The Commissioner pointed out that penalties for breach of regulatory

provisions should not be Ita licence fee for carrying out unauthorized and dangerous

practices, but a sharp reminder that defiance of the law results in a decidedly un

profitable and unpleasant experience." It was also noted that while the Forest

Serivce could exercise only a limited control over the numbers and locations of

anticipated forest fires, they could and did perform a function in controlling fires

once they occurred. Efficiency in suppression could only be achieved if a fire was

detected when incipient and crews were at its location in time to contain, control

and subdue within a narrow area. In 1944; there had been only sixty-four lookouts

in the Province and, in 1956, there were one hundred and forty. Sloan found there

was an indicated need for two hundred and sixty-six more, or a total of four hundred

and six.

In 1956, the Forest Service was maintaining sixteen forest fire suppression

crews, distributed in the Vancouver, Nelson, and Kamloops Forests Districts. These

crews averaged ten men each and were organized expressly for firefighting. They

had achieved valuable results an~, over the previous decade, they had extinguished

92% of the fires which they attacked before they had spread over five acres. But

the proportion of fires that they had been able to attack was small--in 1955 they

attacked only 158 fires out of 1,384 occurring in the Province, a situation caused

by a lack of access roads and trails.

The trail and road building p.rogramme, since 1949, had resulted in con

struction of 827 miles of new roads and 776 miles of new trails, and the Province

still required an additional 1,307 miles of new roads and 1,476 miles of new trails.

In 1955, there were a total of about 2,000 miles of existing roads and trails and

with the additional construction, there would be about 5,000 miles outside tree farm

licences. This mileage would still not permit suppression crews to reach every re

ported fire within twenty-four hours, let alone meet the Forest Service objective

of controlling every fire within twenty-four hours. In the Spallumcheen Working

Circle (an area of average hazard) the Forest Service had drawn up a fire protection

plan incorporating a twenty-four hour attack time and featuring the construction of

roads along the tops of ridges. These roads, as nearly as possible, crossed the

contours at right angles and then followed ridges. They were built as cheaply as

possible with a maximum gradient of 35% for dry weather use and they aimed at low

maintenance cost. This type of road permitted fire crews to approach a fire from

above. According to Sloan, the entire cost of this project for lookouts, roads,

personnel and so on was 4.58~ per acre per year on a total area of 1,080,000 acres,

or an annual total of $49,434.00. But Sloan added that British Columbia is a vast,

rugge~ mountainous country and he doubted if the twenty-four hour objective of the

Forest Service could be achieved by the use of roads and trails alone.

In 1945, he had visualized air craft, preferably helicopters, flying from

strategically located air strips with crews of fire fighters equipped with parachute

These were the "smoke jumpers It used in the United States. In 1956, he remarked that

he was perhaps "overly optimistic lt about dropping smoke jumpers from fixed wing air

craft but he still felt that helicopters would pl~ an increasingly valuable part in

fire suppression. One of the problems of smoke jumpers was their recovery from in

accessible areas. The recovery of their equipment, worth about $700.00 per man in

1956, was also a problem. Fixed wing aircraft already pl~ed an important part in
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fire detection and the Forest Service, in the twelve-vear period 1944' - 195~ hac.'
" /14 ,252 hours of oJ ,.;,

carr~ed out ,protection flying by aircraft under contract,

SLoan concluded that more expenditures were required to strengthen the fire

protection and suppression agencies of the Forest Service. These should be provided

by the Crown through an increase of its existing contribution of ~4,000,000.00 per

year. The Fire Protection Tax should not be increased since industry was spending

considerably more on fire prevention and protection than its tax of S450,000.00.

During 1955, for example, agencies other than the British Columbia Forest Service

and particularly the forest industry, had spent approximately $677,048.00 on forest

protection. The ten year average expenditure for 1946 - 1955 had been approximately

~.;531,985 .00. In aCidition to these prevention and protection costs, industry had

spent over the decade 1946 - 195:;· an annual average of ;;256,416.00 in fighting fires,

as against S282,79l.00 by ,the Forest Service.

In 1956 after making no contributions for eleven years, the Government of

Canada had agreed to make annual grants in aid of fire protection and these are dis

cussed in another chapter. Sl~an noted, however, that total Federal revenue receipts

from the forest industries of British Columbia in 1954 - 55 amounted to an estimated

il12,800,000.00. Total Federal expenditures on forestry in British Columbia during

the same year amounted to ~1,133,000.00. The Dominion Government had expended on

forest conservation, surveys and research in the Province less than 1% of the yearly

direct revenue received and the additional grants in aid of fire pr'otection would not

appreciably affect this percentage, provided that forest industry profits and, hence,

Federal tax receipts did not drop.

The Royal Commission of 1945 had heard the exponents and opponents of slash

burning, both in its use for the abatement of fire hazard and concerning its effects

upon regeneration. Sloan had concluded that it was impossible to formulate any

policy of general application and had recommended that slash burning should not be

compulsory on the Coast except as directed by the Deputy Minister of Forests. This

recommendation had been implemented in subsequent legislative amenements in 1948.

Since these amendments had been made, however,'the attitude of the Forest Service

had changed partly as a result of changed logging methods including changing from

clear cutting in very large continuous blocks to patch logging, closer utilization

and improved access resultine from increased truck logging with its network of lo[[inC

roads. The logging industry had also demonstrated increasing "fire consciousness".

Between 1950 and 1955, there had been an apparent trend from broadcast burning to

wards spot burning in the Vancouver Forest District. Spot burning had increaEec

from 22.4% of the acres logged in 1950 to 37.7% in 1955. The total acreage b~rned

had dropped from 63.3% of the acres logged in 1950 to 45.6j~ in 1955·

Sloan still felt in 1956 that the policy of discretionary burning should

be continued even though it was still a contentious subject. The Forest Service

clearly needed more slash disposal officers

" • • • who should be qualified by experience and a more extensive training
in evaluating the silvicultural factors involved in the discharge of their
duties."

There was also a need for further research in relation to rating fire

danger and behaviour.
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There was a gen~ine desire at this time on the part of industry as a

whole to cooperate fully with the Forest Service in matters of fire protection. A

number of the larger forest industrial companies who had the most to lose and the

money to spend, had assumed obligations in excess of personnel and equipment require

ments imposed by the Forest Service. Also, a number of informal committees, composed

of those financially interested in fire protection, had been formed and correlated

some protection efforts of the Forest Service and the industry. Sloan suggested

that serious thought should be given to the possibility of the training and compul

sory employment by industry of "certified fire wardens" in selected hazardous areas,

regardless of tenure, where large scale logging justified the added cost. If adopted,

this requirement would be in addition to the existing system of appointing honourar,y

fire wardens. At the time the industry was not generally complaining of the existing

legislative provisions relative to fire protection except in one particular. As we

have noted when describing the history of tree farm licences, some of the industry

argued that "an area of occupation" within the statutory intent of the "Forest Act"

had, as an essential ingredien.t, some sort of physical occupation by, for example,

a working crew or camp and it could not be extended to include areas in a tree farm

licence not being worked and perhaps remote from any immediate woods activity of the

licencee. The Forest Service had ruled that, in tree farm licences,

"The area of occupation is deemed to be all lands within the boundaries of
the forest management licence.~

Sloan found that this policy of the Forest Service operated to the detriment of the

tree farm licencee and he could see no reason for this discrimination, recommending

that fire fighting obligations should be imposed without distinction upon all clas

of tenure. The recommendation was not implemented and perhaps rightly so since there

are far more striking examples of "discrimination" between different forms of tenure

than the one being considered.

The Peace River area, a part of the Prince George Forest District, posed a

problem. It included that portion of British Columbia east of the height of land on

the east side of the Rocky Mountain Trench plus the watersheds of the Katchika and

Dease Rivers. The area covers 52,000,000 acres, 9,200,000 being classed as produ~

tive forest land. The opening of the Alaska Highw~ and the postwar boom in the

timber market had resulted in a substantial increase in the amount of logging in the

area. From 1945 to 1956, inclusive, the cut had totalled about 465,000,000 board

feet from which the Crown received $2,112,000.00 in revenue. During the same period,

fire fighting costs in the area had been $154,606.00. After the Dominion Government

relinquished its administration of the Peace River Block in 1930, persons in the

more settled portions were exempted from needing permits to burn for the simple

reason that the Forest Service could not afford the expense of keeping more than

one ranger in that vast area. Farmers starting fires each spring for land clearing

purposes caused deplorable losses of timber, with fires up to 150 miles wide occur

ring. In 1945, Sloan had noted that a total lack of fire protection had resulted ~

in the denudation of many thousands of acres in the Peace River area. In 1956, there

were still only two rangers, seven assistant rangers, two lookout men, and two dis

patchers. This gave a coverage for each ranger of 26,000,000 acres or, taking the

entire staff of thirteen, one man to each 4,000,000 acres. Sloan described the fire

fighting policy in this area in 1956, as follows:
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"(1) ~1ajor fires will only be fought when merchantable timber values are
1nvolvedj and evpn where such values are involved, major fires in
remote areas wher~costs would be prohibitive would not be fought.

"(2) I th 'n . e no permit ~ area, fighting fires is the exception and only
?arr1ed on. when t1m~er values are involved. The farming population
1S respons1ble for 1ts own protection. The Forest Service does
not feel justified in spending money on the protection of private
property, ~d does. not consider itself a rural fire brigade, al
though ass1stance 1S given.

"(3) ElseHhere, in t~e enormous areas north of latitute 51 degrees, as a
general rule, f1res are fought only when they can be controlled by
a ten-rnan crew."

The area north of the 51th parallel (considered to be the southern boundary of the

"perma-frost" zone) contains approximately one-sixth of the Peace River area's totE,-l

productive forest area but about two-thirds of the total area. The area south of

the 51th parallel, containing five-sixths of the productive forest area is primarily

agricultural land and in 1956, it was being rapidly developed for that purpose. The

timber was usually confined to valleys or river bottoms with vast areas of unproQuc

tive land inbetween. From all,this, Sloan concluded that the Peace River area did

not justify the same treatment or the same intensity of coverage as the less remote

sections of the Province. However, he recommended the employement of an additional

fifty-two men to bring the staff to one-quarter of normal staff requirement~ in

~ther parts of the Province. Helicopters should be used to modify access difficul

ties and the requirement to obtain a permit before starting a fire should be reinsti
tuted.

Finally, Sloan felt it to be reasonable for the Government to initiate

studies to determine the feasibility of designing a Government-operated or assisted

insurance undertaking, covering fire lOsses in mature and young g~owth forest£. Such

an undertaking has not been formed, although industry is able toinsl;I;N equipment

and cut logs against destruction by fire.

One of the most striking developments in fire protection and firefighting

activities of the Forest Service since the Sloan report of 1956 ha_s been the increas6d

use of aircraft. In 1956, for example, six contract float planes flew 2,418 flying

hours on protection flying. In 1966, contract flying for protection totalled 8,480

hours, 4,653 hours by fixed wing aircraft, 2,838 hours by helicopter, and 989 hours

by airfwater tankers. Non-contract flying occupied a total of 190 hours, 664 hours

by fixed wing aircraft and 126 hours by helicopter. The grand total vias thus 9,210

hours, a very marked increase. Considerable variations of flying time occur in rela

tion to the severity of the annual fire hazard but the reliance upon aircraft has

definitely increased, particularly in the use of helicopters and air~water tankers.

In addition, the Coastal industry has cooperatively formed a company, Forest' Industries

Flying Tankers Limited, operating two very large Martin Mars tankers.

The status of access roads to the various users has long been a controversial

subject, relating to the dangers of fire caused by hunters and the public generally,

the danger of road accidents, destruction of equipment by vandalism, and road deteri

oration caused by persons driving over them when they were soft with moisture. The

legislation was conflicting in a n¥IDber of instances and the Commissioner recommended

resolution of the problem.

A special legislative committee, upon request of the Minister of Lands,

Forests and Water Resources, considered the question of the status of roads civing
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access to the forest in relation to the user, and it heard evidence from industrial

organizations, sportsmen's associations, grazing associations, mining associations

and so on. In its report of March 18, 1964, the Special Committee on Public Access

to Privately Administered Roads gave a number of opinions. Firstly, the committee

believed that the Private Roads Act, 1963, represented a definite forward step to

wards the solution of the public access problem. It had increased the awareness of

industr,y of the need to provide for public access over privately administered roads.
the committee

and/ felt that cooperation by industry in this direction would "continue and expand."

One of the major provisions of the Private Road Act relieved the industrial operator

of the responsibility for fires caused by the general public using the privately

administered roads. The year 1963 had been a season of exceptionally low fire ha~ard

and the committee did not feel that it should be taken as a reliable yardstick of the

overall effect of the Private Roads Act. Because of this, the committee recommended

that draft legislation should be del~ed for at least one more year, when a similar

special committee of the legislature should be instituted to review the situation.

In a previous report of March 22, ,1962, the committee had made a recommendation about

the functioning of a Interdepartmental Committee on Public Access to serve on a

temporary basis as a processing group for immediate and pressing access problems.

These problems might be referred to such committee for study and to receive advice

by the Deputy Ministers of the various departments of Government. This committee had

been formed under the chairmanship of an officer of the Department of the Attorney

General. vJith its recommendations for a further del~ in implementation of any

legislation, the special committee felt it to be important that the Interdepartmental

Committee should continue to function in the interim period.

The special committee also recommended that the Interdepartmental Committee

should consider certain questions and report back to the special committee at the next

session of the Legislature. Firstly, on some ot the privately administered roads on

Vancouver Island, a rigid multiplicity of permit·. systems, check point stops or

variable closure policies did not appear to be in the public interest. The resource

users concerned should unify their permit procedures and file them with the Inter

departmental Committee for study by the special access committee at the 1965 session.

Secondly, the Interdepartmental Committee should develop an arbitration procedure to

settle access disputes and report on them to the Special Access Corr®ittee. Thirdly,

several forest companies had developed a programme of setting up picnic ~d campinE

sites for use by the general public within their areas of occupation. The Special

Commitee stated that it would welcome an extension of these programmes to all suitable

forest areas. The main resource user should. be jointly responsible with the Department

of Recreation and Conservation for the designation of the areas and the access commit

tee should study, in 1965, a possible formula for assessing the costs of developing

these sites between the various resource users in the areas concerned. This latter

suggestion is an example of the fairly common attitude in some quarters, that the

resource user should finance public recreational activities as well as accepting con

siderable potential liabilities in connection with them. Another problem which the

Interdepartmental Committee should consider was that of the guide p&m;>hlets produced

by industry and submitted to the committee, which serve as excellent models for all

multiple-use road systems. 'l;'he Special Committee recommended that the Interdepartmental
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Committee should draw up an educational multiple-use

Special Access Committee with a view to
pamphlet to be examined t;,: the

recommending a complementar,y standard Cro~TI

pamphlet. The Interdepartmental Committee should also mak~ recommendations to the

Special Access Committee to bring polic~ng standarCi'~, b th... - cy e Rocyal Canadian r'~ounted
Police within multiple-use areas more in keeping with those in force on the public

highwqy system. There was also the problem, which needed to be considered, of access

to areas that had been used and accepted as recreational areas or to which access

could only be gained through the use of private road, private trail, or over private
property.

The Special Access Committee had received some representations askin£ for

an Access Act separate from the Industrial Transportation Act and asked that the

Interdepartmental Committee consider the problem. It can be seen from all of this

that the Special Access Committee was not so concerned with the prevention of for

est fires caused by man as it was to ensure virtually unrestricted public access into

the forest, with the exception of those periods when the forest was closed to access

because of high fire hazard. ,Forest closures, however, of the kind that have been

exercised in the past cannot be expected to prevent the occurrence of man-made fires.

wnilst the Private Roads Act of 1963 transferred responsibility for fires caused by

the public from industry to Government the whole access policy as developed at this

time is a questionable one and can-only be expected to continue to contribute to the

heavy destruction caused by forest fires.

The apparent trend in slash disposal in the Vancouver Forest District,

from broadcast burning to spot burning, was not maintained and the former eventually

assumed more importance. In 1955, for example, 19,551 acres of slash were treated,
6q

of which 2,520 acres were burned broadcast and 11,031 acres were spot burned. ~

But in 1966, out of a total of 66,358 acres, 61,858 acres were broadcast burned and

only 4,500 acres were spot burned.10 For the decade 1951 - 1966, it has been reportee.

in the Forest Service Annual Reports that 418,899 acres have been broadcast or spot

burned in the Vancouver Forest District. One of the drawbacks of slash burning from

a forest protection point of view is the damage which is caused when slash fires es

cape control. During the same decade, 26,004 acres of forest cover were burned by

escaping slash fires at an estimated net damage (consisting of net damage to forest

cover, net damage to cut products, and net damage to equipment and property) of

$118,124.40.
In 1961, the Forest Service moved toward the implementation of Section 116

of t'he "ForeEt Act" in the Interior. W.C. Phillips, the forester in charge of the

Forest Protection Division of the Forest Service noted that, as a result of an alarm

ing number of uncontrollable fires in logging slash, culminating in the 15,000 acre

fire at Campbell River i~ 1938, a section had been included in the Forest Act to

provide for compulsory burning ~f-'-sl-ash in the Coastal Region. Initially, compulsory

burning was only required in a portion of the Coast and there were relatively few

objectors to the principle. Since then, the Coastal Regions in which slash burning

was compulsory had been increased. By contrast, in the Interior, logging had, until

a few years previously, principally involved some form of partial or selective log

ging. Since the 2nd World War log production and areas of contiguous slash created
. had occurred

by clear felling had increased. A number of costly fires/that had been almost un-

controllable because they involved some of these slash areas, Slash
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burning, Phillips stated, was not designed to eliminate all of the wood debris but

to reduce the "slash hazard" to a relatively safe condition. Natural reproduction

then had a chance to establish and be relatively free from later destructive burnin£.

It natural reseeding did not occur, it was possible to plant such areas. It is per

haps pertinent to point out that a number of practicing Interior forest managers

disagTeed with this general view, believing that the silvicultural aspects of broad

cast slash burning, at least on many Interior sites, are insufficiently understood.

A start had been made in slash burning on a variety of sites in the Interior and, in

1966, the Forest Service and cooperating timber sale operators had burned 26,000 Gcres

of slash. During the same year, about 250,000 acres had been logged in the four

Interior districts but, of this, only slightly more than one-half was clear cut and

only slightly mor8 than one-half of the clear cut areas, ie. about 75,000 acres, were

suitable for burning. Ho~ever, Phillips held that the slash burning of this acreage

each year was not feasible because of the shortage of sufficiently trained Forest

Service staff to assist the m~ logging operators that would be involved, and because

of the extensive existing area~ of older slash that the Forest Service burn, in part,

to create fire breaks in some of the areas of contiguous slash.

The burning would require pre-planning (When logging was laid out to accom

modate subsequent burning, the total burning costs were said to be greatly reduced)

and the use of appropriate ignition procedures. The meteorological department of

the Federal Government could supply ver,y reliable weather forecasts and the Forest

Service anticipated supplying sufficient technical advice for safe burning. Should

a fire escape, in spite of these adequate precautions, the fire would be taken over

by the Forest Service with the exception that the operator concerned would be requL~J.

to supply the manpower specified in the burning permit for fire-fighting. Eventually,

Phillips stated the Forest Service would list all clear cut areas for burning. The

Service anticipated that an adequate burning programme would reduce fire-fighting

costs and reduce periods of non-production due to employees being required to fight

forest fires.

Certain other pertinent points were made by Phillips. It was noted that

*the falling of "snags" after logging had created "more objectors" than had slash

burning. In the Interior districts, it was proposed to issue annual blanket exemp

tions from snag falling unless otherwise specified by the District Forester. It mqy

be observed ihat this permissive intention was based purely on forest protection

reasons and ignored,as did certain other proposals, silvicultural reality. In a great

many instances in the Interior, the leaving of snags would certainly be of detriment

to the succeeding regeneration. Residual trees that would become snags after a burn

were considered by the Forest Service to be a different problem. Unless "adequate

arrangements" could be made for felling these trees then the Forest Service would

tend to avoid slash burning operations on those areas, at least in the initial pro

gramme. Phillips believed that logging plans should take cognizance of the ultimat,_

burning requirements. Each proposed burning area would be examined by a capable

forest officer who would assist in preparing burning prescriptions. For areas desig

nated to be burned, instructions would be issued by the Forest District Office. Prior

to the actual burning, the operator would need to obtain a burning permit from the

'*standing dead, standing broken, or standing trees with dead tops which were considered
to be a fire hazard either from fires in slash and/or as a lightning hazard.
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forest ranger in charge. This permit would specify the number of men and equipment

required for safe burning with an addit;onal requ;rement f
• • 0 men needed in the event

of a fire escaping. The instructions would also ;nclude• a requirement for the re-
t ention of "one or more patrolmen as long as small fires persist." The Coast pro-

cedures for slash burning were designed to accomplish the burning of slash as soon

as possible after logging and failure to do so might invoke a penalty assessment of

$12.00 per. acre at the time of Phillips' comments. Where burning was carried out

later refunds could be considered. For the initial year in the Interior, the Forest

Service did not propose to invoke any penalties but would follow the Coast procedure

when concrete cost figures were available. The explanation concluded:

"There m<3iY be feelings that our stUffipage allowance for slash burning is in
adequate or incorrect. However, the small scale programme should not have
serious effects on any one operator. We must make a start rather than
wait until we, have all the answers."

The data for forest fires including the damage which they have caused and

the costs of fighting them are given in a series of 'tables annexed to this history.

They reveal the appalling level of destruction and cost to the public of forest fires.

Efforts have continued to increase fire fighting capability in the form of extensive

use of water tankers and other modern technological devices, as well as increased

publicity. If there has been a lack of purpose in recent years it has lain in the

field of forest fire prevention. An obvious area in which the occurrence of fires

could be reduced is that of man-caused fires. Eventually, with increasing population

and increasing pressures on the forest, it m~ well be that a more enlightened form

of forest access control will be recognized as a prime need.
F~(!;,sJ..P~.s ':'"" <:;

It is now appropriate to turn to the question of forest-'lri's'e-ct'-pestsahd

forest diseases. The subject is also discussed in a later chapter dealing with the

role of the Canadian Government in Provincial forestry, particularly in relation to

the research role of the Canadian Government. Sloan40 noted the difficulties in

volved in the compilation of accurate and meaningful estimates of annual or periodic

losses due to the depredations of insects and the incidence of decqy caused by dis

eases. The huge forested area of the Province, he felt, made an accurate appraisal

virtually impossible. Also, no one unit of measurement could properly accommodate

all of the various kinds of losses. In the decade from 1944 - 1954, the losses from

known specific infestations of insects were well in excess of 800,000,000 board feet,

excluding any losses in the Kamloops Forest District, losses of increment following

non-fatal defoliation and losses in value in beetle infested sawlogs and plywood

logs. Even so, the f~ure Was very conservative.

On the question of dec~, more extensive information was available. The

average annual sawlog scale for the decade 1944 - 1953 on the Coast was 2,854,775,000

board feet, and there was an estimated 374,971,000 board feet of cull material

brought out of. the woods. This latter volume was dec<3iY which, during the scaling

of the sawlogs, was deducted from the gross scale and, consequently, was not included

in the annual sawlog scale figure quoted. In the Interior the corresponding figures

were 778,229,000 board feet with 119,115,000 board feet of cull. The Interior fig

ures only refer to Douglas fir, western red cedar, western hemlock and spruce. The

1956 Sloan Report also included an estimate, for the same species, of the accumulated

dec~ volume in mature and overmature stands. The net (sound)
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volume of wood in these species was estimated at 96,305,000,000' cubic feet and

the accumulated volume of dec~ at 24,482,000,000). ,_ cubic feet. Very little can

be done about these existing volumes of dec~, other than to recognize that the

sooner they are removed the better in order to make w~ for healthy young stands of

good growth.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

The Period From 1946 1270'
Reforestation

It is obvious that forest utilization by industry and the large-scale

..c- destruction by forest fires demands large-scale reforestation procram~es in British

Columbia if the forest is to be treated as a renewable resource. Sloan dealt with

the question of reforestation in his 1956 Report. Whether receneration was aCCOm

plished by natural or artificial means, its objective was clear and beyond dispute:

"So far as economically feasible new crops must be established as soon as
possible and maintained on our cut-over or burned-over productive forest
land. Maintenance inclUdes, in this context, the protection of our re~en-
erated juvenile forests from destruction by fire." b

In evidence before the Commissioner, H.G. KcHilliams, Forester in chart,e

of Reforestation for the F~rest Service,had said that in 1945, the opinion had been

held that there were one million denuded acres in the lower Coastal Region of which

400,000 acres would require planting. By 1956, the area to be planted was estimated

as less than 100,000 acres. Some of the land had restocked naturally, some "lost"

to alder growth and other deciduous species and 80,000 acres had been planted. Also,

improved survey data was available. The (then) recent introduction of patch logging

had increased the natural regBneration of the currently logged and burned areas and,

in many instances, no artificial regeneration would be necessary. More adequate fire

protection harl also helped to improve the situation and large, devasting burns and

reburns were occurring with less frequency.

It seemed to Sloan that this did not tell the entire story. He compared

the 1945 average of the forest land not satisfactorily restocked with the same land'

classification for 1955, as shown in the following table:

ESTIMATES OF AREAS OF FOREST LAND IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA vffiICH WERE NO,±, SATISFACTORILY RESTOCKED

Year

1945
1955

Coast

918,000
1,723,168

Interior

19,134,000
10,140,951

Total

20,052,000
11,864,119

Logging in the Coastal Region was proceeding at an average rate of about

80,000 acres per year. Planting was only carried out in areas in which Douglas fir

predominated and these fir areas were being logged, in 1956, at an average rate of

40,000 acres a year. BAsed on the assumption that satisfactory natural reeeneration

would occur on 15;~ of this area, then 25% or 10,000 acres a year would not restock

adequately unless planted. The remaining 40,000 acres a year logged on the Coast

were areas on which species other than Douglas fir predominated and no planting at

all was being undertaken on these areas. Assuming that 15~S of these areas would

restock by natural regeneration, then there were another 10,000 acres a year not

restocking and this acreage would in most part also be "lost H to deciduous e;roHth.
that .

It seemed to Sloan/to sqy that these areas were not economically practlcal to plant

ignored the fact that they Here composed of sites sufficiently good to produce trees

of a size auality and species for which there was a demand, otherwise the area would, . ,
not have been logged. The Forest Service should re-examine the position of this es-

. ., that were
timated 10 000 acres per year in "non-firtl areas/being added to the steadily g~owine;

, were be1ne
accumulation of forest land which was not satisfactorily restocked anctlcovered by
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crowth of no commercial value. It appeared to Sloan from this process of reasoning

that 20,000 acres a year were being added to the Coast total of forest land which

was not satisfactorily restocked.

In addition, erowing stock was being destroyed by fire. For the ten year

period 1946 - 1955, immature timber had been killed by fire on an average of 30,448

acres each year. In the Vancouver and Prince Rupert Forest :Districts, the average

fire loss during the same period was 1,000 acres a year. The Prince Rupert Listri

occupies both Coastal and Interior areas and Sloan assumed that the average annual

loss of immature forest by fire in the entire Coastal Region had been about 5,000

acres. On the assumption that, after a second burn, not more than 3~~ of the area

would be expected to regenerate naturally, there would be about 3,500 acres to plant

from this cause. Economic factors aside, Sloan concluded that there was a require

ment to plant a total of 235,000 acres in the Coastal Region in ten tears. In the

decade from 1946 - 1955, the Forest Service had planted about 60,000 acres and

private companies about 30,000, or about 4~/o of the total of 235,000 acres.

Sloan gave the owner~hip of the areas of productive forest land which were

not satisfactorily restocked in the Coastal Region as follows:

SWAN 1S ESTn!ATE OF PRODUCTIVE FOREST LAND
NOT SATISFACTORILY RESTOCKED IN THE COASTAL

REGION :BY Ol-INERSHIP (1956 REPORT40)

Ownership

Province
Timber Leasea & Licences
Crown Grants
Canada

Totals

Acres

896,994
309,290
481,439
29J4~

l,123~1

P~rcentage of Total
Coast NSR Acreage

52.1
11.9
28.3
1.7

100.0

Assuming that current (1956) losses in acreage were occurring at the same percentage

as the ownership of accumulated acreages not satisfactorily restocked it followed,

according to Sloan, that in addition to the accumulation of 900,000 acres of unalien

ated Crown land, one-half of 23,500 acres or, s~ 12,000 acres a year as a round

figure must be added~less the acreage planted by the Crown. Thus, the Crom: should

be planting (economics apart) 12,000 acres a year to prevent the situation from

worsening, plus 36,000 acres a year to reclaim the 900,000 acres in twenty-five years.

This would mean <... "... ; ...:, .. , a'yearly planting programme of 48,000 acres
'. . in the Coast·al ReKion

with 38,400,000 seedlings/at a cost-'of ~;l,9Z0,OOO.00 a year (based on $40.00 per acre)

and Sloan expected that at least part of this cost would be borne by the Canadian

Government.

Chief Justice Sloan continued that Dr. Orchard (Deputy Minister of Forests

and Chief Forester) and Mr. McWilliams (Forester in charge of Reforestation) did not

agree with this reasoning and they had stated that it was only possible to economically

plant 100,000 acres on the Coast. MdJilliams had added that a nursery product ion

10,000,000 seedlings a year on the Coast would be sufficient "to catch up on the back

log of understocked areas within ten years" and "by then it will be possible to

estimate a comparatively modest annual planting programme ••• 11 Dr. Orchard. in

eVidence, had divid.ed the 100,000 acres referred to by Mr. McWilliams into ownership

categories--66,500 acres in private and 33,500 acres in Crown ownership.
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Sloan, referrinc back to his figures, stated that areas of Crown land which

were not satisfactorily restocked on the coast had actually doubled in area in ten

years from 900,000 acres in 1945 to approximately 1,800,000 acres in 1955 and were

expanding at a rate of about 22,500 acres a year. The Forest Service asserted that

only 33,500 acres of this could be economically planted. The Forest Service had fur

ther asserted that the planting of 10,000,000 seedlings or 12,500 acres a year would

not only take care of areas denuded by logging and fire and not expected to restock

fully, but would catch up in ten years with the entire backlog of the Cro.m acreace

which was not satisfactorily restocked and that could be economically planted. Sloan

was unable to accept the assertions, either as a correct explanation of the situation

or as a sound foundation for a future reforestation policy. After making all due

allowances for the exclusion of certain poor site areaE from a reforestation program,

Sloan's opinion was that the Forest Service was placing too much stress on the econ

omics involved and that its estimates of areas to be planted were far too conserva

tive and required drastic upward revision.

There was common ground between the Forest Service and Sloan, in that

about 75% of the areas classified as not satisfactorily restocked on the coast, had

been occupied by brush and non-commercial cover. The loss of Crown land was thus

675,000 acres(15~ of 900,000 acres) and of an annual volume of growth of 283.5

million board feet. This growth estimate was based on an average growth rate of

420 board feet per acre per year. Sloan believed that a survey and study should be

made to determine when and where it will be economically feasible to justify an

expenditure necessary to reclaim the lost acres to production. In addition, he

"considered that the Forest Service should speed up planting on logged areas of Crown

land before brush growth developed and the good growing sites were lost. Sloan

pointed out that tree farm licences were ,required, under their agreement with the

Government, to ensure the regeneration of cut-over or otherwise denuded forest land

within the licensed area. It did not seem unrealistic to Sloan to insist that the

Forest Service come within a reasonable degree of fulfilling the same primary obli

gation on Crown land. He was not unmindful of the fact that somed~ deciduous trees

might be a more valuable sourQe of cellulose than conifers but he did not think

that the Province could afford .to take that chance.

In the Interior, the areas classified as not satisfactorily restocking

had seemingly been reduced from 19,000,000 to 10,000,000 acres, as shown in the

table above. No planting of any consequence had been undertaken in the Interior

and Sloan assumed that the difference was chiefly accounted for by natural

regeneration and, in part, by improved surveys. There was no information available

to Sloan on the site qualities of Interior areas which were not satisfactorily

restocked and he was unable to formulate any specific recommendations relating

to them. However, it seemed that the future needs of industries would necessitate,

in time, revision of the,prevailing attitudes towards Interior regeneration.

Sloan was not unmindful of the economics involved and recognized that in many areas

the return from poorer quality sites producing small timber at low stumpage prices

did not equal the cost of planting. The existing counterbalancing aspects must

not be overlooked, however. These were the indirect effects and benefits that

could be derived from the maintenance of forest cover, including watershed pro

tection, game sanctuarys and aesthetic values.
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Sloan quoted Orchard as being of the opinion that planting was not econ

omically sound in the Prince George area of the Province. The result of this was

that

"areas that prior to logging contained 9Cf'/o spruce--the valuable species-
and 10% balsam (alpine fir), after logging and perhaps fire, regenerat e
naturally but in reverse proportions; ie. to 10% spruce and 90% balsam.
In areas where cutting has been too severe, jack-pine (lodgepole pine)
takes over, especially if fires have occurred."

In the view of Sloan, a wider discretion should be exercised in the determination

of whether to plant or not plant selected areas in the Interior, as well as on the

coast, than that guided solely by the recoverable values measured by the demands

of the immediate timber economy. He recommended the establishment of an experi

mental spruce n/.A.-fSery in the northern Interior, as an initial step. The present

generation were trustees of the Province's forest wealth and, if the government

continued to be unduly influenced by the profit motive, it seemed to be inevitable

that future generations would inherit an impaired and diminished forest resource.

Planting in the Interior had indeed been minor. Planting in the

southern Interior commenced in 1950 and up to the end of 1953 the Forest Service

had carried out experimental plantingstotalling 148 acres and plantings on Crown

land totalling 576 acres. One tree farm licencee, by the same date, had planted

47 acres. Private planting and farm woodlots accounted for further 22 acres. A

total of 793 acres had thus been planted, involving 614,700 plants, mostly grown

at the Forest Service nursery at Cranbrook. In relation to the amount of work to

be done, the total acreages planted in the Interior were very small indeed and

increased effort was necessary if the Province was to make proper use of the land.

Since 1953 (up to 1955) large operators on the foast had shown interest

in planting and private planting had been almost on a parity with Government plant

ing. The cost of private planting on the eoast varied from $6.79 to $20.00 per

acre, with the Forest Service supplying the plants free"of charge. The variation

is attributable to different site conditions ~d different densities of planting.

For example, the compaQY with the cost of $6.79 per acre was Canadian Forest

Products CompaQY Limited which.~lanted at a density of about 350 plants per acre.

Most densities were higher than this.

By 1966, considerable progress was being made and nursery expansion was

proceeding. Preliminary tests of a new nursery at R~leigh (Kamloops) resulted in

an increase in production. In the Chilliwack Valley on the mainland ~oast, a new

nursery development, consolidating existing nursery facilities, cleared a consid

erable area sufficient for the sowing of 600 beds in the spring of 1967. The first

stock was produced at the coastal Alouette Nursery which was expanding in area at

the same time. At the nearby Haney Nursery, expansion was in progress. The entire

area of the'Snowdon transplant nursery near Campbell River on Vancouver Island was

ready for use. Much of the work was being carried out by inmates of penal insti

tutions. The final acquisition of the Redrock Nursery site near Prince George was

completed and sufficient land cleared and prepared for 222 seed beds and 700,000

transplants. Simultaneously, the Aleza Lake Nursery,also near Prince George, was

closed down almost completely. The major coast nurseries at Koksilah Duncan and, ?

Green Timbersall expanded in area. The various seedbeds sown in the autumn of 1955 ~C~·

and the spring of 1966 had a planned production of more than 27,000,000 seedlings.

In 1966 itself, a record of 19,070,700 trees were shipped out from Forest Service

nurseries, 3,636,700 of which were transplants. The production of transplants was
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of Interior

Apart from

1966, the

to 50,000

expected to continue to increase because .of increases in the production

species and the enlarged capacity of cooperative transplant nurseries.

personnel, limitations of seed supply have slowed down expansion. In

combined total of collections by industry and Government approximated
bushels of cones.

Actual planting by all agencies in the Province had reached a record

19,070,700 trees, as mentioned, which reforested 46,935 acres. This compares to

the estimate by Sloan of a required planting program of 48,000 acres with 38,400,000

seedlings, at a density of 800 seedlings per acre, on the €oast and a program of un

stated size in the Interior. The Soastal plantings were of 16 088 800 trees on. , ,
39,877 acres and the Interior plantings were 2,981,900 trees over 7,058 acres. These

figures show an extraordinary large increase over the position ten years previously,

when 297,100 trees were planted on 422 acres in the Interior and 3,343,000 trees on,
7,931 acres on the coast.

The Coastal forest industry made a number of comments on the reforestation

situation. Hoffmeister
7l

noted that statistics reported by the Forest Service showed

that 26,000,000 acres of product1ve land were not supporting usable growth. He also

noted that the British Columbia Government had written that the Forest Service must

confine planting to only the high site potential brush areas. The Chief Forester

had estimated that 3~ of the acreage cut over in the Province would need some form

of artificial regeneration. Based on the annual acreage being cut over at the time,

this would mean that some 100,000 acres must be planted annualiy. Hoffmeister stated

that lack of funds appeared to be the reason for restrictions on planting. In 1964,

42,000 acres were planted of which industr,y had been responsible for 36,000 and the

Provincial Government for 6,000.

The Vancouver Section of the Canadian Institute of Forestry presented

a brief to the British Columbia Government dealing with reforestation of the 80astal

public sustained yield units. 72 The ~ection was composed almost entirely of profes

sional foresters employed by industry, government, and university, representing all

facets of the forestry profession in the eoastal region, excluding Vancouver Island.

There were six public sustained yield units in-the Vancouver forest ~istrict in 1967.

In these six units, the estimated annual allowable cut amounted to a hundred and fif

ty million cubic feet annually, representing a directstumpage revenue to the Government

of $10,500,000.00 annually, assuming an average stumpage rate of $7.00 per hundred

cubic feet. Although the areas of forest land not satisfactorily restocked for pub

lic sustained yield units were not published in the Forest Service Annual Report,

it was .the finding of the Vancouver tection that there were in excess of a hundred

and sixty thousand acres of productive forest land "lying idle" in the six units in

the Vancouver Forest District. Most ~f this land, denuded by logging and fire, was

covered with brush and weeds and required treatment before planting. Two main

categories were identified, as follows:

(ba) land rea~ for planting 25,000 acres.
() land requiring brush removal or treatment before planting could be

undertaken 135,000 acres.
TOTAL: 160,000 acres.

Approximately 50,000 acres were cut over annually in the Vancouver Forest

District on areas where the responsibility for reforestation remained with the

Forest Service. Of this, 50,000 acres, about 25,000 would restock naturally within

five years. Of the 25,000 acres per year requiring reforestation, 15,000 acres
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required immediate restocking to avoid loss of the area to brush species. In 1966,

the Vancouver aection of the Institute noted, the British Columbia Forest Service

had planted approximately 8,000 acres in the Vancouver Forest District. The pro-

gram for 1967 would be approximately 12,000 acres. At this projected rate, the un

planted area was adding at least 13,000 acres every year to the existing backlog

of 160,000 acres. The Institute pointed out the implications, which were a reduc-

tion of allowable cuts or, if the areas not satisfactorily restocked were all plant

an additional 16,000,000 cubic feet which could be added to the allowable cuts. The

increased volume would represent a direct stumpage revenue to the Crown of $1,120,000.00

per year. Most private companies, realizing the value of the immediate restocking

on areas that would not restock naturally, were planting that portion of thei r cur-

rent private land logging areas immediately.

Planting costs were given as approximately $30.00 per acre 'and at an

average growth rate of 100 cubic feet per acre, the pqyback period, on the basis

of a stumpage of about $7.00 per hundred cubic feet stumpage, would be about .four

years. In addition, the Insti~ute said, the indirect financial and social benefits

to the Government from taxes and the increased employment were far more important

than the direct stumpage returns.

As its solution, the Vancouver section urged that the Forest Service

should be provided with adequate funds to carry out the following minimum measures;

1. All areas currently being cut and requiring artificial regeneration
should be planted as soon as possible with the minimum objective beine
25,000 acres per year.

2. The rehabilitation of the plantable backlog areas should proceed at a
rate of not less than 5,000 acres per year.

3. Adequate research should be commenced to solve the problem of rehabili
tation of the 135,000 acres, which had a timber growth capacity of nearly
twice the average growing site, of lands covered with brush or impediments
to planting. Currently, it was estimated that 1,000 acres per year should
be rehabilitated as an initial measure.

The Forest Service should also publish annually a detailed report showing the areas

that were naturally restocked, planted, denuded, and the remaining areas that were

not satisfactorily restocked for each of theoeoastal public sustained yield units.

Tne section stated that they recognize that funds were required for highwqys, edu

cation and welfare, but a healthy and strong forest industry based on maximum yields

from the forest lands would assist in generating these funds. R.G. Williston,

Minister of Lands, Forests and Water Resources took the brief to ask for wider

Provincial Government support for reforestation on lands situated in the Coast

Public Sustained Yield Units. He believed, firstly, that the Government must take

cognizance of the entire forest estate and not just one region. In the past few

years, the Interior forest harvest had grown to one-half of the total estimated

harvest for the Province. It appeared that foresters practicing in the Interior

were changing their thinking to the extent that they were now prepared to endorse

immediate planting after logging to reduce the regeneration waiting period. Secondly,

the Minister pointed out that the Forest Service supplied all of the planting stock

used in the Province, with certain minor exceptions. The Government forest nursery

facilities were fully occupied and new land was progressively being brought into

use. The objective of the expanding program was to have nursery production reach

75,000,000 million trees annually by 1975. Williston could not predict what prop

ortion would be available for Coast or Interior, nor the proportion of company to
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Government planting. For the pasy four years, the Government had given priority

of supply to industry and, as a result, a large proportion of the trees had been

used to reduce the toastal backlog of planting. Thirdly, Williston noted that for

a number of years prior to 1966, seed shortages from suitable sites had seriously

handicapped nursery expansion. The situation had been rectified except in such

species as white spruce. The recommendation of the Vancouver §ection that research

should be commenced to solve the problem of rehabilitating the 135,000 acres of

land covered with brush or impediments to planting and an immediate program to

rehabilitate 1,000 acres per year was felt by Williston to be quite impractical.

The Provincial inventory program which was based on a survey of each sustained

yield unit every ten years, was ambitious and, when this period was combined with

the factor of periodicity of seed crops the inventory program appeared to be as

practical a program as could be maintained for many years. Finally, Williston noted

that attention had been largely directed, over the preceeding few years, to more

complete utilization of the forest crop but the Government had not overlooked the

necessity of more planting. Th~ increased program of reforestation and plant pro

duction was fully supported and the funds available for 1967 - 1968 had been in

creased by approximately $200,000.00.

It is interesting to note that Williston, addressing the third session

of the Legislative Assembly in 1966, had discussed the close utilization policy

and said in part

"Once the close utilization techniques have been mastered increased
attention can be given to such matters as fertilization, tree and
species selection, and more intensive methods of protection against
fire, insects and disease."

Whilst the levels of reforestation remained inadequate during the period

under discussion, it is clear that much progress had been made.

*L.F. Swannell, Chief Forester of British Columbia, has notified the

planting figures for 1970, as follows:-

PLANTING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA - 1970
(Trees in Thousands)

Forest Service Company
Planting on Planting

Forest Servic~ Crown Grants on Tree Other
Planting on~under Section 15L Farm Private

Re~ion Crown Land 'I of the Forest Act Licences Plantin~ Totals

Trees Acres' Trees Acres Trees Acres Trees Acres Trees Acres

Coast 7,202 17,448 118 270 10,616 30,512 7,915 20,065 25,851 68,295

Interior 7,201 14,672 - - 673 1,934 206 435 8,080 17,041
I

n8 11,289 32,446 8,121 20,500 33,931 85,336jprovince 14,403 32,120 270

Thus, 34 million trees were planted in 1970 in the drive towards 75 million

trees by 1975. The Forest Service programme has involved the raising of a wider vari

ety of species than was formerly the case, as well as providing increased numbers of

plants. The following figures, supplied by L.F. Swannell, Chief Forester, show the

anticipated nursery sowings in 1970 indicating two-year seedlings which will be

*Private communication to the author
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available for planting in 1972.

ANTICIPATED FOREST SERVICE NURSERY SOWINGS - 1970

Species No. of Trees in Thousands %
Coastal Douglas fir 33,477 4.9·9
Interior spruces 14,487 21.6
Lodgepole pine 9,695 14.4
Interior Douglas fir 4,535 6.7
Si tka spruce 4,055 6.1
Western hemlock 840 1.2
Red and Yellow cedars 70 0.1
Ponderosa pine 10
TOTALS: 67, 169 100.0,

The Interior species and provenances account for about 451~ of the anticipated

sowings, in pursuance of the Forest Service policy of maintaining balanced plant

ing programmes in the various regions of the Province. The indications are, pro

viding the current impetus is maintained, that the 1975 target will be met.
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CHAPrER SEVENTEEN

The Period From 1946 - 1970
Timber Berths, Leases and Licences

The fundamental importance of the adoption by the British Columbia

Government of a policy of public ownership of forest land, has been emphasized.

This led to a policy of licensing the industry to cut timber, rather than the
leasing of land and timber.

Chief Justice Sloan
40

recorded the numbers and acreages of berths, leases
and licences existing in February, 1944, as follows:

TIMBER BERTHS, LEASES AND LICENCES
. BRITISH COLUMBIA - FEBRUARY, 1944

(accord~ng to the 1945 Royal Commission Inquiry40 into
the forest resources of British Columbia)

No. Acres
Timber Licences 2,850 1,795,500
Timber Berths 205 424,760
Timber Leases 152 197,900
Pulp Licences 252 155,736
Pulp Leases 33 335,610
Totals: 3,492 2,909,506

The reader will remember that Sloan40 had recomm~nded that a sustained
yield policy should be introduced so that the forests could be perpetuated:

"Our forest land must be regarded as a source of renewable crops and not
as a mine to be exploited and abandoned."

As a means of encouraging the expansion of the forest indust~, whilst

at the same time providing an incentive for the private o~mer (mostly forest in

dustry companies) he proposed the formation of -what subsequently became tree farm

licences. In return for the licensing of an appropriate area of vacant Crown forest

land, the private owner's lands would be subject to regulation and in the second

rotation he would be :~imited in his cut to the sustained yield production of the

two areas. Quite apart from the policy of encouraging industry, a policy of placing

"private" forest tenures under sustained yield was introduced. At the same time,

the requirement that logged-off lands should be returned to the Crown was continued.

B,y 7th January, 1964, the total number of berths, leases, and licences had

been reduced and about 451G of those remaining had been included within tree farm

licences, as follows:

TIMBER BERTHS LEASES AND LICENCES IN BRITISH COLUMBIA-
Source - British Columbia Forest Service

JANUARY 1 64

Number Acres Number Acres
Within Within Outside Outside

Tree Farm Tree Farm Tree Farm Tree Farm Total
Licences Licences -Licences Licences Totals Acreage

Timber Licences 1,152 728,433 1,319 821,774 2,411 1,556,201

Timber Berths 3 8,416 165 363,413 168 311,809

Timber Leases 14 98,662 40 49,650 114 148,460

Pulp Licences 116 69,273 116 12,188 226 140,460

Pulp Leases 18 224;776 15 109,037 33 333,812

Totals: 1,363 1,129,560 1,655 1,422,122 3,012 2,550,748
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The Forest Service, at this time, tended to treat these tenures as if they

were private land and forest. However, its attitude changed and the Service began

to insist that those tenures not included within a tree farm licence should be

treated as if they were timber sales. Amongst some of the measures taken was the

issuance of instructions to survey the tenure boundaries and a requirement that the

timber on the tenures be cut according to a cutting plan, within a certain period

of years. The administration of the returns of logged land to the Crown was more

closely enforced and fees and rentals increased.

In 1965, Parts IV and V of the Forest Act were revised and much more

comprehensive renewal documents were issued for timber leases and licences, designed

to bring the tenures more closely under the administrative control of the Forest

Service. As a result of all of these measures, the position in January, 1971, was

as follows:-

TIMBER BERTHS LEASES AND LICElrCES IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
Source - British Columbia Forest Service

1

Number Acres Number Acres
Within Hithin Outside Outside

Tree Farm Tree Farm Tree Farm Tree Farm Total
Licences Licences Licences Licences Totals Acreage

Timber Licences 1,159 598,119 1,137 664,933 2,296 1,263,053

Timber Berths 5 4,042 122 223,572 127 227,614

Timber Leases 74 89,224 25 27,022 99 116,246

Pulp Licences no 53,789 113 68,154 223 121,943

Pulp Leases 18 206,226 15 106,006 33 312,231

Totals: 1,366 951,400 1,412 1,089,681 2,778 2,041,086
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

The Period From 1946 - 1970
Forest Utilization

The development of the pulp and paper industry has been described in

Chapter Eleven, along with pulpwood harvesting areas. Some reference can usefully

be made to other aspects of utilization although, because of the very large amount

of published material which is extant , the reference is selective rather than comp
rehensive.

40
In 1956, Sloan noted that logging was British Columbia's leading primary

industry. At that time, logs were continuing to flow from the forest in ever

increasing volume. The increase was largely attributable to the greater cut which

had occurred in the Interior where volumes had risen from 577,166,000 board feet in
,

1944 to 2,416,866,000 board feet in 1956. The data for forest production in British

Columbia are contained in four tables at Annexure IV.

In the forest, the drive toward more complete mechanization of logging

continued and is still continuing. In the Coastal and Kooten~ Regions, for example,

the traditional spar tree employed in high lead logging has been replaced by steel

towers mounted on modified·tracked vehicles (SUCh as military armoured fighting vehicle

recovery units) so as to be rapidly portable from one location to another. Pre

loading of logging trailers with logs has been introduced in some areas so that the

tractor portion of the logging truck m~ be operated continuously by simply changing

trailers at the loading point. A relatively recent development has been the intro

duction of tractor mounted shears or rotary cutters which can cut down trees very

rapidly by comparison with the feller using a power saw. Pilot operations and

research continue in the Coastal Region into balloon logging, in which an aerodynamic,

helium-filled balloon is employed to support the mainline cable for the extraction

of logs. Crown Zellerbach (Canada) Limited have for some years been associated with

experiments aimed at developing an economic mobile wood chipper, which would make

pulp chips out of waste normally left in the woods. Experiments have shown the

feasibility of moving pulp chips in a liquid carrier through a pipeline, although

no practical application has occurred and a number of problems remain for the prop

osal. Experiments in other parts of Canada have tested machines which are designed

to cut down trees, remove the limbs and buck the tree into logs although, again,

machines of this type have not found application in British Columbia. In the Interior

of the Province, rubber tired skiddere have become common where formerly only tracked

machines were used.

This drive for mechanization of logging in the mature and overmature

stands has had desirable results in terms of costs and has enabled the industry to

support the rapidly escalating costs of labour. It has also enabled the development

of forest access and logging operations in areas which were previously inaccessible

at a relatively rapid rate. Perhaps inevitably, however, it has raised objections

from silviculturists, foresters of biological and ecological orientation and train

ing, from biologists, ecologists, fisheries experts, and clubs and associations

with an interest in the forest. The complaints usually relate to the undesirability

of clear felling and related operations, a method of lOGging which is well adapted

to the degree of mechanization which has been advanced in logging. The more complex

systems of logging, such as selection felling and shelterwood felling are more dif-

ficult to carry out satisfactorily with mechanical equipment than is clear felling.
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However, large areas of virgin stands such as the overmature and mature Interior

Engelmann spruce-alpine fir--lodgepole pine forest cover type are so susceptible

to windblow and sun scald when partially logged that some form of clear felling

appears to be the only practical approach to their utilization at the present d~.

It is essential, of course,' that the clearcut stands are replaced by young, vigor

ous forest and, if this is done, possibly the clear-cutting process is acceptable

as a means of conversion of old forest into new.

The use (or misuse) of heavy mechanical equipment m~, however, have seri

ous consequences in terms of soil damage which can, in turn, produce a series of

other undesirable effects. A growing recognition of this problem by Government,

industr,y and University foresters is leading to an increased effort to overcome it.

Mechanization, automation and integration of operations was also occurring

in the log yards and plants fed by the produce of the forest. There are ver,y many

examples of this trend and only one is mentioned herein. In the Interior, the

smaller tree diameters which prevail over most of the land area as compared to the

Coastal Region posed problems o~ profitable conversion of small diameter logs into

lumber and, in some respects, into pulp chips. Studies in the Interior had shown

that relatively high recoveries of lumber from small logs could be obtained from

three types of mills. These were the circular headsaw and line-bar band resaw mini

the circular headsaw, oscillating cant gang and circular resaw mill; and the circu

lar headsaw and circular resaw (both of narrow kerf) mill. The most profitable a~

proach to small log conversion appeared to be to make lumber from the logs and to

chip the balance of the log, rather than to chip the whole log. By 1963, new

machines had been introduced which chipped the logs into a profiled cant which was

then sawn in one pass to split the cant into lumber. This kind of development led

to a great increase in the utilization of small size logs, particularly lodgepole

pine.

The emphasis on product quality within the industry has increased ver,y

greatly over the past two decades and to some extent, previously. British Columbia

plywood unlike, for example, plywood prod~ced in the United States has for years

been made with waterproof gloss, giving it a high use for exterior purpose. Tod~,

the rough lumber market has been greatly reduced and most lumber is planed. Whereas,

in the early 1950's a considerable number of portable sawmills were to be found in

the Interior, very few now exist and the accuracy with which lumber is sawn has

greatly improved both because of this and because stationar,y mills have improved

their practices. The disappearance of the portables and the construction of pulp

mills in several areas have much reduced the quantity of waste wood produced in

sawlog lumber. Whereas, prior to 1955, a significant number of sawmills sold their

lumber in a green state or relied upon air drying the great majority now dry their

lumber in kilns. Although the kiln drying process is relatively costly, it gTeatly

facilitates the sale of lumber. Pulp and paper products have been subjected in

creasingly to quality controls which demand a high product standard. Whereas, as

recently as 1950, BritiSh Columbia had a significantly large wooden box industry, .

this industry has largely disappeared (although not entirely) because of the high

labour content of manufacture and the successful introduction of corrugated card

board and moulded pulp containers, and plywood bulk packaging bins. These are only

a few examples of the changing scene in industry under the influence of a dynamic

technology.
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Behind these developments in the forest and in the manufacturing plants

there has been a concentrated research effort. It is outside the scope of this

history to delve into this effort but it is appropriate to mention the agencies ifr

volved. Quite apart from development research conducted by the forest industry &nd

the machinery companies selling equipment to it, forest products research has been

conducted by the Federal Government at the Forest Products Research Laboratory at

Vancouver. For a number of years the only Government Agency conducting forest

research was the Forest Service Research Division which is now important for its

work in the fields of tree breeding, reforestation and related aspects of forestry.

It is an interesting, if lamentable fact, that Federal Government forest research,

apart from important contributions in the fields of forest entomology and patholobY,

was for many years excluded from British Columbia for political reasons. In recent

years, however, Federal forest research has been conducted in British Columbja with

mutually agreed fields of research allocated to them and to the British Columbia

Forest Service Research Division. The previous constraint placed on the conducting

of Federal Forest Research in British Columbia has probably influenced their research

programme, almost to the present d~ and could explain why Federal financial support

and staffing in this field, up until 1970, was disproportionately less in British

Columbia than in other Canadian provinces. In addition to all of these sources of

research, valuable contributions to forest and forest products research have been

made by the University of British Columbia and by the British Columbia Research

Council.

The importance of the forests and the forest industry to British Columbia's
*economy is beyond question. The Government has pointed out that the industr,y has

progressed to the point where the Province has become a major world supplier of

forest products. The United States, in 1969, was the best customer, followed by

the European Economic Community, Japan and Great Britain. In 1969, these four areas

accounted for over 9~~ of the forest product exports. In the same year, it was

estimated the forest industries were harvesting only 56% of the annual allowable

cut which is available in the Province. Despite the remarkable increase in pulp

and paper production, lumber has remained the prime export commodity, accounting

for 47% of the value of all British Columbia forest product exports through

Canadian customs ports.

In relation to Canada as a whole, the Province produced 68% of the soft

wood lumber, 27% of the pulp, 16% of the paper and 93% of the softwood plywood in

1969. To accomplish this, the industry is estimated to have given 75,900 men a full

year of direct employment. Without taking into account the indirect employment

supported by the industry, this amounts to 9.6% of the total Provincial employment.

Returning to the question of forest exports, the estimated value of them

in 1969 was $1,237,017,000 or 42.5% of the value of all Canadian forest products

exports.

The relative importance of species logged has changed since the 1956
Sloan Royal Commission Report and, in 1969, was as follows:-

*Covernment of British Columbia, Department of Industrial Levelopment, Trade and
Commerce (1970). Selected forest industr,y statistics of British Columbia.



Species

Bestern Hemlock

Spruces

Douglas fir

Western Red Cedar

Alpine and Amabilis firs

Lodgepole pine

Others

Percent Harvested

22.4

22.3

20.0

13.0

11.1

7·5
3·7

100.0
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A recent phenomenon of industrial growth has been the development of the

North-Central portion of the Province. The Vancouver Board of Trade, throuGh its

primary resources committee has reported on northern British Colum~a resource

development. 74 Amongst its recommendations were a series favouring improved road

and railw~ access into the Region and other recommendations stressed that restraint

should be exercised to avoid committing marginal lands to agriculture in these north

ern latitudes, in conditions where forestry might be a higher economic land use. The

average age of the population at the time of the Board of Trade study was surprisingly

low and 83% of the population was below 45 years of age. This population needed ad

vanced education to provide technically efficient workers for the anticipated growth

in mining, pulp and paper manufacture and forest management. There was an immediate

need for improved forest fire protection and an additional need to develop improved

silvicultural methods for the northern conditions so as to ensure prompt and effec

tive reforestation. The increasing complexity of northern forest management and

administration caused the Board of Trade to recommend the establishment of additional

forest districts, thereby reducing the size of the existing ver,y large districts.

Virtually all industr,y has to rely upon good markets for its prosperity

or existence. The British Columbia forest industry relies very heavily'upon export

markets, the health and demands of which are beyond the industr,y's control. Almost

all of the markets for the Province's forest products have experienced difficulties

in recent years, beyond those to be expected from such phenomena as seasonal busi

ness fluctuations. For example, the instability of the pound sterling in 1966 and

the measures taken to stabilize it affected British Columbia's forest products ex

ports to Great Britain to a significant degree. The expected entry of Great Britain

and other countries into the European Common Market m~ also affect the British mar

ket adversely from the Province's point of view.

Difficulties have been experienced in the marketing of lumber in the

United States. Norman R. Dusting of the Council of British Columbia Forest Industries

reviewed some of the problems of United States trade relations in 1967, in an ad

dress to the annual meeting of the Interior Lumber Manufacturers' Association. The

United States, at the time, was buying 60% of the annual lumber out of 7,000 mil" ~

board feet of western Canada. As in all foreign relations, the Canadian Covernment

was playing a major role in establishing and helping to maintain a healthy climate

for foreign trade but it had to rely on the forest industry to identify issues. A

serious threat to the Canadian position in the United States lumber market had arisen

at the United States tariff hearings in 1962. A segment of the American lumber in

dustry which was having difficulty in selling its product on the home market, claimed

that its problems arose from the growing imports of Canadian lumber. The Alberta
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Forest Products Association) the Saskatchewan Timber Board) the British Columbia

Wholesalers and the four British Columbia Lumber Associations formed a consortium

known as the "United States Policy Committee" and, in a presentation to the United

~tates Tariff Commission) successfully resisted the placing of restrictions on

Canadian lumber imports. The Committee remained in being with the objectives of

defining issues and recommending action to its members on matters of trade relations

wi th the United States) particularly concerning direct and indirect barriers to

trade. The foregoing is only one example amongst many of the great effort continu

ously being made by the forest products industry to preserve and expand its various

markets and to enter into new ones.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

The Period from 1945 - 1970
The Uses of British Columbia's Forests

We have seen how the vast forest domain of British Columbia gradually came

into use for the products which it supplied and to improve the economic and social

standards of life of it people. As the process continued, certain dangers of mis

use became evident and have been progressively constrained by legislation and re~

lation, by the intensification of fire protection (although more in the direction of

fire control than of prevention) by the introduction of a sustained yield policy,

by the introduction of silvicultural practices of a simple nature, by intensified

research and by an increasing emphasis on the need for the complete regeneration of

forests which have been logged or burned. More recently, the forest products indus

try, particularly the pulp and paper industry , has been placed under the direction

of the Pollution Control Board and is being progressively required to reduce the

pollution caused by its effluents.

As the population o{ the forest has grown, larger and larger cities and

urban communities have arisen, the great majority of whose inhabitants have only a

passing familiarity with the forest. In the early d~s, the hunter and fisherman,

the cattleman, the irrigationist and many others who used the forest had large areas

of land in which to practice their sport or expand their husbandry. The early pioneer

lived either in or in close contact with the forest.

In common with conservationist movements in North America as a whole a

consciousness has developed toward the forest amongst the public and amongst acti

vist groups concerned with the natural environment. Although all too frequently

misinformed and given to premature alarm and foreboding, these individuals and

groups have had a marked effect upon public policy. The fundamental reasons for the

change lie in the increasing pressures placed on the forest by an expanding industry,

an expanding population and expanding education. Education, amongst its effects,

has produced a very high degree of professional specialization which has inevitably

complicated the integrated management of forest.s at the local level. Also, the

rapidly increasing technological demands upon specialists and managers of all types

has tended to downgrade or, at least, overpower the necessary bilogical,silvicultural

and ecological knowledge demanded by sound forestry. Be all this as it mqy, it would

be incorrect to regard the increased public concern, which sometimes manifests it

self in messianic forms, as an unusual phenomenon. It is rather a natural outgrowth

of the changing circumstances of life in the Province.

Undoubtedly,the ;narrowness of attitude of manY,of the existing single

use demands has been and is causing great difficulty in terms of revising policies

and management practices into a form which will achieve the optimum, economic and

social benefits for the population as a whole. The process of attacking other uses

for the advancement of one's own has created antagonisms which m~ prevail longer

than is necessary.

Viewed in a historican sense, the pressures m~ be regarded as unsuitable

and they are not new. The indications are that the forester will be called upon to

adopt, at least in part and with the advantages of the technological tools which he

m~ now employ, his traditional role. The management of forests will need to take

into account the needs and desires of the local population and forest practices,

indications are, will neeed to be modified so as to work more closely within the
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natural environment, rather than in isolation from it. .', ",
. . (~ i~~~·li:':...rl\f (~

The graZ1ng :lndustry in the Interior of the Province;'as-men:,ti';n~dpre-

viously, has long used Crown forests for upland grazing and there has been a constant

pressure to increase the number of head per acre. In some areas, the natural low

land ranges have been ruined or degraded for grazing by overgrazing and migration

deeper into the forest has resulted. Range practice is sometimes of a poor standard,

particularly where riders are not employed and cattle tend to bunch round waterholes

and along logging roads. The effects of cattle grazing in a forest are imperfectly

understood and there is a possibility that forest regperation is adversely effected

and that soil compaction occurs. The cattle are occasionally charged with polluting

the water supply to lowland areas by introducing high foecal coliform counts into

stream water. Ranchers, for their part, have complained of damage caused to fences,

cattle crossines and other improvements by logging operations and have claimed that

the presence of logging trucks adversely ,affects the fattening of cattle. At the

present time, these conflicts are not generally regarded as serious ones but research

is being conducted into the eff~cts of cattle on regeneration. Cattlemen have de

manded that roads and skid trails in the forest should be seeded to forage grasses

and this is done in some areas, probably to the detriment of forest regeneration.

There is some conflict between the fisheries and forestr,y interests. Road

construction along streams can result in the washing of excessive quantities of silt

into the streams. In salmon and trout spawning areas, the spawning beds mqy become

silted and unsuitable for spawning. Problems of this kind can be 'largely avoided

by proper road lqyout and adequate road drainage arrangements. The blocking of

streams by logging debris, the introduction substances toxic to fish, such as some

insect sprqys and other abuses are contrar,y to Federal legislation and are regulated

by the Forest Service, by the inclusion of appropriate conditions in the Cutting

Permits, by the requirement for the operator to submit a logging plan for approval

and by logging inspections. Under certain conditions, logging along margins of

streams maJ' lead to a change of' water temperature, adverse to f'ish lif'e and there

maJ' be occasions when the reserving of timber along streams from cutting mqy be

justified.

In some areas, such as the Okanagan Valley, agriculture is practised by

irrigation and the forest is an important factor in the preservation of water quality.

Indeed, many domestic water systems must rely on good forestry to avoid water deteri

oration. A number of regulatory provisions are employed in relation to logging oper

ations to curb pollution of the water supply including those relating to logging

camp, latrine and garbage dump locations. The avoidance of erosion, large scale

forest fires and soil damage are of importance to the water supply in many locations

and, are the subject of regulation or fire protection measures.

In the virgin forest, food for wildlife m~ be relatively scarce, providing

a natural limiting factor to the numbers of animals and birds which can populate a

forest. Following a forest fire, the amount of browse available for clear usually

increases and permits much larger populations to develop. This has led some game

biologists and sportsmen to support the idea of burning forest to create greater

game populations. Fortunately, such concepts have never been accepted as a policy

aim in British Columbia. The practice of sustained yield forestry contributes to

a satisfactory game population level and there is a considerable degree of compati

bility between forestry and game management provided that the game population is
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not maximised to the detriment of the forest. The areas of game and forestr,y are

a prime example of areas where compatibility, in the sense of a desirableecologi

cal balance, can be achieved by good management. The policies of Government pro

vide for unrestricted public access but, as mentioned previously, the increasing

pressures of population may well render this policy inadequate. At the present

time, forest closure is employed to bar entr,y to the forest but the Government has

some reluctance to employ the measure and closure is frequently applied too late t

avoid man-caused fires. Hunters and fishermen are keenly conscious of their rights

of entry and have strongly resisted attempts to close access, except under special

consitions.

The recreation field as a whole probably poses the greatest of the use

problems at the present day. There is a great pressure from the public for the

creation of parks and wilderness areas, some of the latter being of very large size.

The problem has led the Forest Service to enter into the field of forest recreation

to ensure that at least some of the recreational demands of the public are not with

out undue jeopardy to the other forest values.

As mentioned previously in this history, some earlier conflicts between

lumber and mining interests were resolved by legislating that a mining claim did

not include rights to hold or cut Crown timber. There are more recent problems

caused by modern prospecting methods. In areas suspected of containing ore bodies,

prospectors will sometimes enter forest and grid an area by survey and blazing

trees, the latter being a damaging practice in forestr,y. Also, extensive ditching

by bulldozer to remove sections of overburden and reveal underlying strata may be

very damaging to forests. Generally, mining is regarded as a higher economic use

and, in Crown forests, a mining development will usually take priority over forests.

However, widespread prospecting, much of which may not lead to actual mine develop

ment is clearly damaging to forest and better policy and administrative decisions

may be needed in this area.

Almost all of the forest uses involve the use of roads and, under the

"Forest Act," where a road is defined as a private road, the Minister may direct it

be opened to use by another commercial user, subject to pqyment of appropriate comp

ensation, as defined by the Minister, to. the owner. The "Industrial Transportation

Act" regulates the, use of roads for ino.ustrial purposes and the "Private Roads Act"

designates certain conditions, such as fire-fighting responsibilities for private

roads open to public use.

It is not the purpose of this chapter to describe in full detail the prob

lems and conflicts of the various uses of the forest but, rather, to emphasize the

growing importance of the subject, variously described by the terms "single use",

"multiple use," or "integrated use." The Federal "Agricultural Reclamation and

Development Act" which is described briefly in the following chapter aims, as one of

its objectives, to classify land according to five principal uses, permitting more

sophisticated decisions to be made by a Provincial Land Use Committee on the use or

uses to which the land should be allocated.

The Association of British COlumbia Professional Foresters has defined

one of its objectives as follows:-

"To promote those policies of integrated use of forest land for timber
production, recreation, wildlife, and water management which ultimately
provide the greatest social and economic returns to society."
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The structure of Government itself, with various Departments administerine

various uses, m~ itself prove to be a detriment to the formation of an adequate

policy. It is probably that the uses of forest and forest land should be integrated

in an administrative sense, into the Forest Service. Past experience has indicated

the difficulty of achieving such an integration and use problems are currently handled

by an inter-departmental liason at the Deputy Minister level.

Another recent development has been the formation by Government of two com

mittees to advise on the selection and formation of ecological reserves in which

areas of natural forest are reserved from human activity for the purpose of scienti

fic investigation of the natural forest ecology. Such reserves will be invaluable

to the future of British Columbia forestry.
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CHAPrER TWENTY

The Role of the Canadian Government in British Columbia's
Forest Policy and Administration

At the Confederation of the provinces and colonies to form the Dominion

of Canada, natural resources were made the cornerstone of provincial finance-self

government and, with it, certain rights of assets, including the Crown or public

land were conceded to each province by the Imperial Government. The Dominion,

however, held jurisdiction over such matters as Dominion chartered railw~s, Defence,

National Parks, Indian Affairs, international waters and certain aspects of taxation

and overseas trade. The practicalities of jurisdiction have been more complex than

the principles. The history of the provincial railw~ grants ceded to the capital

Dominion Government to assist in the financing of railw~ construction have been

described. These grants related to the trans-Canada Canadian Pacifib Railw~ and

to the Esquimalt-Nanaimo ~ailw~ on Vancouver Island. Most of the former grant was

returned to the provincial government in 1930 but most of the latter became private

land in spite of provincial efforts to recover it. Timber berths which were granted

under Dominion jurisdiction are described in annexure to this history. The Dominion

also formed National Parks and Forest Reserves within the trans-Continental Railw~

Grant, which have been identified as the historical forerunners of the provincially

created Public Working Circles.40 While returning the Railw~ Grant Lands to the

~rovince, the Dominion Government retained the National Par~s, of which there are

1,671 square miles in south-eastern British Columbia.

There are approximately 550 thousand acres of Indian TGSerVes in the

Province, 90 thousand acres of military reserves and small area~ of other federal

lands. It has been estimated from Provincial Inventory data that the National

Parks and other federal lands contain a portion of the total Provincial forest

resources amounting to approximat~ly one-tenth of one percent (by volume) and that

only a small fraction of this is suitable for forest products. The forestry signi

ficance of federal lands from the Provincial viewpoint is, therefore, minor. 75

The Ottawa Forestry Conference of 1906, called by the Canadian Government,

succeeded in focussing attention onto forestry matters. The second National

Forestry Conference was not held until sixty years later at Montebello, Quebec in

1966. It reported on the estimate of future demand for wood. F.S. McKinnon, Deputy

Minister of Forests for British Columbia commented at the conference that the general

forest inventory program, supported by joint federal and provincial expenditures

under the Canada Forestry Act, had supplied statistics suitable for broad management

planning but that a program of detailed surveys was needed for use in management

operations. It was apparent, he stated, that depletion by fire, insects and dis

ease must be reduced and that prompt regeneration in every acre of productive for

est land was needed. The latter would need substantial money appropriations which

should be raised on a cost-sharing basis between Federal and Provincial Governmen"

under the Canada Forestry Act. The general level of forest management practice in

Canada left much to be desired, partiCUlarly in the fields of silviculture and

access. The National Forestry Conference also delt with questions of recreational,

wildlife and other uses.

Under the provisions of the British North America Act, the Canadian

Government holds jurisdiction over fisheries. Many British Columbia rivers are

spawning grounds of salmon and are important to the ~oastal salmon fishing industry.
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Overlapping areas of interest exist between ,the forestry and fisheries fields and

can lead to cooperative endeavour or to disagreement. Two examples will serve to

illustrate this point. The Canadian IfFisheries Act" prohibits, amongst other thinGs,

the placing of chemicals or logging debris in water frequented by fish. The Canadian
Government has acted in cooperat~on w~th th P . . 1 G

4 4 e rov~nc~a overnment in approving
aerial spr~ing on Vancouver Island and log spr~ing for control of Ambrosia beetle ,
to ensure that chemicals do not enter water containing fish or, if they do, that

their concentration is held at non-toxic levels. Similarly, cooperation exists in

defining acceptable levels and kinds of effluent discharged from pulp mills. ~ow

ever, relations have not alw~s been so compatible.. A dispute arose in 1966 when

the Canadian Government prohibited the floating of logs down a salmon-spawning river

near Quesnel. The Provincial Government, apparently convinced that damage to the

spawning beds would not Occur and considering the prohibition to be 'an interference

with its jurisdiction over the forest resource, approved the floating of the logs

with concurrent research into the effects. The logs subsequently were floated under

conditions of disagreement be~ween the two governments.

The federal financial aid which was allocated to Canadian provinces in

1939-40 in connection with the National Forestry Program (a youth training S(h~me)

and the supply of alternative service workers (conscientious objectors) for fire

protection work during the period of labor shortage of the Second World War has

been described.

In 1949, the Canada Forestr,y Act permitted, amongst other things, the

establishment and maintenance of Forest Products Laboratories and the entr,y of the

Canadian Government into financial agre~ments with the provinces o~ forest owners.

The subsequent agreements of 1951 provided for the Federal Government to p~ one

half of the cost to the provinces of the completion and maintenance of their forest

inventories during the succeeding fiv~,year6 and also to p~ one-fifth of the cost

to the provinces of reasonable programs of reforestation of Crown lands. British

Columbia entered into these agreements and subsequent agreements covering cost

sharing of forest fire protection and reforestation. The amounts were not large

over the five year period from 1990-61 to 1964-65 when the Province received a tota~

sum of $13,815,216.00. The termination of the forestry agreements was announced

by the Canadian Government in 1966 as an anti-inflationary measure.

The amount of direct and indirec~~~fJ{nue being derived from the British
~

Columbia forests, by comparison with the expenditures on these forests, have been the

subject of comment by several persons and organizations, all advocating greater ex

penditures.. R.G. McKee, a provincial Deputy Minister of Forests stressed the need

for greater federal financial support for British Columbia forestr,y. The Council

of Forest Industries of British Columbia, in 1966, published the revenue figures,

indicating a revenue of 126.1 million dollars to the provincial government, 108.1

million dollars to the Canadian government and 10.8 million dollars to British

Columbia municipalities. The British Columbia Forest Service, in the same year,

reported direct revenues (ie .. those excluding taxation revenues and mostly derived

from stumpage and royalty) of 50.9 million dollars and expenditures of 23.9 million

dollars.. The actual expenditures of the Canadian Government on British Columbia

forestr,y and the forest industry are difficult to determine but they would not

exceed 20 million dollars in 1966. The federal government revenues of 108 .. 1 million

dollars were mostly derived from corporation taxes on the forest industry and do not
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include income and other taxes paid by the 11,000 direct employees in the industry,

who drew wages and salaries in excess of 425 million dollars per year.

The Canadian Agricultural Rehabilitation and Development Act of 1961

enabled the establishment of federal-provincial programs of alternate land-use;

soil and water conservation; rural development and research aimed mainly at correct

ing the serious national problem of low income in the rural areas. Because British

Columbia is a relatively wealthy province and because of its few low income rural

families, the money allocation to the Province under the ARDA program is much res

tricted. In Canada as a whole, during the period from 1st April, 1962, to 31st

March, 1965, the shareab1e costs amongst the Canadian provinces, excluding British

Columbia, were 59.1 million dollars and the federal contribution towards this was

31.4 million dollars. In British Columbia, for the same period, the shareab1e cost

was 3.9 million dollars and the federal contribution was 2.0 million dollars. An

additional federal contribution of 1.0 million dollars went towards national research

which, because of its Canada-wide implications, was not shared by the various prov

inces but was borne wholly by tpe federal government. Under the Rural Development

Aereement covering the period from 1st April, 1965, to 31st March, 1960 there was

a maximum federal annual contribution of 25.0 million dollars, of which British

Columbia was allocated 1.1 million dollars per annum or 1%.

The majority of the ARDA proje'cts in the Province have delt with soil and

water conservation and have consisted mainly of the rehabilitation or irrigation

systems in the Interior, including both increased water storage and distribution

system renovations. An aspect having more direct significance to forestr,y is the

Canada Land Inventor,y. Basically, this Inventory is a general land use classifica

tion, including estimates of potential for agriculture, forestry, recreation, water

conservation and multiple uses. Some research has been conducted with ARDA assist

ance into a soil taxonomic classification, combined with the technique of land form

recognition and the use of aerial photographs, producing a rapid survey of "land

units,~ roughly corresponding to the soil series category.

Apart from these studies into land classification, the forest land cap

ability program of ARDA classified, for land use purposes, a "special sale area" of

1.1 million acres between Prince George and Quesnel. The sale area was described as

the centre of a "fantastic development and population increase" resulting in an un-

precedented demand for land for urban, industrial, agricultural, forestr,y and

speculative uses. The survey was to be employed in provincial government land use

administration as a basis for allocating land to its various uses.

The Canadian Government employed twenty-two professional staff and thirty

four support staff at the Vancouver Forest Products Laboratory in 1965 and proposed

to increase both categories by about one~third in 1966. The laborator,y was conduct

ing research into the general fields of timber engineering, plywood, utilization,

wood chemistry, wood preservation, wood biology, engineering physics and physical

chemistry, pulping and fibre research and biometrics. The research is of interest

to British Columbia forest management in its potential effect of raising standing

timber values by improving the competitive position and values of products. Progress

in these directions should generally aid in permitting closer utilization of existing

mature and overmature stands, as well as providing incentives for greater attention

towards the practice of silviculture.
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Forest research in British Columbia is conducted by the Forest Research

Branch of the Canada Department of Forestr,y and the British Columbia Forest Service

Research Division, the former being a better financed, housed and equipped organiza-

tion than the latter. In addl"t O

° d t h dlon, In us ry as con ucted forest research and cooper-
ated in a number of projects of the governmental organizations.

As an indication of the fields of activity, the Federal Forest Research

Laborator,y, located in Victoria, was studying a number of projects in 1966. These

included studies into ecology, fire, land classification, mensuration, soils, tree

physiology and forest entomology and pathology research. The two governmental for

est research organizations generally coordinate their work so as to reduce overlapping

of effort and the federal organization endeavours to orient research toward provincial

needs, within the limits of federal policy and capability. The various programs are

formulated with the assistance of adVisory committees appointed from ~he various in

terested groups.

The "Roads and Resources" program, administered by the Canada Department

of Mines and Technical Surveys,.was started in 1958. The program was a separate one

from the forest access road program which had been conducted under the Joint Forestr,y

Agreements. The Roads and Resources program was a cooperative undertaking by the

Canadian Government with each province, under which the Canadian Government was making

available a total amount of 75 million dollars over a period set originally at five

years but later extended, for some provinces, to periods of up to 11 years. The

federal government paid 50% of the cost of approved provincial roads to resources

(of any kind and including forests) up to a maximum of 1.5 million dollars for

each province in any one year, with an overall maximum of 7.5 million dollars per

province. During the period from 1958 -59 to 1966-67 (8 years) BritiSh Columbia

received 6.8 million dollars in federal p~ents under this program, which was admin

istered in British Columbia by the Department of Highw~s. The major benefit to

forestr,y l~ in the gaining of main access routes into areas previously difficult to

enter and this, of course, facilitated. rational utilization, protection and management.

The Canadian Government has had a considerable influence on the profit

capability and development of the British Columbia forest industry, primarily

through its activities in the taxation field. The major source of revenue, other

than personal income taxes is the Corporation Tax on company profits. Taxes on

construction materials are another source of revenue.

The Federal Government, in the past, has assisted industrial research

through the Industrial Research Council, which made grants to company and other

research organizations. In addition, special corporate income tax allowances were

provided under the Canadian Income Tax Act as an incentive for the forest industry

to conduct its own research. These incentives, however, have been largely discontinued.

Also of financial importance is the incentive provided for corporations

located in Canada to have a certain percentage of Canadian ownership. This has per

mi tted companies who had roughly a minimum of 25% Canadian equity participation to

have a special, favourable depreciation allowance on production machinery and to

have a reduced taxation rate on dividends.

In 1933, the Province of British Columbia was in severe financial straits,

with the Federal Government refusing to w~ite off the Provincial debt unless it

acquired the supervision of provincial finances. The suggestion was totally unacceptablE
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to the Provincial Government. In 1940, the Rowell-Sirois Commission reported on

the financial controversy between the Dominion and Provincial Governments with the

result that, in 1942, the provinces gave up the income tax field to the Federal

Government for the remainder of the Second World War.

At the time, this move appeared to be logical. The Canadian Government

had ver,y heavy defence expenditures and, in any event, personal income taxes in

British Columbia were not a ver,y great source of income. But after the war, the

Province began a period of rapid development which has continued to the present d~.

In 1939-40, the Provincial Government revenues had stood at 32.6 million dollars

but, by 1948-49, they were 11 million dollars. During the same period, however,

the populations and the cost of living increased rapidly and the demand for costly

social services naturally increased. The ceding of the income tax rights which the

Federal Government declined to return to the Province at the end of the war, proved

to be highly embarrassing to the Provincial Government. B,y 1945, income t~~es

raised in the Province amounted to 160 million dollars, of which a mere 14.5 million

dollars was returned to the Proyincial Government by the Federal Government, under

the 1942 Agreement. The position led to the imposition, by the Province, of a sales

tax on all commodities purchased within the Province. The lack of finances for

forestr,y is not new. The Honourable Herbert Anscomb, the Provincial Finance Minister,

said in 1950

tfWe should have thousands and thousands more people, and a highly industrial
ized and prosperous Province, but we have neglected the full development of
our natural resources, agriculture, fisheries, mining and forestry, of which
the basis of our future rests, and this neglect was mainly due to the lack of
necessary funds."

This was, and is, a traditional approach for the Provincial politician in

power and the only answer to the problem was held to be the provision of more money

by ottawa. By 1966, the Provincial Premier, the Right Honourable W.A.C. Bennett,

stated that the Federal Government retained 82% of the direct corporation tax and 16%
of the direct personal income tax paid on earnings in British Columbia. He stated

"British ColUmbia has repeatedly pressed for a more equitable sharing of
these direct resources."

Without belaboring the point, it is quite clear that the British Columbia

Government has been, and is, strongly dissatisfied with its financial receipts from

the Federal Government. There is ever,y indication that the Federal Government attempted

to enter the forestry field in the provinces,with the formation of a Department of

Forestry and the advent of the Federal-Provincial Forestry Agreements. There is

little question that the Canadian Government would have liked to participate with

its personnel in Provincial forestr,y, at least in those areas to which it was con

tributing funds. There is little question also that the Provincial Government,

mindful of past history and opposed to anything that might represent an erosion of

its jurisdiction, conferred by the British North America Act, over natural resource r

opposed the entry of the Canadian Government into fields other than the research fie~d

and wanted the Federal contributions made, without their use being specified and left

to the discretion of the Provincial Government.

These events cannot be said to have resulted in the satisfactor,y solution

for the probelsm facing British Columbia forestr,y. In particular, the raising of

sufficient funds to rehabilitate those acres not producing wood to their capacity,

to reforest those currently being logged (Where natural legeneration is not being
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obtained) and to introduce more widespread and sophisticated silviculture to the

forests appears to be a remote possibility so long as the major proportion of the

Federal and Provincial revenues from the forest and its dependent industry are

diverted to other activities. In brief, the joint and overall financial responsib

ility towards the reSOurce is inadequately recognized and organized.
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.ANNEXURE I I

FCREST TENUP.ES OF BF.ITISII COLUMBIA

T~e following are short descriptions of forest tenur8S in British
Columbia.

1. Pre-emption and Crolm Granted Land:

Lurinc th8 period of early immicration into BritiEh Columbia, it was

socially nece~f;ary to permit the settlers to acquire limited acreages of l::mc to

form a basis for their livelihood. The init-ial legislation provided for the ~ale

of Crown agricultural land whether it was cleared of timber of not and for the fah

of land carryinG' enouch timber for farm use. After 1887, the legislation encE.av

oured to preclude the cale or crant of timber land into private ownership but it

permitted the land grants in aid of railw~ construction. The last of the latter

was made in 1912 to the Pacific Great Eastern Eailw~ Company.

In 1918, legislation was passed authorising the Minister'to issue a

Crovill Grant in the case where a pre-emption record granted prior to 1917 was

subsequently found to comprise timber land. However, the Crown reserved the

stumpage value of the timber, (in addition to the usual- royalty) to itself. The

"Land Act Amendment Act" of 1937 defined three classes of land Vii th their pu:::·chasp.

prices.

By 1944, there were 529,940 acres of crown Granted timber la~ds in the

Province, on which an ~lual forest protection tax of 6 conts per acre wa£ levied

in addition to the usual taxes levied under the "Taxation Act". As a result of

the successive changes of legislation the condition covernine the £rants vary,

as folloVls:

Lands acquired prior to 7th. April, 1887 and Crown Granted on or before March 12th.,

1906 Esquimalt and Nanaimo RailwaY Lands and Dominion Patented Lands

Timber cut from these lands is exempted from Royalty and there are no

legal restrictions on its export from the Province.

Lands acquired prior to April 7th., 1887 and Crown Granted after Karch 12., 1206.

Timber cut from these lands -is exempted from Royalty and cannot be

G}:ported from the Province in round log ("unmanufactured") form unless the export

i2 approve~ by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council upon such terms and conditions

as he sees fit.

Lands acquired on anC, subsec;uent to April 7th. , 1887 and Crown Grantee. on or before

r,~arch 12th. ! 1206.

Timber cut from these lands is subject to payment of royalt;y under Sectio::.s

.56 and 59 of the "Forest Act" and m~ be exported from the ProvinCE I,d thout Goverr:

mental restriction.

lands aCJuired on and subsequent to April 7th., 1887 and. Cropn Granted subsec;ucnt

to March 12th., 1906 and on or before March 1st., 1914.

*Pate!Jted lands are lands [ranted_ between 7th. April, 1887 and 2eth. Lpril, 18fP.

The applicant had to make a declaration before a Justice of the Peace that tl:e l,;;.c~

"\ja:c not chiefly valuablE: for timber, before his application ,mE' Grantee:. rntiJ

1903, it I'las necesRa:r;y fo!' the OwnerE: of patented land:..: to obtain a lic:"ncE: to Cllt

timber on t!kj T' LllJ(2.
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Timber cut from these land.s is subject to payment of royalty nnde:!'

S",cti.ons S~ "..."ld ':'9 of tlH: "Forefit Act" and cannot 118 exported froIn th.' Provinct.'

in round log form unleEf: the ,-,xport is approved by the Lieutenunt-G(Jvernor in Coucil

upon such terms end conditio!! as he sees fit.

Lands acquired on ffild subsequent to April 7th., 1887 and Cro~m Granted subsequent tn

r,~arch 1st. J 1914 on 13l1ds held under pre-emption entry and record.

Royalty is p~able on timber cut from these lands, under ~ectionL 57 anc.-~ :'9 of the "Forest Act" anrl cannot be exported in r01.md log' form unlees the export

is approved by tht~ Lieutenunt-Governor in Council upon such terms and cond.i tions

i:1E he se eE fit.

APPX • .A.

THE l!.REA OF CRm-m GRANTED TImBER LAl:1iS

Il; GOOD ~,TANIJnrc IN BRITIS3: COLmmIA 1915 - 1959· (1)

(5 YEAR AVERAGES)

Period
of

Years

Area of Crown
Granted (Private)

Timber Land
(AcreE)

1915 
1920
1925
1930
193~

1940
1945
1950 
1955
1960

19·19
1924
1929
1934
1939
1944
1949
1954
1959
1964

906 ,371
827,805
669,~'93
581,692
653,682
547,046
591,672
718;499
664,239

(2)

NOTES:

2. ~imber Leases:

(1) Data derived from British Columbia Forest

Service Annual Reports.

(2) The figure for 1960 is 500,837 acres and for

1961, 490,061 acres. Thereafter, Forest

Service data is not reported in the P~lnual

Reports.

~~ost of the timber leases existing in the Province ,iE::re .::;rb.!:.ted prior tCJ

1884 and were 1'e~laced by timber licences. The legal counsul to t!le ForEst Service

(Cooper, C. (1954). Adore8~ to the: University of British Columbia Fort,st Clut)

has Etated that he cOnf,iclered a "leaEe of timber" to be (an) obsoletE> (form of tem.i.~

and a misnome!·. He c0l1sichY't;;0 a lease to be a forrr. of tenure of f1'eeho10 I &cverr..ec

by complicated rules of law, ,Ihich in s:ubstancE: war: cc le'cse of the f'oil, c;:;rr./inL

wi th it e.:-cclusive and quiet posf~e~:sion. This exceeded HLc:t Has 1'e:..ruirec Po r ~dle:?

of timber, for Hhich a licenC:8 was adequate.



TheY't": i~ no )JT'ovision for the ;sRue l' t' b
- ..L - 0 any more 1m er l"'ar (:8 '."ithin Hie

Province. 0ub['ec~uont to 1)12, in 1915,1918,1919 anc 1)21, leGislation v,2~ E::nc,dcc:
1';!lich had. the ob_~E:ctive of Anl:OU 'th '- . ~ rag1ng e converS1on of leases into <::;JE:cial t imbc:'

licences. The lei...L:\~2 here issued for" per;od of '), 1 year~ b t th "F-... - u· e or(:st ~"..ct 11 ()f

1945 provided for' their reneHal, for additional periods of ')1 .J t '- years, un<.:er ct.r eun
contlitions.

The leases are not of treat importance to the overall fore::ot econom,:r of

the Province since there \-Jere, in 1944, only 152 h:ases, coverine; 197,939 acres.

IIm..-ever, mo~t of them are located on good growing sites in the Coastal Re£:ion.

TheJ are subject to an annual rental and annual forest protection tax and royalty

is paid under Sections 57 and S9 of the Forest Act, but not stump3{;e. The e:-:.;,:ort

of unmanufactured timber derived from leases is not e ;tt ~ 'th t tl tP rm... ell .:1 ou le conse,~'

of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

3. Timber Licence~ and Special Timber Licences:

Timber Licences Here introduced as a more satisfactory form of tenuy'€,

from the Government's Viewpoint, than timber leases Which, as described, involved

El. decree of alienation of the land. Initially, they could not be transferred. from

one ovmer to another but the Government, in a period of fiscal difficulty, maoe

them transferrable. This made the licences more attractive but also led to their

acquisition on a large scale, for speculative purposes. The Government derived

much-needed revenue but the anticipat:ed increase in value of the licence£' did not

occur and they reverted to the Crown in considerable numbers, partly because of

high carrying chare'es.

In 1944, there were 2,8)0 timber licences, 1,795,817 acres but many of

these have now been incorporated into tree farm licences. The licences are

renewable annually, subject to p~ment of a renewal fee. They are also subject to

the annual forest protection tax: and royaltY':'PCJ3lllents. The export of unmanufacture,:1

loes is restricted in the same wqy as it is in timber leases.

Within s~eci~l timber licences, where a dispute arose betwpen licence

h(.)lders as to the areas of timber to which they were entitled, the holder havinc

prior location on the area is deemed to hold the right to cut the areaS. The

licence holder holds rights of property to the trees, timber and lumber cut within

the limits of the licence and he mqy seize any of those items in the

an unauthorised person and prosecute tre~passers or other offenders.

, ...pOSSeE'S10n o.

The annual

renewal of a licence is an entitlement of the holder provided that there is enoush

timber left to make the licence commercially valuable. To ascertain this, the

~~inister may require the holder to cruise the timber.

The special timber licence is subject to terms which miGht be imposed

at any time by a Statute or Order in Council.

If the ~inister considered that the whole or any part of a licence is

suitable for and required for settlement he may require the licence holder to

remove the timber within a specified period of time and open the land for settle

ment or sale.

The Minister is also empowered to require the proper definition or a re

survey of boundaries of the licence holder's, expense. If the licence holder does

aot comply, the ~inister can have the work done and take a lien on the licence

holder's property. These particular provisions also apply to timber leases.
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-'re ~;00d-Pl:l;; L8:':"::"~~':

Thec8 leasE,;:::; ':!(:]'e is£ueC: specificall.y for the SUpp1.i' of l'ul,;,) mi l} ;.'l.nG,

like timbe~> l(;il:.:es I they ar8 no lon£:er issued. They "eH: isn,ec uncler th0 fro\rLlcL'l

statutes) Section 6, Chapter 30 of 1901 and could, by later leLhlcJtioIl, be re-

ile 1;1E:C. for i. ·;·:riod of not more than 30 years from the date of surreuol3r O~l t:l' :·~:u

terms as thE: oJ'iL:inal lpilf·p., except that Royalty uould be 35 cents per cord. Th:

.::tpplicp..tion fOl' renm!al \-:rtf; to be made within six month8 of tlH~ passiJ,ce of this \:.L

ablinc lebislation.

On~ of the problems connected with \-wod-pulp leases occurred ",h8n the lLc,[\.

::'.rea also contained emr-timber Which, the lessee, in effect, h:lc obtained i:.t ;:1.:.1l;

\.food prices. Lecislat ion Nas passed EO that if sawlocs HEre to 1:;" cut, it ,::1.'"

obl igator.iF orl the lessee to secure a timber licence from tl~p Government, Pj:" t ir:,1>~

licence rental anC' saw-lo£: royaltJ-'. By a further amendment in 1927 t tbe entirE; ;:Ci.l~'

lease had to be surrendered where the timber Has found to be I'ouGlas ,fir, ,,:e~ t (rn

re~ cedar or other speciei considered at that time to be unsuitqble for pulp clid

l)::~per manufacture , with the proviso that a special timber licence v:oulc'c be iS2ut':~

in lieu.

In 1:136, the tenure was again modified. All existinG lea::es t:ere ~ur-

"'endered within six months of the passaee of the leeislative amendm(;nt and renc;,'u'

in accordance with the revised form of the tenure. On this basis, the expi~- C&tE

of existinc "iood-pulp leases ",as September 3rd., 1954 and they :,lere renew2.bIe theY,~

after for consecutive and successive periods of 21 years, wlder terms an~ conditic~E:

to be approved by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. The leases ar0 subject to

annual rental alld forest protection tai, as well as the taxes applicable under the

"Taxation Act". Pulpwood is subject to pulpwood royalty and sawlo£s to sawlo£

royalty plus an amount equal to the annual'renewal fee of a hypothetical special

timber licence whose acrea~Ge equalled the volume of sa~~imber present on the pulp

lease, divided by 20,000 board feet. The-export of unmanufactured timber from the

Province is prohibited, except by special authorisation. In 1944, there were 33
wood-pulp leases, covering 335,611 acres.

5. Pulp Licences:

Pulp Licences succeeded wood-pulp leases, in much the same w~ is the timber

licensing system. Under the "Forest Act Amendment Act" of 1919, it becarne possible

to convert special timber licences into pulp licences, provided that the latter were

made appurtenant to the particular pulp mills for which they were i~suec. This

procedure was repealed in 1921 in favour of a system whereby the Government could

create pulp districts to encouraee and perpetuate the pulp and paper industry. Any

special timber licences, located within a pulp district, \-lhich carried timber i2uit:::.ble

for pulp or paper and was held by the owner of a pulp anc paper mill coule tie i2urrendered

and exchan£ed for pulp licenc~8 over the same area. The advantage t(, the rulp mill of

thE-se conversiorl opportunities lay in the smaller royalties to be raid fo:!:' pulp lo[;~

than for f:aHlogs. Hot-lever, no pulp districts ,,,ere actually formed.

In 1944, there ,,,ere 252 pulp lic-ences in good standing within the Province,

covering an area of 155,778 acres.

A pulp licence is renewable from year t.o year, so long as sufficient mer

chantable timber remains to make it commercially valuable. The licence is subject

to an annual renev,al fee and forest protection tax, as well as taxation under the

'~Taxation Act". Pulpwood and material made into pulp and paper is subject to a pulp
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royalty and timber Hhich is not manufactured into pulp and paper is [:ubject to

savl1o£, royalty rates. The export of unmanufactured timber, cut on pulp licence::::,

is prohibited without the consent of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

6. Pulp ~imb0r Sal"s:

Pulp timber sales issued to or held by ,an.x person are required to le

appurtena.'1t to the pulp mill for which they were is.sued i.e. they Kcre for the

supply of that mill and could not be sold or transferred to another party sepc:.r

ately from the mill. ThE. total volume held under pulp timber ~ale::; by ::;.n,;/ onc

mill is limited to a maximum of thirty years' supply for the mill output caradt.:,

at any givEn time. In 194·1, there were 19 of these sale2 in existenCE: ane tbe,j'

covered an arE'·C. of 7'),354 acres.

T118 ~ales are renewable for the period stated in th!:': individual .i-'ul;::

timber cale licence. They c3-rr;/ an annual rental. and fir'2 protection tax ('ha-rele i."'L'

tht: holder p3J'Co the cost of cruising and the cost of advertising the :';3.1e.

The floor stumP<:;.£0 price (ltupsetlt stumpaf'e price) for which the f ul:; tim':"-,.r

f2.1e can be sold ie detenninec by a Forest Service appraisal and the 2uccessful

bid.der pays this amount, in addition to royalty, based on the scale of the timber

v!hich he has cut. If, hOI'!cver, the successful bidder acquires the £""le by bied L:.:.,

a stumpa[;e rat e hiiSher than the upset stumpage, then he must pay the hicher n:t €.

If the timber is made into pulp and paper, a pulp rate of royalty applies. If it

is not made into pulp and paper, sawlog ra;yalty ratee are char£ed alld, al~o, aE

additional rental dependin£ upon the volume of this material.

The PX110rt of unmanufactured timber derived from pulp timber sales i~

not permittec, unleEs authorised by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

7. Timber Salec~

Timber sale ltcen.c'-"l: are an important tenure and a major meWl~' by ','!hich

the Provincial Governrnbnt d':'qlOS(:S of Crown timber to the incu£tr;r. }:O\ 8clC.JyfO., tht.:.J'

are closely connected with thG acministration of Public Sus~ainEd Yield Vnits 2r.d

arE described along with these units, below.

8. Hand Lor;r;ers f Licences:

The Hand Lo££ers' Licence, obtainable at a small fee pEr annum, v:e,£' a

personal licence catering 'to a very small logger. No stumpagE:, c..::rcund rent or

protection taxes were payable. The licence was relStricted to a £recific:,rea anc.

the use of power tools of any description, includine steam equipment 'hT i:l.2 forbidden,

with the sole exception of a jack for moving the timber. The licence was normally

selected on ground in the Coastal Region that sloped steeply into salt water ~o

that a log Hou1e. slide easily dOvlll and float itself.

The licences were popular at the beginning of this century anc', 3.1though

the ~.uJal Commission of 1909 - 1910 strongly recommended their c1escontinuance the,/

re.-;· ,ined in use. liov-rever". the early popularity waned. In 1915, for example, there

v~re 222 licences in good standing, with an unreported annual cut. In 192;, there

were 111 licences Hith a reported cut of 10.5 M.fr.. f. b.m. By 1956, only 1 licence

waE in existence with no reported cut. The licences were abolished as a form of

tenure in 1966.



9. Timber B~rthE:

Unr:er t~lE' ten!!:; of union v,ith Canad.a, the Provin Cf GeQec' to the rO,~l in i 0',

Government, t:'Etlt,Y mile,s of land on each side of the roadhed of th.. C~'ll&.c1i::;J1.

Pacific R;1,i1,';V' The Iominion Government, by 1910, had iG~uec tir.,cer liunc(-::-

ana permits, (-;o'/'l·in~.:: ""\r,,:,~ 1,?Rr,OOO acres of the belt. In 193(\ thp Rail',,:\/

BC': 1 t Li..'1cls ;':(:1".:: ~·('turl:ecl to th,,, Province and th,,:: cuttinc; ri[:htE., }!lOh:1 as Tirr.ctr

Berth:::, w~r'_ :', ;-::l·(:ci;:<. 1:-.:," the Provincial Governn;eni:. In 1JG~, t:,'- :;'l ,:eT'\.; 1(:2

timber ber-!;hc in f,xi8tt;::lcc. , coverinr; 337,198 acrep, \..)f vlhieh :; (8,~11fi .3cre:::)

Viere incorpor:_:,1.ec. in tree L,rm licences. The nur::ber of tree farm licence::: in

the Rail'h'ay B(;lt is lOve and this meant that most 'berths have remaineC ouhL~·.,.

th8 Provinch.l Snstained Yield procramrne, introduced in 194:,. Tt c bertLc :.;::,\,,_

cuttinc; rii,;hts, at the time when they "Tere issued, to all timcer of 10 inchE:c

d. b.h.o. b. 2~ytd larger and this has later been interpreted by berth holders to

mean that all timber above this size could be cut at any point in thf:' life c,f

the tenure. The Government, conversely, has interpreted the richt to cut a,2 (.: it''::':

restricted to timber ltThich Has larger than 10 inches d. b.h. at the time of tr_e i.";',.;.c

of the licence i.e. trees of less than 10 inches d.b.h. at the time of issuance

where excluded from cutting, irrespective of their subsequent growth. This dif

ference of interpretation does not appear to have been resolved and the Oimers

appear to be cutting according to their interpretation.

The boundaries of a timber berth are specified but the area is reduced

where it is found that the forests are immature or where logeinC has taken place.

There are requirements that an owner should maintain a certain lev~l of cuttinc RUC

keep a record of it but these requirements have not been enforced for mans ;)rears

and, in some instances, were formerly impractical to enforce. The berth~ are

renewed annually, upon p~ent of a licence fee, are subject to forest protection
1

ta:.c, ~.!y taxes and the p~ent of royalty for the timber cut. The VdUE> of

the standing timber has increased over the years, to a ficure in ,'xceSG o~ thc>

royalty and capital gains have been made Or incomes accrued, from the transfer

of cutting rights or'outright sale.

The Forest Service has reported that, in its view, timber leases, licences

and berths are no longer in step with present forest policy. In some there are

nO restrictions on what can be cut and immature material is not reserved. r.lost of

the tenures (including timber berths) make no provision for any silvicultural

treatment to provide for regeneration. Older stands may be withheld from cuttinc

indefinitely, as a speculative measure. Also, rights-of-way to other timber

can be impeded. ?

In an effort to accelerate cutting, so that the lands can be returnec to

the Crovm and incorporated into the sustained yield policy, the carrying charGes

have been increased and the Forest Service has endeavoured to obtain commitments

from berth holders that their logging would be completed within a q,ecified number

of yearse In a number of cases, the Minister of Lands, Forests and Water Resource.

has ordered that legal surveys of boundaries must be made at the berth-hoJder's

f:?xpense and increased attention has been paid to the lorithdrawalfrom berth areas

of immature timber and loered areas. Some facets of the lecnl l)0::::ition of tirr.bET

berths are obscure but there appears to have been some reluctance to te~t th8

iss~es before the Courtc.
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10. Tree Farm Licenc0s:

Tree E'arm Licenc8~ are an important modern tenure in Brit i.f'h Colurnt'ic: :~i.l;C'

unlike the tenures cJ;Lcribed ~tbove, they provide for the ~ractice of sus tainE,.:! J:i E l(

forestry by the licenceE:, under Forest Service supervision. The c011tractE' for t L,- ~ <-

licences var'J ::;omeHhat but the fol10w'n£:: d 't· , . 11
<J .... ~ escr~p ~on app-,-~ef" genera. J' to all licc:',"cc':-·.

Tt(; lic£-ncc: is [,ranted the rnanatement of 2pecified Crown lands v:hich are resE'I'v(.d to

th" solE. use of the licencee::-

"for th", pUl'pOEG of Gro\~ing continuously and pE:rr:,etually £uccessi ve

crops of forest products to be harvested in approximately equc:..l anr::.lC::.l

or periodic cutE adjusted to the sustained J'ield capacit.y of the said

landr;. ff

A licence is grantee' for the maintenance of a manufacturinL, plant or r,lLl1t c',
Q1..med and operated b;r the licencee, within a specified area. ThE plallt has to be

able to utilise the current allowable cut, as specified in thE succeE'siv€ ''.orkin..;, .::l::r~

of the licence.

The manat::enIent of the licence i.s governed by the appropriate: le",isl""tj 0:2

in the "Forest Act" and in accordance with a mana€ement Horkinr- plan prepc:.red. 1:;)T the

licencee and approved by thE:: Chief Forester. A number of the earliEr licences l'lere

perpetual tenure£', provided that the licencee complied with requirements, terms m.c
conditions, but later licences were issued for a 21 year term, rene~able unGer

certain condition~.

The licence area iucludes all unalienated Crovm lands (described ai:'

"2chedule Blt lands) \'Jithin its boundaries and all lands owned or controlled t,Y tLc

licencess (Schedule A" land2) v:ithin or in the Vicinity of the licE:nce bcundarie'·.

}3ecP.use much more land in thE: Coastal Recion was owned or cOlltroll",d -b~l companie£:

than was the ca£' e in the Interior-, the percentage of theE'e lal~ds in COast licence",

is muc!: hicher than is the case "ith the Interior licences. In the case ~he~e a

licencee f:ubss'luently aCc.luired lands in or near the licenCE:, he: Ha::; rec:uirec to

include theIr, in tlie licence •.

The GovETnn·,ent have retained the right to wi thdrmi, from the Cro,,:n le"ndO'
,: t:.~·I1f.'.I/it·

v'i thin the ~, laneJs required for forest experimental pUl'1~ose£', ;:arks or other ---'

ae:3thctic purposes. HO'i-.Jever, these landE: were not to exceed one percent of thE tot d

~rea of land within the licence, without the consent of the licencee. In the C2se

of lanc1.s being rec:uired for a higher economic use than the raisinc of forest cro~~ or

for anJ' use deemed to be essential to the public intereet, the GovErnlI:ent can withdre,-,

them althout'h, if this reduces the productive capacity of the liCence b~' mere then one

half of one percent, other lands are substituted, if available. Alro, U~E: Governrrent

can 11ithdrav; lancE' neeced for ri£ht-of-wqy. v/here lands are v-rithc ra,:n , the Covernmtnt

may r8quire the licencee to remove all movable property and compensates thE O~TI8r for

:Lis costs of removal or for improvements, such as roads or areas of reforestat iou, ,;hich

cannot be moved. Im arbitration procedure is provided in case of disaGreement on the

~nount of compensation.

In a similar vein, the licencee could, with the consent of the licensor,

v.i thdraw lands which he owns or controls ("Schedule A" lands) from the lici::nce as al~d

Feel'€: they are required for. a hiGher economic use than raisinc forest crops.
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Whilst the plant capacity of the licences is required to be at a Itvel

capable of utilising the amount of periodic cut, .it is specifi cally rC:rluired tllat

80 percent of this cut must be processed in the plant or plantf:. ~J:o':E.ver, the

licencee may procel'S less than this if he can obtain permission from the GoverL!TJC:!lt

i~1 the form of an annual permit.

The tree farm licence actually governs only fore'3try use and does not

limit the use of the lands, at the Government's discretion,for other purposes ~uch

! as mining, trappint, hunting, fishing, hydro-electric development a11.d a;p~ use ",hich

it is considered, does not materially prejudice the foreEtr,/ riLhts of the licence.

:t is specified that the licencee does not acquire any riparian or foreshore riLhts

vested in the Crown or any Crovm land within the licence.

The Covernment ma;y direct the 1icencee to surve.:/ and define on the t:rounc,

u.t the licencee's expense, any or all of the boundarie:s. Should. the licencee fail

to complete a survey within the time limit set by the Government, the latter ma.;'

then carry out th8 survey and be paid for the costs by the licencee.

The licencee agrees in the licence contract, to keep all potentiall;;'

productive forest land within the licence area in growing stock and adequately

stocked to Forest Service standa~ds. This includeS ar~ l~~d which is not satisfactor

ily restocked at the time of granting the licence, provided that it . is of a site

quality index of 80 or more. However, the Government can excuse the 1icencee frorr.

p1antine land that is occupied by an advange gro\orth of brush or is otherwise in

such a condition as to make planting operations economically impractical.

In the case of lands denuded after the issue of the licence, thof.'€ of a Eite

quality index hi£ner than 110 which have not restocked satisfactorily five years

after logging are to be artificially regenerated, by the licencee, before the end of

the seventh year after logging. Where the .site quality index was between 80 anc 11C

and satisfactory restocking has not taken place eight years after logging, the licencee

must regenerate them artificially before t~e end of the tenth year after 10Eting.

Failure to observe these conditions can result in the Government carrying out the

reforestation operations, with costs being recovered from the licencee.

The licencee is required to submit successive management. plans, covering

periods of time determined by the Provincial Chief Forester, for the approval of the

Chief Forester. Operations are required to conform to the plan. The contract recoG

nizeE: that emer£'encies such as fire damage of major proportions, seri. ClUS I{indthro",

insect or disease attacks, serious damage to the licencee' s plarlt or a national

emergency brought about by war or severe economic depression :m:~,. make it necessa.rJ

or expedient to alter the rate of cutting contemplated in the cuttinG budtet. This

alteration ":maJ' be accomplished upon request of the Chief Forester or the licencee,

to a level approved by the former. If agreement ~an ~ not be re~ched on the level,

plcm and methods of cuttinG, the Government alone,;·Wii.l1 decide them.

If injurious insect epidemics occur~~* within the licence area which woulc

ceriously reduce the current or future allowable harvest of "'lOod but I\hich, at the

same time, can., be controlled, then the licencee and the Government will take
I

control measures alone. However, the cost of the control m~asures to th~1icencc~

in ~'·rv one calendar year m~ not exceed one-half of the GO£t of control mUt,'ures

ir.curred durin~ that year, or the total stumpace value of that yea.r's cut, ·,,'hiL,c·,<'ver·

mi~ht prove to be less.
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to be conductec in acccrd&nce

it is required that
~Jhi:Je·/lotcine on the licence area is ;

',:i th the mana£'ement \·,orkinc plan, it can only be carried out aftfT a cuttin£ pfrmi t

haE' been issued by the Provincial Chief Forester. If the lo£gint; is on ter:ure[" other

than Cro,m land (i.e. Schedule A lands), the permit constituted the licensor'~ co~

currence that the cuttinc is according to the plan and specified E"uch other details

aE the Government considers necessar-f, in keep1.'np W1.' th tIle " f th
,; e;, prOV1.S10ns 0 e m2J1;:;Ce -

ment workin£ plan and the licence C0'1tract. If cuttinr: i~ do CId (.
c ne on ::'0\.':: an "'. 1. '::.

Schedule B l~mds), then the ~prmit also specifies the stump~be ratt...

The holcer of a tree farmlicenGe elects, at the time of takin::; the licl;;1-<' ,

to PE.l0' stumPa[;'(; b,Y one of tvco alternative methods, for the timber cut from ero;,r.

lancE. (On 2checkle A lands, the amount of royalty to be paid is that specified for

th,; particular forms of tenur0 placed in· the schedule). The fin·t 2.l ternativ(. rr.dLcc'

rrovides that the licencee pays the full appraised stumpage rate I as and ..hen the

timber is cut, under the appraisal method currently in USE: by the Fore:;:t ':::orvicE:.
,

Using this alternative, no, allowance can be made in the appraisal for any eY.tra for-

estry costs incurred as a result of operating under the terme of the tree farr.1 IlC.;,r..Ce.

As and when tiffiber, which at the time of issue of the licence was of an age of les~

than one-half of the rotation age, becomes merchantable and is cut, then the licenc~(.

will pay for that timber, a sum equal to 16 percent of the stumpage rate (inclucin[.

royalty) appraised by the current Forest Service appraisal method. Under the secone

alternative method, all the timber cut from Croh~ land not held UDQer other tenure i~

paid for at the rate appraised by the Forest Service but the appraisal allo\·:s CL~ c

cost, the extra foreGtry costs sustained as a result of operatinc ur:der the ter:r,s ef

the tree farm licence. Most tree farm licencees have elected this secone alternative.

v\here heavy additional expenditures are incurred, such af. in c:. forest invt'~tor,f er the

licence or in the construction, in advance of logging needs, of a roa~ syete~l, it is

usually the practice to include these costs in the appraisals at an agreed rate over

& period of years, since their inclusion in one year's ap~raisals could only result

in negative indicated stumpages.

It is a condition of the licences that all timber cut from them lS to be

scaled in cubi-c-fee-t-.-

The approved manat,ement and working plan contains a fi[Urc for the arrrcVf:C'

wmual cut, resulting from a yield calculation and considerations of zust(:ntion. Tt.>

licence acreement provides that the wood harvested from the licence area in an~' anp

;rear should. not be less than fifty percent and not more thc.n 150 p·-;rcent of t:L.e 8~ r ~( v,· r'

annual cut durinc an;y one calendar year. Also, the total cut over an./ .F rice', ef ~ ;:' cd'~

ITla:r not vary more than 10 percent from .the total approved cut for that pe,r-ioo. T31l',:",:::

are pa;yable to the Government for failure to observe th8se cut rt;~uirE:ment;) Al ncu.::!

,ame of theF>? rama€es are to be refunded for subsequent cc'rrect·ior: of -'-he £:i tUJ.tio:·,

ThE; licencee ma,)' elect to et-art a new five year period fl'om ;;":l~' ,;,-n' i~~ ,,'r-ieL t~_,_

f-,:,riod.ic cut from the l)J'e'~ccline five year period was within ten .l:-C:Y'CUlt. of :}~,~

accumulated Bpprovec annual cuts.

H' -.--+ rot ctl'O'" t"'.".· 1.'S p:1'1ra.ble on the approved ~'1nual r\l'od'.J.ctiv... ce:~::'i('j.tj~ 0 re '." I' \;; •. u. "'V ~

of the licenCe Cl.nd all annual rental of OUE' cent per acre for Z·chedule :3 Lillds. Ci::.rL.i~.

(Jther taxeD _are 2.1;';0 po,y atl," under the tfTaxation Act".

The licencee J if instructed to do so by the Government, must prcvi(:t;: c~li L~1:1,~

office cnd livine accomodatinn for a }<'orest Service inspection st.aff and ir: rcr.uird

to empJ oy at lead one British Columbia Registered Forester "iho si[,ns the 11orkin[ Pl "'Y,
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::md itE' revision:::: o.r.6 3.lT!endmentc prior to submission to the Chief :?cred e: fo~'

The lic<.;ne8 mC\jr be terminated in the event of bankruptc~T or in::olv!?2.'lc:; (of'

the licencee and terminated or amended by mutual consent.

The question of conducting lor;gingand road building with tll€ licencee':::

ovm crews or with contract lOG£ers was unregulated in the early tree :Qrm licences.

StartinL with Tree Farm Licence No. 14, however, the licencee is required to provi~e

r- the opportunity for contractor~, other than the licencee 1[' o.m employer::: or £.112.1 ('

holdert who own more than one rercent interest, to harvest a minimum of thirty

percent of the ap01lTable cut from Crovm lands not held undEr othu', tenurE: (2ched'clL:

:J lanes). In Tr;::€: Farm Licence No. 22 the percenta{;e was increasE:'c1 from 30 to t:
for the portion of the licence which formerly lSiY within the Clayo(:uot Public ~:crkil:v

Sirole. Em'1ever, Vlhere the r,:inh,ter of Lands, Forects and Hater Rese,urces is tatic--

ned that contract operations are not possible, he is empO\vered to relieve the

}icence~from his responsibility to employ contractors.

The following four tables summarize the statistics of tree farm licences

in British Columbia in 1955 and are derived from the Sloan Royal Commission Report

of 1956.
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TOTAL ACRES OF TREE FARM LICENCES IN EACH FOREST DISTRICT BY TENURE IN 1955.

Total Area in Tree Farm Licences ( Acres ) Percentage
Vacant Timber Total Crown

Forest District Crown Licence Crown Grant Total Crown Private
Land

Vancouver 2,408,602 562,280 2,970,882 281,034 3,251,916 91
Prince Rupert 240,615 5,272 245,887 - 245,887 100

(Coast)
Totals, Coast 2,649,217 567,552 3,216,769' 281,034 3,479,803 92

Prince Rupert 1,811,061 - .1,811,061 - 1,811,061 100 .
(Interior)

Prince George 83,745 - 83,745 215 93,960 100
Kam100ps 643,960 - 643,960 1,102 645,062 100
Nelson 3,.180,868 34,510 3,215,378 - 3,215,378 100

Tota l~ ; . Interior 5;719;634 34,510 5,754,144 1,317 5,755,466 100

Grand Totals 8,368,854 602,062 8,970,913 282,351 9,253,264 97

9

8

3

'!

'"I:"

NOTE: In the text, the Commissioner has treated timber licences as a contribution by
the tree farm licencee to the tree farm licence. In the Tables of the Commissim
Report, they are shown, as in the above table, as a contribution of the Crown.
The timber licences are a tenure of timber by the 1icepcee, the land remaining
Crown land. Consequently, the contribution by the tree farm 1icencee toward the
licence were 'of the timber but not of the land.

.~
\0
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PRODUCTIVE AREAS OF TREE FAmt LICENCES IS EACH FOREST DISTRICT BY TENURE IN
1955

Percentage

Forest District

Pro
Vacant
Crown
Land

ductlve
Timber
Licence

L and
Total
Crown

( A c
Crown
Grant

r e s )

Total Crown Private

Vancouver
Prince Rupert

(Coast)

1,250,435
73,297

495,592
5,090

1,746 ,027
78,387

253,322 1,999,349
78,387

87,
100

13

Totals,' Coast 1,323,732 500,6':2 1,824,414 '25,3 322·. , , 2,077,737 88 12

100

100
100
100

716,881

81,410
532,640

1,268,622

195
,1,102

716,881'716,881Prince Rupert
er nterior)

Prince George 81,215 - 81~215
Kam100ps 531,538 - 531,538
Nelson 1,237,367 31,255 1,268,622

Totals, Interior 2,567,001 31,255 2,598,256 1,297 2,599,553 100

Grand Totals 3,890,733 531,937 4;422,670 25~ ,619 4,677,289 95 5

"0

~
':j

:. :' ::/llj

,'; ... ::>/;j/~'·[ii
':'Jl)"'Hq::' aJ;llJ!llil~Hil.I..l.h, ~fu~J.li t

l ft"
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MATURE TnlBER VOLUrlES OF TREE FARM! LICENCES IN EACH
FOREST DISTRICT, BY TE~UREIN 1955.

Hat u· r e T i m b e r ( M.c.£. ) Percen~ge

P r i vat e
Forest District Crown Timber Crown - Total Total Crown Private

Licence Grant

Vancouver 4,572,155 2,635,278 667,554 . 3,032,8327,604,987 60 40
Prince Rupert 362,938 26,583 - 26,583 389,521 93 7

(Coast)
------ --"----------------

r ..
Totals, Coast 4,9.35,093 2,391,861 667,554 ~,059,415 7,994,50$ 62 38

Prince Rupert 2,685,618 - - - 2,685,618 100
(Interior)

'Prince Ge orge 136,100 - 172 172 136,272 100
Kamloops 273,107 - 1,180 1,180 274,287 100
Nelson 1,846,084 47,226 - 47,226 1,893,310 98 2

Totals, Interior 4,940,909 47,226 1,352 48,578 4,989,487 99 1

Grand Totals 9,876,002 2,439,087 668,906 3,107,993 12,983,995 76 24

If).

.
f\)
\n
I-'

"I:
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AVERAGES OF SITE INDEX, ROTATION, MEAN ANNUAL INCREMENT,
SUSTAINED YIELD CAPACITY AND APPROVED ANNUAL CUTS OF TREE

FAR.\' LICE~CES I~ EACH FOREST DISTRICT IN 19~"s~

Forest Di s t r i c t - i\v erage Rot a t ion ~1. A. T. per ac . 1\nnualPr 0cl uc t ion (M . cu. f t. )
Site Index Years (Cu.Ft.) S.Y. Capacity Approved

Vancouver 119 92 70 113,910 115,534
Prince Rupert 77 133 40 21,000 22,000

Totals, Coast 113 96 67' 134,910 137,.534

Prince George 102 130 36 2,500 2,500
Karn100ps Not

135 28 ~,788 5,718Recorded
Nelson 85 113 27 29,982 20,515.

-
Totals, Interior 90 ' 123 28 38,270 28,733

Grand Totals - - - 173,180 166,267

•

1'\)
1..1'1
/\)
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'1. Public :u2tained Yield Units:

L second major tenure in British Columbia is the Public Sustained Yidc2 rnit.

~bi<s, stemmed, ~~ ~l'd Tree Farm Ll.·cences, f_ < _ _ rom recommenciations of the Roya1 COmlr.iS£2i(;ll

on ForeE,trv nf 1,).'",1:). l.·n conJ·unctl.·on wl.'th th 't d t' f th t'v ~ ;, e l.n 1'0 uc l.on 0 e EUS al.ned yield f0r~st

polic,Y. Init ialJ~', the bou..'1daries were ba~etted and the tenure \iaE nruned "Public

~;orkin[ Circle,,". This procedure made bounciary amendments cumbersome and ";:";ustainu'

:ielc1 UnitE·1! v!t;re introduced, the boundaries of which can be aIntndec. by For",d 2.8rvic·:

!·E;[,'1llation. In other respects, the Circles and UnitE are similar and they are nor

n,all,Y referred to, jointly, as "Public Sustained Yield UnitE". By 1)6,:, there VierE:

75 I'.S.Y.U.s in ,~xif;tence, coverinc 69,781,944 productive acres anc ,,'ith an Zl,;;:prcvul

:m,~ual allo\f2.blf cut of 687,492,8.76 cubic feet. The F.~.Y.U. is w. ;:'X'Ec." of Cro\<n:: 2.J~.(:

Par C::J.ch P.:::.:r.U., the Forest Service, ur-ed its inventorj' c~",-L, i1. = ,ji.:,.]c:

(;~.lculatior:, the de'ti.:.il::: o.f '"hiGh have not been 1-'ublished, to arriv", 2t. 3.n 2.u,;-;ua.1

allo\..;abls cut fi':.:LLr'2. All of the comlmnies or individuals \-Iho had. lOGc.:t.(~ ",ithiL

f.:::.Y.U. area, durint tts fi.ve year period immediately prior to the formation ef ne
unit were allott(;d a ?o·rtion of the annual allo'iwble cut. The particular' portio!, or'

"quota" allotted, Has calculated by taking the avera.ee annual cut of each fIuot3. I.olc.cr,

ov",r the five ~.'e'ir period, and totalling them. If the total of aver-a.:e annual cut::

exceeded the annual alloHablc cut, the unit was said to be "over comwitted" anc. tht

quota holder Has allotted a '.;Iuota which was reduced below the aver2.£f' armual cut fi.::..·~u:'::·

by the percenta&~ difference between the average cut total and the annual allowable

cut. Conversely I if the annual allowable cut exceeded the avera£E: annual cut, the c;;:uc t C'~

holders were allotted a quota equal to their average annual cut and the surplus of

allowable cut vi;';":': open for public auction in the form of timber cale::, the ::ucce, 2-

rul bidder therel~ aC~lirinc Cl larger quota. However, in some instance~, the 10c31

industr~{ has illl:ruff'icient ccl..pacity to fully utilize the annual al10•. 2b18 cut I ::lllC

the units are said to be under-committerl., The quota simply conve.l'en U.c ;rivi1\:2t.: n:'
apflJin.:::: for a timlier sale or 88.1es with the location at the, appli(:J~t I P chc-i.u j

whioh ','ould provicirJ l"1).ff5 ci<.::nt tir.lber to fill the quota for C', sJlecifipd r.u.rr:b,y' of

u::':'J.:::.ll,/ not exce-:::din::: ten ;"8ax's. Timber sold in thh' ~<J;f if:: termed. ;c. " comrr.it:::eY:t"

a~~inst the futur0 annual allowable cuts concerned..

Once a quota holder has secured enough timber, the privil~[e of epplication

for a timber sale is suspended until approximately two year2 prior to the time "hen

his timber, cut at the annual level of the quota, runs out. If the (.:nota-holder cut ~

more than his quota and removes the timber at an accelerated rate, thi£ does not c..ffeet

thE: Cate upon which his privilece to apply for more timber takes effect, :::c that h(;

T'Jould place himself in the pOEition of having no timber supply d.uri!1~' the iJ1terver_in~'

per-ioc.. Convex'sely, if he does not on the average, remove his :;:nota annually from the

tilllb8r sale and, at the time when he could normally apply for more timber, Cl volUIT'E:

of his timber remains on tte timber sale lit is usual to re-comn.i t this volume LLL,2inst

his future quota requirementI'. Lr::. an added safequard at;ainst erratic rates of cuttinc

:..t.r,d to avoid the repercussions, such as plant closure, ~!hich mizht rt::2ul t, it ha£'.

tE:come usual for the Timber Sale contract to include a clause, sp0cifj'inL the rr.a:dn:ulll

and minimum cut" which are po'mitted in each year of the term of the tiffibcr 2a1f:. Tr:t

clause allo.'s for a cut of up to 150 percent or down to SO percent of the amlU2l '::.uot~~
"

in o.:ny given soar but requires an increasingly close adherance to the cUlr.ulativ~ tctd

f ' 1 t a~ the term of the timber sale pro~resBes. As an acd~d complication,Cl Dnnua quo as, _ lJ
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it has frequently been the case that inaccuracies in Forest Service cruise estimates

have meant that the total volume of timber sold as a timber sale does not correspond

to the annual quota multiplied by the term of years of the timber sale. As a rule of

thumb, if it is found, at the expiry of the term of the timber sale that a significant

volume of timber remains, even though the operator has removed all of his annual quotas,

then that volume is re-committed to meet the timber sale holder's future quota require-

,- ments. If a deficiency occurs and the timber on the sale is removed before the quota

is satisfied, an application for additional supplies to make up for the loss of quota

will usually be considered by the Forest Service.

If a quota-holder holds more than one timber sale he can usually obtain

permission to "g-roup" them, if he so desires. This permits the operator a greater

degree of flexibility of operation--for example, he can conduct one logging operation

on one timber sale to remove hi~ entire annual quota, rather than having to remove a,
small volume from each timber. sale. Thus, the group of sales is controlled by their

total annual quota, ,rather than each sale being controlled by its individual quota.

It will, no doubt, be apparent to the reader that the various measures to

control cutting so as to equal the annual allowabl~ cut can be very complex, particu

larly where a comp~ has a large number of timber sales. Further administrative com

plexities occur when it becomes evident that public competition for timber sales within

P.S.Y.U.s could result in an operator losing all or part of his quota and, in turn,

result in the partial or 'total closure of a plant, causing local economic and social

problems. Under public auction procedures, the bidder who acqUires the sale also ac

quires the rights and privileges of the quot,a attached to it. Thus, a sawmill could

be deprived of its supply of timber by an aggressive competitor, esp ecially one pre

pared to, bid more than the value of the timber, seeking to gain a position in a parti

cular P.S.Y.U. In order to counteract these tendencies, the Government has introduced

certain provisions, the major of which are as follows:

a. In a fully-committed P.S.Y.U., only an established quota holder m~

apply for a timber sale although anyone m~ bid on it. In the case where the Forest

Service puts up timber for sale in a P.S.Y.U. which is not fully committed, anyone m~

bid on it and the commitment and quota go to the successful bidder.

b. When a quota-holder applies for timber, he mqy elect for the sale to be

made by public auction or by sealed tender bidding. In the case of sealed tender bid

ding the applicant, should his bid not be the highest, has the opportunity to meet the

highest bid and thus to acquire the sale without further competition.

c. The Minister of Lands, Forests and Water Resources has discretionary

powers to reject any, or all, bids on a timber sale where he considers that they are

unreasonably high and he can award the sale to the applicant.

It is to be expected that the administration of P.S.Y.U.s and timber sales

will continue to be subject to rapid change for some time to come.

The P.S.Y.U.s do not have completed working plans, governing their manage

ment at the present time, as explained in the main text. The main features of present

d~ management are the regulation of cutting on a sustained yield basis, a var.ying

amount of artificial regeneration and provision of fire protection. The road systems

of P.S.Y.U.s are being built by the forest industry or by the Forest Service as it is

necessar.y to obtain access to untouched timber areas.
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Th,:, ~:llm-;:-,bl(: cut~: in the P.~.Y.U.s are not to 11t: r{::[2rc.1t:,~ ;;'.2 bei~c fiH'ecl

e,t their pre201:t 1FO'vel. 11 t'louf"h "'ed t" f t b -~-; ~ , uc ~ons 0 cu aseQ on eEtimate~ of the acce~Ei..

hilit;/ of timh::I' for lo[';::"iM havE: been abc>nQ~onea', ; "'.;,"'oven·:ent~ ; n .
-'-' '-' <.W.L "'U'.:;-'.L, _ .... , Ulv8ntory infc'I'rr::.:ct ie"-,

trends toward. cloj2,er utili~'ation ana' ;""p"'oved "'oad ..."'vstems DI;:'" be t ' t ....." .L ... " "'oJ (;}:pec eo 0 lncr"'::~'_2c'

them abovE. their present levels. There is also a major opportunity to inCrE::BLE: yie.ld.c

1::;:,' the application of improved silvicultural practice.

ThE: timber sale \-Ihich is the means of disposinG of timber is itSE.lf in a

:::t lie: of chant.,C:. If'];imber :.::alo::: harvestint; areas ff have bGen iSSUE::d "Lich ive to u
v

licence€: the riCht to lOG a given volume of timber per year within the boundarie~ of

D, sustained vid,] W1it for ~c "pec;fl''''d number of "ear5':. C" t b d . f t}" - ... ~ J - .... e.para e ,ou.n ar1eE' or . it

t in,ber Eale haxve:'. tinLJ.rca are not Epecifiecl. IIo;,Jever, in oreler that the: lc'LL-L:;:, i:.

controlll;c, the licencee i8 required to submit a cuttinc pJ.;:m to the Chief Forectc;: 01"

tL:; Province anc to cLHJly for cuttinG f,ermits in :lccordance t"iith these flanc.

t ir...;· ~ermi t J p'her: i d b th Cl' f F t d . ''-' • :,. . seue. y. e ne ores 8r eS1£'nate:: the a::'ea of loc£ini:.,; ttc

ar~nual rental, the forest protection tax and the stumpa[8 to h· paidj th", tree~ to

be cut, the method of slash ocisposal and similar matters concerning the 10£Cin£ op€r~icn.

PUBLIC SUSTAINED YIELD UNITS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA - 1956.

ReGion

Total
Productive

Area
(Acres)

Mature
Volume

(K. cu. ft.)

Allowable
Annual

Cut
(M.cu. ft.)

Actual
Cut, 195
(r.:.cu. ft.)

Coast 2,100,558
Interior 19,568,228

6,514,873
12,531,904

89,560
181,080

Totals 21,668,786 19,046,777. 267,640 188,455

Pulpwood Harvestinz Areas: (1:#11.)
The- pulpwood harvestine area tenure was desiened for the prim3.r,y purroe€,.

of encoura-zinc th"" erowth of the pulp and papaer industry in the IntErior of th", Prov-

ince by providin~ Cl Guaranteed supply of timber, within the framework of thE sw:::t.ain.,(j

12.

yield policy. Section 17A of the provincial "Forest Act" of 1966, defines a LE.A. 2.~o

an area of Cro~~ land situated east of the Cascade Mountains (i.e. in the Interior)

and within a P.S.Y.U. or P.S.Y.U.s administered by the Forest 8ervice, for the ~urroGe

of growing and sustainin€ crops continuously on the area, for periodic harvestinc.

There must also be pulpwood within the area.

The Kinister of Lands, Forests and Water Resource::: is authorizec., ty ~)11blic

afvertisement, to invite proposals from persons interested in establishin£ a plar-t to

utilize the pulpwood from a P.Il.A. A public hearing of intere~ted parties is then held

by the Kinister. Hhere there is more than one applicant, there iD provi::::ion for a ];''Lb

lie auction, vJlere bidders m~ offer to p~ a bonus, over and ~bove Etumpa[0 ratec, to

the Government _ The Minister m~ accept a proposal or reject any or all of them.

p~ option to purchase pulpwood sold or granted in a P.H.A. cmlnot be br~nte~

for a lone-er period than t>,enty-one years. lfuilst the option is renet·mble at tr.e exr:iI'~;

c'_ate, it viill be su.bject to renegotiation, according to the provisions of the If!"or",d

Let ff and reeulationf' in force at the time.
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The i'i!J.l.stGr is nlso empovlered J subject to the t<2rms :'Lnd ('(,nei ti C::-H: c·~ t:.·

e'I,tion J tf) iriC!·02.::>; or clLCI'C:iJ.[:S tLe siZe of any P.I: .. A. or to cancel it. ~);,- ~l·C.U

Lust be paid. stulilpa.:;e, inclw~ive of royaltYJ on the pulp!ood cut frorT: a p.:I."::"., :,',

:',l:')raised. by tLf~ For€:'st ServicE::.

It i::: clear that the let,'islation permits a rc£rec' of di\r(;;r~ity of thE: tcrrr:L

:....r..d conditioIl8 c;f thE: P.E.A. -tenure. The folloHinc d.e2crir-tion of a F.lI.L. is t:',Lc~

snbj'"ct to varjntior. in other P.II.A.s but f,erves to illustratf: tht~ nO-turo 0f tYc +"·Ll.L~~·:.

In the s;;.sc' of the particular P~II.A. r:onccrned , the Li:list0'r [,r:.r,;,tcc 1.:- f::.

(~orrrpany an optiol1 to i)Urcha:?8 the pulpwood from several public C1.u:t,::.i::-!eo Ji F lc1 U~~: t .:'

:-:i thin the P .E.L.) so a:? to ensure a sufficient sur-ply of :;:,ulphoc>c' to ';:,'ustc::i"_ t~ '

Fc~l=-, rr:ill built in connection vrith the P.E.l~. agret:li1ent. ':::'he rc:riC'c1 of He.Ll·', 'r,:; .• '

is frn' ~1 ;;r;'arf:.: c.w"(: this tern, if:; renEH-Jable.

Th'3rr:: if' ne, comprehenr::ivE., official descI'iption 0: ,,:JUl,r,'occ in Brit.:. ~,.

Crlu.mbi.:.l. s.nd. the r:instef) irl the P.R.A. aGreement) sirr;pl,Y (l.€'cJ:.;.rerl -t:llC'tt it. i:':1".d·.

l:u;.(1 J bc,}o1,'; tf·' st:-;:.nc1ard of l,-t.Uiz::ction for sa\'imj,l.Ji1'1C in +'!l( ~8rti(,:.lJ2.1· F'crc:,,:

Tj.d,>'ir.t (~oncerc,'.:d. Sp8sifj ,-,,'~ll.:/, tops or Ion£, butt~ of f,.'11er1 trE'..;:::, c1:);.\t::H~ ('c'

-f:"J.:!.. er: t l'"'C' ~':-f_:) 1 u_:~ 11'..::1. 01.rJ ~_' H1-il71i11 u.t ili z£;. t i on st arlde,rd 8, £ t and ir.:.C 1 i'lE t re L [~ o~... ~'"

2i~"~ 01' :::peci6:C' uL::.u.j.tablG for sal:m1.1IinC and stax:ds H1.ich, at the rOt:ltiol: 2.CE::::

s:";'C::'Tsntly in effed in the fl.E.A., will be below the stanclaro, of utilic,cdio::J. fc,r

The r,~inister, under the agreement ,may chance boundaries of P.::.Y.F.3

Hithin theP.H41... and may eliminate areas from it which are re<;''1Jire( for <' hi[her

0c0nomic w::e (inc1udinc experimental forests and recreational uses). If it i:..> fe-uu'

that the pulF'Jood volume \·Jb.ich is present. is in excess of thEl,t requirel~ to e"U2 t 2in th·~

pulp mill, the Minister m~ reduc~ the P.H.A.

The company is expGcted to use the' pulpwood from present or 1'2Et tir.!1Jer ''''}':,

to purchase 2urplu;: top l<)L~ ,md other material suitable for pulp fron1 lO<:'C111L' 0::t:r""

tors) to [,urchas,,; Imlpwood from bona fid.~ settlers if the fo}"c.z0in.::; b:c cotecori(;f:. c""

\"008 CJ,!,,('; off(;r"c. at competitive prices and to purchase pulp chipsJ slabs CeL(: c·c1Ci1'.':"::)

fr:' e from bar1...-.•

The I(inister, in the P.ll • .A. agreement, retains the ri£:ht tc ~'ell tirrc'c'C..:,

sales to cut sa'I!1oC2 Hi thin the F .~I.A. to persons other than the pulp COnrpo.l'l.Y.

Tb.ese timber sal~s m~ include the right to cut and remove pulpwood but only when

the timber sale licencee has agreed Hiththe pulp company to sell the pul;'Jiood tc

the comp~ on a first refusal basis or has obtained a letter from the company statin~

that it is not interested in acquirine the pulpwood. The pulp company t i tsel f) if? not

permitted to COffi?ete for sawlog timber sales within the P.ll.A., unles2 the action is

approved by the r,:inister. However J the company is alloHecl to purchase and harvest

pulpwood from ~~ existing timber sale within the P.H.A., "hen the timber sale liccnc~s

a.;-rees to it.

The Provincial Chief Forester may establish pulpwooci cutt inC buc.Cetc) in

accordance with sustainec ,:,rield management principles, for eQch P.2.Y.D'. l'ithin the

r .H.A. and the cut of pulpwood ma.r not exceed the bUdgeted amount. .Uso, the com~&:.J'

must submit an annual cuttinc plan to the Chief Forester, Sh01,;inC the area[' pro,;'oEcd

for pUlpwoo~ harvesting durinL the ensuing year.

Hhen a timber E:ale licencee within the P.ll.A. has completed his lOC~,ill[: f'or

~'aIJlo£s and has not elected. to purchase the pulpwood on the sale area (b,Y the mettod,~

, d.escribed above), then the pulp1,vood may :be purchased by the pulp company. Hm;]i"ver,
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the compan;r has 90 da;)Ts in 1.'hich to act, otherwise the pulpwood ma;:r be Bold at p1lblic

0.uction. ]<'01' each ~alfc: of pulpwood made to the company b.y the Government, a t i"1bcr f':J c.

licence is issued. The stunlpage for tops and long butts, damage-d. or fallen tr'::t;!;;,

lObS below sQ,1,7rnill utilizati on standards and standing live tree:o: of a size or 2?ecj ,-,'

l:r.suitabJ e for f;a"llllilliilC u<>e lis 20 cents per c unit. In the ca~F of pnlph'oC'd fr0lr.

[,ta..YJ.ds ','hid' '.:!"e riec3.dent c{.nd/or unsuitab10 for sav,rlnillin.: a..'1d tho~e ['tarld<.:: l:h.id"

their rote.tion a,~'e, 1,vill 0 0 unsuitable, the stumpace for the fir:::t twelve .years ()f :~:(;

acr0ement is 55 centc per cUnit or per cord. After the first h!elve ~T€arf', the 1'eiL

of stumpaee wil1 lj8 appraised and assessed by the Forest Service.

The a£;T"=ement requires the company to ensure that areas from .,hich it t_as

r<;lI;OVeo. pulp"iooc1 in a priJnary lo£.c;ing operation become restocked to a standarc. ,:nf.

uithin u period of time specified by the Chief Forester. However, reforestatiol:

requirementc ,Placed on the pulp company are not to bE: morfc: onerous than the re_luirCl>~.L

.:;~nerally imposed on other operators Hho harvest timber from 'Id thin the T: co "(,r T' *
... i_e..Le-_.

In an imfortant part of the agreement, the compc~r agrees to build ~ rul~

mill of a stated capacity, b;y a stated time and specifies the performa.'1cE' bond to

be placed with the Minister.

The a~Teement cannot be assigned to another party without the consent ef

the ~inister, exce~t under certain circumstances, such as to another company which

the original company orc;anizes to own and operate the pulp Inill.

13. Timber Sale Licences:

Timber sales are the tenure providing the means of disf>o~,in[. of CrOh1l1 tir.t,.:-"

r8[,ulatin£. thf; lrl0thod of cuttinc, specityinf. stumpages :md royalties, :me. statinc tLe

terms a'1d conuitions under uhich the timber is sold, includin[." provicions for curnine

of slash, The role of timber sales in public sustained units a.nd. J?ulpvJOod harvedirc.::::

~reas has been described. in connection with those tenures. It is worthwhile to ~d~

that an occupier of a timber sale has major responsibilitie2 in connection with

fichting fire oriGinating on or burning into the sale area. These responsibiliti€~,

however, are not so Great as in a tree farm licence, where tl].e licencee is responsible

for fightinc fire over the entire licence area and not just in the cuttinc l)("'rl'nit

areas desicnated for 10gcinG'

TimlJer sales provide for an annual rental charce and. fored ;>rctectior: t2X

and the licE:ncee pays for the charges of cruising and advertisir:C the sale, ir:.currf:-::'

b;,;' the Forest Servi ce.

1'1. Tree Farms:

In effect, a new form of forest land tenure Has cre3.tcc'! ir 1S):1 b.y :'~~-;8nc

m(;Ylts to the "Taxation lLct". The land classification of "tree farm land" H2S intro

c'uced end. provision VIas made for the special taxation of Crolm.-cri1.ntec (:Jr5vrd.(·1 ..r'

o',,-ned) forest Lu,c1 , at a level intended to encoura.£:e the'J.·''O' of cui t:'cble :;,.'riva">:: l,:.. _-~(~

fr:r fore Et r;;r • ,

*'2'bis f:crtion of the :=:-creement probably looks ahead to the til!!e ,:hr:n tj.::;bE,r ~ale

licencee:c' 1rlill be requirec. to reforest, if necess.:.r';T by plantir.z, the In.res th2t +};(,~r

10-':;. Lt the moment, there is no' oblieation to plant anc, con'3ec;:uE'ntl:/, the P.~::.-"_.

1 iC(;l1cee has very littlf: current obli[;ation in the matter of r"forcdatior,.
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The IFY:(:2 qualif;/int for tree farms were normaJly ::~utjectl in ?ddition to

2chool ta.::es, to an cmnu3.1 ta.."'( of 1} or 3 percent of their aSst>£:£ed value. 'I'r-,e C!':11l.... L'.'

to the ItT3.xat ion Act It def'ined the land which might qualif~r for the less onerous t.:!.,,:,

fGTm t~xation, as follows:

Tree :f'Lrm land is any land for which the best economic use is fcrest ry '-'l1d

on 1,....h1.ch:

a. 'I'here is a stock of yount; c;rowth meetin£ the Illinimum :::tand,:-r0.:" of f'tcc1-.-

~LC of the li'o:rcf"t Service i or

b. la: approve (I vwrkine plan prescribes a reforef>tation :(,ro£,rar.lll,e, ,~psi,-:_

t(J csti",blish a ,;,;roHint,' stock that will meet the minimum stancardsj or

c. Thcre is a stock of mature timber which hill be harvt'-~tE:':'l, cn _. ~'11:,,

te:..inu; yidd 1"-\,81.8, in c0mpliancE: -vIith an approved \-/oI'kin[. pLillj or

cl. There is any combination of a, b and c.

The 3csessed value of tree farm land is ascertained only by 'CivinC con

sideration to the present uce, revenue or rental value of the hmcl from the £lH:;t2:.i!~L<l

~~ual erov~h and annual or periodic cuts of the trees. The value is based on the

anticipated annual or periodic income, less anticipated costs of operation and. thE:'
;> • ' .

resulting nett income, ca£}t~sed at the rate of 12 percent. 'I'his rate is inter-dee

to incluQe 4 percent for a return on a safe investment such as Covernment bonds)

6 percent for the additional risk factor in the forest indust~r and 2 percent to

cover the annual property taxes. The forest protection tax is treated as a cost of

operation in determining the nett income. The tax rate on the assessed valu&, as

dcterr1ined by this means iE: 1 percent, to which is added the school tax of the di~t rj et

in which the tree farm is situated. In 1951, there were 19 tree farms in British

Columbia, all located in the Coastal Region, with a total area of 535,596 acres and

with a total annual allowable cut of somewhat in excess of 25.M.M. cu. ft.

It is worthy of note that the Candian Forestr,y Associa1ion once had &

voluntary tree fann certification progratume, a tree farm beinc tl an aT'ea of ;Jriv;.:,tel,y

owned forest land devoted to the continuous growth of merchant able forest products

under Lood management ll
• In 1955, there were 195,563 acres of these tree farms in

British Colun:bic:.but_ the programrr,e was subsequentl.y ·abnndoncd.

lS.Timber Sale Harvesting Licences:

A' timber sale harvesting licence, which has superceded the timber sale

authorises the licencee to harvest a stated volume of timber from a particular P.S.

Y.U. The stated volume of timber is taken to include all of the timber cut and re

moved, wasted or damaged by the licencee.

The logging operation is controlled by the Forest Service through issuance

of Cutting Permits and must be in accordance with development plans submitted by the

licensee and approved by the Forest Service. Operations are only allowed on those

portions of the T.SJI.L. which are covered by a Cutting Permit. The licensee does

r not have control of any of the lands within the T.S.H.L. but only a right of entry

to the extent provided by the CuttingPermit(s).

The development plans are required to be submitted by a licensee not later

than six months prior to proposed start of operations unless the Forest Service

(licensor) provides otherwise. The plans must be signed and sealed by a forester

and contain all of the information required by the Forest Service. The licensor

reserves the right to designate the licensee's areas of operation, ,should it be

considered necessary in.the interests of obtaining "maximum and proper tl development

of the P.S.Y.U.
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The licensee m~ submit or the licensor mqy require the licensee to submit

revisions to the development plan in the event of an emergency such as insect attack,

fire or blowdown. In such an emergency the licensee must take measures to harvest
the timber, as directed by the licensor.

The cutting permits issued within a T.S.H.L. mqy apply for no longer a

period than three years except that those issued for the harvesting of timber from

road rights-of-wqy within the area of an approved development plan mqy have an ex

piry date coinciding with that of the licence.

The licensor mqy direct the licensee to survey and define the boundaries

of cutting permits on the ground at the licensee's expense, should the licensor

deem it necessary. If the licensee does not comply, the licensor may cause a survey

to be made at the licensee's expense.

A cutting budget has to be included in the development plan and the amount

of timber cut, wasted or damag'ed in anyone year must not exceed 15~ 0; be less than

50% of the annual commitment (the part of P.S.Y.U. annual allowable cut for which the

T.S.H.L. was issued). The quantity of timber cut, wasted or damaged must not continu

ously exceed the annual harvest.- Also, the total quantity of timber harvested during

a period not longer than five designated, consecutive years must .not exceed 110;0 or

be less than 9~~ of five times the annual commitment. If the amount should exceed

110% then the total of the next five year's annual harvest is reduced accordingly.

For exceeding either a one maximum percentage or the five-year maximum percentage,

the licensee pqys stumpage and the licensor m~ cancel the licence. If the cuts are

less than the specified annual or five yearly minimum, the license is subject to

cancellation.

Under the subject of forest protection the "area of occupation" in which

the licensee has fire-fighting special responsibilities defined in Part XI of the

"Forest Act" is restricted to those areas described in the current cutting permits.

The entire cutting permit area is deemed to be occupied by the licensee until such

time as the licensor notifies the licensee that slash has been disposed of in a

satisfactor,y manner over the entire area. In addition, the licensee has to submit

each year a fire protection pre-organization plan inclUding a duty roster. A mini

mum standby force of three men must be provided during the close season (1st Mqy 

31st October each year), although the licensor can approve a variation in this num

ber according to the area of occupation and the hazard conditions. The licensor m~

require the licensee to maintain an additional man, over and above the three, for

each 300 acres of the area of occupation. This standby crew must be trained' and

equipped for forest fire suppression,'including transportation and radio equipment.

Provision is also made for road construction, maintenance and erosion con

trol and the Crown reserves the, right to take possession of any or all roads, subject

to permitting the licensee to use the roads for the duration of the T.S.H.L. There

are provisions for the protection of the water supply, including protection of stream

channels.

The foregoing conditions and others are standard to T.S.H.L. contracts

but other conditions are frequently added as circumstances demand it and the Forest

Service deems them necessary.
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.
This programme was discontinued in view of the change.s in the "Taxation Act", wi th ·i ts
financial incentives, which made the Canadian Forestr~ Association programm~ somewhat
superfluous. '

?

. (If)
SUMMARY OF BASIC DATA FOR CERTIFIED TREE FAR!vlS (PRIVATE SUSTAINED YIELD UNITS) - 1966

A

Pr.oduct i ve Area (Acres)

N. S. R. Total Mature
and Area Volume

No. Mature Immature N.C.C. rota1 (Acres) M.c.f..
-Within Tree 14(1) 89,965 182,60030',967 303,532 34.2,449 404,685
Farm Licences

Estimated
Annual

Productive
Capaci ty
M.c.£.

"
21,579

Not Within
Tree Farm
Licences

32(2) 231,200 4:33 , 80 3 4T, 14 9 712,152 933,842 1,327,042 34,'146

Totals 46 321,165 616,403 78,116 1,015,684 1,276,291 1,731,727(3) 55,725(4)

NOTES: Cl)
(2)

(3)

(4)

. (5)

Of these 14, 11 were on the Coast and 3 in the· Interioi.
Of these 32, 23 were in the Vancouver Forest District (Coastal Region) and
9 in the Nelson Forest District (Interior).
In addition to this timber volume, tree farms in the Nelson Forest District
had a stock of 1,685,724 Christmas trees.
In addition, tree farms in the Nelson Forest District had an estimated
annual productive capacity of 1,158,200 Christmas trees .
Data from Forest Service sources.
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SL~~::~~.L.Y OP S·:P.fl,I2IO}! III TIIE PULP .AIm PJl~PER IIJI'U~TRY CF

:JEITEII COLU1:BIA 1966 - 1915

PULr

CCllit:~l

Cc.pc:citd
(Short Tons per ~Q~r)

Caps-ci t" of pulp mills currently
opcratin~•••••••••.•••••••••••• a ••••••••••~,3?4.0CC

:Sxpansions to exhtinL pulp mills......... 740 ,OCO

HeN pu1r ~ills unGer construction for
com~l€tion bJr end 196h ••••••••••• ~ •••••••• 270,000

:~(;\'i pU]:J IT'illc unuer r.::cnctruction,
in 19GC for completion over period
1:;67- 7c...•..••••...•••.•••.•••••••••.•• •.. 1 , 17Cl , coo

::d, pul:) J:lilb propN'cd j timber supply
211ocat~d•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11020,000

l~c; pulr: mills ~roj(;eted for construction
prior to 197: (fored resources still

·to be ",llocrd;ed) •• ........................ 1,700,00(\

::.:::tinLlte:.(: toL.l rated :r:;ulp mill capacity
lJ~.r 197~~ .••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• ;J?2<~,00r t:.::::...

200

80

Cap~city of ne~sprint mills currently
O'"'c"r"t 1· n ,.' 1 '1 ,- ()r'O
~ ~ --~•••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• J~ JI~~'

~xp2nsions announced to 5~isting newsprint millc .•••••••
(~Io;srrint production at projected pulp millf· •••••••••••

OTHER r APCR2

285, (\00
240,CC'C')

sc,rc~0ity of' other p~per and board mills currentl;y
o,er·["l..t in L~. .. .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5?:~, OCO

_·~dapteo fror.: "T!lr; Pulp and Paper Industry of British C01wn"bia. " Industri2.1
rcve']opment Der8,rtrr;er:t. B.C. Hydro and Power Luthorit.l-'
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ANNEX. III
TABLE 2.

SAW AND SHINGLE ~ILLS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 1915 - 1969. (1)

5 Year Averages

OPERATING CLOSED
Sal'lmills Shingle Mills Sawmills Shingle 'OCills

Period Total Daily Total Daily
of No. Daily (2) No. Capacity No. Daily (2) !~o • Capaci ty

Year::: Capacity M Capacity rt-
(Cunits) Shingles (Cunits) Shinrles

1915 - 19 (3) 217 14,275 72 11,015 51 3,068 7 565
1920 24 327 17,528 96 14,329 .76 3,035 10 80S

1925 - 29 359 20,143 69 11,828 107 3,668 13 1,652

1930 - 34 314 15,565 59 7,216 140 6,188 17 1,583

1935 - 39 434 18,707 86 8,516 124 2,887 17 560

1940 - 44 614 22,768 66 8,080 130 1,690 14 383

1945 - 49 1,427 28,013 62 8,098 178 1,838 10 258

1950 - 54 2,182 37,142 60 1,161 303 3,165 15 58

10 '=-'; - 59 2,239 46,601 63 1,370 496 5,135 7 43

l)ivJ - 64 1,660 48,298 53 828 529 5,518 11 63

1965 - 1969 (5) 1,023(4) 41,160 61 757 378 4,535 11 45

NOTE'S : (1)

( 2)

Data derived from British Columbia Forest Service Annual Reports.

Figures converted from thous'ands of board feet., B.C. Log Scale using a conversion
factor of 6 (1 cu. ft. = 6 fbm B.C. Log Scale).

(3) These fjgures are actually 3 year averages for 1917, 1918 and 1919. Data for 1915
and 1916 is incomplete and has not been used.

(4) In 1969, these mills included 194 log barking installations and 227 "waste" chipping
installations.

(5) In 1969, there were also 19 pulp mills and 22 veneer and plywood plants in the
Province.
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~1;
EXPORT OF ROUND LOGS FROM BRITISH COLUMBIA 1915 - 1969 (1) t"'"

trJ ~
•

(5 YEAR AVERAGES - CUNITS (2)) lAJ
H
H
H

Period Hestern Amabilis Western Ponder- Lodge- West- Cotton- Mise. Percentage
of Douglas Red Spruce Western & Alpine White osa pole ern Wood Cypress(includ- Total of Provin-

Years Fir Cedar Hemlock Firs Pine Pine Pine Larch (Black ing hard- (3) cial Annual
Poplar) woods) Cut

1915- 19 12,253 58,170 4,130 10,802 1,080 98 - - 68 -- - 2,088 88,693

1920-24 79,945 101,957 12,308 42,127 2,938 2,538 - - 720 - - 6,498 249,031

1925-29 178,550 142,085 4,913 48,160 7,800 5,112 1,428 - 2 87 - 337 388,474 7.8

1930-34 181,042 79, 165 2,665 36,660 6,282 2,685 1,278 - 18 3,298 - 418 313,511 9.1

1935-39 221,273 55,475 21,468 111,922 8,458 3,192 562 142 177 2,945 - 1,283 432,897 8.6

1940-44 43,477 62,457 9,312 139,728 29,567 2, 267 - - - 175 - 238 , 287,221 5.1

1945-49 27,003 58,167 1,473 85,373 15,818 422 - 23 - 142 230 2 188,653 3.0

1950-54 21,953 24,383 748 124,125 28,348 110 - 33 - 390 663 3 200,756 2.4

1955-59 9,735 11,230 428 38,583 14,293 40 2 - - 325 1,400 25 76,061 0.8

+960-64 9,138 14,948 29.. 045 4~,695 17,018 32 - 2 - 2,715 7,195 12 120,800 0.9

1965-69 5,800 28,959 66,315 88,078 29,494 - 1 1,452 - 6,668 21,240 373 248,380 1.5

NOTES: (1) Compiled from British Columbia Forest Service Annual Reports.

(2) Converted from thousands of board feet, B.C. Log Scale using a conversion factor of 6. (1 cubic foot - 6 board
feet, lumber tally).

(3 ) Totals are adjusted to agree with columns and thus contain a cumulative calculating error. For the purposes of the
table, the error is unimportant and does not exceed ~ 0.5%.

f\)

0\
+0>
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ANIJEX. IV
TABLE 1.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF TIMBER SCALED IN BRITISH COLUMBIA 1915 - 1969
(Cunits (1) - 5 Year Averages)

Period
of Coastal (2) Interior Total

Years Forests Forests

1915-1919 2,006,430 481,800 2,488,230

1920-1924 2,908 ,428 693,932 3,602,360

1925-1929 4,187,307 191,402 4,918,709
1930-1934 3,013,395 432,261 3,445,662

1935-1939 4,468,482 546,822 5,015,304
1940-1944 4,181,898 . 791,652 5,513,550
1945-1949 4,891,303 1,311,30 3 6,268,606

1950-1954 5,941,623 2,403,512 8,351,135
1955-1959 5,944,145 3,923,258 9,868,003
1960-1964 1,513,343 5,519,151 13,153,100
1965-1969 9,222,744 1,306,568 16,529,312

(1)NOTES: The original scale figures in MBM, British Columbia Log Scale
are converted using a conversion factor of 6 (1 cu.ft. - 6 fbm
B.C. Log Scale).

(2) The Coastal forests consist of the Vancouver Forest District and
the Coastal portion of the Prince Rupert Forest District. The.
Interior forests cover the rest of the Province.
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\NNEXURE IV AVERAGE ANNUAL CUTS BY SPECIES FOR BRITISH COLUlIrr;T A 1915 - 1969 (1)
PABLE 3 (5 YEAR AVERAGES - CUNITS (2))

Period Western Amabilis Western Cottonwood Miscellaneous, Period
of Douglas Red Western & Alpine Ponderosa White Lodgepole Hestern (Black including of

Years Fir Cedar Spruces Hemlock Firs Pine Pine Pine Larch Poplar) hardwoods Cypress Total (3) Years

1915 - 19 1,124,483 639,822 256,385 224,945 42,841 101,508 14,260 8,815 69,818 5,108 193 2,488,244 1915 - 19

1920 - 24 1,581,121 841,135 321,061 460,138 85,882 83,618 41,045 11,853 75,847 3,002 19,502 3,601,216 1920 - 24

1925 - 29 2,333,437 1,202,682 356,972 564,408 123,480 56,495 46,900 106,032 59,497 3,958 124,850 4,178,711 1925 - 29

1930 - 34 1,701,188 651,888 211,387 474,380 103,532 43,840 37,452 42,675 40,358 6,135 132,830 3,445,665 1930 - 34

1935 - 39 2,560 ,853 936,852 254,015 808,090 131,953 66,908 51,740 40,333 66,323 5,887 76,347 5,005,301 1935 - 39

1940 - 44 2,419,305 1,007,678 489,395 1,063,230 234,018 63,172 55,193 22,028 70,263 5,885 145,048 5,575,215 1940 - 44

1945 "7"" 49 2,479,883 1,154,653 611,872 1,261,438 327,597 69,495 58,510 77 ,965 146,088 15,625 38,320 7,145 6,248,591 1945 - 49

1950 - 54 3,300,782 1,281,403 1,013,105 1,723,923 486,238 77,232 83,962 166,585 173,788 13,330 13,497 11,287 8,351,132 1950 - 54

1,955 - 59 3,733,015 1,350,582 1,439,892 1,913,082 613,658 67,327 95,412 325,212 203,090 26,502 9,233 33,603 9,810,668 1955 - 59
1.

1960 - 64 3,815,163 1,723,868 2,342,867 2,999,900 1,208,020 73,415 96,828 568,162 186,690 50,732 10,080 55,088 13,135,813 1960 - 64

1965 - 69 3,714,616 2,183,695 3,433,846 3,862,597 1,8Q1,749 87,017 100,146 1,048,427 136,054 84,483 31,650 116,613 16,600,953 1965 - 69

NOTES: (1) Derived from British Columbia Forest Service Annual Reports

( 2) The original figures are of all product~ converted to B.C. Log cale. They were converted into

cunits using a conversion factor of 6 (1 cubic foot - 6 board eet, B.C. Log Scale).

(3) Totals are adjusted to agree with other figures. Thus, they a e subject to a small calculatin~

error (approximately t 9.5%).
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ANNT':..XURE IV
TABLE 4 TOTAL SCALE OF PRODUCTS FROM AREA,q(mDER SUSTAINED YIELD REGULATION

IN BRITISH COLUMBIA 1956 - 69 (1)

Tree Farm Tree Publi c Sust ained
Year Licences Farms(2) Christmas Trees Farm i'Joodlots Yield Units

Permits Other Sources Totals (4)
No. Cunits No. Cunit3 No. No. of Trees No. of Trees No. Cunits No. Cunits Cubic Feet

1956 23 1,218,697 11 8,620 221 430,447 3,403 37 921 47 1,884,640 3,112,878

1957 23 1,256,222 15 235,270 283 498,286 2,500 44 701 58 2,078,925 3,571,118

1958 27 1,442,605 26 275,930 271 408,874 2,700 53 1,394 61 2,548,762 4,268,691

1959 36 1,787,424 26 303,080 279 398,504 297,691 50' 2,057 64 3,120,490 5,213,051
1960 37 2,414,104 25 326,830 294 495,697 349,513 52 922 72 3,852,000 6,593,856
1961 39 2,799,173 22 278,420 282 434,796 323,254 50 2,446 78 4,540,296 7,620,335
1962 39 3,370,576 22 356,780 306 552,512 153,618 57 2,777 80 5,270,540 9,000,67.3

1963 39 3,656,316 25 330,050 346 617,753 220,393 53 2,637 82 6,331,930 10,323,933
1964 39 3,508,064 28 345,430 348 511,726 395,168 55 2,534 83 6,076,416 9,932,444
1965 40 3,740,623 31 395,877 352 509,876 207,643 51 2,165 75 6,874,929 1l,013,594
1966 38 4,056,234 32 450,587 347 494,798 239,378 47 1,670 76 6,409,467 10,917,958

1967 36 4,493,868 31 433,083 351 541,930 454,031 46 3,783 76 6,395,422 11,326,156
1968 36 5,154,661 31 655,740 350 :499,373 413,398 43 2,892 77 7,005,608 12,818,901

1969 35 4,990,935 30 576,465 344 470,004 317,801 43 2,407 77 7,288,446 12,858,253

KOTES: (1) From British Columbia Forest Service Annual Report

(2) Exclusive of tree-farms incorporated into tree-farm licences.

(3) Includes Christmas trees cut from tree-farm licences, tree farms and farm wood1ots.

(4) Total Christmas tree cut is not shown.
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ANNEXURE V
TABLE 1

SUKMARY OF PLANTING OPERATIONS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA UP TO 31st. IECEMBER 1969

.f'~

Company on Tree-farm
Licences

Other Private
Year

Forest Service on
Forest Service on Crown-granted land

CrovID Land, (Forest Act
Sec. 125 (1)

Treef in Trees in
ThouEands Acres Thousands Acres

Trees in
Thousands Acres

Trees in
Thousands Acres

Tot a 1

Trees in
Thousands Acres

Coast

Prior to 1953 15,915.1 89,042 1,005.4 1,140 9,544.6 13,918 1,658.6 2,221 88,184.3 106,321

1953 - 55 10,296.6 13,483 3,644.2 4,465 6,802.1 11,301 415.1 372 21,158.0 29,621

1956 - 58 2,178.1 3,074 1,894.4 2,128 9,333.7 22,330 247.2 343 13,653.4 27,875

1959 - 61 1,323.6 2,570 3,400.2 6,739 14,273.9 41,100 1,650.0 4,397 20,647.7 54,806

1962 - 64 4,455.2 11,383 4,515.7 11,025 18,307.8 53,394 8,643.5 25, 127 35,922.2 100,929

1965 - 67 11,129.8 27,876 647.0 1,508 22,507.0 67,288 12,121.9 36,085 46,405.7 132,757

1968 - 6~2) 8,310.9 19,562 189.0 412 18,778.9 53,805 11,143.9 31,573 38,422.5 105,352

Coast Total 113,669.9 166,990 15,295.9 27,411 99,548.0· 263,136 35,880.0 100,118 264,393~8 557,661

Interior

Prior to 1953 218.1 450 - - 2.0 2 4.9 5 285.0 457

1953 - 55 1,098.1 1,639 - - 200.0 263 39.8 50 1,338.1 1,952

1956 - 58 871.0 1,123 - - 234.9 463 133.0 187 1,238.9 1,173

1959 - 61 1,385.5 2,681 - - 511.1 1,155 10.7 15 1,913.9 3,851

1962 - 64 2,239.4 5,370 - - 810.1 2,898 51.1 135 3,160.6 8.411

1965 - 67 5.833.8 14,024 - - 1,817. 8 6,145 346.6 893 7,998.2 21,062

1968 - 69(2) 7.532.2 17,021 - - 662.3 1,833 200.0 349 8,394.5 19,203

Interior Total~;~38.1 42,314 - - 4,304.8 12,759 786.1 1,634 24,329.4 56.715

Section 125 of the Forest Act authorizes the Forest Service to enter upon Crown-Granted lands, which are not satisfact
orily restocked and to restock them at the owner's expense.
Subject to correction for 1969. Note that these fiGUres are sums for 2 years, the remainder, sums for 3 yr. periods.
Owing to retroactive adjustment of figures by the Forest Service, tthere are sma11tlidis~repancjespetw~~~ these toj~ls and

tnose gIven In e ~'orest 0ervIce 1~)9 Annual ~port.

Grand Tot al ( 3)
132,908.0

Notes: (1)

g~

209,304 15,295.9 21,417 103,852.8 215,895 36,666.1 101,752 288,723.2 614,376 I\)
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ANNEXURE VI

TABLE 2

Perioe.
of

Years (2)

1935 - 39

1940 - 4Li

1945 - 49

1950 - 54

1955 - 59

1960 - 64

1965 - 68 (3)

ESTIMATED AND KNOWN COSTS OF FOREST PROTECTION IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA TO AGENCIES OTHER THAN THE BRITISH

COLUMBIA FOREST SERVICE (1) 1?J5 - 196&
(AVERAGES FOR FIVE YEAR PERIODS)

Tools and
Equipment Improvements Patrol Firefighting Totals

$ ~ $ ol!' <l'.... ./iI

58,926 1,711 62,922 108,623 232,312

13,015 3,129 61,312 103,446 241,502

164,219 12,812 141,221 122,206 440,464

369,104 80,590 263,550 339,421 1,052,611

394,149 344,324 292,191 351,530 1,382,200

541,357 281,603 380,881 319,666 1,523,501
882,942 266,226 421,952 881,196 2,458,316

NOTES: (1) Data is derived from British Columbia Forest Service Annual Reports and refers
to costs paid almost entirely by industry. These expenditures do not include
payments of.Forest Protection Tax to the Provincial Government.

(2) Calendar Years.

(3) The·Forest Service ceased publication of this information in 1968.
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ANNEXURE VI A COMPAnISON OF THE DA1t.AGE CAUSED BY FOREST FIRES
TABLE 4 IN BRITISH COLUMBIA (1) 1915 - 1969

(5 YEAR AVERAGES)

Annual Standing Amount Damage to
Period Total Area Timber Killed and Damage to Other Forms Total

of Nurr,ber of Burned Killed Salvageable Forests of Property IJamage
Years Fires (Acres) ( Cunit s) (2). ( Cunits) (2) ;$ $ $

1915 - 19 986 246,763 239,403 69,955 149,314 158,638 307,952
1920 - 24 1,775 532,817 325,278 115,618 570,782 504,015 1,074,797
1925 - 29 1,956 560,440 405,855 207,033 847,577 354,494 1,202,071
1930 - 34 1,745 591,825 5°9,348 94,455 919,520 193,376 1,112,896
1935 - 39 1,593 289,029 554,223 153,530 593,025 251,917 844,942
1940 - 44 1,633 338,485 278,908 18,736 468,105 209,644 477,749
1945 - 49 1,475 265,791 217,840 51,738 333,269 274,937 608,206
1950 - 54 1,507 294,112 201,198 1l0,015 493,091 537,382 1,030,473
1955 - 59 2,389 584,424 757,973 211,701 2,106,511 368,982 2,475,493
1960 - 64 2,148 322,538 . 900,112 327,972 3,438,354 265,194 3,703,548
1965 - 69 2,367 209,309 900,431 349,438 3,587,060 509,058 4,096, n8

NOTES: (1) Data derived from information included in Forest Service Annual Reports. Whilst some data is
available for the period 1910 - 14, it is incomplete and has not been used.

(2) Original figures quoted in thousands of board feet, B.C. Log Scale have been converted into cubic
feet, employing a conversion factor of 6. (1 cubic foot = 6 board feet, B.C. Log Scale)

f\)
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/JTNEXURE VI LAMAGE CAUSEL BY FOREST FIRES IN BRITISH COLmmIA TO
TABLE 5 PROPERTY OTHER THAN FO RESTS 1915 - 1969

(DOLLARS - FIVE YEAR AVERAGES)

Forest Loggine
. Period Products in and

of Process of Railway
Years N:anufacture Buildings Equipment Mise. Total

1915 - 19 32,514 54,803 40,840 21,503 155,720
1920 - 24 143,994 115,843 161,453 82,725 504,015
1925 - 29 80,323 113,331 126,264 34,510 354,494
1930 - 34 11,436 44,918 55,790 16,372 194,516
1935 - 39 119,345 33,203 90,491 8,812 251,911
1940 - 44 61,240 32,129 15,244 41,033 210,246

1945 - 49 (1) 121,208 12,113 114,680 20,331 214,338
1950 - 54 .206,484 32,584 264,857 33,451 531,382
1955 - 59 94,381 24,900 220,941 28,741 368,981
1960 - 64 78,381 39,033 129,121 18,159 265,194
1964 - 69 223,119 42,375 198,206 44,151 509,051

NOTE: (1) FiG~res from 1945 on, exclude losses resulting from intentional slash-burns
escapine from control.

•
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ANNEXURE VI ~UMMARY OF SNAG FALLING, SLASH DISPOSAL (1) AND SLASH-
TABLE 6 BURNING DAMAGE (2) IN THE VANCOUVER FOREST DISTRICT

OF BRITISH COLUMBIA (3) 1950 - 1965

A C RES
Total Area Total Area of

, Over vlhi'ch Total Area Slash Carried Total
Snags Cut of'Slash Over for Later Damage

Year Down Deal t With Disposal $

1950 72,205 76,545 36,303 109,279
1951 66,120 15,271 24,344 8,625

1952 67,214 96,140 21,165 116,365

1953 73,566 88,171 31,006 2

1954 14,332 84,752 22,996 2,468

1955 78,450 11,991 20,103 2,511
1956 82,688 44,251 23,981

1957 68,510 69,811 - 174,258
1958 57,576 45,012 - 42,118

1959 11,199 61,101 18,645 4,430
1960 87,872 72,883 4,075 21,819
1961 80,609 59,634 922 154,630
1962 99,854 13,948 18,122 21,262
1963 1,031 78,361 12,471 16,122
1964 104,153 83,408 38,238 8,018
1965 105,463 17,181 22,120 277,031

NOTES: (1) Slash disposal in the Vancouver Forest District is carried out almost entirely by
broadcast slash burning.

(2) Damage caused is mainly the value of timber destroyed by broadcast slash burns rv
escaping control. --l

co
(3) From British Columbia Forest Service Annual Reports.

(4) The Forest Service reduced published data in 1965 and later years.
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board feet:
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C LOS S A R Y

(1) board foot, lumber tally. Theoretically, a piece of

lUIJ1ber measuring 12" x 12lf x I" thickness. In com

merce, the thickness mqy vary. For example, lumber

sawn scant (ie. thinner than one inch) is frequently

\ measured as if it were one inch thick.

(2) board foot, log scale. The theoretical number of

board feet, lumber tally, as measured by the Official

British Columbia Board Foot Log Scale (or scales based

on other formula, where specified in the text) which

can be sawn from a log, after making deductions for

decqy, defects, saw kerf (the width of the saw cut)

and so on.

bush:

car stakes:

caskets:

choker:

cooperage:

coupe:

closed season:

conversion:

cubic foot:

a colloquial word used in British Columbia to refer to the

forest. ·A synonym of lfforest ...

squared timbers which are erected along the sides of rail

way cars to support loads reaching higher than the sides of'

the car, or, on a flatdeck car, to support the whole 10ad.

coffins.

a wire rope sling which is placed round one end of a log

and by which it is moved during the skidding operation.

wood used for making barrels, such as barrel staves.

French for "cut." In forestry, the term is used to describe

an area which has been logged. French usage employs the

word for describing silvicultural systems of f«lling. ego

"coupe rase" is a description for the clear-cuttinc system.

The period of potential fire hazard in British Columbia

during which a variety of fire protection re5~lations take

effect.

In forestry terminology, this describes the process of

making trees into logs or, more generally, of making manu

factured products from logs. .Hence, a lfconversion plant lf

is a mill making forest products.

a cube of wood 12" x 12" x 12lf in size. The British

Columbia Cubic Foot Log Scale is based on the Smalian

formula and measures the number of cubic feet in a log.

The term "firmwood cubic scale" refers to the measurement

of all solid wood in a log whether it is suitable for the

production of lumber or not. Thus, unlike the B.C. Board

Foot Scale, deductions are only made for decay and not for

other defects in the B.C. Cubic Foot Log Scale.
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diameter, bread height: In British Columbia, the diameter of a tree at a hei ht

of fou~}f'eet above the "1.." ~,?'~~iI.t!:/k~~..... ..f: .)."t:.~~::c....;,.~g
V ~-P!UUi.-l..U.._..t.he--.g.r..o.uad--surf.at:e

at the base of the tree.

exotic:

forest policy:

in forest terminology, a tree which has been imported

from another cOUntr,y, ie. a tree which is not native to
the area in which it ;s ~ 0 .... ur w~ng.

(a) a course of action in forestry determined according

to the social and economic objects which it is desired

to achieve. It includes allocation of land for for

estry in relation 'to other forms of land use.

(b) the General principles adopted for the creation and/or

maintenance of forests and their use.

(Commonwealth Forestry Society)

hop poles: long, slender poles used to support a me;:'l of strine,
viding support to growing hops.

p:'0-

increment:

lagging:

lath:

lOt;" grade:

lumber:

mining cap:

normal forest:

packer:

pre-emption:

railwaJ ties:

royalty:

the increase in girth, diameter, basal area, height, volurr-8,

quality or value of individual trees or crops during a given

period. (Commonwealth Forestr,y Society)

wood used in mining for lining the mine tunnel.

a sawn product of small dimension used for agricultural)./ ,.\., '"

and other purposes.

a classification of logs according to their value for pro

ducing lumber and pulp. The Coastal area of B.C. has a loC

gTading system but there is none in the Interior.
(I"l..-.."".J,.,

sawn wood products One inch in thickness, or, in the case....
of "dimension lumber," two inches in thickness.

a wooden beam, supported by posts, for supporting the roC'f

of a mine tunnel.

a theoretical organization of forest in which all age

classes are present in a proportion in which the annual

growth of thef.orest is constant and the annual yield of

products is constant. The creation of a normal forest is

frequently an objective of forest management.

a man transporting goods by oxen, horse or back pack.

occupancy by settling on land and subsequently obtaining

ownership of it.

the cross beams on which a railwaJ line is supported. They

may be hewn by hand (by a "tie-hack") or sawn. Also known

as "railway sleepers" in Britain.

a prescribed fee (in British Columbi!3- set .•by legislation)

for forest produce p<\rable to the 4'\.:;-t-~:..·, ..~-~1



shakes and shi~g18s:

silvicultural ~ystem:
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cplit or sawn pieces of wooc, usually cedar, used for roof-

ing houses.

A rne+had .o:f--·s-ilvi·cuTtuf'al procedure worked out in accordance

Hi th accepted se+&-of'·-..,e.:i.lv-i·curt-urai principles, by '-lhi ch

forest crops are tended, harvested and replaced by new crop~

of distinctive forms.

~ skid road, skid trail: A narrow road or trail used for the skidding of loes from

the stump to a "landing." (area of concentration of logs).

slash:

snag:

stumpage:

sustained yield:

thinning:

upset stumpa£c pri ca:

The unusable residue after 10Gginc, viz., branche~, tops,

bark, chunks, unutilizable 10£;8, uprooted dumps illld broken

or uprooted trees left on the area; also any larce accumulet

tion of debris after wind and fire.

(a) A standing dead tree from which the leaves and most

of the branches have fallen, or a standing section of

the stem of a tree broken off at a height of ten feet

or more. If less than twenty feet, properly called a

"stub."

(b) A sunken or submerged stump.

In the text, definition (a) applies.

The value of timber as it stands uncut in a forest. In

British Columbia, the Forest Service has developed its mm

system of appraisal, sometimes referred to as a "modified

Rothery system."

(a) The material that a forest can yield annually (or

periodically) in perpetuity.

(b) As applied to a policy, method or plan of management

(sustained yield management) implies continuous pro

duction with the aim of achieving, at the earlie2t

practical time and at the highest practical level, an

approximate balance between net growth and harvest,

either by annual or somewhat longer periods.

a felling made in an immature stand for the purpose of

iffiproving the £rowth and form of the trees that remai.n,

"i thout permanently breaking the canopy.

The stumpage price at which the Forest Serivce offers Cro~~

timber for sale. Bids or sealed tenders from pot0ntial ~ur

chasers may offer the upset price or a hicher price.
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